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Page xxiv, line 13 from bottom, for ( - , . . . . read ( " , . . . ,
55
Page 3, line 19, for 55u.
.KI read u.SAR(or ^ I R ? ) . K I .
Page 12, line 18, column 3, for „2-\gu- . . . . read „2-[gu-. .
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PEEFACE
The publication of the studies here presented has suffered
many delays. The first study, dealing with the unrecognized
Z?i-forms, was in final shape and ready for the press as early as
the autumn of 1934. 1 Although originally its immediate publication was planned, a later decision was to wait until it and the
study dealing with the verb uzuzzu could appear together as one
number of the "Assyriological Studies" series. A journey to the
museums in London and Berlin in 1935 necessarily interfered
with my endeavors to have the manuscript of the latter study in
final shape at an early date, but at the end of 1935 the manuscript
of all three studies now published was ready for delivery, although,
owing to the absence on a vacation of one of the editors of the
series, its actual delivery did not take place until February, 1936.
The subsequent long delay of one and a half years before the
manuscript was sent to the printer (in the autumn of 1937) was
due to the fact t h a t the time of the editorial office was taken
u p with seeing a number of other publications through the press.
The printer's work on the manuscript, proofreading, etc. consumed
the following nine months (till the summer of 1938), and an
additional nine months (till the spring of 1939) was consumed
with making extensive indices which the author had intended
to add to this publication b u t which for the present, as explained
below, must remain unpublished. I t is hoped t h a t the final issue
of this publication will take place in the summer of this year.
The actual making of the observations presented in the studies
here published naturally preceded the dates just given. Some
observations, e.g., those on the tn-iovms and many of those
relating to the forms of the verb uzuzzu, were made in the course
of special investigations more or less immediately preceding their
1

A reference to my explanation of the infinitive form pitarrusu is found
already in Dr. S. I. Feigin's article on HUM-HUM in Analecta orientalia X I I
(1935) 84, n. 2.
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being worked into the manuscript of the present publication.
But the book also contains, in the main investigations as well as
in the footnotes, observations relating to comparative grammar,
the Semitic verb system, stressing of the forms, and the conception
of text passages, which are already of a respectable age, some of
them having been made more than twenty-five or thirty years
ago, but like a great many other observations having remained
unpublished for lack of time or because no particular occasion
for their publication presented itself.
The decision to prepare the present publication resulted from
my connection with the Assyrian Dictionary project of the
Oriental Institute, for which I took responsibility after the death
of my colleague, Professor Chiera, in 1933. Up to that time the
work on the Dictionary had consisted chiefly in the gathering
and filing of the word material; but it seemed to me that the
time had come to shift the work of the Dictionary staff from that
first preliminary task to the more essential task of thoroughly
sifting the accumulated material according to grammatical,
etymological, and phraseological viewpoints. It was clear that
the Dictionary, if it was to serve its purposes for an extended
period, should not be based merely on the grammatical knowledge
which had already crystallized in the existing Assyriological
literature but that before the final writing of the Dictionary
articles all possible attempts should be made by the staff members
themselves to solve the many problems which not only the
enormous amount of new material, but, in spite of the admirable
and ingenious work done by former generations, also the older
material presented at every turn. Since, however, it was desirable
for that purpose that grammatical observations passing beyond
the contents of the existing grammars should be accessible in a
reliable and convenient form, i.e., in print, I decided, upon urgent
entreaties by my colleagues of the Dictionary staff, to publish
some of my own observations, choosing as a beginning the subjects
of the three studies here published.1
1

I n this connection it will be pertinent to mention that owing to the
financial developments of the last few years the Dictionary project has
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Investigations such as here presented are of course not intended
to be read casually. They must be studied thoroughly, and now
and then, in order to take full advantage of their contents, it
will even be necessary to restudy some of the complicated explanations, logical deductions, etc. In order to facilitate this use of the
publication, I had added to my manuscript a number of indices,
comprising a subject index, lists of the historical and basic forms
mentioned in the studies, a list of the new paradigms, a list of
the new phonetic values of cuneiform signs, and an index to the
passages treated or referred to in the studies. Owing to the fact,
however, that these indices by far exceeded the number of pages
originally estimated, and owing to a decision that the additional
costs would have to be borne by the author, unfortunately tlrese
indices, which undoubtedly would have enhanced the value of
the book, had to be omitted. 1
encountered serious difficulties, and that, if these cannot be removed,
it is doubtful whether the project can be carried through according to the
ambitious plan described above. The great importance of those preliminary
studies for the future dictionary as I visualized it and as I hoped to bring
it out with the help of collaborators who had gone through my school,
I believe, will be evident to every reader of this publication. But if it
be necessary to point it out in a special instance, I may refer, for example,
to the fact t h a t with the application of the results gained in Study I, the
articles of the future dictionary on the I 2 and I 3 formations of almost
every verb will appear in a drastically changed form, inasmuch as many,
in some cases most or even all, of the I 2 forms of present dictionaries will
appear as I 3 forms. Since each of the two formations expresses a characteristic meaning, the user of the future dictionary will be enabled to
recognize finer nuances expressed in the texts by means of the two formations. The same may be said with regard to the old Semitic and the
syntactical use of the t-forms, the meanings of which are explained in this
publication, though only insofar as it was necessary for the clarification of
certain passages and the elucidation of their relation to the ^n-forms. With
the functions of the two fs known, finally, the £-£-forms, which combine
the two £'s, as well as the t-tn-forms, which combine the t and the tn, will
no longer offer any difficulty; and one need therefore no longer turn to
vague and unprovable theories concerning the meaning of a presumed
infix -tata-, -tatan-, etc.
1
Especially I had hoped that the subject index, which in the form in
which it was offered amounted in part to a detailed and more or less
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That in a few points treated in this publication a final decision
had to be postponed for lack of material on which it could be
based, and that other questions had to be left uninvestigated
simply for lack of the time necessary for a thorough investigation,
will readily be understood. Doubtless not only future increase
of our material by new publications, but also a continued study
of texts already published will here and there add further details
to our knowledge, e.g., concerning the dialectical forms of the
verb uzuzzu. I myself might exemplify this by the following. The
well known is.si.DAN.nu of Darius, Bisutun Inscription, § 13
(Babyl. vers., col. 122), § 18 (col. 1^), etc., has mostly been taken
as a substantival predicate, issi dannu, "(was) my mighty help(er),"
but judging from the Old Persian and Elamite parallel passages
one would expect it to represent a verbal phrase containing a
suffix of the first person singular. It has therefore been taken as
is-si-dan-nu, I 2 from an otherwise unattested verb *sedu ( = Hebrew sa'ad), "to support," but it may well represent a form
is-si-tan-nu (= izzizanni [= izzizam?]), "he protected me" or
"he stood by me" or "he sided with me," from *tatu (= *zazu),
"to stand." Should a form of the latter verb actually have
been intended, the passage would give us a purely vernacular
Assyrian *tatu IV 1 preterit form issit ( < Httit < Hntlt),
"he stood," which in Study III has been concluded on purely
logical grounds (cf. p. 168 for ss < nif'al n + first radical t,
and p. 170 for t as last radical). Here a final decision is possible
only if other forms of the phrase remove the uncertainty now
existing.
To the *sazu forms referred to on page 156 (under a) as the
earliest found in Babylonian inscriptions the form u-su-uz, "he
stands," "he stood," which occurs in line 5 of the letter(?) fragment 4 R 34, No. 2, is perhaps to be added, but of course only
if the text actually represents a comtemporary letter and not a
later composition, and provided that the copy of Assur-ban-apli's
systematic summary of the subjects treated in the studies would have been
welcomed as a useful supplement to the inductional and deductional
investigations, in which those subjects could of course be mentioned only
at the places where they were needed.
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library faithfully renders the original text. That the author of
the letter, or the Babylonian ruler who is speaking in the first
person, was (as Weidner in AOf IV 217 assumes) Ninurta-nadinMU-MES, the father of Nabu-kudurri-usur I, is quite possible, but
does not follow conclusively from the recognizable contents of
the fragment. 1
I also wish to use this opportunity for a few remarks on the
form purussd'um, mentioned on page 140. In the singular it" is
found on tablets dating from the time of the dynasty of Akkad
(cf. mu-hu-ra-um, Oriental Institute, A 7866, last line; mu-hurra-um, A 7866 2 ; hu-lu-qd-um, Tell Asmar 1931/32, field number
la, 19, last line; ru-ku-ma-mum, Meld Museum 2292035)2 and
once also in Old Assyrian (hu-lu-qd-um, CTCT I I I 2668), while
the texts of the latter dialect usually have the plural form (cf.
hu-lu-qd-e, CTCT I I I 18a 10 ; ha-lu-qd-e, Collection Rosenberg 1
[transliterated by Eisser and Lewy, MVAeG X X X I I I , p . 315],
1. 1; u-tu-ra-u, CTCT I, 16b and 17a; u-tu-ra-e, Clay, LTC,
No. 173 2 ; nu-ku-ra-e, CTCT I I 328). These old purussu forms
reveal the very interesting fact t h a t Akkadian (or pre-Akkadian),
when singularizing the original plural form *pursii, was intent
on reincorporating the unusual singular form *pursiim into the
current system of noun formation by developing it into a "Dehnstufe" of the singular form *pursum. For *pursayum — like the
similarly developed form *pursdnum (cf. the Arabic plural form
iuHdnun) — stands in the same relation to *pursum as e.g. Hldhun
(Hebrew Hoah) to Hlum (Hebrew *el). The plural (or, if one prefers,
Collective) meaning of *pursaium is clearly demonstrated by the
cact t h a t in the Old Akkadian tablets referred to above the
singulars of this formation in practically all cases appear as summarizing predicates under lists enumerating specified items.
Compare A 7866, which lists deliveries of butter (measured in
DTJK'S and SILA'S) by various persons and which sums them up
in the last line of the tablet as 14 mu-hu-ra-um, "14 'receivings'";
1
On this question as well as the details of the chronology of that period,
see my forthcoming volume on the Khorsabad king list.
2
These unpublished texts have been studied by Dr. Gelb, to whom
I am indebted for the references.
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Field Museum 229203, which in lines 1-4 gives the names and
the parentage of two women and in line 5 adds the apposition
ru-ku-ma-um, i'objects of a vindication suit' 5 ; and Tell Asmar
fragment 1931/32, la, 19, which in the last line of its reverse
(at the end of a list not preserved) has the remark hu-lu-qd-um,
"losses." Because of its plural meaning it is of course not surprising that in the Old Assyrian (Cappadocian) dialect the singular
form purussd'um is again replaced by the plural form, while the
singular in that period appears in singular meaning; cf. CTCT III,
26b8: 1 subdtum hu-lu-qd-um, where huluqqd^m stands in apposition to "one garment." 1
Finally, I wish to say a word about the form sa-a-a-ma-nu-um,
mentioned on page 44. In analogy with nddindnum, "seller,"
the word for "buyer," "purchaser," denoting not the "professional buyer" but the "person who buys (a house, slave, etc.)
in a single transaction," should be sdHmdnum. Possibly, therefore,
sa-a~a-ma-nu-um is to be read sa-aii-ma-nu-um ( = sdiimdnum)
or even sa-aH-ma-nu-um (= sdHmdnum). However, sdiimdnum
( < sdHmdnum) may well have developed — originally, of course,
in vernacular language — to saiiimdnum (and finally even to
saiiamdnum).
In conclusion I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness and to
express my cordial thanks to Professor F. W. Geers, the late
Professor A. Walther, and Dr. I. J. Gelb for their frequently and
always willingly given help in the gathering of the form material,
1

An interesting attempt to define the relation between huluqqu and
hulqu from which it developed is made by von Soden in the commentary
to his translation of King, Babylonian Magic and Sorcery, No. 27, for our
Dictionary. He remarks (on p. B 103): "Wahrend hulqu 'Vernichtung'
als Zustand bezeichnet, bezeichnet huluqqu 'Vernichtung', 'Schwund' als
vor sich gehende resultative Handlung"; cf. also on p. B 177a: "Huluqqu
bezeichnet wohl eigentlich das Hineingeraten in den Zustand des Verderbens
" However, no proof for such an inchoative meaning can*
be found in the context of any of the numerous passages containing a
purussu form, and the passages quoted above from Old Akkadian and
Cappadocian texts definitively show t h a t the purussd'um form cannot
have such a meaning. For instance, a designation of slaves, animals, or
objects as "beginning to be lost" makes no sense whatever.
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the tracing of indistinctly remembered passages in publications,
etc.; to Dr. S. I. Feigin for excerpting passages in the Talmud
and even commenting on them; and to Dr. R. T. Hallock,
Dr. G. G. Cameron, and the members of the Editorial Office of
the Institute, but above all to Dr. S. N. Kramer, for carefully
revising the manuscript of this publication.
CHICAGO

April, 1939

A . POEBEL
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9*
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Julius Lewy, Die Kiiltepetexte aus der Sammlung Frieda
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Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Vorderasiatische Abteilung,
Keilschrifturkunden aus Boghazkoi.
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Henry Frederick Lutz, Legal and Economic Documents
from Ashjaly ( = University of California Publications
in Semitic Philology, Vol. X, No. 1, pp. 1-184).
L. W. King, The Letters and Inscriptions of Hammurabi,
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Albert T. Clay, Letters and Transactions from Cappadocia
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B. Nies, Yale University, Vol. IV).
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Heinrich Zimmern, Sumerische Kultlieder aus altbabylonischer Zeit ( = VS I I [Nos. 1-100] and X [Nos.
101-216]).
STC
L. W. King, The Seven Tablets of Creation.
Suppl.
Bruno Mei!3ner, Supplement zu den assyrischen Worterbiichern.
Syll. b
Syllabary b (Syllabary of the second class).
Syll. c
Syllabary c (Syllabary of the third class).
Taylor Prism Hexagonal clay prism of Sennacherib, I R 37-42.
TC
Musee du Louvre, Departement des Antiquites Orientales
— Textes cuneiformes.
TCa
G. Contenau, Tablettes cappadociennes ( = Musee du
Louvre, Departement des Antiquites Orientales —
Textes cuneiformes, Tome V).
TEAT
(C. Bezold and E . A. Wallis Budge,] The Tell El-Amarna
Tablets in the British Museum.
Thompson
R. Campbell Thompson, The Epic of Gilgamis.
TTC
G. Contenau, Trente tablettes cappadociennes.
UPUM
University of Pennsylvania, The University Museum,
Publications of the Babylonian Section.
VAT 5946 etc. Vorderasiatische Abteilung der Berliner Staatsmuseen,
catalogue of clay tablets, registration number 5946 etc.
VS
Vorderasiatische Schriftdenkmaler der Koniglichen Museen
zu Berlin, herausgegeben von der Vorderasiatischen
Abteilung.
WZKM
Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes.
Yale Syll.
Yale Syllabary ( = Clay, MI, No. 53).
YOS
Yale Oriental Series, Babylonian Texts.
ZA
Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie und verwandte Gebiete
(1886-1922).
ZA N . F .
Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie und verwandte Gebiete, Neue
Folge (1924
).
ZDMG
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft
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SYMBOLS USED
in grammatical phrases stands for "person" or "thing. '
developed from.
developing into.
/
between two sign values or between a sign value and a group of
sign values denotes a combination in which the second group in
question is written inside the sign preceding it.
between two identical sign values denotes the gili?nu combination
(two signs crossing each other),
preceding a form indicates t h a t the latter is hypothetical, but
correctly deduced,
indicate an incorrectly assumed form,
between two sign values and
(1) with spacing between it and the values indicates that the connection between the two values or between the two signs
represented by them is doubtful or intentionally left undecided
for the moment by the modern author.
(2) without spacing between it and the sign values indicates that
the two signs rendered by the two values form a compound
sign with a phonetic value of its own.
above the line between two identical sign values indicates that the
two signs rendered by the two values are vertically arranged
(i. e., one above the other).
closely following a consonant indicate a vowel either unknown or
omitted by the modern author.
indicate
(1) modern omission of a single sign.
(2) [between brackets] only one sign to be restored,
indicate other modern omissions from original text.
inclose
(1) in transliterations: restorations.
(2) in a verbo schemes: forms taken from a second verb.
(3) in the list of abbreviations: authors not named in the title
of the publication.
inclose faulty additions by the ancient scribe,
inclose
(1) faulty omissions by the ancient scribe.
(2) parts of compound word formations, later omitted.
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inclose
(1) in transliterations of Akkadian (and Sumerian) words or forms
(a) elided vowels.
(b) the first of two identical consonants
(a) if it is due to secondary doubling.
((3) in cases where it is required by the system of word
and form formation, b u t is not written by the ancient
scribe.
(c) variants.
(2) in translations
(a) words not expressed in the original texts.
(b) variants.
(c) all kinds of explanations.
indicates identity. _
means corresponding (or parallel) to.
(1) between two consonants in Akkadian words means "or."
(2) between Roman numbers denotes a combination of the verb
formations designated by those numbers.
(1) over vowel in connected transliteration indicates the main
stress of the word.
(2) after Arabic numbers referring to lines or columns is used in
some instances to indicate t h a t the numbering starts with the
first preserved line or column of a broken or damaged tablet.
over vowel in connected transliteration indicates a secondary stress
(i. e., a weaker second stress preceding or following the main
stress).
indicates length of vowel.
indicates shortness of vowel (usually not especially indicated).

For other symbols marking stress and length on special occasions only
(-, ~, and ~), as well as the restricted use of A on such occasions, see explanations on p. 93, n. 1, and on p . 129, n. 1.
The system used for the transliteration of signs is that of ThureauDangin, Les homophones sumeriens. For additional values see p . 4, nn. 1
and 2; p. 5, 1. 13; p . 7, 1. 27; p . 10, n. 1; p . 20, n. 2; p . 29, n. 2; p . 36,
1. 8; p . 44, 1. 14 and n. 1; p . 52, n. 1; p . 55, nn. 1 and 2; p . 56, n. 1;
p. 80, 1. 15 a n d n . 2; p . 88, 1. 1 and n. 1; ibid., 1. 4 a n d n . 2; and p . 192, n. 1.
L e t t e r - s p a c e d r o m a n represents Sumerian.
Italics represent Akkadian and other Semitic languages.
SMALL CAPITALS are

used

(1) in cuneiform signs whose phonetic readings in the passages
concerned are uncertain or unknown or are intentionally left
undecided for the moment by the modern author.
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(2) in Sumerian writings (so-called "ideograms") in Akkadian text.
(3) in syllabaries and vocabularies, for the ditto mark &U,1 referring
to the word in the Sumerian column.
1

Evidently abbreviation of the Akkadian su-ma, "the same." The sign
is used like an ideogram.
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STUDY I
UNRECOGNIZED FORMS OF T H E 1 3 FORMATION
The Akkadian infinitive form pitarrusu, the preterit iptarras,
the imperative pitarras, and the participle muptarrisu were taken
by Delitzsch as forms of the I 2 formation and, as far as I can see,
this is still the current opinion. I n Delitzsch's grammatical
system the forms pitdrrusum, pitarras, and muptarrisu appeared
as by-forms of pitrusum, pitras, and muptdrsu.
His opinion
evidently was t h a t pitdrrusum and pitarras, to mention only
these forms as the most instructive examples, as well as pitrusu
and pitras, originated from *p(i)tarusu and *p(i)taras. If stressed
*pitdrusu and *pitdras, these forms developed, with secondary
doubling of the consonant after the stressed vowel, to pitdrrusu
and pitarras; if, however, they were stressed with receding accent,
t h a t is, as *pitarusu and *pitaras, they became pitrusu and pitras
b y syncope of the unstressed vowel immediately following the
stressed syllable. For iptdrras as preterit of I 2 Delitzsch needed
no special explanation, because he believed t h a t the preterit of
the I 2 formation, exactly as its present, was stressed *iptdras,
which might appear as iptdrras with doubling of the r after the
stressed syllable. The subsequent discovery that, e, g., at the
time of Hammurabi, doubling of the middle radical is consistently
found only in the present form iptdrras, while the similarly
consistent writing iptaras of the preterit form evidently indicates
a stressing iptaras, in no way reacted against the assumption
t h a t there was also a preterit form I 2 iptdrras. For while iptaras
now was grouped with the eliding forms pitrusum, pitras, and
muptdrsu, iptdrras was simply added to the supposed by-forms
pitdrrusum, pitarras, and muptarrisu, which are characterized
by the doubling of the middle radical.
The assumed existence of a double set of forms, differing from
each other merely by different stressing but not in meaning,
1
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naturally arouses suspicion, because language, ruled by the
principle of utmost economy, would tend to use only one form.
Differentiation in stressing, with consequently a different development of forms, it is true, very frequently occurs. It is indeed
one of the most common of those factors that have produced
the differences between related languages, as well as those between
the various dialects of one and the same language. But the forms
pitrusu and pitdrrusu certainly have nothing to do with dialectical differences, since they, as we shall see, in many cases occur
side by side in the very same texts.
In contrast to the supposed excess of forms in I 2 Delitzsch's
system of verbal forms leaves blanks for the infinitive, permansive,
and imperative of the I 3 formation. This, too, must appear as
very strange. For there is no conceivable reason why the I 3
formation, which like I 2 is merely a specially nuanced form of I 1,
should not have an infinitive, permansive, and imperative, in
the same way as I 1 and I 2. An infinitive that means "to perform
an action repeatedly or over and over again" is logically no less
possible or necessary than an infinitive that expresses the idea
"to perform some action." Nor can one imagine why Akkadian
should be averse to using an infinitive expressing the idea "to
perform an action over and over again," if it permits the formation
of a present of the meaning "he performs the action over and
over again" and of a preterit meaning "he performed the action
over and over again." Nor is it reasonable to assume that, although
infinitive, permansive, and imperative of I 3 could actually be
formed, these forms are merely not found in the literature at our
disposal at present. For since the assertive forms of I 3 occur
very frequently in the texts, it would be most remarkable if by
some strange coincidence no infinitive of that formation were
found in the very extensive literature.
Finally, when the two preceding observations are placed in
contrasting juxtaposition, it must follow as a third improbability
that in the Akkadian verb system there should exist two infinitives, two permansives, two preterits, two imperatives, and two
participles for the I 2 formation, but no infinitive, permansive,
imperative, and participle for the I 3 formation. One will, there-
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fore, think at once of the possibility t h a t one of the supposed
infinitives of I 2, namely, pitdrrusu, is the missing infinitive of I 3,
a n d t h a t only pitrusu is the infinitive of I 2. Pitdrrusu would
then obviously represent *pitdnrusu (< *ptdnrusu), whose consonants consist of the three radicals prs and the inserted tn of the
I 3 formation. That this actually is the right explanation will
become evident from t h e following observations.
1. THE INFINITIVE pitanuSU AND THE PEEMANSIVE pitarrUS
The following passages in Sumero-Akkadian vocabularies give
t h e Sumerian equivalents of Akkadian infinitives I 1 as well as
of infinitives of t h e form pitarrusu:
CT X I X 25: K 4309, col. 2 16f .:
16
17

inimi-niin-gi4
inim-gi4-gi4

e-qe-q[u]
e-te-eg-gu-g[u]

CT X I X 20: K 4362, rev. 5f :
5

gll-BU

^gU-BTJ-BTI

ma-qa-qu
mi-tan-gu-gu

CT X V I I I 32-35 (K 2008 + K 2041 etc. + K 4370), col. 3 5 5 _ 5 8 :
55

u.

. KI t a g - g a

KTJ-KTJ-BTJ
57

u tag-tag

NIM-NJM

pa-sd-lum
pi-§e-lum
pi-taS-Su-lum
i-tas-lu-lum

The Sumerian phrases which are equated with the Akkadian
eteqququ, mitangugu ( = mitaqququ),1 and pitassulu show the
verbs in reduplication as g i 4 - g i 4 , BTJ-BTJ, and t a g - t a g , while
t h e verbs of the phrases equating the forms eqequ, maqdqu, and
pasdlu are only g i 4 , BIT, and t a g . The difference between eteqququ, mitangugu, and pitassulum, on the one hand, and eqequ,
maqdqu, and pasdlum, on the other hand, should therefore be
t h e same as t h a t between g i ^ g i ^ BU-BU, t a g - t a g , and g i 4 ,
BTJ, t a g ; and since reduplication of the Sumerian verb root
expresses ideas of plurality, such as plurality of the subject^
1

For ng instead of gg (from qq) in. this form see sec. 5.
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object, or action (L e., repetition of the action, etc.), the Akkadian
pitassulum etc. should likewise express a plurality of action,
repetition, etc. Now, such a meaning is never expressed by I 2;
this, as is well known, is the regular function of the ^-formations
in Akkadian. There is, therefore, actually no other possibility
than to take iteqququ, mitangugu, and pitassulum as infinitives
of I 3 (< **tanququ, *mtdnququ, and *ptdnsulum).
In Assur 2559 (second tablet of D i r i | atru), MAG I I I , Heft 3,
p. 47, we find in col. 1 1 7 _ 3 5 the following equations similar to
those quoted above:
7

1a - a h

la

iV

sa~la-lum
sa-lu-u
re-du-u
20
ru^u-u
a-ha-zu
Z2
e-ze-bu
a-ba^u-ti
24
ba~ba-lum
e-se-^u
26
e-be-lum
lB

KI-MIN sa se-ti

la-ah-la-ah

lab4-lah4

ri-te-^u^-u
ri~te-du~u
i-tar-ru-ru
32
i-tab-bu~lum
bu-ub-bu-lum
3i
$u-bu-lum
su-ta-bu-lum

I n eleven out of a total of thirteen instances the simple l a h 4
is translated with verbs in the I 1 formation, among which m a y
be noted especially saldlu, "to lead a w a y " (as prisoners of war,
booty); redu, "to drive"; babdlu, "to carry," "to bring." F o r
Semitic equivalents of the doubled l a h 4 - l a h 4 , however, we
find among others bubbulum (II 1 formation) a n d the following
forms of the type pitdrrusu: itdbbulum, itdrruru, rite(d)du (<rited1
2

Sign DTJ.DU = l a h 5 .
Sign ia = *u7.
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duiu). The equation l a h 4 - l a h 4 = bubbulum in comparison with lali 5
= babdlu is at once clear and needs no special explanation, since
the I I 1 formation of transitive verbs in Akkadian exactly as
the duplication of a verbal root in Sumerian expresses the idea
of repeated performance of an action. 1 If, then, we have the
equation l a h 5 = redu and l a h 4 - l a h 4 = ritedu, the difference
between redu and ritedu should be the same or at least a similar
one; to fulfil this condition there is no other possibility than to
see in ritedu the I 3 form rite(d)du < *ritenduiu, < *ritdnaduium,
< *rtnaduium,
"to drive repeatedly, constantly." 2 Similarly,
a
itabbulu (< uitdn bulurn) means "to bring constantly/' as opposed
to l a h 5 = a-ba-lum(l), as the original equation evidently had
instead of the unintelligible a-ba-aKu, a-ba-'u-u, or a-ba-*ud. Compare furthermore the equations l a h 5 == ebelu, "to catch (birds,
etc.) with a net," and l a h 4 - l a h 4 = itdrruru, "to catch (birds)
over and over again," from ardru (pres. iyarrar), "to catch (birds),"
"to keep someone a prisoner (like a bird)."
I t is true this deduction seems to be somewhat upset by the
fact t h a t our very passage equates the simple l a h 5 not only with
reyu, "to shepherd," but also with I 3 ritedu (< ritdnacuium).3
However, it does so superficially only. The fact just mentioned
1

As far as I can see, the rule t h a t in Akkadian as well as in other Semit ic
languages the pi'el II 1 of transitive verbs expresses plurality, that of
intransitive verbs however has a transitive causative meaning, has not
hitherto been formulated in a clear and precise form. More or less inexact
observations concerning the transitive meaning of the pi'el of intransitive
qal's have been made even in early grammars; cf., e. g., Ewald, Kritische
Grammatik der hebraischen Sprache (1827), p . 197: "Wenn daher Piel
von intransitiven verbis abgeleitet wird, so hat es oft transitive Bedeutung,
" But these observations were always overshadowed by the tendency
to derive somehow the transitive meaning from the supposedly basically
intensive meaning of the pi e el; because of the difficulties involved in this
process more recent grammars have hardly considered the problem. For
a suggestion regarding the origin of the causative pi'el see p. 68.
2
Note t h a t not only here but quite regularly the doubling of the middle
radical of I 3 of verbs tertiae infirmae (as well as of some verbs mediae
geminatae) is not indicated in writing.
3
For ' as equivalent of " in this case note the forms es~te~H-si-na-sim
(p. 26, n. 1) and ir-ta-ta^a-mu (p. 29), and also the remarks i n n . 2 above.
Note the assimilation of n to the usually weaker * ((, etc.).
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simply shows t h a t while the Akkadians did form an iterativum
or durativum of the idea "to shepherd," the Sumerians did not,
perhaps because the reduplicated l a h 4 - l a h 4 more or less connoted
t h e idea "to drive forcibly," an idea obviously the exact opposite
of "to shepherd," which as a rule is conceived as "a gentle leading."
The Akkadian tn-form of reyu, which lacks this connotation, must
therefore naturally be equated with l a h 5 , not with l a h 4 - l a h 4 ,
which is, as we saw, a much stronger expression than rite'u.1
I t is evidently for the same reason t h a t in our vocabulary rifu,
t h a t is, ru^yu, I I 1 of re'u, which like I 3 expresses plurality of
action, is equated with l a h 4 , not, as one might expect, with
l a h 4 - l a h 4 . Indeed, this very fact t h a t both ru(yyu and rite(*yu
are equated with l a h 5 is an additional proof t h a t the form pitarnisum belongs to the theme I 3. 2
Instances of the equation of infinitive forms of the type pitarrusv
with Sumerian reduplicated roots are very numerous in the
vocabularies and bilingual texts. I n the following I shall restrict
myself to some of those cases which do not directly contrast
I 1 and I 3 forms; and of these, moreover, I shall choose those
instances which are either especially illustrative or which require
clarifying comment.
In CT X I X 47, col. 45ff<,
mumu-mumu
liudku-ud-"(=Llu-ll(1)hu d
karkar_karkar
gidgi- i d ->>( = g i - i ^ ) g i d
sur-sur

i-tan-bu-tu
>> (=z i-tan-bu-tu) sa kakkabe
i-tan-pu-hu
si-ta-du-du
rtiu-us-su-ru

1
It will be noted that likewise the simple l a h 4 had to some extent that
connotation, as is evidenced by the fact that the first verbs equated with
l a h 5 are §aldht, "to lead away in captivity"; salu, "to throw," "to shoot" ;
redu, "to drive"; ebelu, "to catch (with a net)." Note especially t h a t l a h 4
is not equated with aru, "to lead," which invariably is t u r n ( = DTJ). This
t u r n , which evidently does not have that connotation, forms the iterative
t u r n - t u r n = urrii, itdrru.
2
Note also that the Sumerian l a h 5 itself must have an iterative meaning, because the sign with which it is written is the doubled DTJ ( = DTT.DTJ) ;
l a h 4 - l a h 4 ( = D U ' D U - D U ' D U ) is therefore, as far as its meaning is concerned,
an iterativum iterativi.
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for instance, we have a whole group of I 3 forms corresponding
without exception to reduplicated Sumerian verbs.
Itanbutu
of the intransitive(l) nabdiu, "to shine/' 1 can, of course, not be
the infinitive of IV 2, as Delitzsch in AH/\vb, p . 4436, assumed;
it is, as the Sumerian reduplication shows, I 3. 2 If it were IV 2,
the equation would account neither for the doubling of the root
in the Sumerian column nor for the t of the Akkadian verb. The
same objections must be raised against Delitzsch's explanation
of itanpuhu as IV 2 (ibid., p. 4746). Since it is equivalent of
Sumerian k a r - k a r , it is, no doubt, the iterative of the I 1 form; 3
this latter is used for expressing the rising of a single celestial
body (Samas or Sin), while itanpuhu, like itanbutu, is used for
the great mass of stars. For g i d - g i d = I 3 sitd{d)d%idifi cf. i n - g i d ]
is{\)-du-ud? ASK, pp. 45ff., col. 3 54 .
The vocabulary Assur 2559, one of whose passages has already
been quoted, gives in col. 1 39 _ 47 the following equations:
gi-ig-ri

GIR5-GIR5

te-e-bu-u
ti-ta-bu-u
^hi-tal-lu-pu
hi-tal-lu-lu
i3
hi-tal-hc-zu
sa-lu-u
i5
na-pa-gu
ra-be-e ^sam-si
X1
da-ra-ru ^Sam-si

Here the forms hitdllupu, hitdllulu, hitdllusu, and titd(b)bu
are equated with Sumerian g i g r i 4 (< g i 2 3 ' g i r i 5 < * g i r i o g i r i 5 ) , the reduplication of the simple g i r ( i ) 5 5 as is clearly
shown by its writing with GIR(I) 5 -GIR(I) 5 . Hitallupu, therefore,
1

Cf. the causative I I I 1 usanbit, " I (or he) caused to shine."
For nb instead of 66 in this case, as well as in usanbit (previous note),
see sec. 5. Note also t h a t it-ta-na-an-bi-tu therefore is not, as Delitzsch
assumed, preterit of IV 3, but present of I 3.
3
Does the nasalization indicate a pronunciation 6 instead of p in late
times ?
4
For the writing with single d see p. 5, n. 2.
5
Text is-du-ud, which, however, may render an actually existing
pronunciation.
2

3
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must mean "to hide oneself constantly," "to be hidden every where
or in many places(?)" (from haldpu, "to be hidden"); hitallulu,
"to hide something constantly (in holes)," from haldlu, "to hide
in holes"; hitallusu, "to shelter many or many times"; titd(b)bu,
"to dive constantly," "to be constantly submerged." 1
If we now t u r n to the bilingual inscriptions, an excellent
example of the occurrence of an infinitive of the type pitarrusu
and its Sumerian equivalent is furnished by the Sumerian and
Akkadian parallel inscriptions of Samsuiluna, King, L I H , Nos. 98
and 99 (Sumerian), and Ungnad, VS I, No. 33 + King, L I H ,
No. 97 (Akkadian). Lines 96-100 and 102-7 2 respectively read:
96

u4-su-se s a g - i l - l a - 9 7 a s i l a - s a - h u l - l a - t a

hu - m u -

100

98

DU-DU-da " s a g - e - e s

PA .HUB . DU-es

1Q
^uA~mi'Sa-am in re-si-in (var.: re-si-in) e-U-a-tbn 103in ri-sa-a-tim
hi hu-ud li-ib-bi-im l05a-ta-al-lu-kam l06a-na se-ri-ik-tim l07lu is-ru-ku-nim
"To walk each day in pride and in joy and gladness of heart they
( = the gods) gave to me as a present."

l0

I t will be noticed t h a t atalluhu renders the Sumerian r>u-DXJ-da.
While the simple DU merely means "to go" ( = aldku), the reduplicated DU-DU — atalluku expresses the idea "to go many
times," "to go constantly," " t o be constantly walking," etc.,
a meaning which is required by the context, for Samsuiluna does
not want to state t h a t by the grace of the gods he "went" in joy
just once a day (to or from some place), but that he daily walked
around in joy.
Similarly in obv. 17f of the royal inscription 4 R 12,
17

.... igi-^en-lil-^nin-lil-bidib-dib-bi ....
18
. . . . ina(l) ma(\)-har d » u d ,, a-tdl-lu-ka (var.:
-ki)....9
"to be constantly on the go before Enlil and Ninlil (in their service),"

atalluku renders the doubled d i b - d i b of d i b = aldku, a fact
which again suggests a meaning "to go or to walk constantly,"
1

For the writing of ti-ta-bu-u with one b only cf. p. 5, n. 2.
The participle tebu evidently denotes the "(professional) diver," that
is, "one who dives constantly." The repetition of the action is not especially
expressed in the Akkadian name for the diver, but is expressed in the
Sumerian.
2
The numbering of the lines is that of King in LIH Til.
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"to be constantly on the go." Again this meaning is required by
the context; for what the king glories in is not t h a t he goes just
once before the two deities, but t h a t he serves them his lifetime.
Furthermore, the infinitive italluku, which is the same form
as atalluku, is equated with Sumerian p a p h a l in SylL c, D. T. 40
( C T X I 2 9 - 3 2 ) , col. 4 4 1 :
tf] p[a]-ap-hal

pap-hal

di-li-min-na-big[i-]l[im-]ul-hal-la-lcu

i4al-lu-ku

A simple verbal root p a p h al in Sumerian would be rather strange,
because the usual form of bisyllabic verbal roots in Sumerian
is (consonant +) vowel -f consonant + vowel ( + consonant).
Since according to our deductions the form italluku must have a
durative-iterative meaning, which is expressed by reduplication
of the verbal root in Sumerian, it may, therefore, be regarded
as certain t h a t p a p h a l represents * p a - p a h a l , t h a t is, areduplication of a simple root * p a h a l . We have here, no doubt, the same
kind of reduplication of a bisyllabic root as we found above in
g i g r i < g i - g i r i instead of * g i r i - g i r i . The Akkadian infinitive
is therefore in this case too t h a t of I 3 and means "to walk constantly or uninterruptedly (etc.)." For this reason it is not at all
surprising t h a t in 4 R 17, o b v . u _ u ,
[

] - m a h - a n - k u - g a - t a gir(i) p a p - h a l - l a - z u - d e
[ina nr-he s]i-ru-ti sd same-e elluti^1 ina i~te-ei~tu-qi-ka
[ a n d e n - l i l ( - b i ) h ] u l - l i - e s s u b - b i s a mu-ra-da-an-SAR-SAR
l^a-num u ^e]n-lil hu-dis i-kar-ra-bu-ka
"(O Samas,) when thou art traveling over the high [roads] of the shining
heavens,
[Ami and] Enlil hail thee with joy,"

the translator renders the phrase g i r ( i ) — p a p - h a l with itettuqu
(< *Htentuqu), again a form of the type pitarrusu.
In complete accordance with the results obtained from the
Sumerian equivalents of the infinitive atalluhu or italluku is its
ideograjihie writing in Akkadian texts. For instance, the commentary text CT X L I 26f. ( = 5 R 31, No. 2), obv. 34f .,
1

Or a similar restoration of the word gili(m)mu.
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DU-DU NU ut-tara-am-ma1
(
)

a-tal-hi-ku la ut-ta-ra-am-[m]a
a-la-ku la u-sam-ad,2

which explains a passage written partly ideographically and
partly phonetically by a purely phonetic transcript, quotes from
the explained text the ideographic writing DIT-DU for atalluhu.
The same ideogram is found in DU-DU-k e-zi-da, i. e., italluku-ku
e~zi-da, "to be constantly on the go for Ezida," S. A. Smith. Die
Keilschrifttexte Asurbanipals, plate facing p. 112 (-- Streck,
Assurbanipal, Prunldnschrift No. 10), 1. 17. Since the ideogram
for aldku I 1 is merely BIT, we obtain from these ideograms the
equations
DU

— aldku

DTJ-DU =

atalluku.

I t follows therefore t h a t in the ideographic writings of the infinitives of aldku, also, the form pitarrusu is expressed by the reduplicated root of the Sumerian verb.
I conclude this survey with a quotation from a unilingual text
where we do not have the help of Sumerian but where the context
clearly shows the meaning of the pitarrusu form. I t is the passage
CH, rev., col. 27 5 9 _ G 3 :
5J

' ba-la-tam

€0

sa it-ti mu-tim

61

si-ta-an-nu(-nu)

62

a-?ia si-im-tim ^li-si-imsum
"Life that is constantly wrestling with death may he ( = Sin) decree
as his fate."

I t is at once obvious how perfectly the meaning "to wrestle
constantly (with death)" of sitannunu(l) fits the context. The
simple "to wrestle with somebody" is sandnu\ "to wrestle with
each other" is, as we shall see more fully below, sitnunu; " t o
wrestle with someone constantly" is sitannunu, the form which
we should expect in our text. Sitannu, the form which is actually
found in the text, is most probably due to a haplography of the
nu at the end of the correct form si-ta-an-nu-nu;
if, however,
the form sitannu really existed in the spoken language, it would
be an example of haplology.
1

Note the longer value tara of the sign TAR.
Probably: "First he will give up constant wandering around and then
not even go very much."
2
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If we now turn our attention to the infinitive of t h e type
pitrusu, it will be observed t h a t the Sumerian-Akkadian vocabularies comparatively rarely equate a Sumerian verbal phrase with
this form. Nor is this infinitive or the permansive adjective, which
in form and origin is identical with it, found frequently in the
translations of Sumerian texts — a fact which is in quite striking
contrast with the frequent occurrence in the vocabularies of the
form pitarrusu. However, in the light of the preceding observations,
its causes are quite obvious. Since the idea of repetition, reiteration, etc., which is conveyed by the Akkadian £n-form is expressed
in Sumerian by reduplication of the verbal root, there was nothing
to prevent the expression of this idea in a lexicographical equation
of the kind
Sumerian root + root = Akkadian infinitive I 3,

exactly as, for the same reason, we find in vocabularies the
equation
Sumerian root + root = Akkadian infinitive I I 1.

Nor is there any reason why the Sumerian should not use the
infinitive or the passive participle of verbal expressions formed
of the doubled root in connected texts. I n fact, he uses them,
especially in poetry, almost as frequently as he uses the infinitive
and the passive participle of the simple, t h a t is, non-reduplicated,
verbs. And since the doubling of the root in Sumerian denotes
plurality of action, the Akkadian scholar who translated Sumerian
texts into Akkadian would, therefore, have ample opportunity
to use in his translation the infinitive and adjective forms of I 3,
a theme which likewise expresses plurality of action.
The idea of the 2-form, on the other hand, is expressed in
Sumerian by the element - a - , which appears only as part of the
verbal prefix groups. Since, however, the Sumerian verbal noun
(infinitive as well as verbal adjective) can in no way be connected
with a prefix, all those ideas t h a t are expressed by a prefix — they
are all of dimensional character — are simply neglected in the
infinitive verbal forms. For this reason a lexicographer's equation
between an Akkadian infinitive I 2 (pitrusu) and a Sumerian
root was, under usual circumstances, quite impossible. Nor would
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the Akkadian translator find in the Sumerian texts he was
translating any immediate indication* t h a t he ought to use in his
translation an infinitive form of I 2. Since his Sumerian texts
gave only such forms of the infinitive as usually correspond to t h e
Akkadian infinitive of I 1, it would be very natural for him t o
use in his translation t h a t infinitive, not the infinitive I 2. Obviously, these facts furnish an additional proof for the non-identity
of the forms pitrusu and pitarrusu.
Nevertheless, there are instances where the infinitive or t h e
permansive participle of a £-form appears in the Akkadian column
of a lexicographical equation or in the Akkadian translation of a
Sumerian text. Compare, for instance, Syll. b, Bab. copy (WeiBbach, Bab. Misc., PL 10), col. 1 7 :
Vur-...-...

1 URXITR

I

sit-nu-nu

Chicago Syll. 306:
[^

| GURTJ§ X GTJRU& | >»* ~min-n]a-bi-gi-li-\

mu-u £ sit-pu-su

£ sit[nu-mi

Fragment 81-4-28 (JRAS, 1905, plates after p . 830), rev. 1 4 _ 1 8 :
&TT-G]URU§

»[.

„%\gu-ru-s'a-ak-ku]

&U-GTJRU§

e-mu-qu
za-ma-ru

16

• ••••

17

ga-mi-ru
sit-pu-su

18

& lci-rim-mu

•• [

i

&
sit-[...-...]
& .[..]-[.]•[•-••

VAT 244 (ZA I X 159ff.), col. 224f>:
24
25

A-Grg-ag~a
A-Gis-ag-a

sit-ru-ta-at(
sit-pu-su

?)

K 214 ( = CT X V I I I 47) and duplicate E m 2, 587 (•= CT X I X 8),
obv. 4 _ 7 :
*ZIL-ZIL
KID 6 -KID 6
6

§TJ-SA-SA
NAM-§U-GURU§

1
4

qit-\ru-su\
qit-[ru-sti]
sit-\ru-su]
sit-[pu-su]

[ZIL]-ZIL
[KID6]-KID6
[&U-S]A-SA
[NAM]-§U-GURXT§

qit-ru-[su]
qit-ru-[su]
sit-ru-\su]
sit-pu-[su]A

2
3
I . e., gurus.
I . e., su-u.
I . e.,
ga-ra-sa-ak-ku.
F o r t h e r e s t o r a t i o n s in 11. 6f. ci. C T X I X 17ff., col. 1 1 2 - 1 4 12

GXJB-BA

gu li-rum GURUg
GI§-AD-US

sd-ra-su
sd-pa-su
si-ip-su
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(to be compared with the Boghazkoi duplicate KtBo I, No. 44,
obv. 4 _ 7 :
[Z]IL-ZIL
SU-ZAG-ZAG 1
§u-s i ( ?)-sa
NAM-NIR-RI-A

hi-it-ru-zu
hi-it-nu~ku
si-it-ru-zu
si-it-pu-zu

[
]-kan-t[a[
]-ri-is-kan-[
[.]..-...-kan-ta-ri-i[a. . . . . . . - k a n - t a - r i - i a - . . . -[

]
]
])

and finally HGT, No. 105, col. l 1 2 „ j
12

14

[

]

L U + SIX-LA

[

]

L U + StT-LA

[f

]-id(?)

[| e - ] s e - l a
16

L U + SU-LA
L U + E§E-LA

ha-na-qu
ha-an-na-qu
hi-it-nu-qu
»» ^ ka-mu-n
ka-zu-u

I n these passages the infinitive sitnunu is equated with u r
,
and S U - G U R U S ; sitpusu with GURUS X GURUS,

GURUS x G U R U S ,

SU-GURUS, A - G I S ( ? ) — a g - a , NAM-SU-GURUS, and NAM-NIR-RI-A.

Since none of the Sumerian equivalents is doubled, it is obvious
t h a t t h e t of sitnunu and sitpusu does not express the idea of
repeated action. 2 I n fact, as is shown by the ideogram UR x UR
(that is, two UR signs written crosswise) in Syll. b , Bab. copy,
and b y GURUS X GURUS (two GURUS signs crossing each other)
in Chicago Syll., the forms sitnunu and sitpusu must express t h e
idea t h a t two or more individuals ''rival each other," "grasp each
other," or the like. I t will be remembered that this reciprocal idea
is expressed also b y the t of mithusu, "to fight with each other,"
originally " t o strike each other"; tamhusu, "fight"; tdhdzu,
" b a t t l e " (from ithuzu, " t o grab each other"); qitrubu, "fight a t
close quarters," literally, "to draw near each other," etc.
The reason why in the quoted cases the Akkadian vocabularies
give a n infinitive of t h e I 2 formation is therefore quite clear.
Not only does I 2 in all these cases have a meaning distinctly
different from t h a t of I 1, b u t , moreover, t h e special idea expressed in these cases by t h e Akkadian I 2 form is sometimes
expressed in Sumerian, too, b y a special word or phrase differing
1

P e r h a p s s u - z a - z a , = s u - s a - s a , K 214, obv. 6 ?
N o t e also t h e i d e n t i t y of t h e S u m e r i a n e q u i v a l e n t s for handqu a n d
hitnuqu i n H G T , N o . 105.
2
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from t h a t used for the corresponding I 1 expression. There is,
e. g., no doubt whatever that u r
corresponds only to
sitnunu, "to measure strength (etc.) with each other," not to
sandnu, "to rival someone," the latter being invariably expressed
by the phrase x - d a — s a .
A different problem is offered by another set of equations.
HGT, No. 102, col. 3 6 , e.g., has the equation
y mu-n4

| TU 9

I li-it-bu-su?n

in the same place where CT X X X V Iff., col. 2 43 , has
J mu-ii

I TU9

I la-ba-su

and Yale Syll. 140 has
If m u - u

I TU 9

I 55 ( = tu-kul-lum)

|

na-al-b[a!]-su.

No matter whether litbusu in the first of the three equations
is meant as the verbal infinitive or as a substantive, it is clear
t h a t its t does not express the idea of repetition, since the word
(exactly as the infinitive I 1 labdsu in the second equation) is
equated with the simple mu 4 . Consequently it is to be expected
t h a t even in those cases where litbusu is equated with the reduplicated m u 4 - m u 4 no real correspondence exists between the t of
litbusu and the reduplicated root. This expectation is, in fact,
completely corroborated by an analysis of the verb correspondences
in 4 R 26, No. 3 (K 222)8f#:
[s]u-zi b i - i n - r i
sa sd-lum-mat(u)

me-lam bi-an-mu4-mu4
ra-mu-u
lit-bu-su me-lam-mi

"(O god of the fire,) who art (literally: is) covered with
splendor and clad with fiery rays."

For a mere comparison of b i - i n - r i = ramu (i.e., permansive I 1
rami -f the relative u) with b i - a n - m u 4 - m u 4 = litbusu (i.e.,
permansive I 2 litbus + relative u) shows t h a t the t of the latter
form corresponds to the infix - a - of b i - a n - m u 4 - m u 4 (GSG,
§ 609). Compare furthermore the line
mu4mu-mumu4

| la-ba-su

quoted by Dehtzsch from "Fragment 4 " (AHwb, p . 3716). Here
the reduplicated m u 4 - m u 4 is equated with the Akkadian infini-
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tive I 1 of labdsu — a fact which clearly shows that the reduplication of m u 4 is completely indifferent to the t of the Akkadian
1 2 form. These observations leave no doubt t h a t in all other
cases, too, where a vocabulary or a bilingual text has a reduplicated root in Sumerian and an infinitive I 2 in Akkadian there
is no real correspondence between the Sumerian reduplication
and the t of the Akkadian verb. The explanation of the equation
is simply this: t h a t Sumerian much more frequently expresses
the idea of repetition than Akkadian. Thus, to return to the
forms found in the vocabularies quoted on pages 12f., in the
case of qitrusu, "to gnaw at each other," hitnuqu, "to try to
strangle each other," and all the /-forms expressing the idea "to
wrestle with each other," naturally the action of more than one
person is involved. Moreover, the action of each of the two contestants who try to seize, strangle, or strike each other will usually
consist of many attempts to seize, strangle, or strike the adversary.
Looking at the action of wrestling from this angle we again have
the idea of a plurality of action. The Akkadian does not especially
express these ideas; for him they follow immediately out of the
reciprocal idea expressed by the t of the verbal form. In the
Sumerian column, on the other hand, the reduplicated ZIL-ZIL
and KXD 6 -KID 6 for qitrusu,

su(?) —SA-SA for sitrusu,

and

su(?)

—ZAG-ZAG for hitnuqu denote the plurality of action involved
in a fight; Sumerian, however, leaves, at least in the infinitive
forms, the reciprocal idea "with each other" unexpressed because
this idea is expressed by means of prefixes which cannot be
used in connection with the infinitive. With regard to this latter
point note also especially the equation of STJ-GTJRTTS with both
sitpusu (JRAS, 1905, plates after p . 830; see above on p. 12)
and sapdsu (CT X I X 17ff., col. l a 3 ; see above, p. 12, n. 4); for
in this case it is quite clear t h a t the reciprocal meaning of sitpusu
was expressed in Sumerian merely by means of the reflexive
infix of the verb, while the iterative-durative meaning, expressed
in the case of ZIL-ZIL etc. by the repetition of the verbal root,
in the case of SU-GTJRTJS is evidently expressed by the Sumerian
verbal root itself, which therefore does not allow, or at least does
not need, a reduplication. Note also t h a t none of the other
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Sumerian equivalents of sitpusu ( A - G I S — a g - a , NAM-STJ- GIT KITS,
and NAM-NIR-RI-A) contains a reduplicated root. 1
Summarizing the results obtained thus far, we m a y state t h a t
while t h e form pitrusu as a rule cannot be connected with t h e
idea of plurality of action, continuous repetition, etc., the form
pitdrrusu wherever it occurs clearly does express this idea. The
natural conclusion, therefore, is t h a t pitdrrusu belongs to 1 3 ,
not to I 2.

2.

THE PRETERIT

iptarms

AND THE IMPERATIVE

pitarras

A suitable starting point for an investigation of the preterit
forms iptaras and iptdrras is furnished by the verb aldku, not
only because it offers a good number of forms of both preterit
types in bilingual as well as unilingual texts, but also, and especially so, because the two forms of this verb have distinctly different
meanings and therefore can readily be distinguished by means
of the context.
An excellent collection of Old Babylonian forms of aldku of the
t y p e iptaras is found in a grammatical text belonging to Crozer
Theological Seminary. This text enumerates, as far as it is
1

In the preceding the reduplicated signs of the Sumerian equivalents
for Akkadian I 2 forms have been imquestioningly assumed to represent
actually reduplicated roots and have been explained as such. In view of
the fact, however, that in some cases the idea of reciprocity is denoted in
writing by gilimu-signs, the question may be asked whether some of the
reduplicated roots t h a t are equated with Akkadian I 2 forms, as, e. g.,
ZIL-ZIL = qitrusu, were originally likewise gilimu-signs. This, however, is
not likely. In the case of ZIL-ZIL, e. g., it may be argued that the simple
ZIL is equated with qaldpu, "to peel," and ZIL-ZIL with I I 1 suhhutu, which
presupposes a simple ZIL = sahdtu, "to pull off51; both meanings go well
together with that of qardsu, "to pinch or nip off," "to gnaw off." Note
especially that gnawing, as we have it in the term "to gnaw each other" =
"to harass each other," "to malign each other," naturally consists of many
single gnawings or bites and therefore will quite naturally be expressed in
Sumerian by the reduplicated ZIL. Note furthermore that the single signs
t h a t compose a gilimu-sign represent the things with which two foes strike
each other, or the two beings (dogs, men) that fight each other; ZIL, however,
evidently denotes an action ( = Sahdtu, qaldpu, etc.).
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preserved, more t h a n 270 forms of aldku with their Sumerian
equivalents. As a rule the forms are given in groups of three lines
devoted to the second, first, and third persons, respectively.
The first part of the tablet treats exclusively of the singular, the
second and last p a r t of the plural forms. Within these main
groups we find subdivisions treating of (a) the imperative forms,
(b) the present, (c) the preterit. But what interests us most here
is the fact t h a t the first half of each of these subdivisions and even
of still smaller divisions is devoted to forms of aldku I 1, while
the other half gives aldku forms of the type ivtaras. There are no
preterit iptdrras forms given by the tablet, nor any forms of the
formations 1 3 , I I 1 — 3 , I I I 1—3, IV 1—3. Quoting from each
group the characteristic forms only, we find the following I 1
forms and £-forms of aldku:
Imperative Sg.

PI.

Present

Sg.

PL

Preterit

Sg.

PI.

alik
[alkam]
aliMum
alka
alk&nim
alkdsum
illak
illakam
illaksum
illaku
illakunim
illakusum
illik
illikam
illiksum
illiku
illikunim
illikusum

atlak
atlakam
\atlaksum\
atlaka
atlakdnim
atlakdsum
ittallak
ittallakam
ittallaksum
ittallaku
ittallakunim
iUallakusum
ittalak
ittalkam
ittalaksum
ittalku
ittalkunim
ittalkusum

The Sumerian verbal forms t h a t correspond to the forms in the
second column of this list invariably contain the infix - a - , which
in GSG § 598 has been shown to be the equivalent of the infixed t
of the Akkadian forms, the prefix being either b a - or i m m a - .
Moreover, none of the Sumerian forms corresponding to the
Akkadian Z-forms, in fact not one of the forms on the tablet,
shows doubling of the verbal root, which is the means whereby
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Sumerian expresses the idea of plurality of action. None of the
corresponding £-forms on the tablet, i. e., the preterit ittalak,
the present ittallak, and the imperative atlak, can therefore
express plurality of action.
Let us turn now to the two types of £-forms of the preterit and
imperative aldku in connected bilingual texts. In CT X V I 27ff .!)4f :
[a-la-h]ul gin-na a-ri-a-se
[a-]lu-u lim-nu ai-lak ana na-me-e
"O bad alu, depart for the wilderness!"

we notice t h a t g i n - n a ( = g i n n - a ) , "go," is given as Sumerian
equivalent of atlak, "go away." This g i n n - a , however, corresponds more accurately to 1 1 alik, "go," with which, as a matter
of fact, it usually is translated. The exact equivalent of atlak,
as we can see from the Crozer tablet, is g i n - b a . At any rate, the
f-form of the type iptaras in the quoted passage corresponds to a
Sumerian verb form with simple root. I t must especially be
noted t h a t the context of the passage clearly shows that atlak
means "go away" or "go on (to some place) (once and for all),"
not "go constantly away," "go away over and over again," etc.
For the preterit form ittdllak, on the other hand, we have as
yet no direct Sumerian equivalent from bilingual texts. However,
the inscriptions of several Assyrian kings furnish us ideographic
writings, in some cases even with phonetic variant writings in
the duplicate inscriptions. The ideogram is invariably DU-DU or
DU-MES.

Cf. Annals of Assur-nasir-apli I I (1 R 17ff.), col. l22f.:

sarru sd ina ^tukul-ti
as-sur u ^sd-mas ildnivl tik-le-su me-se{var.:
-sd)-ris it-tal-la-ku-ma (vars.: iMfl-ia-k-ma and DU-DU-Jkw-wa) &addni^-ni
sap-su-te (var.: sap-su-te) u (var.: u) tnahke1^ nakir&^-su (var.: -su)
23
kima qan a-bi u-ha-si-su
"the king, who in the tukultu1 of Assur and Samas, the gods upon
whom he relied, constantly went 2 straight ahead and like reed(s) of the
marsh crushed many mighty mountain peoples and princes hostile to h i m " ;
1

For the meaning of this term see Poebel, AOf I X 25 f.
Translated as present in Luckenbill, ARAB I ; note, however, the
preterit uhassis, "he crushed/' at t h e end of the quotation. I t is the rule
in the royal inscriptions that presents are used only in the titles of gods
(cf., e. g., sa la-a ut-tak-ka-ru si-qir sap-ti-su [or sap-te^su, with te7 = sign
ti ?], col. 15), because the general statements contained in them apply t o
2
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ibid., col. l 12f> :
12
...-. it-lu qar-du sd ina ^tukul-ti
as-sur beli-su DU-DU-k-ma ina
mal-JcePl 13sd kib-rat irbit-ta sd-nin-su la TUK-M
" . . . . the valiant hero, who in the tukultu of Assur, his lord, marched
hither and thither and among the princes of the four regions had not his
equal"; 1

Sulmanu-asared I I I , Monolith (3 R 7f.), col. l 9 f :
9

. . . . zikaru dan-nu sd ina &Hukul-ti as-sur &sd-mas ildni^ re-se-su
DU-DU-k-wa 10ina mal-ke sd kib-rat arba-i sd-nin-su Id TVK-U
" . . . . the mighty hero, who constantly walked 2 in the tukultu of Assur
and Samas, the gods, his helpers, and (therefore) had not his equal among
the princes of the four regions";

ibid., col. lio (immediate continuation of the preceding passage):
sdr mdtdli& sar-hu §& ar-he pa-ds-qu-te DU-DU-k is-tam-da-hu3 sade^-e
u tdmdtePl (var.: ta-ma-a-te)
"the great king of the lands, who many times marched 4 difficult roads,
many times crossed 4 mountains and seas";

Tukulti-apil-Esarra I, Octagonal Prisms (1 R 9—16), col. 7 3 6 _ 4 1 :
36

. . . . rubu si-ru 37sa aa-sur u ^nin-urta a-na bi-ib-lat ullb-bi-su it-tar~
ru-su-ma 39arki (var.: ar-ki) nakru^-ut da-sur i0pat gim-ri-su-nu DU-MESku-ma (var.: it-tal-la-ku-ma)
^u-sdm-qi-tu
(var.: u-sek-ni-su)
ka-lis
mul-tar-he
"the high prince, whom Assur and Ninurta constantly led 5 to the
attainment of his heart's desires and who therefore could constantly
pursue 5 the enemies of Assur over their whole territory and throw down
the mighty altogether."
all times; the king, on the other hand, speaks of himself in the past, because
his deeds are considered from the viewpoint of the future reader, who may
live centuries after the death of the king.
1
The variant has D U - k instead of DU-DU-to, which of course must be
transliterated and translated (sd . . . .) illi^-ku, "who went (or set out)."
Note also col. l15f.: 1 5 . . . . sd ina ^tukul-ti
ildni^ rabuti^1 bele^-su
u
1
nv-ku-ma matdti^ kala-si-na qdt-su iksud-ud, "who in the tukultu of the
great gods, his lords, set out, and he conquered all the lands." (Note the
change from the relative clause to the independent sentence.)
2
Translated as present in Luckenbill, ARAB I.
3
Md for dd as in late inamdin for inaddin (Hammurabi); see sec. 5 and
Study I I I , chap. Hi, sec. 10.
4
Translated as present in Luckenbill, ARAB I.
5
Translated as perfect in Luckenbill, ARAB I.
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The ideographic writing of ittallaku with DU-DU-fc and D U MES-fcw, which agrees with the ideographic writing D U - D U of the
infinitive atalluJcu, shows that the preterit ittallak expresses the
iterative idea. Note especially the ideogram DU-MES for ittallak,
which would be completely inexplicable if the latter did not express
the idea of a plurality of action. 1 Note also t h a t Assur-nasir-apli
in the same relative clause containing the verbal form ittalluku uses
another form of the type iptdrras, namely, istamdahu (= istdmdah(< istdddah) + u), "who many times crossed"; and likewise
Tukulti-apil-Esarra I in the clause immediately preceding ittallaku
uses the iptdrras form ittarrusu (<Hutarraiu + su), "(whom) they
constantly led." Similarly, the first of t h e quoted Assur-nasir-apli
passages connects the preterit of ittalluku with the I I 1 preterit
form uhassisu, which as the pi c el form of a transitive verb likewise
expresses plurality of action. Note finally that in Sulmanuasared I I I , Monolith (3 R 7f.), col. 18>
sd a-na ti-ib tdhdzi2-su dan-ni tubuqdti^ ul-ta-nap-sd-qa
"by whose energetic onslaught the regions of the world constantly feel
oppressed,"

a passage immediately preceding t h a t quoted above, Sulmanu*
asared uses the ^-form of formation I I I of pasdqu (that is, o
supsuqu), a form about whose iterative meaning there is no doubt
whatever. The coupling of ittdllak with other iptdrras, but not
with iptaras, forms indicates t h a t the iptdrras forms constitute
a special verb formation which has nothing to do with the iptaras
forms. The coupling with forms of undoubtedly iterative meaning,
on the other hand, shows that such a meaning has to be attributed
to iptdrras also.
Moreover, the meaning "he walked constantly" of ittdllak is
exactly what the context in the quoted passages would require.
I n these quotations, which consist of glorifying predicates added
after the name of the king, the latter generalizes his past expe1
We may conclude from this writing that the scribes of Tukulti-apilEsarra I were fully aware of the grammatical meaning not only of italluJcu
but also of the reduplicated Sumerian DU-DU.
2
Note the unusual form of the ideogram for tdhdzu (KA + ERIM) ! To be
added to the list of homophones as me 8 ?
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riences and achievements. Obviously it is not his intention to
state t h a t he was successful once only; what he glories in is the fact
t h a t with the help of the gods he was successful over and over
again.
On t h e other hand, wherever in his inscriptions the king really
refers t o just one single action, he never uses the form attallak,
but uses attalak. I n his monolith inscription (3 R 7f.), col. 2 7 f , e.g.,
Sulmanu-asared I I I relates the subjection of the Phoenician
coast. He does so in t h e following words:
7
ma-da-tu sd sarrdnt^-ni
sd a-hat tam-di am-hur ina a-hat tam-di
ra-pa-dS-te m[e]-se-ris sal-ti-i[s
] 8 lu at-ta-lak sa-lam belu-ti-ia
. . . . epu$-us . . . .
"The tribute of the kings of the seashore I received; along the shore
of the wide sea straight ahead victoriously and
, forsooth, I
marched; my lordly image . . . . I made,
"

The king here speaks of only one march, not of marches repeated
over and over again. Note especially t h a t in this passage 1 1 forms
are grouped with attalak.
A very instructive example for the difference of meaning
between the preterits ittdllah and ittalak is found in the letter
of Burnaburias to Amenophis IV, Knudtzon, EAT, No. 10
( = [Bezold and Budge,] TEAT, No. 3). We read there, obv., 11.8ff. :
Hs4u ka-ra-in-da-as is-tu rndru^ si-ip-ri dsa ab-bi-ka a-na mu-uh-hi
10
u
ab-bi-ia it4a-al-la-ku-ni
a-di i-na-an-na ta-bu-tu su-nu
i-na-an-na
12
a-na-ku it ka-sa ta-bu-tu ni-nu mdru^ si-ip-ri-ka a-di 3-su it-ta-al-ku-ni
13
ii su-ul-ma-na ba-na-a mi-im-ma ul tu-se-bi-lam 14 u a-na-ku-ma su-ulma-na ba-na-a 15mi-im-?na ul u-se-bi-la-ku
"Ever since messengers of thy fathers regularly came hitherto my fathers,
(that is,) since (the time of) Karaindas, up to the (very) present, they (i. e.,
thy fathers and my fathers) were good friends. 1 Now that we, I and thou,
are good friends, thy messengers have come to me just three times, and
neither hast thou sent me any good present nor have I sent thee any good
present."

Concerning the messengers at the time of his forefathers
Burnaburias rightly states in a general and vague way: "they
came here frequently" (=ittallakuni).
For the visits of the
1
One would expect after this the statement "and they regularly sent
each other good presents."
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messengers who have been sent to him, on the other hand, he
gives a definite number, namely, three; therefore he says: ittalkuni, "they have come (three times) to m e . " A-di 3-su it-ta-alla-ku-ni would mean "they have come three times frequently
to m e , " an impossible expression, since the definite "three times"
contradicts the indefinite "frequently."
From all these observations it is quite obvious t h a t only ittalak
represents the preterit of I 2, while ittdllak is the preterit of I 3,
the verbal formation whose present is ittandllak and whose
function it is t o express plurality of action. As far as aldku is
concerned we have, then, in accordance with our previous observations, t h e following two sets of forms:
Preterit
Present
Imperative
Infinitive
Permansive

12
ittalak
ittdllak
dtlak
dtluku1
dtluk

I 3
ittdllak
ittandllak
atdllaky

itdllak

atdlluku, itdlluku
atdlluk, itdlluk

The same differentiation of meaning and form which distinguishes itdllak from ittalak exists as well between the iptdrras and
iptaras forms of the other verbs, where and if they occur. I t is
here quite impossible to point this out in every single case; only
a few cases selected quite at random are quoted here.
KardbUy "to utter benedictions," "to bless," for instance,
forms, besides 1 1 (ikarrab, ikrub), a 1 3 , meaning "to bless
constantly, continuously." Compare, e.g., Pinches, Texts in the
Babylonian Wedge Writing, pp. 15f., Alliterative Hymn, obv. 5 _ 9 :
1

This infinitive is found in a letter of Rim-Sin of Larsa in t h e possession
of t h e Oriental Institute. For the a in the infinitive I 2 of certain verbs
prirnae y (*, h, etc.) compare, e. g., in the list of synonyms of aldku, CT
X V I I I (3 (K 52 and duplicates), obv. 4 S -rev.g, the equations obv. 5 Q a n ( l 5 3
50

at-ku-su (var.: -s[ii] ?) j ,, ( = a-la-a-ku)
™a-ka-su
j „ ( = a-la-a-ku),
where atkusu is infinitive I 2, akdsu infinitive I 1, of a root ' H (perhaps
< hkt, related to Arab, hakija, with / for/, "to walk rapidly," "to r u n " ?).
The feminine singular imperative at-ka-si is found in VAT 5946 (Zimmern,
VS X , No. 214), col. 6 35 .
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5

ar-hu u sat-tu lik-tar-ra-bu e-sag-il si-i-ri
ar-ru-bi-e dmarduk li-bit-ta-su lik-tar-rab

6

8

ar-ba-a> kib-ra-a-ti lit-ta-at-ta-la zi-me-su
?ar-re-yi-i za-ni-ni-su ba-lat tu-ub lib-bi lis-tar-rak
"May every month and every year bless sublime Esagil!
For the prince Marduk may they(!) constantly bless its brick!
May the four quarters of the world constantly behold its splendor!
To the shepherd, its supporter, may it ever give a joyous life."
The idea of this prayer is t h a t not just one month or one year
shall bless Esagil, but each year and each month. The writer
values the continuity of the blessing. Nor is it his idea t h a t the
world perceive Esagil's splendor just once; he wants it to be
constantly seen. Cf. also rev. 4 of the same t e x t :
zi-ir-pa-ni-tum ru-ba-tum sir-turn lik-tar-ra-ba sarru-us-su
"May Zirpanitum, the sublime princess, constantly bless his kingship."
I n Esarhaddon, Prism (1 R 45if.), col. 6 2 7 f f , we read:
27
&as-sur &istar sa ninua^ ildni^ mat as-sur^ 28kali-su-nu ina kir-bi-sd
ak-ri-ma dimmern(q^pl tas-ri-ih-te eb-bu-ti ZQma-har-su-un aq-qi-ma 31u-samhi-ra kdt-ra-a-a Z2ildn%&- sd-tu-nu ina ku-un lib-bi~su-nu *Hk-tar-ra-bu
sarru-u-ti Uam^urabuti^
u niseP\ mdti-ia ka-li-su-nu zHna ta-kul-te u
ki-re-e-ti zHna is.upassur ta-si-la-a-ti 37ki-rib-sd ii-se-sib-ma . . . .
"Assur, Istar of Nineveh, and all the other 1 deities of the land Assur in
its ( = t h e palace's) midst I invited, and splendid glor if icat ion (?) sacrifices I
offered before them, and I presented my gifts. These gods in their steadfastness of heart over and over again blessed my kingdom. All of the great
as well as the common people of my country at a banquet and other kinds
of entertainments I seated in its midst before a delicious meal, and
"
T h e feasts offered to the gods and to his subjects by the king
were single events, but the gods — according to the present text —
in answer to the sacrifices and gifts presented to them by the
king shower their blessings on the king. 2
1

Note that in Akkadian (as well as in Sumerian) the idea "other" in
the abridgment of an enumeration is not expressed!
2
I t is doubtful, however, whether the king really intends to tell of a
blessing by the gods following t h e sacrifices. The passage noticeably
interrupts the context. Furthermore, ina kun libbisunu, "in their steadfastness of heart," is evidently a phrase whose purpose it is to explain
why the gods continuously blessed his reign; but to show their stead4
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Cyrus Cylinder (5 R 35), 11. 18f., reads:
18

nise& TiN-TiRki ka-li-su-nu nap-har mat su-me-ri u akkadfo* ru-bi-e
u sak-kan-nak-ka sa-pal-Su ik-mi-sa u-na-di-si-qu se-pu-us-su
ih-du-u
a-na §arru-u-ti-§u im-mi-ru pa-nu-us-su-un 19be-lu sa i-na tu-kul-ti-sa
u-bal-li-tu mi-tu-ta-an i-na pu-ta-qu u pa-ki-e ig-mi-lu kul-la-ta-an ta-bi-is
ik-ta-ar-ra-bu-su iS-tam-ma-ru zi-ki-ir-su
"The whole population of Babylon, all of Sumer and Akkad, nobles
and generals, bowed under him, kissed his feet, rejoiced at his kingship,
and their faces shone. As the lord who by his help had revived all the
dead and who . . . . had treated everyone well, they blessed him over and
over again, over and over again they hailed his name."

The writer wants to show the exceeding enthusiasm of the
Babylonians for Cyrus' reign. He says, therefore, not merely
that they blessed him, but that they could find no end to their
praise of the new ruler.
Very frequent is the I 3 form of (u)aru, "to lead." Cf., in
addition to the passage quoted on page 19, Tukulti-apil-Esarra I,
Octagonal Prisms (1 R 9 ff.), col. 2 94ff :
94

. . . . satti-Sdm-ma bilta u ma-da-at-ta 95a-na ali-ia &a-sur a-na mah-ri-ia
Hit-tar-ru-ni
"Year by year tribute and gift shall they regularly bring 1 before me to
my city Assur";
9

ibid., col. 8 29f :
29

. . . . i-na qabli u ta-ha-zi ^sal-mis
lit-tar-ru-u-ni
"May they lead me ever safely in fight and b a t t l e " ;

Code of Hammurabi, rev., col. 272ff :
2
uz-nam 3u ne-me-qd-am Hi'te^ir-su-ma H-na mi-si-tim
Hi-it-ta-ar-ru-su
"May he ( = Enki) take away from him understanding and wisdom, and
may he constantly lead him astray." 2

fastness or unwavering favor requires a certain time. Possibly, therefore,
the sentence might be intended as referring to the past and meaning:
"These gods in their steadfastness of heart had continuously blessed my
kingdom." The sentence would then probably be an attempt to remedy
the omission of one or more relative clauses originally attached to "Assur,
Istar, and the other deities," the original text reading perhaps: " I invited
Assur, Istar, and all the other Assyrian deities who in their unwavering
favor had continuously blessed my kingship."
1
Literally: "May they bring, year by year,
"
2
Mi-si-tim is not (with Ungnad) "oblivion," from masu, "to forget,"
but a.nomen loci, "place of entanglement," from e£u, root %& (cf. Arab.
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Again in the Code of Hammurabi, rev., col. 24 49ff , we read:
*7i-na ut-li-ia b0ni-$i mat su-me-ri-im 51 u ak-ka-di-im 52u-ki-il 53i-na
la-ma-zi-ia bHh-hi-s'a1 bH-na su-ul-mi-im at-tab-ba-al-si-na-ti 57i-na ne-meqi-ia 58us-tap-ze-ir-si-na-ti
" I held the people of the land of Sumer and Akkad in my lap; they
prospered in my protection; 1 I governed them in peace; I let them hide
in my wisdom." 2
uata'a, "to dislocate," "to sprain"), "to entangle," "to confuse." For the
idea involved in the phrase compare CH, rev., col. 27 24 : u-ru-uh-su li-si,
"may he ( = Samas) confuse his path (cause him to go astray)." I t will be
noted t h a t the phrase "to lead someone on a path (or over or through or
into places) of entanglements" is logically consequent, whereas the verbal
and adverbial components of a phrase."to lead someone in (or into or
through ?) oblivion" do not really harmonize with each other. For the
vowel i (< at) in the first syllable of mUitum in the Hammurabi and
earlier periods compare misarum (< *maisarum), written mi-sa-ri-im
(gen.), CH, rev., col. 257> 65> 9 6 and passim, mi-§a-ra-am (ace), CH, obv.,
col. 132, 5 21 , and CT VI 42a 17 . Note also the vowel i in iMtum written i-si-tam
(ace), CH, rev., col. 28 5 (later isitum and esitum). For the formation of
misitum compare such nouns as mas'qitum, mereHum, and miritwn (written
mi-ri-tim, gen., CH, obv., col. 3 3 9 ; < *mar<aiatum).
The singular preterit form I 3 ittdrru (< *iautanraii) in liudrru, in
connection with the rule given in n. 1 of p . "35, shows that the present of
I 1, 3d pers. sing., is urru < *iaudrau. For the preterit uru (< *iauruu)
cf. 22ana ma-at nu-ku-ur-ti-su 23ka-mi-is li-ru-su, "may she lead him away
bound into a land hostile to him," CH, rev., col. 2822f.. Li-ri (< li + *jar*ai)
in 16ni-Si-su 17i-na mi-sa-ri-im li-ri, "may he shepherd his people in righteousness," CH, rev., col. 26 16f , belongs to reyu, "to shepherd," not to uaru,
"to lead" (thus Ungnad).
1
The usual reading i-na la-ma-zi-a ah-hi-sa and the translation "with
the help of my protecting deity and(!) her brothers and sisters" (Ungnad
with question mark) do not make good sense; moreover, the omission of
the copula u would be strange in this case. Undoubtedly we must read
th-hi-Sa, that is, the 3d pers. plur. fern, (referring to nisu) of nahds'u I 1,
"to grow (or be) fat, rich, etc." Note that Hammurabi in the introductory
part of the Code glories in having procured nuhsu for Nippur (155), Ur
(216), Uruk (240), Isin (253), Maskan-sabra ki (45), and Malgum (416). The
passage in the epilogue, rev., col. 24, is a short recapitulation of the
benefactions which Hammurabi boasts of having bestowed upon the
various cities of Sumer and Akkad and their populations in the introductory
part.
La-ma-z(um), furthermore, is here not the protecting deity, but the
abstract noun "protection." Whether in the latter meaning also it is to
4*
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Attabbal is preterit, as is proved by the preterits uJcil, ihhiM,
and u&apzir. Literally it means " I constantly carried, brought,
led t h e m " ; a ruler leads not just once, but constantly. We have
here t h e finite preterit form of t h e 1 3 infinitive itabbulum, discussed on pages 4f.x The preterit of the simple 2-form of uabdlum,
on t h e other hand, appears as itbal (< Httabal) in the Code, t h a t
is, as a form of the secondary verb tabdlw, cf. obv., col. 6 7 0 -7 2 6 :
70

Summa . . . . 2 4 . . . be-el hu-ul-qi-im 25si-bi mu-di hu-ul-qi-su nit-ba-la?n
"If . . . . t h e owner of the lost object has produced t h e witnesses who
know his lost object,
"
This stwima-clause assumes as a completed action what the
owner had promised in the preceding ^mma-clause, col. 6 7 0 -7 1 7 :
15
™§um-ma . . . . 13 . . . be-el hu-ul-qi-im 14si-bi mu-di
hu-ul-qi-ia-mi
lu-ub-lam 17iq-ta-bi
"If . . . . the owner of the lost object has declared: I will produce
witnesses who know my lost object."
1G

T h a t is to say, itbalam expressed the same idea as the 1 1 form
ublam, namely, t h e idea "to bring" (in German: ''herbeibringen''),
the t of itbal, like t h a t of iqtabi in the preceding quotation, merely
denoting t h e previously completed action. 2
be equated with lamassu or whether it is t h e infinitive of an Akkadian
verb lamdzum, laudzum, "to protect," is not certain. Cf. Arab. lada (also
Idza), root lud (or luz), " t o make something or someone his protection,"
"to seek protection from someone," "to take refuge with someone."
Lamassu is evidently a loan word from a Sumerian l a m a z , "protection,"
"protecting deity" ( = l a m m a < l a m a ( z ) ? ) , which itself, however, is
-doubtless a loan word from an old Semitic lamdz(um), "protection."
2
More literally: "I let them hide in my 'depth.'" Hammurabi likens
himself to the apsu of the god Ea, in whose depth all knowledge is contained
and in which originally t h e gods themselves were hidden.
1
Parenthetically it may be mentioned t h a t in rev., col. 2 4 1 7 f , 17as-ri
su-ul-mi-im lses-te-H-si-na-sim, the verb is likewise I 3, namely este^yi,
not I 2 este't. Hammurabi is intent on finding places of safety and prosperity for all his subjects, and not just once, but constantly. Note t h a t in
the following sentence t h e I I 1 form upetti likewise expresses the idea of
plurality, and, furthermore, that none of the surrounding verbs shows the
<-form. The value yi in es-te-H-si-na-sim is represented by the sign i.
2
Cf. p . 30 and ibid,, n. 1.
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Sennacherib, in Taylor Prism, col. 3 72ff / makes the following
statements:
72

~ 7 4 . . . . pa-nu-us-su-un
as-bat lhhur-ri na-hal-li na-ad-bak (var.:
na-ad-ba-ki) sadi-i me-li-e mar-su-ti 76i-na is.ukusse ds-tam-di-ih (var.:
as-ta-am-di-ih) a-sar a-na is.ukusse sup-su-qu 77i-na sepe^-ia
ds-tah-hi-it
(var.: as-tah-hi-tam) kima (var.: ki-ma) ar-me a-na zuq-ti sd-qu-te (var.:
sd-qu-u-ti) 78si-ru-us-su-un e-li a-sar bir-ka-a-a ™ma-na-ah-tu i-sd-a si-ir
aban sadi-i u-sib-ma
"(With my soldiers) I set out against them. Traveling (at first) in a
sedan chair up many ravines, canyons, and mountain passes, all of them
difficult to ascend, but walking on my own feet where the ground was too
difficult for a sedan chair, I (finally), like a mountain goat, ascended to
high peaks against them. Where my knees became tired, 2 I sat on the
mountain rock."

Sennacherib in this passage uses the 1 1 form asbat because
his starting out on the expedition is just one single action. The
I 3 forms a$tamdihz and astahhit, however, are chosen because
it is his intention to say t h a t he had to ascend many places t h a t
could be made only by sedan chair and many places that could
be taken only on foot. The final ascent to the peaks where the
enemies had taken refuge, however, is only one action (in each
case!) and is therefore described by the king with 1 1 ell. In the
last sentence, finally, the king naturally had no intention of
giving t h e impression t h a t he sat down for a rest over and over
again; he therefore simply says usib, "I sat down."
I n contradistinction to the cases where the context requires a
form of I 3, it is important to note some frequently occurring
verbs which we find only in 12, not in 1 3 . Theoretically, Assyrian
verbs of the meaning "to set out or move on (from a place)"
and "to draw near to or approach (a place)" can of course form
the I 3 expressions "over and over again I set out from the
city . . . . " and "over and over again I drew near to the city,"
which would mean " m a n y times I attempted to set out" and
1

Variants from BM 103000 (CT X X V I 1-37), col. 4 2 5 _ 3 4 .
The passage seems to be abbreviated; probably the original text
intended to say: "Where (or when) my knees became tired and I wanted
to rest, I had to sit on the mountain rock."
3
For md instead of dd see sec. 5 (pp. 42 f.).
2
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"many times I tried to come near the city." But no Assyrian
king would ever make such a statement in his inscriptions,
because by it he would admit t h e futility of his first attempts
to approach that city. Moreover, at the head of his irresistible
army the king would ordinarily not be hindered in approaching
or leaving a city. We therefore never find the expression aqterreb,
"over and over again I drew near," b u t only dgterib, " I drew
near," which does not express the idea of plurality of action.
Nor do we find an attdmmus, "over and over again I moved on
(from t h a t place)," but the simple statement dttamus or (with
Assyrian vowel harmony) attumus, " I marched on (from t h a t
place)." 1 The stressing of at-ta-mus as dttamu§ follows from the
change of the second a to u in the frequent attumus, a change
which is caused by vowel harmony and can take place only in
syllables without stress. Note, moreover, the elision in attumsa,
which is possible only in I 2 forms, not in I 3 forms (type iptdrras).
As shown by its variant writings at-tu-mus and a-tu-mus (cf. the
variants in Assur-nasir-apli, Annals (1 R 17ff.), col. 2 98 103 ;
col. 38) and as seen already by Delitzsch (see his list of variants
in AHwb), the form which is written at-vn-mus (var.:
a-w-mus)
must be read at-tu-mus, i.e., dttumus, not at-tdm-mus. Nor can
there be any doubt t h a t the forms written at-mmi-mus and a-KiMmus must be read at-tu8-mus and a-iu8-mus, with the value tu8
for NIM (ZA IV 394; Thureau-Dangin, SA 220), as again is shown
1

Itmusu (< *nitamusu < *ntduusu), pret. ittamuh (< *iantamas < *idntaua§)> is I 2 form of ndsu, Ass. nudsu (< *naud$u), "to move" (intrans.). (For this proper meaning of ndsu [instead of "to shake," "to
rock"] see the remarks in my HT, p . 55, and in OLZ, 1928, col. 701.) Both
it-mu-su and nu-a-su are given in CT X V I I I 6, obv. 5 1 f , as synonyms of
a-la-a-ku. The Z-form itmusu means "to move away," "to move on"; the t
has here the same meaning "away" as in tabdlu, "to carry away," over
against uabdlum (whose Z-form it originally was), "tocarry," "to bring,"
and in atluku, "to go away," over against aldku, "to go," "to come." Note
t h a t in I 2 itmusu (~ ituusu) as well as in unammas, nammaStu (<*?nanudiatum), etc. the middle radical is treated as a strong consonant, in
ndsu, nudSu, nassu, etc., however, as a weak consonant. As yet itmusu is
attested only by Assyrian inscriptions. Possibly, therefore, it is a peculiarity of Assyrian dialects.
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by the variant writings at-tu-mus (Assur-nasir-apli, Annals,
1 R 17ff., col. 1 73 , col. 2 91 , col. 312) and a-tu-mus (ibid., col. l^).1
Very instructive is a passage in the letter of Tusratta to Amenophis I I I (Bezold and Budge, TEAT, No. 8; Knudtzon, EAT,
No. 19) because it gives both the preterit and the present of I 3
side by side. I n lines 9ff. we read:
9

a-di abbi^-ka-ma su-nu it-ti abbi^-ia dan-nis 10ir-ta-ta-'a2-mu at-ta
ap-pu-na-ma DiRi-ma it-ti a-bi-ia ^ma-a-ti-i^ da-an-ni-iS ta-ar-ta-ta-,d2-am
12
i-na-an-na at-ta Jei-i it-ti-ia a-ha-mis ni-ir-ta-na-3d2-mu 1Ba-na 10-su el
a-bi-ia tu-us-te-em-H-id
1

Parenthetically it may be mentioned that the form ag-tu-ds, Assurnasir-apli, Annals, col. 2 44 a n d 52 (in the latter place as variant of aq-te-rib),
is not, as Delitzsch, AHwb 594a, and others believed, a scribal error for
aqterib and attumus respectively, but I 2 form of gudsu, (written gu-a-su
in the list of synonyms of aldku, CT X V I I I 6, obv. 48 ), "to go." (Cf. perhaps
Arab, gdza, iaguzu, "to go," "to pass"; Hebr. ra, "to pass," "to disappear";
Aram. T13, "to go away," "to disappear." The change of the z to s in
Assyrian was probably caused by the preceding labial radical u.)
2
Sign combination >a.a — yd. This sign and the similarly compounded
signs yu9 (= *u.u), 'w8 ( — 3u.u) or 'o ( — yo.o), H ( = H.i)9 and *e (— ye.e)
as a rule are used only in writing the open syllables >a, yu> *o, H, and 'e,
while in the broken writing of closed syllables beginning with \ such as
Hd, yal, 'er, etc., only the simple '. . sign is used. Cf., e. g., is-'d-lu (I 1 of
§d*dlu), 5 R Iff., col. 862, and is-ta-na-'d-lu^ (I 3 of saydlu)> ibid., col. 969,
with 'd (— 'a.a); zu^u^-nu ( = zu^Yunu, infinitive I I 1 of za^dnu), CT X I
29ff., col. 4 32 , and bu-'u^-ru (infinitive I I 1 of ba'dru), CT X I X 17ff.,
col. 2 27 , with'Wg ( = *u.u); nu-^u^-du (infinitive I I 1 oina^ddu), CT X I X 5,
col. l 3f , with 'Wg ( = yu.u); li-sam-H-da (III 1 of ma^ddu), Pinches, Texts
in t h e Babylonian Wedge Writing, p . 16, rev. 5 , with H (= H.i), and u-ma'e-ru-in-ni (II 1 of ma>dru), 5 R Iff., col. 5 124 , with *e ( = J e.e); but tuus-te-em-H-id, in the passage quoted above from the letter of Tusratta
(1. 13); lu ni-ir-ta-'a-am, same letter, 1. 29, and ni-ir-ta-na-ya-am, ibid.f
11. 31 and 78f., etc. A notable exception to the rule is the form ta-ar-ta-ta'a-am in 1. 11 of the Tusratta letter passage quoted above, but evidently
this deviating writing is due to the influence of the various other forms of
ra'dmu found in the same passage, where 'a occurs in open syllable.
The reason for this use of different signs for ' . . is obvious. In those
cases where J . . forms the first part of a closed but brokenly written
syllable (e. g., 'a-al, 'u-ur, or *i-id), the simple ' . . sign, although it can
be read with any vowel, can be used without ambiguity, since its vowel
is determined by that of the following sign which renders the second half
of the brokenly written syllable. Where, however, an open syllable begin-
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"At the time of thy fathers, they (i. e., thy fathers) had a constant and
strong friendship with my fathers. Then thou hadst constantly a very stout
friendship, which even excelled those before t h a t time, with my father;
(and) now that thou and I have a constant friendship with each other,
thou hast made it ( = the friendship) ten times greater than that (which
thou hadst) with my father."
Nirtand(yyam,
as all agree, is I 3 present of ra'drnu (contracted
rdmu), " t o love," and literally, therefore, means: "we love constantly." I n view of the construction of t h e verb with itti, and
especially in view of the singular form ta-ar-ta-ta-'a-am, rdmu is
used here as an intransitive verb, " t o be a loving friend (of
someone)," " t o have a friendship (with someone)." The corresponding form of the 3d person plural, " t h e y love constantly,"
" t h e y have a constant friendship," would be irtana(y)yamil and
its preterit irtd^Yamu (< *irtdn?amu). This form can be easily
recognized in the irtata(yYamu of our text, which is irta^Yamu,
" t h e y loved," with a second inserted t whose function is to
express the idea of temporal precedence. 1 I t will be noted t h a t ,
ning with ' is to be rendered in writing, the simple sign ' . . would be
ambiguous. The syllable is therefore written with a compound sign (*«.«,
H.i, iuAty etc.), whose added vowel serves as a sort of exponent indicating
the vowel with which the ambiguous simple *.. sign is to be read.
I t will be observed that this iisage to some extent parallels the well
known use of the sign combinations u,. ( = PI) -+- vowel, namely ua.a for
ua, ui.i for ui, iiu.u for uu, ue.e for tie, and uo.o for uo, in the Protohattic and Hurrian systems of writing. Note however t h a t in these latter
combinations the expository vowel is placed in smaller writing underneath
the horizontal wedge of PI — a procedure by which the unity of the compound sign is made quite obvious. The Akkadian writing of ' . . + vowel
does not indicate in a similar manner t h e subservient character of the
added vowel, the latter being written in full size and with the usual space
left between it and the simple ' . . sign. This, especially in connection with
the fact t h a t thus a certain confusion with the writing of the long syllables
y
d, ^u, Je, etc. must result, may perhaps be an indication t h a t the origin
of t h e compounded >. . signs is more complicated than appears on the
surface and that t h e adoption of the sign may even be due to the influence
of a foreign system of writing.
1
Special studies on this use of t h e Z-form in the Code of Hammurabi,
the epistolary literature, the annals of Assur-nasir-apli, etc., as well as an
article on other t-tn and Z-2-forms, are to appear later. Here I merely wish
to point out that Bergstrasser (on t h e authority of Landsberger) in the
very arbitrary and misleading exposition of the meanings of t h e Akkadian
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apart from the difference of time and the resulting insertion of
the t in the preterit form, the context conditions in the sentences
containing the forms nirtana^)amu
and irtata(yyamu are completely alike. This furnishes us another proof t h a t iptarras is the
preterit of I 3.
tenses as given in his Einfuhrung in die semitischen Sprachen attributes to
the f-form an almost opposite meaning; cf. the statement on his p. 23:
4
'Die punktuelle Erzahlung verwendet nur iprus als friihere, iptaras als
spatere Stufe; . . . . erst sekundar und beschrankt kommt die subjektive
Zeit zum Ausdruck: iprus Vergangenheit, iptaras Gegenwart (punktuell),
ipdrras Zukunft (und durative Gegenwart)." On the other hand, Leo
Oppenheim, WZKM XL 181 ff. (cf. also X L I 221 if.), ascribes to the
t-iorm in the Code of Hammurabi a perfect meaning, which a t-iorm actually
will have when it is contrasted with a present. Note, however, that in
the annals of Assur-nasir-apli, for example, the i-form is used in the sense
of a pluperfect (after he had done this or that [he did this or that]).
Note also that the t so used indicates that the verb or the group of
verbs containing it are logically subordinate to the I 1 verb or to the
group of I 1 verbs that follow. In this connection it is pertinent to note
t h a t Bergstrtisser, who in OLZ, 1934, cols. 17 3ff., in his review of my
treatise, Das appositionell bestimmte Pronomen in den westsemitischen
Inschriften und im Alten Testament, denied the existence of logical periods
or their equivalents in Semitic languages, can have taken this attitude only
because he was not acquainted with the frequently occurring periods in the
Code of Hammurabi and in most of the other Babylonian inscriptions, in
spite of the fact t h a t he gives a few extracts from the Code among the
Sprachproben of his Einfuhrung in die semitischen Sprachen. He could not,
of course, have known of the subordinating construction based on the
syntactical use of the 2-form, since this usage was hardly known even in
Assyriological circles. Quite unintelligible (and especially so with regard
to what motivated him—unless it is simply the fact that in the Sprachproben given in his Einfuhrung in die semitischen Sprachen [p. 29] he
himself mistranslated the phrase) is his exceedingly bold and curious
statement that the appositional conception of the phrase . . . . "JIN, which
in every case has been conclusively proved by reasons taken from the
material as well as from grammar and general logic, is disproved by my
translations. I believe t h a t I am fully justified in my conviction that in
the future no one, provided of course that he has really read and been able
to understand my deductions, and provided, furthermore, that he is actually
capable of grasping the contents and the logical structure of an inscription,
will permit himself a translation that has the royal author of an inscription
expressly assure the reader four or five times that he is Hammurabi or
some other king.
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In Gilgames Epic, Tablet I, col. 233/ the gods beseech Aruru to
create the equal of Gilgames and continue: lis-ta-an-na-nu-ma
ziruk^1 lis-tap-[sih], "may they ( = Gilgames and Enkidu) constantly wrestle, and may Uruk thereby have peace." The first
verb of this passage expresses the same idea as does sitannu(nu)
in the Code of Hammurabi, rev., col. 2761.2
Very instructive is the frequent occurrence of the form iteppus
of epesu, "to make," "to perform," "to build." In three of the
eight examples given in Delitzsch's Handworterbuch, iteppus
occurs in a relative clause dependent on the generalizing mimmu
or on mimma and a substantive, e.g., in Sennacherib, Cyl.
80-7-19, 1 (ZA I I I 311ff.), 1. 92: mim-ma ep-set e-tep-pu-su,
"all of the (many) deeds I had done," "all the deeds I had ever
done." The tn-iovm here expresses again plurality of action; the
action is performed many times in the deeds which the king
sums up with mimma, "all." In these examples it even expresses
the comprehensive plural idea "all," "ever," as in English
"whatever he has done" and in German "was immer er getan
hat." This meaning is especially evident in the shorter ep-se-it
e-tep-pu-$u, "all that I had done," Sarru-kin, Khors. (Winckler,
KtS II, Pis. 30-36), 1. 50; ep-set i-na ki-rib mdtkal-di umdthaUi
e-tep-pu-su, "all the deeds which I have performed in Kaldi and
Hatti," ibid., 11. 147f., and ep-set mdte-lam-ti 21sa a-na ahi-su
i-tep-pu-su e-mu-ur-ma, "he saw all that Elam had done to his
brother," Esarhaddon, 3 R 15f., col. 2 2 o ( . Compare, furthermore,
the phrases ul-tu ep-se-e-ti an-na-a-ti e-te-ip-pu-su, "after I had
achieved all these deeds," Assur-ban-apli, 5 R Iff., col. 477, and
ul-tu an-na-a e-tap-pu-su, "after I had done all this," Pinches,
Texts in the Babylonian Wedge Writing, p. 17 (K 891), obv.12.
1

Numbering according to Thompson, The Epic of Gilgamish.
See p . 10. Note t h a t by using the form listannanu the Gilgames Epic
does not expressly state that Gilgames and Enkidu constantly contend or
fight with each other (which would be lis-ta-ta-an-na-nu), but merely
states that they constantly fight. Since, however, the poet does not state
that they fight with someone else, he permits the reader to draw the
conclusion that they fight with each other. Compare in English the corresponding use of "they quarrel" in the sense of "they quarrel with each
other."
2
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Finally, Nebuchadnezzar relates in Stone Slab Inscription
(1 It 53 ff. and 59 ff.), col. 7 9 f f , that, from distant times down
to the time of his father, the kings 16i-na aldni (= U R U - U R U )
ni-is i-ni-su-nu 17a~sa-ar is-ta-a-mu 18ekalldti (~ E-GAL-E-GAL)
i-te-ep-pu-su, t h a t is, "had always (or: all of them) built palaces
in other cities which t h e y had favored or wherever else they had
pleased," whereas he himself built for himself a residence in
Babylon. Note, on the other hand, t h a t Darius in his Behistun
inscription, wherever he uses the phrase saltum itti x epesu, " t o
fight with someone/' uses the forms i-te-pu-us or i-te-ep-su, t h a t
is, the nonfrequentative I 2, because the king in every instance
speaks of one battle only, as is evident from the fact that as a
rule he mentions the name of the place where t h a t battle was
fought.
For the imperative of I 3 compare Gilgames Epic (Thompson),
Tablet X I , 11. 211 ff.:
2U

ga-na e-pi-i ku-ru-um-ma-ti-su si-tak-ka-ni ina re-si-su
u u4-mi sd it-ti-lu ina i-ga-ri is-ri
2i
m~i e-pi ku-ru-um-ma-ti~hu is-tak-ka-an ina re-H-su
u u4-mi sd it-ti-lu ina i-ga-ri ud-da-ds-su
' " P r a y , bake loaves of bread for him, place them again and again at
his head,
And the days which he has slept mark on the wall.'
She then baked loaves of bread for him, placed them again and again
at his head,
And the days which he had slept she noted for him on the wall."

The passage shows t h a t the imperative sitdkkan goes with the
preterit istdkkan, for the actions related in lines 222f. are those
involved in the execution of the requests contained in lines 220 f.
The poet uses the tn-fovm of sakdnu evidently because loaves of
bread are to be placed at t h e head of Gilgames on each of the
seven days to which the p a r t of the passage immediately following
refers. 1
The name of the god dsi-tam-me-ka-ra-bu, 3 R 66, obv., col. 5 6 ,
who is one of the divine "judges of the temple of Assur" (at
1

The passage, it is true, actually speaks only of the seven loaves, but
there is no doubt t h a t they are those placed at the head of Gilgames
during the seven days, one on each day.
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Assur ?), probably means "Always hear the prayer"; compare t h e
name of the god Hs-me-lca-ra-bu, "He hears(I) 1 t h e prayer,"
ibid., 1. 2, who is another "judge of t h e temple of Assur."
Before closing this section it will be of value to examine briefly
the well-known forms dmdahis {dmtahas) and amddhhis, " I
fought (a battle with someone)," from mahdsu, "to strike." They
are undoubtedly forms of 12 and I 3 respectively, b u t are used,
where they occur, in exactly the same meaning, " I fought."
There is no indication whatever t h a t amddhhis means " I battled
many times"; it simply means " I battled," which is the proper
meaning of 12 dmtahas, secondarily developed from imtdhsu,
"they struck each other," "they fought with each other." Imtdhhas, on the other hand, should properly be the frequentative of
mahdsu, "to strike," t h a t is, its meaning should be "he struck
frequently."
The solution of this apparent difficulty may perhaps be found
by examining t h e participles mundahsu and mundahhisu, "fighter."
The latter as the participle of the I 3 formation would properly
mean "one who is striking frequently" or "one who has been
striking frequently." Since this striking will take place in a fight
or a brawl, mundahhisu could easily assume the meaning "one
who has been involved, or is prone to become involved, in numerous brawls or fights," who is a "fighter," in German "ein (alter)
Haudegen," and the like. I t seems t h a t in the vernacular language
the original difference between this mtindahhisu and mundahsu,
"fighter," "warrior," was in the course of time obliterated and
t h a t gradually both words were used indiscriminately for "warrior," "soldier." This process of leveling differences of meanings
then spread to the finite forms dmdahis and amddhhis, the latter
finally being used with the same meaning as dmdahis. Note t h a t
the forms amddhhis and mundahhisu occur in no other royal
inscriptions t h a n those of Sulmanu-asared I I I a n d his son SamsiAdad V. The use of the forms amddhhis and mundahhisu in the
sense of dmdahis and mundahsu represents therefore only a
temporary surrender of the official scribes to the vernacular
1

We have here evidently the old Semitic present iaqtul. Seep. 118 and
ibid., n. 3.
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language, and in the end was successfully resisted by the upholders
of the literary language. At all events, as the suggested explanation shows, the temporary and locally restricted use of the forms
amddhhis and mundahhisu in the sense of dmdahis and mundahsu
can in no way be used as an argument against the frequentative
meaning of the form iptdrras. I t is an isolated accidental development; similar irregularities are met with in Akkadian and in
other languages. I t may be noted in this connection that amddhhis
and even dmdahis deviate from the generally recognized language
in other respects also, inasmuch as they have an i in the last
syllable, where the grammatically recognized form imtahas, in
accordance with the general rule, 1 has an a — a feature which
is likewise due to the influence of the vernacular. The same may,
finally, be said of the change of mi to md and nd in the preterits
dmdahis and amddhhis and the participles mundahsu and mundahhisu.

3. THE PARTICIPLE

muptarrisu

Because of the elision of the vowel between the second and
third radicals in the 12 preterit forms iptdrsu (< *iptdrasu),
ittdlkam (< Httdlaham), etc., it is to be expected that the participle of 1 2 , which originally, according to the grammatical
system, was *muptdrisu, should likewise elide the vowel between
its second and third radical, for the conditions of stress and quantity of vowel are the same as in those forms. Indeed, such an
elision is all the more to be expected because the i of the participle
is a weaker vowel than the a of the finite forms. Without doubt,
therefore, the frequently occurring participial form muptdrsu
(< *muptdrisu) is t h a t of the I 2 formation. The hardly less
1

This rule is t h a t the last vowel of the present as well as the preterit
of the formations I 2, I 3, IV 2, and IV 3 agrees with the vowel in the last
syllable of the present of I 1. This statement of the rule, however, is for
practical purposes only. According to the grammatical system it should be
formulated in this way: The present and preterit of I 2, I 3, IV 2, and IV 3
have the vowels of the present and preterit of I 1; the system presupposes,
however, a form *iksad instead of iksud in the I 1 theme.
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frequent participles of the form muptarrisu, which double t h e
middle radical and do not elide the vowel, obviously, then, go
with the preterit form iptdrras; t h a t is, t h e y belong t o the I 3
formation.
This conclusion is proved to b e correct b y the Sumerian equivalents of participles of the latter type. Starting again with t h e
verb aldk%i, we find, e.g., in 4 R 24, No. 1, o b v . 4 1 f ,
41d

n[e7]-iri10-gal d i n g i r - [
]
en [ g i 6 - a ] DU-DU
#8 i [ g - . . . - . . . ] n i - b i - a KUD-bi-[
]
[belum] mut-tal-lik mu~si
sd da-[la-a-tum] ed-le-tum ina ra-ma-nisi-na ip-pa-[at 1-ta-a-sum ?]
41
"0 Nergal, god
,
lord, wanderer in the night, before whom closed doors open of their own
accord,"
as well as in 5 R 42, No. 1, obv.25_28>
25

gunni
g u n n i -DU-DU
27
iM-§u-RiN-na
iM-§u-RiN-na«DU-DU

ki-nu-nu
mut-tal-li-ku
ti-nu-ru
mut-tal-li-ku,

t h e participle muttalliku as t h e equivalent of the Sumerian reduplicated D U - D U . This is in complete accordance with t h e Sumerian
equivalents and t h e ideographic writings of italluJcu a n d its finite
forms ittallah etc. discussed in sections 1 and 2. As there, so here
the reduplication denotes plurality of action: DU-DU and muttalliku are not merely " t h e (momentary) walker" (== muttalku) but
" t h e constant or untiring walker." 1
1

Unfortunately we are not yet able t o establish beyond any doubt
whether muttalliku in the quoted passage 5 R 42, No. 1, is an abbreviation
of muttallik kinuni (tinuri) or, as is more likely, an abbreviation of kinunu
(tinuru) muttalliku. The former would perhaps mean "the one who is
constantly attending the fire pan (or the oven)"; t h e latter could hardly
mean "movable oven" (Delitzsch, AHwb, p . 340a), not only because
ovens etc. as a rule were movable, b u t chiefly because "movable" would
be expressed by a passive participle. If muttalliku really is the name of a
special kind of oven it would perhaps be a "swinging" brazier, that is, a
brazier that in some way or other is suspended a n d kept in a swinging
motion in order to fan the burning coals inside of it. Cf. t h e name muttallikturn for a "swinging" door.
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Furthermore, in incantations against "head" (and other)
sicknesses the victim in whose favor the incantation is recited is
referred to as amelu muttalliku, whose Sumerian equivalent is
lu-p^p-hal
or l u - G A L - l u - p a p - h a l . 1 Whatever the exact
meaning of p a p h a l , which was explained above as p a - p a h a l ,
t h a t is, as a reduplication of p a h a l , in this special use may be,
it definitely links the participle muttalliku with the infinitive I 3
itdlluku, which likewise corresponds to p a p h a l , not with atluku,
infinitive 12 of aldku.
Other cases where a participle of the type muptarrisu is equated
with a Sumerian expression are the following:
I n the commentary K 2107 + K 6086 (King, STO I I , Pis. 61f.),
11. 22-25, the Marduk name d t u - t u (translated or explained
in 1. 21 as mu-al-lid ildnivl and mu-ud-di-is ildnivl) is also given
in t h e forms d d u 1 1 - d u 1 1 = mu-tak-kil Uani^1, d t u 6 - t u 6 = muus-pi-i§ ildnivl, d d u - t u = ba-ni ka-la ildni1*1, and d t u m - t u m
( = d t u - t u ) — mu-ut-tar-ru-u ildnivl, "the leader of the gods."
With t h e last equation, which alone interests us here, compare
the Emesal text 4 R 9, obv. 4 9 f f ,
49

a

d

m u - b a r - r a su m u - u n - d a - a b - h a - z a
tum-tum-si-maa[l-la]
51
ta-me-ih &gir-ri u me-e mut-tar-ru-u sik-na-at na-pis-tim
"(Sin,) who holdest fire and water, who constantly leadest (all)
living beings,"

1
Evidently the participle, at least in the older language, has to be taken
as p a p - h a l , not p a p - h a l - l a (thus Delitzsch, AHwb, p . 68a, and SGI.,
p. 72). The a found after p a p - h a l is in some cases part of the genitive
element - a k (e. g., s a g - l u - G A L - l u - p a p h a l l - a k - e , " a t the head of the
l u - G A L - l u - p a p h a l , " CT X V I 42ff. 153f ( 2 0 3 f ; s u - l u - G A L - l u - p a p h a l l a k - e = zumri ameli muttalliki, CT X V I I 19ff. 166f .; SU-1U-GAL-1Up a p h a l l - a ( k ) - t a , "from the body of the amelu muttalliku"
CT XVII
28f. 6 2 f ), in others the postposition -a (e.g., l u - G A L - l u - p a p - h a l - l a =
ana amili muttalliku (var.: -ki), CT X V I 1 ff.3$ f.) - The only phrase to
indicate t h a t p a p h a l l a was the participial form would be lu-GAL-lup a p - h a l - l a d u m u - d i n g i r - r a - n a , CT XVII 31f., obv. 39 , if we were
really certain of its grammatical correctness; note that elsewhere we find
only l u - G A L - l u - d u m u - d i n g i r - r a - n a (e. g., CT X V I 12, col. 3 47 and
col. 5 24 ).
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and furthermore col. 3 3 0 f of an unpublished text from Khorsabad:
30
31

ga-t lira-turn
ga-tum-tum

mu-tar-ru-u
mut~tab~bi-l[u]

"leader"
"leader."

Again, for muttabbilu in the last passage compare 4 R 14, No. 3,
obv. 7f> :
7

gi-ninda-gana-za-gin-na-tum-ttim ... [
]
mut-tab-bil gi-nin-da-na-ki [.
]
"(Nabu,) who directs the shining measuring rod, . . . . "

The participle muttarru of (u)arii, "to lead," in the first two
of the quoted passages, renders the Sumerian reduplicated
t u r n - t u r n ; this latter, again, is rendered by the participle muttabbilu, synonym of muttarru, in the last of the quoted passages.
Likewise, g a - t u r n - t u r n , which in the Khorsabad t e x t is rendered
by mu(t)tarru as well as muttabbilu, is formed of the reduplicated
root, a fact which clearly shows t h a t the two participles have
frequentative meaning, "a constant leader/' etc., and go together
with the infinitives itdrru, "to lead constantly," and itabbulum,
"to manage constantly." Note also t h a t Hammurabi in obv.,
col. 47f of his Code, calls himself em-qum mu-tab-bi-lum, "the
wise one, the leader," and note the relation of the latter title
to the finite verbal form at-tab-ba-al-si-na-ti, " I constantly led
them," rev., col. 24 56 , which has been discussed above on page 25.
The Khorsabad vocabulary from which the equations for
g a - t u m - t u m are taken gives among many similar ga-forms in
col. 3 29 the following additional equation of a precative form with
a participle I 3 :
ga-ab-bi-ib-dib-dib

| mu-te-et-ti-q[u].

Here again the Sumerian equivalent of the participial form
muptarrisu shows doubling of the root. The meaning of the
substantivized verbal form which corresponds to the Akkadian
mutetiiqu is evidently: "Let me always pass it," namely a field,
lot, road, or path. These are the words which a man says to the
owner of a piece of property through which he wants to acquire
the permanent or temporary right to pass. The mutettiqu is
therefore the man who has contracted for a right of way, i.e., the
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right of passing again and again, as often as he wishes, through
property that does not belong to him.1
Similarly in CT XXIV 12ff. (list of gods), col. 25f>,
d

nagar-sa-ga

"Nagar-saga,

ki-sikil-ta-si-si-mu
mut-ta-ad-di( ?) na-at( ?) ar-da-a-ti
designer(?) of everything that concerns( ?)
women,"

the Sumerian reduplicated si-si-mu seems to be rendered with
Akkadian muttdddu (cstr. muttdddi), the participle I 3 of nadu.2
1
The prefix group b f - i b - in g a - a b - b i - i b - d i b - d i b (hardly g a - a b d e - e b - d i b - d i b ) , < ga + b i - i b - d i b - d i b (with secondary doubling of
the 6), if this analysis is correct would consist of the dimensional complex
b i - , "at it," "on it," etc., and the accusative -b -. Since the proper meaning
of d i b is "to take," g a - a b - b i - i b - d i b - d i b , therefore, may be explained
as "let me take it (namely the way) over it (that is, the field, etc.)." For
d i b , "to go," cf. Akkadian harrdnam sabdtum and the objectless sabdtum,
"to set out (for some place)," "to go" or "to march (to some place)." There
is a slight possibility, however, t h a t the original composer of the vocabulary
intended the Sumerian equivalent of mutettiqu as g a - a b - d e b - d e b , "let
me pass," with d e - e b a s a gloss, or rather variant, for the first d e b (originally, of course, d e - e b - d e - e b or de-eb-'> for d e b - d e b ) . If this be so,
the gloss would at least be in line with the reading d e b for DIB, "to take,"
the likelihood of which I demonstrated in The Prefix Forms e- and i- in
the Time of the Earlier Princes of Lagas.
2
The usual reading of the Akkadian line as ??iut4a-ad-di-na-at ar-da-a-ti,
which makes the deity a goddess, is grammatically quite unobjectionable,
but it is difficult to interpret the phrase so as to make good sense. For
"who constantly gives (or: who gave many) women" or "who constantly
gives to women" leaves in doubt to whom, or what, the goddess is giving;
moreover, it does not agree with the Sumerian line, which, since - t a
according to t h a t analysis can only be the postposition - t a , "from," "out
of," would mean "who constantly gives from woman." Hazardous as it
may seem, we must perhaps analyze the line as indicated above, namely:
mut-ta-ad'di na-at ar-da-a-ti> "who designed (literally 'threw'; in German,
'entwarf') everything (idea of plurality expressed b y I 3) that concerns
(lit.: 'strikes,' 'touches'; cf. German 'betrifft,' 'beruhrt') women." The
Sumerian - t a in this case would be the active participle - t a (g) /'striking,"
which as a verbal form follows its object k i - s i k i l . For t a g = natu cf.
Thureau-Dangin, TC VI, No. 37 ( = Scheil, NVB, pp. 7, 11, and 16),
col. 4 1 5 f f # :

5
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However, even if, in accordance with t h e general assumption,
the Akkadian line is t o be analyzed as mut-ta-ad-di-na-at ar-daa-ti, the resulting equation would again make a participle I 3,
namely of naddnu, "to give," correspond to the Sumerian reduplicated s i - s i - m u .
For a clear 1 3 participle of naddnu compare the equations in
Meissner, MAG I , Heft 2, pp. 43 ff., col. Ii 0 a nd2i :
10
21

lu-ku-se-an-si-mu
lu-kii-se-ab-sl-sl-mu

j na-di-na-nu
mut-ta-di-nu

Here, in contrast t o nddindnu (derived from the 1 1 participle
nddinu), " t h e seller (in a single selling transaction)," muttd(d)dinu
(< *muntandinu) denotes "the seller of many objects" or "the
habitual or professional seller," "the salesman." Note t h a t t h e
verbal form a b - s i - s i - m u in the Sumerian equivalent for muttd(d)dinu contains t h e reduplicated root s i ( m ) - s i m , while
a n - s i - m u in the Sumerian equivalent for nddindnu is formed
from the simple root sim.
Finally, for the participle mundahhisu, "fighter," which in the
inscriptions of Sulmanu-asared I I I a n d Samsi-Adad V interchanges with mundahsu, see above at the end of section 2.
15

y ta-ag

I TAG

ma-ha-su & na-tu-u

!

la-pa-tum sd ka-la-ma

According t o the list CT X L I 47f.85f.
ss y ta
86
y da

TAG
TAG

the sign TAG has only the shorter value t a , not the later longer value t a g .
I n the quoted Louvre syllabary (which is a much younger text) the values
t a ( t a - a , col. 424) and d a ( d a - a , col. 423) for TAG are restricted to TAG =
suk-lu-lu and TAG in n a m - T A G - g a ( = amu). Since suklulu means "to make
something to perfection," it might be possible that we have to transliterate
na-at ar-da-a-ti, "that which is made (fitting) for the women," "the outfit
of women"; cf. for this possibility t h e equation (^ t a - a g ) | (TAG) | „
(su-ri-du) | na-du-u, CT X I 29 ff., col. 437, where nadu may represent
natu. Finally, there is some possibility of a reading na-ad, t o be taken as a
participle (masculine or neuter ?) or an abstract noun of nadu.
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4 . N E W LIGHT ON THE PRETERIT AND PRESENT FORMATIONS

The investigation of the forms pitdrrusu, iptarras, and muptdrris has clearly shown that these forms belong to the 13 formation, the present of which is iptand(r)ras (< *iaptandras).
Because of the presence of the n in this present form it follows
that the preterit form iptarras, at least in the fully developed
verbal system, is to be explained as representing Hptdnras < Hp~
tdnaras. The difference between the preterit and its present form
is then simply a matter of stressing. The preterit shows the natural
stressing, that is, on the third syllable counting from the end:
Hptdnaras; the present, in order to distinguish it from the preterit
form, is stressed on the second syllable from the end: iptandras.
The preterit, in accordance with the general practice of Akkadian,
elides the unstressed short vowel of the penultima and assimilates
the resulting vowelless n to the following radical; in the present
the stressing of the penultima prohibits the elision of the vowel
and thus preserves the n.
It is by a similar differentiation in the stressing that the
preterit and the present of 12 were distinguished from each other.
Likewise, it is the principle underlying the formation of present
and preterit in I I , for the present of this formation stresses
ipdras, ipdris, ipdrus, while the preterit stresses ip(a)rus (or
ip(a)ras), ip(a)ris, and ip(a)rus.
The correct placing of the form iptarras in the I 3 formation
thus reveals the very important fact that Akkadian in all of the
three subdivisions of its I formation uses one uniform principle
to indicate the distinction between the preterit and present
tenses. A clear idea of the strict observance of this principle will
be obtained from the following table, which lists the preterits
and presents of the I I , 12, and 13 formations:
1 1 Formation
iddin
ikpud
ilmad
iksud
1

Preterit
< idn(a)din
< idk(a)pud
< idl(a)mad
< idk(a)sud1

S e e p . 35, n. 1.

5*

Present
ind(d)din < ianddin
ikd(p)pud < \akdpud
ild(m)mad < ialdmad
ikd(s)sad < iakdsad
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I 2 Formation
Preterit
ittadin
< idntadin
iktapud
< idktapud
iltamad
< idltamad
iktaSad
< idktasad

Present
ittd(d)din
<
iktd(p)pud
<
iltd(m)rnad
<
iktd(s)sad
<

I 3 Formation
Present
Preterit
ittand{d)din
<
ittdddin
< iantdn{a)din
iktand(p)pud <
iktdppud < iaktdn(a)pud
iltand{m)mad <
iltdmmad < ialtdn(a)mad
iktand(S)sad
<
iktdssad
< iaktdn(a)sad

jantddin
iaktdpud
ialtdmad
iaktdsad

iantanddin
iaktandpud
ialtandmad
iaktandsad

I t may be pointed out t h a t the inner consistency of the Akkadian verbal system as it appears after the form iptarras has been
assigned its proper place is of itself a very strong indication t h a t
the forms investigated above belong to the I 3 formation.

5 . THE ASSIMILATION OF THE % OF THE I N F I X E D

-tn-

Attention must once more be called to the fact, hitherto mentioned only occasionally, mostly in footnotes, t h a t in Old Babylonian
the n of the inserted t(a)n of the I 3 forms, if, as in the preterit,
imperative, permansive, infinitive, and participle, immediately
followed by the middle consonant of the verbal root, is always
assimilated to this radical. The latter, therefore, together with the n
of the inserted tn, will always appear as a double consonant;
compare Hptdnras > iptarras, *ptdnras > pitdrras,
*ptdnrusum
> pitdmtsum, *muptdnrisum > muptdrrisum. To be sure, in later
Babylonian we actually find such forms as mitangugu (p. 3),
itanbuhi (p. 5), itanpuha (ibid.), and istamdih or istamdah (pp. 27
and 19) instead of mitaqququ, itabbutu, itappuhu, smdistaddih. That
in all these cases, however, the nasal is not the preserved original n
of the ^7i-form follows not only from the fact t h a t they occur
in late periods only, b u t especially from the fact t h a t the nasal
is found only before b, g, and d (including b < p and g < q). I t
is therefore quite evident t h a t nb, ng, and nd or md in the late
I 3 forms are secondary dissolutions of bb, gg, and dd, and t h a t
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all these cases come under the general rule that in later Babylonian
and later Assyrian a double voiced consonant (bb, gg, dd, and zz)
frequently dissolves into nasal + voiced consonant; compare,
e.g., for istamdih the late present form inamdin used instead of
the inaddin (< inddin) of Hammurabi's time, where the doubling
of d (later dissolved) is due to the present stressing on the penultima.
The same applies, e.g., to the md of the I 3 present form ittanamdi
< intanaddi < intanddi, "she constantly throws," Enuma elis,
Tablet IV, 1. 91. 1
If we now turn to the preterit form ittandin, Hammurabi Code,
rev., col. 3 6 0 a n d 7 0 , obviously this form cannot be equated with
the 1 3 preterit ittaddin (formerly taken as 12 preterit), since, as
was just seen, the dissolution of dd to nd is not a common feature,
at least in the written language of the time of Hammurabi. Nor
would the 1 3 form, which must mean "he gave constantly,"
suit the contents of the passages; for neither a law: "If a man
has constantly given his wife or his son or his daughter ana kismtim,
they shall be members of the Jca-si-su's family for only 3 years,"
nor a law: "If a man has constantly given a slave or a slave girl
ana kisMtim, the tamqdm can resell (either of) them (to someone
else)," would make any sense. Finally, the last verb of a summasentence in the Hammurabi code must be a £-form, which expresses previousness of action in relation to the time of the
principal sentence, 2 a condition not fulfilled by the 13 form, whose
t is part of the plural, or iterative, element in. ,
I n view of all these facts it becomes evident that the form
ittandin of the Hammurabi Code is not a preterit 1 3 , but a
preterit IV 2, of naddnu and must be analyzed as *ia-n-ta~ndin,
the second n being the first radical of the basis ndin, while the
first n, which is assimilated to the following t, is the nifal n. All
the difficulties now disappear; for, in the first place, the vowelless
1

For a fuller discussion of the dissimilation of double voiced consonant
and the conditions for it see Study I I I , chap, iii, sec. 10 (pp. 142ff.).
2
Since in the laws all of the principal sentences are present-futures,
the 2-form therefore expresses the perfect or the second future: If a man
has (or shall have) done the act described, this (the consequence described)
happens (or will happen).
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n, the first radical of the root ndn, remains unassimilated in
accordance with the well known rule that the first radical of the
verbs primae nun is never assimilated to the second radical of
the qtal, qtil, qtul bases of the IV 2 formation. Moreover, the IV 2
form ittandin does not have the durative meaning which made
the two laws, as translated above, illogical; and finally it is a
£-form, as is required by the syntax of the Hammurabi Code.
The introductory part of the law, rev., col. 3 6 8 f f , should therefore
be transliterated and translated
^sum-ma wardum{l) il la amtum(l) G9a-na ki-is-sa-tim
"If a slave or slave girl has been given ana kiMdtim"

70

it-ta-an-di-in

and in analogy to this passage the first part of the preceding law
also, rev., col. 3 5 4 f f ,
b
^sum-ma a-wi-lam ^e^i^-il-titm
Hs~ba-zu-ma hlassa(t)-zu mdr-su u
&8
59
m
mdra(t)-zu
a-na kaspim id-di-in u lu a-na ki-is-sa-a-tim
it-ta-an-di-iny

should be translated:
"If a man has run into debt and therefore (— -ma) has sold (lit.: given
for money) his wife, his son, or his daughter, or if (his wife, his son, or his
daughter) has been given ana kissdtim."

Unfortunately, because the exact meaning (and even the root)
of the verb kasdsu and the substantive kissatum has not yet been
established the contents of the two laws in rev., col. 3 5 4 f f , cannot
be utilized as an additional proof that ittandin is a IV 2 preterit.
Nevertheless, as the following analysis of the passages will show,
the use of the passive form ittandin in these laws is by no means
as strange as it would seem on the surface.
Since the statement ana kaspim iddin, "he sold," whose active
subject is the debtor, clearly envisages a situation in which the
debtor voluntarily sells members of his family (or rather their
working power during the next three years) to some unconcerned
stranger in order to satisfy his creditor with the money received
from the sale, and since, furthermore, the ka-si-su is paralleled, as
well as constrasted, with the sa-a-a-ma-nu, "buyer," who acquires
1

Sign hi.
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the usufruct of the working power of the sold family members by
paying money, it may be surmised that the ka-si-su, who likewise
acquires the usufruct of the working power of the members of
the debtor's family, does so without paying money for it. I n
other words, he is actually the creditor, who becomes the possessor
of the members of the debtor's family in exchange for his claims
against the debtor. Practically, therefore, the phrase ana kissdtim
naddnum means "to transfer (property of the debtor) to the
creditor (so t h a t he can indemnify himself by their work)." This
transfer t o the creditor could, of course, be made directly by the
debtor; and had it been the law's intention to envisage this case
only, it would have stated ana kissdtim iddin, or rather ittadin,
with the debtor as subject. I n most cases, however, the latter
would hardly feel inclined to make the transfer, and in that event
t h e creditor might have invoked a court of justice, which, upon
a decision in his favor, would order and sometimes enforce the
transfer of the property to him. Now, had the law intended to
deal with such a case only, the passage might very well have read
"or if the judges have given ( = assigned) them to the creditor,"
or t h e like. If, however, the law was intended to include both
cases, the authors of the law, instead of saying expressly "or if
the debtor or the judges have assigned them to the creditor,"
m a y have preferred to cover the voluntary transfer by the debtor
as well as the compulsory transfer by a court of justice by the
use of the passive voice, which leaves the active subject unexpressed. Finally, if the ana kissdtim naddnum should have been
a function of a court of justice exclusively, the lawgivers might
likewise have preferred the passive construction, because in this
case it was unnecessary to name the active subject.

6. THE I 3 FORMATION IN THE CAPPADOCIAN TEXTS

Having established t h e relations between 12 and 1 3 in the
Babylonian branch of Akkadian, it will now be appropriate to
examine the corresponding forms of the so-called "Cappadocian"
dialect, which together with Old Assyrian is a more direct developm e n t from Old Akkadian (time of the kings of Akkad) than is
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Old Babylonian (time of the first dynasty of Babylon). 1 The
Cappadocian forms have not yet been drawn into the sphere
of our discussion because some of the forms of 12 deviate from
those of the Babylonian branch and furthermore because Cappadocian, like Old Akkadian, does not express doubling of consonants in writing, so that, e. g., pitdrrusum (< *pitdnrusum) would
appear as *pitdrusum.
The different inflection of I 2 may be illustrated by the following
table of forms of aldkum (and labdsum):

Present
Preterit
Imperative
Infinitive
Permansive

Old Babylonian
ittdllak
ittdllaku
ittalak
ittdlku
dtlak, litbas
dtlaka, litbasd
dtlulcum, litbusum
Sg. dtluk, litbus
PL dtlukil, litbusu

Sg.
PL
Sg.
PL
Sg.
PL

Cappadocian
i{t)td(l)lak
i(t)td(l)luku
i(t)talak
i{t)tdlku
dtlak
atdlkd, litdbsd
atdlkum, litdbsum
dtluk, litbus
atdlku, litdMu

I t will be noted t h a t the difference is merely one of stressing,
the Babylonian form litbusum as well as the Cappadocian litdbsum
going back to the form Htabusum. Both Babylonian and Cappa-.
docian insert a secondary i between the first radical and the t;
whereas, however, Cappadocian leaves the stress in its old place
and therefore elides the following short u, Babylonian moves
the stress back to the i of the first syllable and elides the short a
of t h e following syllable which has lost its stress. I t will be observed
t h a t Cappadocian has the natural stress on the third syllable,
counting from the end of the original form; the Babylonian
stressing of the fourth syllable, counting from the end of the
original form, is undoubtedly secondary.
I n addition to the I 2 forms given in the above list we find in
Cappadocian tablets other forms containing a t but quite differently constructed. As we shall see, these have to be taken as I 3
1

1 therefore distinguish Old Assyrian ( + Cappadocian) and its later
stages as the Assyrian development of Old Akkadian, Old Babylonian and
its later stages as the Babylonian development of Old Akkadian.
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forms. For the sake of convenience I place them side by side with
the I 2 forms. 1
Imperative sg. mithas2
dtlak*
pi. atdlkd8
Infinitive

Permansive
Perm. a d j .

atdlkumi2
itdtlum (< *nitdtlum)1*
Utdbsum15
[litabMku]
etdmdum11

itd(d)dl (< *nita(d)di)z
liid(q)qeb
sitd(?n)me,G ti$d(ni)me7
itd(d)dind (< *nita(d)dind)9
sitd(?n)meidf10
tiSafa^neW1
13
mitd(h)hurum

ita(p)puldkn

(1st. pers.) 16

I t will be noticed t h a t each of the forms of the first set elides
a vowel; namely, the endingless form of the imperative elides
the vowel between the t and the second radical, and all the other
forms, which add an ending, elide the vowel between the second
and t h e third radical. The forms of the second set, on the other
1

The forms enumerated in this list have been taken from the files of
the Assyrian Dictionary. I wish to acknowledge that for the latter we had
at our disposal Dr. J . Lewy's translations of about three-fourths of the
published Cappadocian texts. For the collection of the forms from the
Cappadocian Dictionary files I am indebted to Dr. Celb.
2
mi'it-ha-as-ma, Lewy, ATKK 24 16 .
H-ta-di, CTCT I I 56 25(!) .
^at-ld-ak, Contenau, TCa (I), No. 187.
Hi-ta-qi-ma, CTCT I I 18 22 .
*H-ta-me-ma, CTCT IV 13a 36 .
7
ti-sa-me~ma, Contenau, TTC, No. 24 17 .
s
a-tal-kd, Clay, LTC, No. 77 7 ; a-tal-ka-nim, Lewy, ATKK
kam-ma (2. pi.), CTCT IV 6</15; a-tal-ki-im (2. fern, sg.), Lewy, K t S H
N o . 6 9 , 16 ,and26-

H-ta-di-na-su-u[?n], Lewy, ATKK 38c14.
™si-ta-me-a-ma, CTCT IV 28a 4 .
iHi-sa-me-a-ma, Contenau, TCa (I), No. 48 14 .
12
a-na a-ta-al-ki-ivn, Lewy, KtSB, No. 3 2 7 .
13
i-na mi-ta-hu-ri-im, CTCT I I 2 10 .
u
a-na i-ta-at-li-im, CTCT I I 5&13.
15
a-na li-tab-H-a, Clay, LTC, No. 9413.
l
H-ta-pu-ld-ku, CTCT I I 47 22 (uncertain).
17
e-ta~am~dam (ace), Lewy, K t K a 2b22.
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hand, show no elision whatever. Since the texts give us the
regular 12 forms mithas and dtlak, there is no real reason why
t h e corresponding 12 forms of laqfrum and samdyum should be
**litaqe and **sitame instead of litqe and sitme, as the latter forms
do not present the slightest difficulty of pronunciation. Nor would
t h e forms sitdm'a, itddna, mitdhrum, and itapldku present greater
difficulties t h a n the supposed 1 2 forms **sitdmeyd,
*Htddina,
**mitdhurum, and **itapuldku. On the contrary, elision of a short
vowel in an open syllable immediately after a stressed open and
short syllable is one of the most characteristic features of Akkadian; indeed, this law is so characteristic t h a t it is imperative to
find special explanations for those comparatively rare instances
which deviate from it. Moreover, the forms given in the list are
used quite constantly; for instance, si-ta-me, ti-sa-me, si-ta-me-a,
and ti-sa-me-a occur eleven times in a group of Cappadocian
tablets comprising about two-thirds of all t h a t have been published,
while in none of them is a form si-it-me or si-it-me-a found. All
these observations lead to the conclusion that the unelided forms
are forms not of 1 2 but of 1 3 ; t h a t is, t h a t they must be analyzed as sitdmme < *sitdnmac, litdqqe < Hitdnqah, mitdhhurum <
*mitdnhurum, itappuldku < Htanpuldku, etc.
This conclusion is completely corroborated by an examination
of the meanings of the eliding and non-eliding forms. The simple
infixed t, if we leave out of consideration its grammatical-syntactical function of denoting timely or logical precedence, expresses
either a reflexive or reciprocal idea or the idea "away." 1 For
instance, in each of the Cappadocian letters in which a form of
aid hum with inserted t occurs, t h e context shows quite clearly
1

In addition to the examples already referred to (p. 18, p. 28, and
ibid., n. 1) as illustrating the latter use of the 2-form, note also the fact
t h a t the frequent sitkun in most cases does not seem to mean simply "it
is situated" (this is expressed by sakin), but "it is lying off the road or out
of the way," as, e. g., towns on the other side of the river, villages on high
mountains, etc. The meaning "away," "off" originated, of course, from
the reflexive meaning; cf., e. g., German "etwas mit sich nehmen," which
corresponds to English "to take along," "to carry off," and Akkadian
sitkunu, literally: "to be situated all b y itself."
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t h a t t h e writer wanted to express the idea "to go away (or to
come away) from something"; the writer therefore uses the
eliding 12 form atdlkum. He does not use the non-eliding in -form
atdlluhum, as this has the meaning "to go frequently," "to walk
around," an idea which the merchants who wrote the letters had
no opportunity to use, because the directions which they give
refer to definite movements of their agents from one place to
another. Furthermore, with mithas in ATKK 2416 the two writers
of t h e letter ask a certain Pusukin, whom they call their lord
and their father, to fight in their behalf and gain renown thereby.
B u t " t o fight" is mithusu (Capp. mitdhsum), whose older meaning
was " t o fight with each other," literally, "to strike each other."
We have therefore in our passage the eliding mithas, not mitdhhas,
which would mean "strike continually." On the other hand,
Si-ta-me, according to the context, means not "hear away," "hear
for yourself," or "hear each other," but "hear (my letter or my
message or my messages) over and over again" or "several times"
or "hear all (my messages, so that you know the entire contents
thoroughly)." I t is for this reason that the writer uses the noneliding tn-ioim sitdmme, not the eliding t-ioxm sitme. This conclusion is corroborated by the fact t h a t the present form istand(m)me, which stresses the vowel after the inserted 4{a)n- and therefore
does not elide the n, occurs quite frequently in the letters with
the same shade of meaning as sitdmme (eight cases of the former
to eleven of the latter).
Our evidence thus shows t h a t in the Cappadocian texts, too,
forms of t h e type pitd(r)rusu are I 3, not 12 forms. As regards
the endingless preterit forms, only analysis of the contents will
enable us to decide whether a form written ip-ta-ra-as must be
taken as the 12 form iptaras or as the I 3 form iptdrras.

7.

THE

FORM

iptanarras

AS

PRETERIT

Delitzsch in his grammatical system of the Akkadian verb
assumed as preterit of 1 3 the form iptanarras, that is, the same
form as the present I 3. Among the examples adduced by him
in his grammar and his Handworterbuch there are, however,
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some t h a t in reality are presents of 1 3 . For instance, in the
sentence ba-la-tu is-te-ne-eb-bi, which he quotes from obv., 1. 7,
of 5 R 31, No. 4 ( = K 36; see now CT X L I 29 = K 36 + K 2917),
part of a commentary on the omen series Alu ina mele sakin,1
and which he translates "mit Leben wurde er gesattigt" (AHwb,
p. 636b), it is quite obvious t h a t those words belonged not to t h e
first part of the omen, that is, the omen observation — old age
cannot furnish the basis for an omen — b u t to the second part,
namely the prediction, which is based on the observation and
naturally must be rendered by the present-future. The sentence
therefore means: "(If such or such a thing happens, the man
concerned) will be continually satiated with life." For the same
reason we may assume t h a t also G A M - G A M - ^ =
iq-ta-na-ad-du-ud,
rev. 7 of the same tablet, is a present, not a preterit. 2
I n Gilgames Epic (Thompson), Tablet I, col. 2 2 9 , ta-zi-irn-tasi-na is-te-nem-me, "over and over again she hears their wailing,"
is-te-nem-me is the historical present, which is quite natural in
epics.
In the case of it-ta-nam-di (< ittanaddi), "she utters (her
incantation) many times," in the epic Enuma elis, Tablet IV, 1. 91,
Delitzsch himself in AHwb, p . 449&, and the second edition of
his grammar corrected his former view t h a t it was preterit. I t
is parallel there to imanni sipta.
The fact remains, however, t h a t in texts of the late periods,
notably in the inscriptions of Assur-ban-apli, forms of the type
iptandrras, which the context shows to have a preterit meaning,
are actually found. Compare, for instance, Assur-ban-apli, Kassam
Cylinder + duplicates (5 R 1 ff.), col. 10 40ff :
*Qmistar~duru sdr mdtur-ar-ti 41<sa sarrdni^ abbe^-su a-na abbe^-ia
*Hs-ta-nap-par-u-ni (var.: is-ta-nap-pa-ru-ni)
ahu-u-tu i3e-nen-na mistaru
duru da-na-a-nu ep-se-e-tu sa ildni^ rabuti^ i-si-mu-in-ni
is-me-e-ma
45
Jci-ma sd mdru a-na abi-su ts-ta-nap-pa-ra (var.: is-ta-nap-pa-ru) belu-u-tu
46
w Su-u ki-i pi-i an-nim-ma ^is-ta-nap-pa-ra um-ma lu-u sul-mu *8a-na
sarri beli-ia.
1
Judging from the scribal; note in obv. 12 , t h a t particular passage
belonged to the fifty-fourth tablet of the series.
2
Delitzsch in the second edition of his grammar (p. 282) leaves the
tense of this verbal form undecided.
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"Sarduris, king of Urartu, whose royal ancestors in their letters had
always addressed ( = used to address) my fathers as their brothers —
(this) Sarduris, now that he had heard of the mighty deeds which the great
gods had decreed for me, as a son addresses his father as his lord, always
addressed me in his letters with the following words: Well-being (be granted)
o the king, my lord!"

I n this sentence the second iStandppar, namely t h a t in the
relative clause, "as a son is accustomed to write to his father,"
is undoubtedly a present, used in the sense of the timeless tense.
Likewise, it is quite conceivable that the last istandppara is
intended to mean "he always writes to me now," although as a
rule the royal inscriptions refer in the preterit to events t h a t
still are happening at the time of their composition, because the
kings relate the incidents from the viewpoint of the reader, who
may live centuries after the inscriptions were written. However,
there is no doubt whatever that the istandpparu in the relative
clause "whose fathers used to write to my fathers" must be
rendered as preterit, since the predecessors of Sarduris as well as
of Assur-ban-apli were dead at the time of the composition of
the inscription.
Compare, furthermore, tablet K 228 etc. + duplicate tablet
K 2675 (3 R 28f.), 1 rev. 9 : hu-bu-ut mdtia-mut-ba-la
ka-a-a-an
ih-ta-nab-ba-tu u-sah-ri-bu na-me-e-su, "(the people of Kirbetu . . . .
(and!) Tandaiiu, their hazannu, . . . . ) had constantly raided 2
(the people of) Yamutbal and devastated its precincts." Ihtandbbatu refers, of course, to the past, because at the time when the
inscription was written the people of Kirb6t had been led into
captivity in Egypt. Note also that ihtanabbatu is coupled with
the verb umhribu, whose preterit meaning is beyond any doubt.
Although, as is obvious from the preceding, the present form
iptandrras occurs in the meaning of a preterit 13, it is, nevertheless,
a very significant fact t h a t in at least three cases the duplicate
cylinders of Assur-ban-apli have the form iptdrras, t h a t is, the
1

K 2675, rev., 11. 6-12, is separately published in G. Smith, Hist, of
Assurb., pp. 80ff.
2
Note the pleonasm involved in the use of the tn-iorm and the adverb
ka-a-a-an.
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correct form of t h e preterit I 3. Compare Cyl. A ( 3 R 17-26),
col. 8 4 7 _ 4 9 (variant t a k e n from Rass. Cyl. [ 5 R 1-10], col. 8 4 8 _ 5 1 ):
i7

u su-u it-ti m^lna-ba-a-a-ta-a-a *8pi-i-su i§-kun-ma ni-is Hani?1 rabuti^
la ip-ldh-ma *Hh-ta-nab-ba-ta (var.: hlih-tab-ba-ta) hu-bu-ut mi-sir mati-ia
"He, however, conspired with the Nabatean and not fearing t h e oath
by the great gods constantly plundered the frontier district (s) of my land";
Cyl. A, col. 9 54ff (and similarly Rass. Cyl. [5 R 1-10], col. 9 6 8 _ 7 1 ;
t h e two variants, taken from additional cylinders, are given in
t h e t e x t of 5 R 1-10):
54

mse pl mata-ri-bi isten-en ana isten-en is-ta-na-'a-lu4 (var.: is-ta^d-lu^)1
a-ha-mes 55um-ma ina eli mi-ne-e ki-i ep-se-tu 56an-ni-tu limut-tu im-hu-ru
m<it
a-ru-bu (var.: a-ri-bi)
"The people of Arabia (on the other hand) used to ask one another
again and again: Why is it that this evil 2 befell the land of Arabia ?";
and Rass. Cyl. (5 R 1-10), col. 6 3 3 f f (variant indicated ibid.):
33d
su-mu-du ^la-ga-ma-ru 34&pa-ar-ti-ki-ra . . . . 35 . . . . 3Ha sarrdni^
elamt%^ 37ip-tal-la-hu (var.: ip-ta-na-la-hu)
"Sumudu, Lagamaru, Partikira . . . . , (all of) whom the kings of Elam
used to fear."
mdt

These variants are unmistakable evidence of the fact t h a t by
no means all of the scribes of Assur-ban-apli formed the preterit 13
as iptandrras] some, if not most, of the scribes knew t h a t t h e
correct form was iptdrras and, we m a y assume, objected to t h e
use of iptandrras as preterit of I 3, since t h e y replace this form
by the correct iptdrras. This conclusion, moreover, is corroborated
by the fact t h a t the form iptdrras, which occurs quite frequently
in the inscriptions of Assur-ban-apli, can be rendered, almost
without exception, with a plural meaning. F o r example Rass. Cyl.
(5 R 1-10), col. 8 82ff . (similarly Cyl. A [3 R 17ff.], col. 8 7 2 _ 7 6 ):
82

e-tel-lu-u hur-sd-a-ni sd-qu-u-ti 83ih-tal-lu-pu &&qiMti& sa su-lul-si-na
rap-su Mbi-rit ise& rabutiP* gi-is-si 8hamurdine& har-ra-an
^et-te-e-ti
s
*e-te-it-ti'qu sal-me-es
1

For >d see p . 29, n. 2.
Ep-se-tu (var. ep-se-e-tu, Rass. Cyl. [5 R 1-10], col. 970) is probably
a remnant of a more detailed statement, which the redactor condensed in
a rather careless fashion. Note also that following the quoted text he
omitted t h e statement, t h a t t h e Arabs themselves answered this question.
The present text has only: "By saying: Because we
"
2
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evidently was intended to express the idea
"Many high mountains they climbed, into many forests whose shadowy
(ceilings) stretched far away they plunged; but they passed safely among
all the big trees, the many spiny bushes and thorny vines, (at times) a
(very) p a t h of thorns."

Note especially the following passages:
Rass. Cyl. (5 R 1-10), col. 2129 (first variant from Cyl. A [3 R
17-26], col. 3 4 9 ; second variant indicated on margin of 5 R 1-10):
. . . . ki-rib mat man-na-a-a
it[or at ?~\-ta-lak) sal-tis

e-ru-ub-ma it-tal-lak (vars.: at-tal-lak and

ibid., col. 5 4 0 :
ki-rib

m t

^ elamt%^ a-na si-hir-ti-sd at-tal-lak sal-US

ibid,, col. 5 1 2 5 :
ki-rib

m t

^ elamti^

e-ru-ub-ma (var.: e-ru-ub) at-tal-lak sal-tis

ibid., col. 8 116f :
11G

8 KAS-GID qaq-qa-ru

117

ummdneco^'-ia

lu-u it-tal-la-ku sal-ti&

and Cyl. C, col. 8 6 4 _ 6 6 ( = George Smith, Hist, of Assurb., p. 180,
11. 105-7):
64

[ma tukul]-ti AN-£AR &sin &samas dbel ^nabu G5[distar sd] ninua^
^istar sd '^uarba-il ^ninurta ^nusku ^nirgal m$a it-tal-la-ku idd^-a-a i-naar-ru ga-re-ia

For in all these instances the verb is atallukum, "to march continually," " t o march hither and thither," etc. All our observations,
therefore, seem to justify the assumption t h a t the occurrence
of iptandrras as preterit of I 3 has to be regarded as an exception
rather t h a n the rule with the scribes of Assur-ban-apli.
However, it must be recognized t h a t what preceded does not
seem to describe all of the complications caused by the intrusion
of the form iptandrras into the preterit of I 3. The scribes who
adopted this preterit form did so, of course, because to them the
genuine preterit form of I 3, iptdrras, did not seem to express
clearly enough the idea of plurality, since as a result of the assimilation of the n of the infix -tan- to the middle radical of the
verb one of the characteristic features of the tfn-formation had
become obscured. To p u t it in another way, it is not unreasonable
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to assume t h a t the form iptdrras appeared to these scribes to be a trather t h a n a tn-iorm, and we may therefore Suppose t h a t there
was a tendency to substitute this form for, or at least use it
alongside of, iptaras as preterit of I 2. Moreover, it might be
argued t h a t this tendency would have received additional support
from an analogy with t h e new I 3 formation; for as the new
preterit iptandrras was identical in form with its present, so also
the supposed I 2 preterit iptdrras would show the same form as
the I 2 present iptdrras. I n other words, the new I 2 and I 3
formations would exhibit a common principle of formation, whose
characteristic feature would be agreement in form between
present and preterit. Moreover, it is not at all unlikely that those
scribes who formed the preterit of 1 3 as iptandrras and the preterit
of I 2 as iptdrras may have been inclined, as Delitzsch was, to
read and stress every iptaras form found in the inscriptions of
their time iptd(r)ras.
Despite the seeming reasonableness of the possibilities described
in the preceding paragraphs the inscriptions present little if any
actually conclusive proof. I n the first place it is self-evident t h a t
those scribes who opposed the new I 3 preterit form iptandrras
and clung to the old form iptdrras would not think of stressing
forms of the type iptaras as iptd(r)ras except, of course, in cases
where it is quite evident t h a t iptaras is only a * 'defective" writing
for iptdrras. Note, moreover, the eliding forms ittdJclu (Rass.
Cyl. [5 R 1-10], col. 3 5 3 , col. 7 22 ; Cyl.B [3 R 27 and 30ff.], col. 612)
and issanqamma (Rass. Cyl., col. 864) in the inscriptions of Assurban-apli, and especially the following eliding preterit forms
found in Assyrian letters of the Sargonid period (quoted from
Ylvisaker, Zur babylonischen und assyrischen Grammatik 1 ):
ih-tal-qa, ik-ta-an-ku7 in-ta-at-hu, it-tah-m, it-tah-ra-a-ni,
i-tuqtit-u-ni, ip-ta-aq-da, i-sab-tu, i-sar-hu-u-ni, i-sa-ak-nu,
i-sa-al-mii,
a-sa-ap-ra; i-tab-ru, e-tar-bu-u-ni, e-ta-at-qu; in~ta-d>-da\ ik-taal-yu\ it-tu-ub-lu, i-tu-ur-du, it-tu-us-bu (pp. 33f., 41, 42, 45, and48),
as well as the imperative form it-la-ka (p. 41) and the permansive
form kit-lu-lat (p. 37). Moreover, in contradistinction to the fact
1

No attempt to check up on the forms has been made.
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t h a t the iptdrras forms as a rule can be translated with a plural
or iterative meaning, the form iptaras, pi. iptarsu, in many cases
does not allow such a plural or iterative translation if the passage
is to make good sense. Thus we find quite frequently in the royal
inscriptions ittakil (e.g., Assur-ban-apli, Rass. Cyl. [5 R Iff.],
col. 1 57 = Cyl. A [3 R 17ff.], col. 1 5 6 ; K 228 + K 2675 [3 R 28f.],
obv. 3 ) and ittaklu (e. g., Rass. Cyl. [5 R Iff.], col. 3 53 , col. 722),
where the meaning of the passage is not that Assur-ban-apli's
adversary constantly trusted in the help of the king of Elam, etc.,
b u t t h a t he trusted only in that special case for which he had
bribed him or in some other way obtained his help. Never is
ittdkhil or ittdJckilu used in these cases. Compare, furthermore,
Rass. Cyl.,(5 R Iff.), col. 8 e o t f .:
60

sa ma-te-ma a-na sarrdni^1 abe^l-ia 61l&mdr Hpri-Su la is-pu-ra *Ha
is-*a -lu (var.: is-^d2-^)
su-lum sarru-ti-su-un *Hna pu-luh-ti %tekakke&
AN-§AR ka-si-du-u-ti 6Hs-sa-an-qa-am-ma is^a^-la (var.: is-'cP-la) su-lum
sarru-ti-ia
"who never had sent his messenger to my royal ancestors and never
had inquired after their royal welfare, but (later) in fear of the approaching
weapons of Assur had personally come to me 3 and inquired after my royal
welfare,"
l

where the idea conveyed by issanqa(m) (< *istdniqam) is, of
course, t h a t the king of the Nabateans came personally to Assurban-apli once only, not continually or many times; the verb
immediately following, therefore, is iPala, not ista^Yala (or
istana(*yala)\
While, as a result of the preceding, it is quite evident that a
general tendency to replace the old preterit 12 by iptdrras is,
even at this late period, out of the question, there is nevertheless
some evidence of a rather substantial character to indicate that
at least some scribes did, at times, use iptdrras as a I 2 preterit.
Note, e. g., El 2802.(+ 3047 + 3049) (3 R 35, No. 6, and 36,
1

>d = 3a.a; see p . 29, n. 2.
*>d= a.
3
The idea "personally" is evidently expressed by the t of the I 2 form.
Note the contrast: in former times he had not even sent a messenger to my
fathers, but to me he came personally.
6
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No. 1; partly republished in G. Smith, Hist, of Assurb., pp. 290ff.),
col. 6 (not 3!) 3ffi :
z

ar-di ur-he [ru-qu-u-ti] H-te-li hur-M-a-ni sd-[qu~u-ti] hah(l)-ta-lu-up
&$Jei$dtiWl *sa su-lul-si-na rap-su 7bi-rit iseVl rabuti^ gi-is-su 8&&amurdinnepl har-ra-nu ^Ht-te-tu(^) *e-te-ti-iq,

for this passage presents the forms e-te-li, ah-ta-lu-up, and e-teti-iq (1st pers. sg.) where the parallel passage Rass. CyL, col. 882__86,
quoted and translated above (pp. 52f.), has e-tel-lu-u, ih-tal-lu-pu,
and e-te-et-ti-qu (3d pers. pi.). When discussing the latter passage
we saw that its content allows or even suggests an iterative
translation of the verbs — an observation that may indicate
that the author really intended to use the I 3 forms. If then the
author of K 2802 writes e-te-li; ah-ta-lu-up, and e-te-ti-iq, he
may perhaps have done so because he wanted to express a different
idea (probably that conveyed by the syntactical use of the £-form);
but it is more likely that he took etelll, ihtallup, and etetteq as
I 2 forms, and that he simply replaced them by the reputedly
better writings eteli, ihtalup, and etetiq, which, however, he may
well have pronounced ete(l)li, ihtd(l)lup, and ete(t)teq.
Interchange of the iptarras and the iptaras form is found once
more in the continuation of the passage just discussed, namely in
Rass. CyL, col. 896ff = K 2802, col. 617_28.
96

98
1QQ
ina artysimdni
TJ 4 -25-KAM
ul-tu (var.: ultu) dluha~
101
dli
da-at-ta-a at-tu-mus
ina la-ri-ib-da E.BAD sa N1-MES-ME§ (var.: abne&)
102
ina eli gu-ub-ba-a-ni id me?1 103at-ta-ad-di (var.: at-ta-di)
us-man-ni
i°4ttmmdnecoll-^'a m$Pl a-na mas-ti-ti-iu-nu
ih-bu-ma 10Hr-du-u il-li-ku
0G
qaq-qar su-um-me a-sar reb-reb-ti1 107a-di dlihu-ra~ri-na

1

For the reading reb-reb-ti of KAL-KAL-^', "continuous hunger" (which
Delitzsch, Muss-Arnolt, and Bezold cite as qalqaltu) cf. the equations
on the unpublished vocabulary fragment A 17635 of the Oriental Institute,
a duplicate (recognized as such by Dr. Geers) of 5 R 11 ( = K 4319),
COI. ^33 — 47 I

10

[sa-ma]r
[sa-mar-ma]r
12
[sa-mar-ma]r

bu-bu-tu
hu-sah-hu
rab-rab-tu.
As noted by Dr. Geers, the reading of the word for "hunger" as rabrabtu is
here assured by the use of the sign ( J 2 _ f ° r ra&« The xti-isti-lum of 5 R 11,

sa-gar
sa-gar-gar
sa-gar-gar
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" I n the month of Siwan . . . . on the 25th day
I set out from
Hadatta. In Laribda, a fortification (built) of . . . . -stones (variant, only
'of stones') (and situated) at (literally, 'above') water holes, I established
my camp while my troops, after having provided themselves with drinking
water, marched on through regions of thirst and hunger as far as Hurarina

In this case, only Rass. Cyl. ( = 5 E Iff.) has at-ta-ad-di, while
Cyl. A ( = 3 E 17fi), col. 890, as well as K 2802 ( = 3 R 35f.),
col. 6 (R: 3)24, reads at-ta-di. This seems to indicate that attadi
was considered by most of the scribes as the correct form. As a
matter of fact, the context of the passage, as it now stands, does
not suggest a meaning "I established many camps" or "I established my camp continually" or the like. If nevertheless the scribe
of Rass. Cyl. writes attaddi, it seems reasonable to assume that
he may have been induced to use this original I 3 form because
he took it as a form of I 2.
col. 2 43 (which Zimmern [Delitzsch, AHwb, p. 5866] likewise read qalqaltu,
with a phonetic value ** qal for LTJ, derived from the formerly assumed Sumerian value * * g a l u for LIT = amelu), is therefore an ancient mistake
for rab-rab-tum (Jj££ for $££).
Accordingly, as further noticed by
Dr. Geers, the GAL-GAL-^ of CT X V I I I 44 f. (K 2022), col. 4 2 3 f .:
[sa]-gar

bu-bu-[ti]

[sa]- gar -gar

GAL-GAL-^

must be read rdb-rdb-ti. I t may be pointed out that this writing proves t h a t
rdb is a phonetic value of GAL, against Thureau-Dangin, who in SA as well
as H S gives it only as rendering of the ideogram (indicated as such by
brackets) for the construct rob, "master," in such compounds as rob tupsar-re, rdb ka-a-ri, etc.
As I shall show in my forthcoming volume on the Khorsabad king list,
rabrabtu and rebrebtu are loan words from West Semitic idioms, formed
from the reduplicated root rgb, "to be hungry" (cf. in Hebrew a » i , "to
be hungry," asn, "hungry," and 3Jn and pasn, "hunger"). As shown
by the repetition of the verbal root in rabrabtum and its Sumerian
equivalent s a - g a r - g a r , as well as by the doubling of the last radical of
husahhu (< *hsdhuhum), which likewise goes back to an original doubling
of the whole root (h&h, "to desire"), these three words mean not merely
"hunger" — the words expressing this idea are s a - g a r and bubuHu — but
"continuous hunger," "hunger suffered by many," "famine," etc.
The change of a to e in rebrebtu is of course due to the influence of the g
of the root rgb.
G*
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The same form attaddi with the variant attadi is found in Rass.
Cyl.,.col. 483ff> = Cyl. A, col. 5 18ff .:
83

Giii-PAD-DU-ME§-5t2-ww{-^} (var.: GIR-PAD-DTX-ME&-6?W-MW) ul-tu kirib bdbili^ Mkute^ sippar^ u-se-si-ma 85at-ta-ad-di (var.: at-ta-di) a-na
na-ka-ma-a-ti (var.: ka-ma-a-ti)
" I removed their bones from inside of Babylon, Kutha, and Sippar, and
I threw them on
"

Here, too, one would hardly expect a 13 form, and Cyl. A with
the reading attadi has evidently again the better form, the attaddi
of the Rass. Cyl. then being again due to a confusion of the two
forms. Since the form attaddi is given by the scribe of Rass. Cyl.
in two cases in each of which Cyl. A has attadi, we may assume
that that scribe had a certain predilection for the form iptdrras,
at least with regard to some verbs, e.g., nadu. The scribe of Cyl. A,
on the other hand, may perhaps have known that the form
iptdrras belongs to 1 3 ; nevertheless this does not follow necessarily
from the fact that he uses the old 12 form; like the scribe of the
Rassam Cylinder he may simply have been prejudiced in favor
of a special form, namely the 12, not the old I 3 form.
As will be realized from these considerations, the evidence
for the conjectured identification of iptdrras with ipiaras by the
scribes of the late periods, at least if we confine ourselves to
material which is strictly conclusive, is very meager, and moreover,
because of the many possibilities involved, rather elusive, though
at the same time quite suggestive. Nevertheless there remains the
important fact that the duplicate and parallel inscriptions of
Assur-ban-apli in a few cases actually show an interchange of
iptaras and iptarras forms parallel to the interchange of iptarras
and iptanarras forms which was treated before — an interchange
which clearly shows the uncertain position of the preterit form
iptdrras after it had been replaced by iptanarras.
It goes without saying that the question of the role played by
the iptdrras and iptanarras forms in the late periods needs a
much more comprehensive investigation than that undertaken
in this chapter, which, because of lack of time, is restricted to the
material of mainly one special group, namely the inscriptions of
Assur-ban-apli. But clearly such an investigation again presupposes
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more detailed studies similarly restricted to special periods or
to special groups of inscriptions. Furthermore, not only should
such groups of inscriptions be examined from the point of view
of the general stage of the language to which they belong, but
attention must be paid to those of their peculiarities which are
indicative of the customs, practices, and grammatical theories of
scribal schools at that time. For it is quite evident that since
approximately the beginning of the second quarter of the last
millennium before Christ, in Babylonia as well as in Assyria, the
language of the Akkadian inscriptions is nb longer based on the
spoken language of the time, but is more or less trying to continue
the inscriptional language of older periods. Under such conditions,
obviously, the language of the late inscriptions or, more generally,
the literary language of the time must have depended largely
on the teachings of the scribal schools. Naturally these did not
always present a correct reflection of the old language and its
grammar, and the deviations of course multiplied as the time when
the old language had been spoken became more and more distant.
When reading the inscriptions of Assur-ban-apli and the letters
of that period, one cannot even escape the impression that at
that time the official Akkadian was on the verge of a transformation similar to the one which overtook Sumerian in the postSumerian periods. And in fact the conditions by which Akkadian
was confronted in the last period of the Assyrian Empire as well
as in the Neo-Babylonian period can to some extent be compared
with those encountered by Sumerian in that earlier age. For as
Sumerian was losing ground to Akkadian, so Akkadian gradually
gave way to Aramaic, which already occupied, or was to occupy
very soon, the position of a language used as a general means of
communication in the greater part of the western orient.
Because of the importance of this development for the evaluation
of the changes in the Akkadian verb system discussed in this
section, it will be pertinent at this point to mention a few observations indicating at least the beginning of an encroachment of
Aramaic on the written Assyrian language, or indicating influence
of the Aramaic alphabetic writing on the writing of Assyrian in
that late period. Slight though these indications might seem to
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be, it must of course be kept in mind that a firmly established
written language like Akkadian is naturally averse to adopting
features from a foreign language and that therefore even when
it submits to foreign influence only on minor points we must
necessarily infer far-reaching changes in the spoken language.
In the last chapter of Das appositionell bestimmte Pronomen
der 1. Pers. Sing. I have drawn attention to the fact that the
inscriptions of Assur-ban-apli and his successors deviate from
the older inscriptions in the position of the modified pronoun —
a change which evidently was caused by the influence of the
Aramaic idiom of that time. Nor is there any doubt that in late
inscriptions, notably those of Assur-ban-apli, the comparatively
frequent use of the present in relative and other subordinate
clauses in order to express duration, simultaneousness, and
similar ideas, ultimately goes back to the corresponding use of
the present in Aramaic. Note, e.g., Assur-ban-apli, Cyl. B ( = 3 R 27
and 30ff.), col. 7^:*
4
sa6eP1 tahdzi-ia sd ina m<itkdr-dun-id-ds Ht-ta-na-al-la-ku u-kab-ba-su
™dtkal-du
"my soldiers, who (at that time) were already on the march (and
constantly advancing) in Kardunias and were already trampling down the
land of Kaldu." 2

Moreover, it is to Aramaic influence that we must attribute
the tendency toward a new stressing of certain verbal forms on
the penultimate, as is unmistakably indicated by the unusual
doubling of the last radical or the lengthening of the preceding
vowel. Note, e.g., such writings as lik-ru-u-bu (Harper, ABL,
No. 8952), ni-is-pur-ra (No. 736, rev.10), lis-pur-ra (No. 637, rev. 9 ),
ias-pur-ra (No. 3577), tu-dam-me-iq-qa (No. 56115), iis-sa-al-lim-mu
(No. 214, rev. n ), u-se-tu-uq-qu (No. 51, rev.6), h-tu-uq-qi (No. 51,
rev.4), lis-ul-lu (No. 1483), u-B4~bu (No. 281 6 ; like si-i-ba, No. 541 u ,
from asdbti). This stressing, even though as a rule it occurs at
the end of a phrase and therefore represents a kind of "pausal
!

I n 3 R called 11. 5f.
I t remains to be seen whether perhaps this usage contributed to the
use of iptanarras, which properly is the present of I 3, as preterit of I 3.
2
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stress," nevertheless undoubtedly, especially in view of its
extraordinary frequency, also shows the influence of the different
Aramaic word stress, as found, e.g., in the third person plural
of the qal: qatdlu > qH&l (where other Semitic languages have or
presuppose a stressing qatalu).
Then again it must be noted t h a t the Semitic alphabet in which
Aramaic was written and with which the scribes of the late
periods were of course familiar is responsible for certain peculiarities of cuneiform writing at t h a t time. For a better understanding of the point involved it must be kept in mind t h a t the
Semitic alphabet is basically, like cuneiform, a syllabic system
of writing, using, however, only syllables of the pattern consonant
-h vowel. Moreover, these syllables are regularly polyphonic in
the sense t h a t the vowel of any such syllable can be pronounced
indiscriminately as a, i, u, or seud. W h a t is usually called the
letter beth is thus in reality a polyphonic sign with the phonetic
values ba, bu, bi, or b + vowel zero. 1 When, then, in Late Assyrian
and Babylonian letters we find quite frequently such writings as
a-pa-ta-lah$ instead of ap-ta-lah (Harper, ABL, No. 843, rev. 3 ),
U-qi-bu-ni instead of li-iq-bu-ni (No. 255, rev. 6 ), su-su-bu-ta-ka
instead of su-us-bu-ta-ka (No. 852, rev. 3 ), u-se-hi-liq instead of
u-se-ih-liq (No. 430 7 ), and u-hu-ta-ri-du-su-nu
instead of uh-ta~
ri-du-su-nu (No. 342 12 ), it is evident t h a t the peculiar writing of
vowelless consonant with a syllable consisting of consonant +
vowel — a writing utterly incompatible with the recognized
principles of genuine Akkadian systems of writing — merely
reflects the conception of a vowelless consonant as a syllable
consisting of consonant + vowel zero in the Semitic alphabet.
I n Aramaic, Akkadian liqbuni, e.g., would be written ]2pb, i.e.,
with Hebrew vocalization, ?3j?*?, where h corresponds to li, j? to
qi, 1 to bu, and 2 to ni in the writing li-qi-bu-ni for liqbuni.
This explanation holds good also for the frequent cases in
which a short vowel, notably i, is added at the end of a verbal
form which according to the grammatical system should end
1

As far as I know, this syllabic character of the Semitic alphabet has
heretofore not been fully perceived.
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with the third radical, as in ni-ib-ti-li for nibtil (Harper, ABL,
No. 450, rev. 8 ), li-ik-mi-si for lihmis (No. 168, rev. 25 ), lip-qi-di
for lipqid (No. 577, rev. 8 ), li-ir-si-bi for lirsip (No. 314, rev. 8 ),
ap-ti-qi-di (No. 479, rev. 9 ) and ap-ti-qid-di (No. 88323) alongside
dp-ti-qi-id (No. 361, r e v . n ) , nu-sal~li-me for nusallim (No. 526,
rev. 13 ), u-sa-bi-ti for usabbit (No. 599 12 ), etc. For the rendering
of final Z, d, etc. with li, di, etc. in these cases compare such writings
as fiV^R. i*1 Hebrew, and especially J - % ui, etc. in Arabic, in
which the vowelless final consonant appears as a syllable consisting of t h a t consonant + vowel zero (in H e b r e w . , in Arabic 0 ).
The last-mentioned Arabic word, qad, would therefore appear
in cuneiform writing as qa-di, in which qa corresponds to J and
di to J .* A much closer or almost direct parallel is presented in t h e
Ethiopic alphabet by the fact t h a t it expresses the full short
vowel e and the vowelless state of a letter by one and the same
vowel sign, a feature t h a t is of course not a late innovation, b u t
goes back to the very beginning of the so-called "alphabetic"
writing and was handed down unchanged through all the centuries. 2
1

I t is to be especially noted that with this explanation the two phenomena referred to above are traced back to a single principle. However,
this explanation in no way excludes the possibility t h a t in some cases
actually existing phonetic conditions contributed to the adoption of what
we may call the Aramaic writing of Assyrian. I t will be noted that the
inserted vowel is especially frequent after h and may therefore in this case
have some affinity with the hatef-vowels after gutturals in Hebrew. The
pronunciation of such a light vowel after h, however, is merely another
indication of the influence of a foreign idiom, since it is quite unknown to
Akkadian. In other cases, especially at the end of a word, the adding of a
vowel is probably due to the desire of the writer to distinguish between
final t, d, and t; p and b;k, g, and q; s, z, and s.
2
I t will be observed t h a t in this point the Ethiopic vocalization reflects
the original conception of the Semitic alphabets as syllabic writings more
faithfully than does the Masoretic vocalization system of Hebrew and
Biblical Aramaic or the Syriac or Arabic system, each of which already
uses a special sign for vowellessness (Arabic and in part Hebrew) or denotes
vowellessness by simply not adding any vowel sign (Syriac and in part
Hebrew). In this respect the Ethiopic vocalization also stands much nearer
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Finally, it is not at all unlikely that the very frequent writing
of a doubled (or rather sharpened) consonant with one consonant
only, which is a striking peculiarity of the late letters, is likewise
to be traced back to the same peculiarity of the Semitic alphabet;
at least this custom of the late scribes will have received a new
impetus as the result of the introduction of the Aramaic alphabet.1
If, now, we take into consideration the following facts, namely,
that brief Aramaic inscriptions or notes are found on contracts
from Nineveh dated in the time of Sennacherib, Esarhaddon,
and Assur-ban-apli, that weights from Kalhu dated in the reigns
of Tukulti-apil-Esarra V, Sulmanu-asared V, Sarru-kin II, and
Sennacherib have brief Aramaic inscriptions either in addition to
or without an Assyrian inscription, and finally that Aramean
scribes in the service of Esarhaddon as well as an Aramaic letter
received by the secretary of a son of Sulmanu-asared V are
to the Cypriote syllabic system, the system followed by Hittite in the
spelling of foreign western names, and the system traced above in the
Late Assyrian inscriptions, than do the late Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic
vocalization systems. Only the Hebrew Masorah, by using the same sign
for its sewd mobile and sewd quiescens, carries on, at least partially, the old
tradition. Note that Ethiopic reflects much more clearly the syllabic
character of the alphabet in still another respect: it reads all of the simple
signs as syllables with the vowel a and connects the diacritical marks for
the other vowels directly with the sign, thus producing signs denoting
syllables with the vowels e, u, i, e, etc. From the observations made above
on the Late Assyrian writing (combined with those made on the Ethiopic
vocalization system), it follows quite clearly that at least as late as the
seventh century B.C. the syllabic character of the Semitic alphabet must
still have been universally taught in the scribal schools.
1
I n this connection it may be mentioned that the closing of the 3d
pers. plur. ending u with y or, in other words, the writing of this ending
as . ,u-u\ a custom found so frequently in Babylonian texts of the late
periods, is not customary in the Assyrian letters. Since the adding of 5
after t h a t ending is a regular feature in Arabic (cf.| . \ 5 IJcli, etc. [and
in Hebrew Kin]), it seems t h a t this custom too was adopted from a
Semitic alphabetic writing. Since the usual Aramaic systems do not
show this peculiarity, we must assume t h a t it was principally a feature
of a system used for the writing of southern Aramaic or kindred Semitic
dialects.
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mentioned in the-literature of the period, the conclusion is not
unlikely t h a t in t h a t late period in Assyria (as well as Babylonia)
the Akkadian language was no longer spoken except perhaps in
certain limited circles, and that it merely held a traditional position as the official language of the state, religion, etc., comparable
to the status of Sumerian in Babylonia immediately before and
after the fall of the third dynasty of Ur.
To return to the main problem, this result m a y be stated with
certainty: The use of the form iptand{r)ras as preterit of I 3 as
well as the use of iptdrras as preterit of I 2 is late; it belongs to
the period in which Assyrian grammar was already on the verge
of decay. Moreover, it never became a general practice, not even
in t h e latest period. Obviously, this use of the tn-form, late as
it is and never completely followed out, cannot be used for an
exposition of the verbal system of the older classical periods of the
Akkadian language.
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STUDY II
N O T E S ON T H E PI<EL AND gAF<EL-PI<EL
1. THE BASIC MEANING AND THE ORIGINAL FORMATION OF THE PI C EL

I n connection with the remarks made in n. 1 on p . 5 it is
important t o draw attention to the fact t h a t the universal opinion
t h a t the pi c el formation basically denotes intensity is quite
erroneous. Indeed, not one single case where the p^el unmistakably has this meaning is to be found in any of the Semitic languages. Among the few examples cited by Brockelmann in GrundriB
der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen I
(§257&) for the "Intensivstamm" as denoting "eine besondere
Kraftentfaltung," only darraba, "to beat violently" ("heftig
schlagen"), would seem to express t h a t idea, if the translation
gave the original meaning, or if it comprised all the meanings of
darraba. Compare, however, Lane's statement in his ArabicEnglish Lexicon, p . 1777, under daraba, first sentence: "[darraba]
signifies the same [as daraba] in an intensive sense, i. e., he beat,
& c , him, or it, much, or violently; or in a frequentative sense,
i.e., several, or many times; or rather darraba is used in relation
to several, or many objects." From this description of its meanings it is quite evident t h a t the real meaning of darraba is not
"to strike violently" ' ( = intensity), b u t "to strike m a n y " or "to
strike many times," t h a t is, " t o deal many strokes" ( = plurality).
If, as some claim, darraba is used also in the sense of "to strike
violently" (cf. Lane, ibid., 1. 10: "and as some say, . . . . with
violence or vehemence"), this, in the light of all other observations,
is no doubt an inaccurate use, or at any rate a secondary meaning,
which is valueless for the determination of the genuine original
meaning of t h e pi c el formation. As a matter of fact, the opinion
t h a t the pi'el denotes intensity owes its origin to a past era when
it was assumed t h a t the dages forte by which the Hebrew pi'el is
distinguished from the qal, or, in other words, the "Verstarkung"
65
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(Arab, tesdid) of the middle radical, must denote a similar "Verstarkung," or increase in intensity, of the action expressed by the
simple root. And, astonishing as it may seem, since that early
time the assumption of the intensive meaning of the picel formations has not met with any skepticism on the part of the grammarians.
Naturally the question as to the meaning of the picel formation
is closely connected with the conception of its origin. The usual
assumption is that the doubling or sharpening of the middle
radical is actually the original principle underlying not only the
formation but also the meaning of the pi*el forms. Now, it is quite
true that if the doubling or sharpening of the middle radical were
an original feature in the Semitic verb systems, it would follow
quite naturally that it was intended to convey the idea of an
intensified action, since the sharpened pronunciation of one of the
radicals can readily be conceived as an imitation of the intensification of an action, whereas there is no such immediate connection
between the sharpening of a consonant and the idea of plurality.
Since, however, there cannot obtain the slightest doubt that the
function of the picel is to express not the idea of intensity but
that of plurality, the only logical conclusion is that what in the
Semitic verb now appears as doubling or sharpening of the middle
radical goes back to a more original principle which actually
conveyed the idea of plurality in a quite natural manner. This
immediately suggests that the doubling of the middle radical
is the last remnant of an original doubling of the whole verb root;
and this actually is the solution of the picel problem, at least as
far as the pi'el of the transitive verbs is concerned.1 For doubling
of a root as a means of conveying the idea of plurality is a phenomenon well known from other languages. We need only recall
the plural formation after the pattern k u r - k u r , "(all of) the
mountains," from k u r , "mountain," in Sumerian, as well as
the fact that in the same language plurality of action, subject,
or object is expressed by a reduplication of the verbal root (GSG,
§§ 444-446a). Thus doubtless Arabic iuqattilu, "he kills many,"
1

For the pi c el of the intransitive cf. below on p . 68.
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was originally i-qtl-qtl, which became iqttl by dropping the last
radical of the first root and the first radical of the last root (i-qt(l-q)tl). Shortening of a reduplicated root, too, is a very common
feature in many languages; I need only call attention to the
reduplicated verb roots in Greek and Latin, e.g. in (3s-pAr)-Kcc,
pe-pul-i, yi-yvco-OKco, si-st-o, gi-gn-o, where the first root is
reduced to its first consonant and a conventional vowel (i in the
present, e in the preterit). A similar phenomenon is found in
Sumerian, where we have t u - t k i for * t u k - t u k ( u ) (as it is still
written), g i - g r i for * g i r - g i r ( i ) , d i - d l i for * d i l - d i l ( i ) , s u s u l u n for * s u l u n - s u l u n , etc. Nor is the fact t h a t in the Semitic
languages both roots suffered a shortening, the first by losing its
last consonant, the second by losing its first consonant, altogether
unique; it in turn has its parallel in Sumerian t u - t k i , g i - g r i ,
and d i - d l i , inasmuch as there not only the end of the first root,
but also the vowel in the middle of the second root, was dropped.
W h a t the actual reason or reasons for the peculiar shortening of
the reduplicated root in the Semitic languages may have been
is a question by itself, which need not be gone into here. 1 Very
important, however, is the fact t h a t certain classes of verbs show
a shortening of the reduplicated roots t h a t deviates from the
usual pattern by preserving other consonants of the two roots
and by this deviation clearly indicates the original reduplication
of the whole root. Compare, e.g., in Hebrew the pilpel formation
of the verbs mediae infirmae and mediae geminatae with forms
such as kilkel (< kul-kul), from the root kul, and *gilgel (< gllgll), from the root gll. I t will be noted t h a t in the latter case the
doubled consonant of both of the reduplicated roots is reduced
to the simple consonant, which makes it unnecessary to drop the
first consonant (g) of the second root. I n the former case the
weak middle consonant of the mediae infirmae which is so frequently lost by contraction is dropped in both roots, a procedure
which makes the dropping of the last radical of the first root as
1

The principal determining factor was, of course, the grammatical system
of vocalization, which is huilt up on the triconsonantal root, together with
the desire to have a pi c el basis deviating as little as possible from that of
the qal (qattal—qatal).
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well as of the first radical of the second root unnecessary. Finally,
in t h e polel formation of the Hebrew mediae infirmae, e.g. in t h e
form qomem of the verb qum, which (with Barth) goes back t o
qaumim, all three consonants of the first root are preserved, and
as a consequence the first two consonants of the second root are
dropped.
As this analysis shows, the formation of the pi c el form can in
all cases be traced to the same original principle, namely, reduplication of the root, a principle which, moreover, is in complete
harmony with the pluralic meaning of the pi*el of transitive verbs.
Doubtless, too, the doubling of the middle radical in the transitive pi c el of intransitive verbs originally expressed merely t h e
idea of plurality of action etc., since language (at least if n o t
disturbed by the influence of a foreign idiom) would not use t h e
same means for the expression of two ideas as disparate as those
of plurality and causation. We must of course assume t h a t when,
in a very remote period, the Semitic languages could form t h e
transitive as well as the intransitive qal theme of every verb,
they also formed a pi'el of each of the two forms, the pi c el of t h e
transitive being of course transitive and t h a t of the intransitive
being intransitive. By a process of elimination indicated by means
of brackets in the accompanying scheme

Transitive
Intransitive

Qal

Pi'el

[qatal]
qatil

qattal
[qattil]

the historical languages preserved only the intransitive qal and
the transitive pi'el, the latter now functioning as the causative
of the former.
Quite unequivocal is the pluralic meaning of the doubling
of the middle radical, and as a consequence its origin from t h e
doubling of the whole root, in the substantives of the form qattal
which denote professions; the habbdz, "baker," and the haiidt,
"tailor," e. g., are not men who "intensively bake bread" or
"intensively sew with thread," b u t men who "constantly bake
bread," "bake many loaves of bread," etc. and who "sew cons t a n t l y " etc.
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2 . THE CONDITIONS FOR THE FORMATION OF A S A F ' E L - P I ' E L

From the rule stated on p. 5, n. 1, that the pi'el of transitive
verbs expresses plurality, while that of intransitive verbs has a
causative meaning, it follows that the picel and the safcel of
intransitive verbs have similar or even identical meanings. Note,
e.g., in Akkadian those of urabbi and usarbi, unammir and usanmir, upassih and usapsih, upazzir and usapzir, uhalliq and usahliq.
It will also be noted that it is such (and, at least in the usual language, only such!) intransitive verbs that form a III/II causative
of exactly the same meaning as that of their I I and I I I formations;
compare uSrabbi, usnammir, uspassih, u^pazzir, tt&halliq, etc.
These III/II forms are, as one sees, merely a combination of the
corresponding I I I and I I forms, caused by the identity of meaning
of the two formations in all these cases.
A tentative attempt to explain the position of the III/II formation in the Akkadian verb system has recently been made by
von Soden in Der hymnisch-epische Dialekt des Akkadischen,
chapter viii, "Das Safel-Pacel (III/II) des starken Verbums"
(ZA N.F. VII 151ff.). However, none of the interrelations just
pointed out between the III/II formations and the simple picel and
safcel has been recognized by him. To judge from his statement
"der groGere Teil der bezeugten III/II Bildungen gehort zu den
Adjectivwurzeln"1 (later contrasted with the "fientisch" verb,
which according to him only rarely forms a safel-pi'el2), his only
criterion for the formation of a saf^l-pi'el is the fact that the
verb belongs to the so-called "adjective-root" class. But that
this is no actual criterion he himself admits when he states that
only the greater part of those verbs that form a saf'el-pi'el, not
all of them, belong to the "adjective-root" class. Moreover, the
1

By the latter term von Soden evidently means roots originally used
to form adjectives only. Thus, e.g., because of the existence of the saf'el-p^el
usnammir, the root nur or nmr would, if we reverse von Soden's argument,
originally have been used only for the formation of the adjective namru,
"shining," while the^verb namdru, "to shine," would be a derivation from
this adjective.
2
Von Soden (op. cit., p . 153) mentions among others as an example for a
"fientisch" verb haldqu ("to disappear" etc.).
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criterion is in itself improbable, since there does not seem to be
the slightest logical connection between an "adjective root" and
the supposed custom of forming saf'el-p^el's from roots of this
kind. And, finally, it is completely beyond our power to determine
which of the roots involved are to be considered as "adjective
roots," since this would necessarily presuppose some actual
knowledge of the Semitic languages as of the time when they
were just beginning to form a special type of languages; and most
likely even t h a t would not give us the desired information, since
the Semitic languages no doubt merely succeeded some earlier
type of language, from which very probably most of the roots
were taken over. I n other words, the criterion suggested by von
Soden would lead us to a subject lying beyond the possibility of
any real scientific investigation. 1
At the beginning of the chapter on the saf'el-pfel referred to
above von Soden furthermore states as his opinion t h a t there is a
fundamental difference between I I I / I I forms of verbs mediae
u and i, such as usmet, and I I I / I I forms of strong verbs, such as
usnammir, since according to him the verbs mediae infirmae form
a saf ( el-pi c el regularly and independently of any criterion. That
this view is erroneous is self-evident, for there is no logical reason
whatever for this differentiation between strong verbs and verbs
mediae infirmae. I t is based on the further erroneous conception,
adopted from Delitzsch and others, t h a t all the causative forms
of the verbs mediae infirmae formed by means of the formative
1

As shown by the above, the assumption of "adjective roots" (it goes
back to von Soden's teacher, Landsberger) is, at least as far as the historical
systems of the Semitic languages are concerned, a sterile and quite superfluous conception and, moreover, one that disregards a main feature of
those systems, namely the fact that the root, which consists of consonants
only, is completely disassociated from the idea of word classes. As is well
known, the consonantal root can become a word only by vowels which
are subject to special systems of vocalization. Especially unprovable and
purposeless is the assumption of "adjective roots" in those cases where the
form of the adjective fits into the extant verb system. Cf., e.g., namrum <
*na?niru?n and rdbum < rdbiium, which are the regular adjective forms of
the permansive, while irbi, "he grew," and irabbi, "he grows," have of
course the "fientisch" meaning given to them by the forms of the preterit
or present, which are "fientisch" forms.
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element s belong to the I I I / I I formation. I n the first place, it is
to be noted t h a t none of the causatives of the transitive verbs
mediae infirmae really can belong to it. For instance, usdik, "he
caused someone to kill someone," is a simple safcel originating
from the basic form *iusdayik, and not a safcel-pi*el usdek <
iusddiiik. For, since the verb ddku is transitive, the pi c el udek
(< uddiiik), which has not yet been found, would mean "he
killed m a n y / ' not "he caused someone to kill," as is evident from
a comparison with Arabic iuqattilu and Hebrew fqattel, "he kills
m a n y . " There can, therefore, be no combined causative form
usdek, "he caused someone to kill." On the other hand, the
intransitive verb mdtu, "to die," can form, in addition to the
simple safcel form usmit (< iusmaiit), "he caused to die," "he
killed" (cf. Arabic iumitu, Hebrew idmit, "he causes to die," "he
kills"), also a pi c el umet (< umdiiit), "he caused to die," "he
killed" (cf. Arabic iumdiiitu,
Hebrew f'motet, "he kills," and
Akkadian uter, "he caused someone to t u r n " ) ; it can also therefore very well form, at least theoretically, the causative safcel-picel
form usmet (< iusmdiiit), "he caused to die," "he killed," a form
which combines the synonymous saf'el and pi c el forms usmit
and umet. Only this safcel-picel form usmet is the counterpart
of the I I I / I I forms of the other verb classes, e.g., usrabbi, "he
caused to be great," while the simple saf€el usmit, "he caused to
die," can of course be compared only with the I I I form usarbi,
"he caused to be great." As was to be expected, therefore, there
is no difference between t h e mediae infirmae and other verb
classes with respect to the conditions for the formation of a
saf'el-pi-'el.

3 . THE VERNACULAR CHARACTER OF THE SAF'EL-PI^EL AND ITS USE
IN POETICAL COMPOSITIONS

Among other points, the comparatively frequent occurrence of
forms of the type usnammir in the epics and hymns is mentioned
by von Soden as a characteristic peculiarity of the "hymnischepischer Dialekt," assumed by him and Landsberger, and is thus
taken as additional evidence to prove the existence of such a
7
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dialect.1 That it furnishes no such proof, however, is clear from
the fact, which von Soden himself mentions, that the safcel-picel
forms occur also in texts that are neither hymns nor epics, e.g.
in the archaizing introductory part of the law code of Hammurabi,
in the inscriptions of Esarhaddon, Sennacherib, Nebuchadnezzar II,
and other kings, in prayers, omens, etc.2 Moreover, these forms,
from a rigidly philological point of view, represent a faulty
combination, since in spite of the fact that they combine two
causative forms they nevertheless express only the simple causative idea, this latter thus being doubly expressed. Undoubtedly,
therefore, the combined III/II forms orginated in the vernacular
language and were as a consequence used with special frequency,
not in a special dialect, but in any of the vernacular idioms and
wherever Akkadian was spoken. While the sober literary prose
language on the whole was reluctant to adopt vernacular forms,
poetry, because it strives to appeal to the common people, and,
moreover, because of its conscious desire to differ from the usual
literary language, was prone to adopt them. It is not surprising,
therefore, to find them frequently used in the hymns and epics,
since these use poetic language; but we may be sure that if we
had any extensive remnants of Old Babylonian lyric or other
poetry this peculiarity would certainly be found there to a no
smaller extent than in the epics and hymns.
Similarly many other points taken by von Soden as evidence
for a "hymnisch-episch" dialect can, and must, be explained by
the well known fact that the poets take the liberty of using forms
of the vernacular language, forms of local dialects, and even
obsolete forms of older periods, if for some reason or another
- 1 From the introductory remarks at the beginning of his publication
(ZA N.F. VI164) it is quite obvious that von Soden does not take the phrase
in the sense of what we would call the language of the poets; he actually
believes that the language of the hymns and epics, at least as found in the
Old Babylonian hymns and epics, is to be placed on a par with such
dialects as those termed Babylonian and Assyrian.
2
I n some of these cases von Soden assumes that the author of the
inscription quite unconsciously slips into the "hymnisch-episch" dialect,
or conscioiisly tries to imitate it; but in the case of the omens (according
to ZA N.F. VI 224, n. 4) he is inclined to assume a special "fcamfru-Dialekt"!
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they feel the need to do so, e.g., when these forms suit the meter
better t h a n do the usual forms, when they believe t h a t the
deviating form is more characteristic or forceful, etc. On the other
hand, if they feel it to their advantage not to use vernacular or
dialectal or old forms they use the forms of the written language.
As a m a t t e r of fact, this liberty which the poets had of choosing
whatever forms they might deem preferable points to a use of the
language just the opposite of t h a t which characterizes a dialect,
which has its fixed forms and uses these forms exclusively. There
are other liberties which the Akkadian poet *can take, such as
the arbitrary change t of stress, lengthening of short vowels to
long vowels (under the stress), and expansion of long vowels into
either long vowel + short vowel (with falling circumflex stressing)
or short vowel + long vowel (with rising circumflex stressing).
These changes, again, have nothing to do with a special dialect
but simply concern the rhythm, 1 and it is highly doubtful whether
all or even some of these changes had their counterpart in any
actual dialect. For example, the word lalum (< laWum or
laWum), which is a loan word from Sumerian l a - l a , is inflected
in the language of Hammurabi laldm (lalum), lalem (lalim),
laldm. Now, one could imagine that, since the word is a contraction
of laWum, the uncontracted accusative form laid? am for example
was still in use in a dialect and was therefore used also in the
language of the poets; the Nana hymn VAT 5798 (Zimmern,
VS X, No. 215), rev. 4 , however, forms the accusative as laWam
(written la-lu-u-a[m]).
I t actually represents the form laldm
and is understood as such by everyone. But in order to make
it fit into the meter laldm is expanded, not, however, as one
would expect, to laWam, but to laWam, after the pattern of the
nominative lalum, which would regularly be expanded to laWum.
Furthermore, the form imtalliku (written im-ta-al-li-i~ku) in the
Istar hymn AO 4479 (Thureau-Dangin, RA X X I I 169ff.), 1. 36,
is likewise no dialectal form, but the regular I 2 present form
1
Note that most of the expanded or otherwise changed forms occur at
the end of a verse, i.e., at the point which is rhythmically most important;
von Soden does not seem to have noticed, or at least does not discuss, this
fact.

7*
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imtdllikUy stressed, however, in a different manner, with additional
lengthening of the short vowel and probably expansion of the
now lengthened vowel. To some extent the deviating stressing of
this form as well as others is paralleled in Greek and Latin metrical
compositions, where, as is well known, the poets stress the words
with utter disregard to their stressing in the actually spoken
language — a peculiarity which no one thinks of taking as an
indication that there existed in Greek as well as Latin a special
poetic dialect characterized by such deviating stressings.1
1
From what has been said above it is obvious that in von Soden's
publication the question as to whether there actually is a basis for the
assumption of a special "hymnisch-epischer Dialekt" has not been investigated with the necessary care nor with the necessary impartiality. The
question is not even expressly treated but is merely referred to in occasional
remarks of more or less programmatic and even apologetic character. This
is the more regrettable because, if the basic conception of a special dialect
is erroneous, the assumption of the latter's existence will in the future
prove to be a considerable obstacle to a correct apprehension of the historical
development of the Akkadian language.
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The verb for "to stand" is undoubtedly one of the most frequently used verbs in any language; and since it is a common
observation t h a t frequent use causes a more rapid development
of t h e verb, i.e., a much faster change of its grammatical forms,
t h a n can be observed in the great bulk of verbs less frequently
used, we may be certain to find the verb for "to stand" in almost
all languages among the so-called "irregular" verbs. I n Akkadian
too, therefore, it would not be surprising if the verb for "to s t a n d "
should show the more or less anticipated irregularities. However,
in the form in which it has hitherto been conceived, i.e., as a
supposed primae nun and mediae z geminatae verb **nazdzu, the
irregularities are far more drastic and manifold than anticipated.
For under the assumption just referred to not only could very
few of the extant forms be classed as regular, but the irregular
forms would themselves show a variety so large and unusual as
to be unparalleled by any other verb in the Semitic languages.
As a matter of fact the so-called "irregularities" in Semitic verbal
forms concern as a rule whole classes of verbs, while deviations
of single verbs from the pattern of their respective class are comparatively rare and certainly cannot be found in such a veritable
accumulation as is supposed in the case of the Akkadian verb for
"to stand."
These more or less general observations lead us to suspect t h a t
the common conception of the Akkadian verb for "to stand" as
**nazazu is erroneous. I n point of fact, the following investigation
will show t h a t all peculiarities of the various forms of the verb
point unmistakably to a root mediae infirmae zuz or ziz, or even
z*z (all of these possibilities designated for our purposes as zyz),
and t h a t with the recognition of this root the forms of the verb,
in spite of noticeable peculiarities, form a comparatively simple
and coherent system such as we would expect from our knowledge
not only of Akkadian itself but of the Semitic languages in general.
75
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I . INDICATIONS THAT THE R O O T OF THE V E R B FOR " T O S T A N D "
WAS NOT

nzz

The common assumption t h a t the root of the Akkadian verb
for "to stand" is **nzz meets with the following difficulties:
1. DOUBLING OF THE LAST RADICAL

Numerous forms of the verb double the last radical of the assumed
root **wzz. Compare, among many other instances, the present
forms iz-za-az-zu ' ( = izzdzzu), "(which) stands," in a Samsuiluna
letter (King, L I H , No. 49 13 ); a-za-az-za-ku-nu-Si-im, " I shall stand
bail ( = guarantee something) for you," in an Old Babylonian
letter (CT X X X I I I 20 17 ); i-za-az-zu, "they will be responsible"
(Thureau-Dangin, LC,No. 133 14 ); i-za-az-zu, "they are stationed,"
in an Old Babylonian letter (CT X X I X 17 27 ); sa itti x iz-za-az-zu,
"who is in the service of X , " in a Hammurabi letter (King, L I H ,
No. 35 7 _ 9 ); iz-za-az-zu, "they stand" (Ungnad, UPUM V I I ,
No. 27 24 ; letter of the time of Hammurabi); further, the imperative
form i-zi-iz-za, "help m e " (CT VI 27&33; Old Babylonian letter);
and the infinitive forms i-zu-uz-za, "to stand" (Ungnad, UPUM
V I I , No. 82 18 ), and a-na . . . . u-zu-uz-zi-im (CH, rev., col. 21 7 0 l ).
All of these examples are drawn from Old Babylonian sources, i. e.,
from texts of the classical period of Babylonian grammar which
show almost no deviations (such as are so frequent in later times)
from a recognized standard of grammar and orthography. I t is
evident from this fact t h a t the doubling of the last radical must
be regarded as a regular feature of the verb for "to stand." To
meet the objection t h a t this doubling might be due to a "pausal"
stress, it is sufficient to point out t h a t it would be very strange
t h a t this "pausal" doubling should occur only in the case of the
assumed verb **nazazu, and in no other strong verb. B u t what
proves beyond all doubt t h a t no "pausal" stress is involved is the
fact t h a t forms of the verb for "to stand" which double the last
radical are given in a grammatical text of the Hammurabi period.
A tablet belonging to Crozer Seminary gives paradigms for certain
forms of the Sumerian verb g u b , "to stand," with added Akkadia n translation which includes the following Akkadian verbal forms
of the type described above:
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a) Imperative of the simple intransitive and causative
i-zi-iz-za~am
i-zi-iz-za-as-sum
i-zi-iz-za-am

su-zi-iz-za-am
su-zi-iz-za-as-su
su-zi-iz-za-as-sum
su-zi-iz-za-an-ni

col. l 7 f
col. 110
col. l l l f
col. 1 13
col. 117

b) Present of the simple intransitive and causative
us-za-az-za-am

col. 3 26

c) Preterit of the £-form of the intransitive and causative
it-ta-zi-iz-za-am
it-ta-(zi-)iz-za-as-§u
it-ta-zi-iz-za-as-sum

us-ta-zi-iz-za-am
us-ta-zi-iz-za-as-§u
us-ta-zi-iz-za-as-sum

col. 2 22f
001.224,001.3!
col. 32£

Forms like the above with doubled last radical are likewise
quite frequent in later periods. Even Delitzsch's Assyrisches
HandwOrterbuch, with the relatively limited material it utilized,
enumerated fourteen cases, comprising the forms iz-za-az-zu, izza-az-za-ma, iz-ziz-za-am-ma, it-ta-ziz-za, ul-zi-iz-za-an-ni,
su-zuuz-zu, u-zu-uz-zu, u-sn-uz-zu, it-ta-si-iz-zu, ta-ta-si-iz-za, ta-at-ta-siiz-za-a?.
The actual extent of the doubling, in so far as it is expressed in
writing, and the numerical relationship of the forms with doubled
last radical to those which do not double it may be seen from the
following lists, which are based on the material at present contained
in the files of the Assyrian Dictionary of the University of Chicago,
with additional examples taken from a large number of other texts,
some of them unpublished, which I have been able to examine for
this investigation. The lists register the forms of all periods and
branches of Akkadian except Old Akkadian and Cappadocian,
which as a rule do not express doubling of consonants and whose
forms therefore are quite useless for our purpose. In order to avoid
possible misunderstandings it is to be noted that, in the second part
of the list containing the forms without doubling of the last radical,
for obvious reasons only such forms are registered as allow doubling of the last radical, t h a t is to say, only those forms which show
a vowel after the last radical. On the other hand, late forms with
doubled last radical are included even though in the later periods
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doubling of the last radical is likewise and not infrequently found
in forms of the strong verb, a fact which of course prevents its
occurrence in late forms of the verb for "to stand" from having
the same evidential value as in the forms, e. g., of the Hammurabi
period. I t will be observed, however, t h a t even in the late periods
the doubling of the last radical of our verb is by far more frequent
than the more or less occasional doubling of the last radical in the
strong verb; and it is upon this fact t h a t the evidential value of
these late forms is based. For the sake of simplification, as a rule
no distinction is made between forms which, though different in
meaning, are identical in writing, as e. g. the singular form izzi(z)z
4- the relative u and the plural form izzi(z)zu, or the singular
izzi(z)z + a, " t o m e , " and the feminine plural izzi(z)za. Finally,
it may be pointed out t h a t none of the Old Babylonian forms
written iz-za-az-zu, iz-za-az-zum, etc., where -zu, -zum, etc. represent the pronominal suffixes -§u, -sum, etc., is included in the
list.
A. Forms doubling the last radical z
I. The formation expressing the simple idea "to stand"
1. Present
az-za-az-zu
az-za-az-za-ku-nu-si-im
ta-az-za-az-zi
ta-az-za-az-za
[ta]-za-az-zu
iz-za-az-zi
iz-za-az-zi-ma
iz-za-az-zu
izzaz-z{i)-zu
izzaz-z(i)-zu-u*
iz-za-az-zu-ma
iz-za-az-zu-ni
iz-za-az-zu-ha
iz-za-az-zu-su
iz-za-az-za
iz-za-az-za-ni

1 ]
1
1
1
1
1
1
35
3
2
•8

1
5
3
4

lJ
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2. Preterit and precativ<e
az-ziz-zi
az-zi-iz-zu
ta-az-ziz-za
ta-az-ziz-zu
iz-zi-iz-zu
iz-ziz-zu
iz-ziz-za
li -iz-zi-iz-zu
li-zi-iz-zu
li-iz-ziz-zu-ma

} 19

3. Imperative
i-zi-iz-zu
i-zi-iz-za
i-ziz-za
i-zi-iz-za-am
i-zi-iz-za-as-sum
i-ziz-za-am-ma
i-zi-iz-zi
i-ziz-zi-ma
i-ziz-zi-im-ma
i-ziz-za-nim
\i~\-ziz-za-nim-ma
i-ti-is-sa

24

4. Permansive, permansive adjective, infinitive, and
tilic adjective formed from infinitive
na-zu-uz-za-at
na-zu-uz-zu
na-zu-iz-zu-u
i-zu-uz-zu
i-zu-uz-za
i-zu-uz-zi-im-ma
u-zu-uz-zu
u-zu-uz-zi-im
u-zu-uz-za
u-zu-uz-zi-ia
u-zu-uz~zu-[ki]
u-zu-uz-zi-Jca
uz-za-uz-zu
u-su-uz-zu
u~su-us-su( ?)

1 "
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
3
1
1
1
42
1
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1
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
3
2
2
6
1
1
1.

u-su-uz-zi
u-su-uz-zu-ia
•u-su-uz-zi-su-nu
u-su-uz-za-ak-ka
u-su-uz-za-ta
u-su-uz-za-a-ta
u-su-uz-za-ti
u-su-uz-za-nu
u-su-uz-za-an-ni
U-SU-UZ-ZU-U*

u-su-uz-za
u-Su-uz-za-a*
u-su-uz-za-'e-e-ti1
u-su-uz-za-'e-ti1
u-su-uz-za-afyie-e^-tu1
u-su-us-su-'e-e-ti1

II. The /-form of the preceding formation
Preterit
it-ta-zi-iz-za-am
it-ta-(zi)4z-za-as-su
it-ta -zi-iz -za-as-su?n
it-ta-ziz-za
it-ta-si-iz-zu
it-ta-si-iz-za
ta-ta-si-iz-za-a*
it-ti-ti-is-su

1 *
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

it-ta-nam-za-az-zu

2

III. The to-form
1. Present
2

2. Infinitive
• i-ta-az-zu-uz-zi
1

.

1 1

PL feminine of the adjective usuzza{i)iu (usuzzdiu etc.) and usussu
(< *u£ussajiu)t "belonging to (or connected with) a service (literally:
'standing')," which is formed from the infinitive usuzzuy usussu, "to stand
(in someone's service)," "to serve," by means of the gentilic ending. The
adjective occurs in the phrase qasdti^ usuzzaiieti (usuzza'eti etc.) ~.u
pa(i)iiseti, evidently "Dienst-und Zinslehen," "socages and copyhold fiefs"
(cf. BE IX, No. 60 13fi , and BE X, No. 15 lf> ). Bezold (Glossar, p . 195a)takes
erroneously (though with question mark) usuzza'eti as pi. feminine of
uhizzuy "aufgestellt"(!), said of bows (qasdti).
2
Or -aiia-aivtu ? A1X and e7 = sign a' (e\ etc.).
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IV. The simple causative form
1. Present
us-za-az-za-am
us-za-az-zu
u-sa-az-za-az-zu
u~sa-az-za-az~zu-ma
u-sa-az-za-az-u-ma( ?)

> 11

2. Preterit
us-ziz-zi
us-ziz-za
us-ziz-zu
ul-zi-iZ'Za-an-ni
u~sa-az~[zi~]iz-zi

1]
1
3
1
1

3. Imperative
su-zi~iz-za-am
su-zi-iz-za-as~su
su-zi-iz-za-an-ni
su(t)-zi-iz-zuCi)

> 4

4. Permansive
SU-ZU-UZ-Zll

su-zu-uz-\zu-u]
su-zu-uz-za

i)

V. The Z-form of the causative
Preterit
us-ta-zi-iz-za~am
uS-ta-zi-iz-za-as-su
us-ta-zi-iz-za-as-sum

:)•

B. Forms that do not double the last radical z
I. The simple form for "to stand"
1. Present
az-za-zu
a-za-za
a-za-zu-ni

81
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a-za-zu-u~ni
ta-az-za-zi
ta-az-za-zu
ta-za-za
iz-za-zi
i-za-za
iz-za-zu
i-^a-sw
i-za-zu-u
iz-za-zw-ma
i-za-zu-ma
iz-za-zu-ni
iz-za-zu-u-ni
i-zu-zu-ni
i-za-zu-u-ni
iz-za-zu-nim

1 J- 66
2
1
1
4
3
31
4
1
3
2
1
4
2
2
1

2. Preterit and precative
az-z^-za
az-2t'-2?«

az-zt-zw-w-rn
ta-az-zi-zu
ta-az-zi-za-ma
ta-zi-za-a-ni
ta-az-zi-sa( ?)
^'-zz-za
?'z-z^-za-am
iz-z^*-za-am[-.. .]
iz-zi-za~ak-kum
iz-zi-za-as-su
iz-zi-zi
iz-zi-zu
i-zi-zu
e-zi-zu( ?)
^'z-z^-zw-w
iz-z£-ztt-ma
i-zi-zw-wa
i-zi-zu-u-ma
iz-zi-zu-ni
iz-zi-zu-u-ni
i-zi-zu-u-ni
iz-zi-zu-ni-ma
lu-uz-zi-za-ak'kum
li-zi-zi

1
3
2
1
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
1
2
27
1
2
4
3
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
4
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li-iz-zi-za
li-iz-zi-zu
li-zi-zu
li-iz-zi-zu-ma
li-iz-zi-zu-till ~[ni]
li-zi-zu-nim-ma
li-iz-zi-zu-ha
li-iz-zi-zu-ku-um-ma
li-iz-zi-zu-[....]

83

1
17
3
1
1
2
2
1
3

3. Imperative
i-zi-za
i-zi-za-ma
i-zi-za-nim-ma
i-ti-sa1

1
3
1 f 6
1

4. Infinitive, permansive, and gentilic adjective formed
from infinitive
%-zu-zu
u-zu-zi
u-zu-za
uz-zu-zi-i?n-ma
u-su-za-ku
u-su-za-an-ni
u-su-zu
u-su-zu-ma
u-su-za-ie-e-ti2
na-an-zu-zu

1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
5

17

II. The £-form of the preceding formation
Preterit
it-ta-zi-za-ak-kum
it-ta-si-z(i)-uy
at-ti-ti-zi
it-ti-ti-zi
i-ti-ti-zi
i-ti-te-zi
ni-ti-ti-zi
ta-ti-ti-sa2
it-ti'ti-su3
i-ti-ti-su3
1
2

See, however, pp. 169f. oris
See p . 80, n. 1.

> 12

ss in this and other Late Assyrian forms.
3
Cf. n. 1.
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III. The tn-lorm
Present

i)

it-ta-na-za-zu
[it]-ta-nam-za-zu

IV. The simple causative form
1. Present
tus-za-za-ma
tus-za-za-a-ma
u-sa-za-za-ma
u-sa-az-za-zu
u-sa-az-za-zu-ma
u-sa-az-za-zu-§u-nu-ti

.

1
1
1
2
3
1

2. Preterit
us-zi-zi
u$-zi-zu
us-zi-zu-ma
ul-zi-zu-su
lis-zi-za-an-ni
u-sa-zi-zi
u-sa-zi-zu-u-ni
u -sa -zi -zu -ni-ma
u-sa-zi-zu-in-ni
lu-sa-zi-zu
u-sa-az-zi-zu( ?)
u-sa-az-zi-zu-u*
tu-sa-az-zi-za-d*

1
5
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
2
1
1
1

3. Imperative
su-uz-zi-za-a*

4. Infinitive and permansive
£u-zu-zi
su-zu-zi-im-ma
su-zu-za-at~ma
su~zu-zu-u-ma
su-uz-zu-zu

4
2
2
1
3

V. The *-form of the causative
Preterit
ul-te-zi-zi-su
us-sa-an-zi'Sa-an-?ii

!}
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VI. The tn-iorm of the causative
Present
ul-ta-na-az-za-zu-ma

1 1

For convenience the occurrences of forms with doubled final
consonant and those of forms with simple final consonant are
compared in the following list.
A. The intransitive forms
(a) with doubl<
final radical

Simple form
Present
Preterit and precative
Imperative
Infinitive and permansive
i-iorm
tn-iorm

(b) with simple final
radical

69
19
24
92
10
3

66
106
61
17
122
3

217

210

B. The causative forms
(a) with doubled
final radical

Simple form
Present
Preterit and precative
Imperative
Infinitive and permansive
Z-form
n-form

(*) with simple final
radical

11
7
4
6
3
0

9
22
1
12
2
1

31

47

1
Note, however, the remark on p. 83, n. 1, according to which the ratio
would actually be 25: 5, not 24: 6.
2
See p . 83, n. 3, according to which the actual ratio would be 14 : 8
instead of 1 0 : 12.
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On the whole, the forms with doubled last radical are about as
frequent as those with simple last radical — a fact which makes it
quite evident t h a t the doubling of the last radical is not in any
respect an accidental feature. To some extent it m a y even suggest
t h a t the forms which do not double the last radical merely represent a kind of "defective" writing, i. e., t h a t they too were pronounced with double z. Doubling of the last radical, however, is a
feature observable, at least in Old Babylonian, only in the conjugation of verbs mediae u and in part mediae i, e.g. in such forms
as iturrfi, ukdnnu, and ukinnil, from tarn and kdnu — a fact which
would indicate t h a t the root of izzdzzu etc. should have a weak
consonant between its first and its second z.

2. "Plene"

WRITING OF THE VOWEL BETWEEN THE TWO RADICAL Z'S

I n sixteen cases the writing of the present forms of the verb for
"to stand" with inserted vowel a indicates either a long vowel a
or the sound group a'a between the first and the second z of the
root. For instance, the Crozer grammatical text mentioned above
enumerates in col. 3 the following present forms:
iz-za-a-az
iz-za-a-az-zu
( = izzdz + Su)
iz-za-a-az-zum
[= izzdz 4 sum)

zi$-za-a-az
us-za-a-az
us-za-a-az-zu
(= uszdz + su)
us-za-a-az-zum
( = uszdz + sum)

11. 18f.
1. 21
11. 20 and 22
11. 23 f.

Legal documents of the Hammurabi period furnish the following
additional forms:
iz-za-a-az
i-za-a-az

iz-za-a-a[z-z]u

"he will stand
(as guarantor)"
"he will stand
(as guarantor)"
"they will stand (for it)"

VS VII, No. 50 15 ;
U P U M V I I I , 2, No. 19613
Mem. X V I I I , No. 209
( = X X I I , No. 43), 1. 13;
LEDA, No. 10918
LC, No. 15619

I t will be observed t h a t in the last form a long a (or aya) is indicated even before the doubled z (izzdzzu). In texts of the later
periods, finally, we find once
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"he causes him to stand
(on enemies and foes)"

87

RHCS, 1. 122
(Sarru-kin II)

and three times iz-za-a-zu, namely in
iz-za-a(\)-zu i-na
pa-ni-ka
is-tu a-ha-is
iz-za-a-zu

"(while thy wives) were
standing before thee"
"they shall stand
together"

TEAT, No. 1 27
(Tell Amarna)
KAVI, No. 2, col. 625
(Assyrian Code)

and probably
a-na me-i-ni nisi^
iz-za-a-zu

ABL,No. 1126,obv. 10
(Sargonid period).

The fact t h a t the forms with long a are found in a grammatical
text which gives them as paradigms for the pupils of a school
again clearly shows t h a t the verbal forms enumerated are not
"pausal" but regularly used forms. Note especially t h a t the Crozer
tablet writes the long vowel in each of the seven instances in which
the endingless present form occurs; in other words, it never writes
iz-za-az and us-za-az, but always iz-za-a-az and us-za-a-az. I t is
therefore a fair conclusion t h a t the scribe of the Crozer tablet
actually knew, or recognized as correct, only the forms with a
long vowel, i.e., izzdz and uszdz. Moreover, the occurrence of the
same forms in other early and late texts indicates quite clearly
t h a t t h e present forms of the verb for "to stand" were pronounced
with a long a in the last syllable in every period. Since, however,
long a in the last syllable of a present form is found elsewhere,only
in verbs mediae infirmae — e.g. in the I 1 form itdr (< HWar <
Htdwar), "he returns," and in idddk (< Hilda*ak < Hnddwak), "he
will be killed," where it is due to a contraction of the two vowels
of the present basis paras after the dropping of the middle weak
radical u — this is another indication that the root of the Akkadian
verb for "to stand" must have shown a weak consonant between
its two z's.

3 . FORMS W I T H i BETWEEN THE TWO RADICAL z ' s

The weak consonant which the root of the verb for "to stand"
according to the preceding deductions must contain between its
two z's is actually shown by the following forms of I I I / I I 2:
8
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u-sa-za-aiifi-zi
(< ustazdiiiz)

" I caused to stand,"
" I set u p "

ABL, No. 257, rev. 6

" I caused (them)
to stand"

ibid., No. 102227.

and
us-sa-ze-ii2-zi
(< ustazdiiz
< ustazaiiiz)

That the I I I / I I 2 form u-sa-za-aiii-zi in the first-mentioned
passage is a form of the verb for "to stand" is clearly shown by
t h e context: 5sa-lam-a-ni sa sarri beli-id ina eli ki-gal-li 6i-mit-tii
su-me-li u-sa-za-aiii-zi, "the images of the king, m y lord, I set
u p on the kigallu at the right and at the left." 3 Note t h a t the
verbal form commonly used in the inscriptions for the setting u p
of a statue etc. is us-ziz, ul-ziz, u-se-ziz, etc. (Delitzsch, A H w b ,
p . 456). Unfortunately the text of No. 1022 is too badly broken
to establish from its context the exact meaning of us-sa-ze-ii-zi
with the same degree of certainty. The passage is as follows:
2

Hstu 30 40* mdre& [
1650 napsdtevU
^us-sa-ze-ii-zi [
sa ina pani-ia e-t[a-

]
]
]
]

B u t since the only other verb t h a t could be taken into consideration, namely zdzu, "to divide," or here better " t o distribute," is
an active verb and therefore cannot form a I I I / I I , it seems to be
evident t h a t us-sa-ze-ii-zi is likewise a form of the verb for " t o
stand." For the relationship between the forms us-sa-ze-ii-zi and
u-sa-za-aiii-zi compare among others the I I 2 forms up-te-ii-si
(Harper, ABL, No. 63317) and up-ta-aiii-si (ibid., No. 639, rev. 6 )
as well as the I I 1 forms lu-lce^i-il (of *lcdlu) (ibid., No. 3799 a n d 12 )
and lu-ka-aiii-in (of Mnu) (ibid., No. 168, rev. 18 , No. 6398).
1

Sign a.a.
Sign ia.
3
Thus correctly interpreted already in Behrens, Assyrisch-babylonische
Briefe religiosen Inhalts aus der Sargonidenzeit, p . 50.
4
The two numbers probably mean "30 or 40." A reading "3 ner and 40,"
i.e., "1840," is excluded, since in the following line 1650 is written "1 LIM
6 ME(!) 50" and thus 1840 should be written "1 LIM 8 ME 40."
2
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4 . THE a BETWEEN THE TWO RADICAL, z ' s NOT SUBJECT TO
VOWEL HARMONY

If t h e root of the verb for "to stand" were **nzz and if, with
Delitzsch, its present form were **izzdz with a short a, the corresponding plural form should read in Cappadocian **i-zu-zu
(— **izzuzu), according to the law of vowel harmony; the form
actually found in Cappadocian, however, is i-za-zu. Since the
preservation of the a-sound in Cappadocian can only be accounted
for either by the fact t h a t the vowel was long or by t h e fact t h a t
if it was short it was stressed and formed part of a closed syllable,
"they stand" must have been in Cappadocian either izzdzu or
izzdzzu, b u t never **izzdzii. This likewise applies to Middle Assyrian, for which the Law Code actually gives, besides iz-za-zu, the
form iz-za-a-zu mentioned above under section 2. I t also applies
to Late Assyrian, for which only such forms as iz-za-zu, but not
such forms as **iz-zu-zu, are attested.

5. INFINITIVE **nazdzu AND OTHER FORMS OF A **nzz
QAL WANTING

If iz-za-az and iz-zi-iz actually were present and preterit I 1 of a
root **nzz, one would expect, in view of the very frequent occurrence of the word for " t o stand," to find rather often the following
I 1 forms of **nzz: the infinitive **nazdzu, " t o stand," the participle **ndzizumy "standing," and the permansive **ndziz, pi.
**ndzzu (< **ndzizu), "he is standing" and "they are or were
standing" respectively. The truth is that these forms never occur;
the forms really found are the infinitives izuzzu, uzuzzu, usuzzuy
the participles (construct) muzziz, muzzaz, manzdz, and the permansives nazuz, izuz, uzuz, usitz, etc. Note especially the passage in the
first column of Syllabary b (Weissbach, Bab. Misc. Pis. 1 0 1 ,
co1

- iis-is)*
15

17

8*

f du-u

DTI

a-la-ku

j ri-i

DU
DU
SUHTJ§

„
U-ZU-UZ-ZU
is-du-um

| gu-ub
jf s u - h u - u s
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where, had there existed a qal verb **nazdzu, " t o stand," the
scribe would certainly have given t h a t form instead of uzuzzu.1
Both the fact t h a t the last basis vowel of t h e infinitive and permansive forms is u, which means t h a t they are formed by means
of t h e basis parus, and the fact t h a t the participle is formed by
means of the prefix mu- unmistakably point to one of the derived
formations, not to] I 1.
6. **Izzaz

NOT A REGULAR FORM OF

**nzz

If a verb **nazdzu, " t o stand," had actually existed, even a
present form **feaz, as assumed by Delitzsch, would present
difficulties. Delitzsch mentions as a parallel for such a formation
the case olidddn, "he gives," from naddnu, "to give." I t must,
however, be remembered that t h e present form iddan occurs only
in the Assyrian branch of Akkadian; t h e oldest Babylonian form,
found in a text of t h e third dynasty of Ur, is inddan, while the
language of t h e Hammurabi period has the form indddin, Middle
Babylonian indndin, and Late Babylonian indmdin. The present
form iddan, " h e gives," is a metaplastic formation modeled after
the preterit iddin, and there is of course no reason why an **indzaz,
"he stands," if it had existed, should not, by a similar process,
have been assimilated to its preterit **izziz, if this form had
existed, thus resulting in the form *Hzzaz. B u t it would certainly
be very strange to assume t h a t at t h e time of Hammurabi, for
example, only **nazdzu had developed a present form of this type,
while naddnu, " t o give," had not, though it also was a primae
nun and certainly no less frequently used and therefore no less
exposed to transformation than the word for "to stand."
7. USZIZ NOT A FORM OF **nZZ

During the Hammurabi period the causative of the word for "to
s t a n d " in the preterit is exclusively us-zi-iz. This form is found
1

The equation y g u - u b I DTJ | na-za-zu in Haupt, ASK, Part I, sec. 2
(Zeichensammlung), No. 351, which is quoted also in Muss-Arnolt, Concise
Dictionary, p . 658, col. 2, is only Haupt's erroneous construction; actually
it does not exist.
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considerably earlier also, in the inscription of Anubanini of Lulubum, probably not long after the Dynasty of Akkad, and continues
to be used in the Cassite and Neo-Babylonian periods. This form,
however, certainly does not point to a root **nzz, since it does not
contain an n\ in fact,it leaves no room for an n,because the radical
z follows immediately, i.e., without the intervention of a vowel,
the safcel s. This immediate sequence of the radical z upon the
saf cel s would naturally indicate t h a t the z is the first radical of the
verb for "to stand." The safcel preterit of the assumed **nazdzu
would of course be **usdzziz (< **iusdnziz), plural **usdzzizu, with
the word stress on the a of the saf cel element sa. To derive **usziz
from such an **usdzziz would, to say the least, be extremely
difficult, since naturally only unstressed vowels tend to elide.

8. SUPPOSED **usdziz AND **u8eziz
I n addition to the late form u-sa-az-ziz, which Delitzsch regarded as the regular causative form of the verb for "to s t a n d / '
and in addition to the form usziz (later also ulziz), which, as we
have seen, was the only form in existence at and before the time
of Hammurabi, we find in later periods the form u-sa-ziz also, and
in the inscriptions of Assur-nasir-apli I I and his son Sulmanuasared I I I both u-sa-ziz and u-se-ziz occur. Delitzsch believed that
the forms u-sa-ziz and u-se-ziz were pronounced **usaziz and
**useziz, a conception t h a t presupposes a transition of the assumed
primae nun verb **nazdzu into the primae * and primae i classes.
If we add the fact that usziz is a causative of the type of the
mediae infirmae, while **nazdzu, supposedly the original form of
the verb, is a primae n, we would have the startling situation that
the verb for "to stand" formed its causative not only as a regular
primae nun, but also after the model of three additional verb
classes, namely the primae*, the primae i, and the mediae infirmae.
Even more remarkable would be the fact t h a t usziz, although,
under Delitzsch's assumptions, undoubtedly the most advanced
of the various causative forms of the verb **nazdzu, is the form
used in the older periods, whereas usazziz, which Delitzsch regards
as the oldest form, is found only in late inscriptions; in other words,
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Delitzsch's conception of the development of the causative forms
contradicts the historical evidence. Now it is quite obvious t h a t
if the development of the causative forms of the verb for "to s t a n d "
can be so traced t h a t all the difficulties just mentioned would be
eliminated this would offer a solution of the problem that would
be far preferable to t h a t attempted by Delitzsch. As a matter of
fact, this result is achieved as soon as, in complete accordance
with the historical evidence, the historically oldest form, i.e., usziz,
is taken as the starting point of the development. This form is the
regular saf *el (or saf 'el-pi'el) of a verb mediae infirmae, the class of
verbs to which the observations made in the preceding paragraphs
also indicated the verb for "to stand" belonged. The forms usaziz
and useziz can then easily be understood as immediate developments from usziz; they merely insert a short vowel between the
causative s and the following first radical z, whether it be for the
purpose of avoiding a difficulty of pronunciation caused by the
fact t h a t the sibilant z immediately follows the sibilant s, or for
some other independent or concurrent reasons, such as assimilation of the form usziz to the I I I 2 form ustazlz, certain rhythmic
tendencies, etc. Note the insertion (or reinsertion) of an a into the
causative form under apparently quite similar circumstances in
u-sa-za-nin, i.e., usazdnnin (for uszdnnin), I I I / I I of zandnu " t o
rain," in the inscriptions of Assur-nasir-apli I I and his son Sulmanu-asared I I I , the same kings who use also the forms usaziz and
useziz (cf. Assur-nasir-apli, 1 R 17-26, col. 2 106 , and 3 R 6, rev. 2 4 ;
Sulmanu-asared, Monolith, 3 R 7f., col. 2 68 ). Note further u-sa-nama-ra besides tus-nam-mar, u-se-qel-pu-u (instead of usqelpu), and
t h e especially frequent usabdlkat, usabdlkit besides usbdlkat, usbdlkit. Now no one has ever made the claim t h a t in any of these
cases the inserted a is long and t h a t it is the result of a contraction
with a first radical y or i; it is agreed by all t h a t the a is short and is
a secondary insertion or, according t o some, the original vowel of
t h e safcel element sa. And there is no real reason why the very
same should not hold good in the case of usaziz besides usziz; i.e.,
t h e a is a short inserted secondary vowel. Note especially t h a t all
cases of an insertion of an a after the vowelless safcel § occur only
in the periods after the time of Hammurabi, a fact quite in accor-
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dance with the observation that the form usaziz, too, is not found
before t h a t time. In a later section we shall see that even the forms
usazzlz and uSezzlz can be readily understood as further developments from usaziz and useziz.
II.

N E W CLASSIFICATION OF THE FORMS OF THE V E R B

FOR

"TO

(mediae infirmae)
If we sum u p the observations made in the preceding eight
sections we find that they clearly show (1) that the first radical
of the root of the Akkadian word for "to stand" was not n, but z
(hitherto considered to be the second radical), and (2) t h a t the
root of the verb for "to stand" had a weak consonant between its
first radical z (hitherto considered the second radical), and its last
radical z. I n other words, the infinitive of the I 1 formation of the
verb for "to stand" should be *zdzu (root TIT [or H]) instead of
**nazazu (root m). The n which we observe in forms like na-zu-uz
and na-zu-uz-zu, or whose existence can be concluded either from
the doubling of the first radical z, as in izzdz, or from such forms
as izlz < *niziz, must of course be a verbal formative element,
namely, the nif'al n. The doubling of the last radical z replaces
the length of the preceding vowel, which is due either to a contraction of two vowels after the dropping of the weak second radical
or to the contraction of the weak consonant and a vowel.
With these facts in mind, the form system of the verb for "to
stand" is the following: 1
S T A N D " AS OF THE R O O T Z*Z

1

I n the following list the sign A over the contracted vowel between the
first and third radicals indicates not only that the vowel is long, but also
t h a t it is stressed.
The sign ~ over the contracted vowel between the first and third radicals
indicates t h a t the vowel can be pronounced both as a simple long vowel
(as indicated by A) and as a long vowel with falling stress (a = da).
The sign " over the contracted vowel between the first and third
radicals indicates that the vowel is long and that the word stress fell either
on the contracted long vowel or on the syllable preceding it, according to
whatever system of stressing prevailed at the time concerned.
The sign A over endings indicates the original length of these endings,
but not t h a t they were stressed.
The sign ~ over endings indicates that the ending is not stressed and
that, although originally long, the quantity had been reduced (to half-long
or even short).
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A. The Nif c al Formations
IV 1 ( a n d l V / I V 1)
Present

Sg.
PL
Sg.
PI.
Sg.

Preterit
Imperative

PI.
Permansive (a)

Sg.

PI.

(b)

Sg.
PI.

sg.
PI.
Infinitive

Participle

(a)

Abs.

(*)

Cstr.
Cstr.
Abs.
Cstr.

izzdz (< *inzaz < *ianzd'az [< *iandd3ad])
izzdzu, izza^dzzu, izzdzzii (< *inzdzu < *ianzd*azu)
izzxz (< izzez <*ianzez <*idnzaHz)
izzizu and izzizzil (< izzezu < *ianzdHzu)
iziz (< izez < *nizez < *nzdHz)
itlz (< *itez, for izlz < *idez)
itz6 (< itlz < itlz etc.)
izizzd and izizd (< nzdHzd)
itissd (< *itittd < *iteta < *ntdHtd)
izuz (< *nizilz < *nzd*uz)
uzuz (< izuz etc.)
usuz (< uzuz etc.)
i'swzz^ (< *nizuzu < *nzd'uzu)
uzuzzu (< izuzzu etc.)
tmizzw (< wzwzzii etc.)
nazuz ([< ^dz'wz] < *nzdyuz)
nazuzzu (< nazuzu < *n(a)zdiuzu)
nanzuz (< nazuz etc.)
nanzuzu, nanzuzzu (< nazuzu etc.)
izuzzum (< *nizuzum < *nzd'uzum)
uzuzzum (< izuzzum etc.)
usuzzu (< •usitzztt etc.)
[wswssw (< wzwzzw etc.)] 1
[/ww^zazwm, muzzdzzum (< *?nunzdizum < *munzdHzum)]
muzzdz (formed after muzzdzum)
manzdz (< munzdz etc.)
[mw^si'zswm and muzzizum( ?) (<*munzezum < *munzdHzum and ^tmza'iswm)]
muzztz (< muzzez < *munzaHz)

IV 2
Present
Preterit

Sg.

PI.

1

Ci.v.

80, n. 1.

ittaziz (< *intazlz [< ^Ymtfaz^'z] < *iantazdHz < *iantzdHz)
ittasiz (< *intatiz etc.)
t#e772 and #/&Jz (< *intdtiz etc.)
ittazizzu and ittazizu (< *intazezu < *iantzd*izu)
ittasizzu and ittasizu (< *ianttdHzu)
ittitissu (< *ittitiUu < *ittitittu < * ianttdHtu)
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Sg.
PI.

izzuz (< *nitzuz < *ntzd'uz)1
izzuzzu (< izzuzu < *nitzuzu < *ntzdyuzu)
izzuzzum (< izzuzum < *nitzuzum < *ntzd'uzum)
uzzuzu (< izzuzu etc.)

Sg.

ittanazdz ([< *intandz'az] < *iant(a)n(a)zd*az)
ittanamzdz (< *ittanazzdz < ittanazdz etc.)
ittanazdzzu (< *ittanazdzu < *iantnzd*azu)
ittanamzdzzu (< ittanazdzzu etc.)

Infinitive
Participle

IV 3
Present

PI.
Preterit
Imperative
Permansive

Sg.
PI.

Infinitive
Participle

itazzuz (< *ntnzd*uz)
itazzuzzu (< *ntnzd'uzu)
itazzuzzum (< *ntanzd*uzum)
muttazziz (< *muntnzdHz(u))

B. The Saf'el Formations

III i (iii/n i) (iii/rv I [= (6)])
Present

Preterit

1

Sg. uszaz (< ^'wszd'az [and *iuszd"az])
y
PI. uszdzUy uszazzu (< *iuszd azu)
(b) Sg. usazzdz (< *usanzdz < *iusanzd*az)
PI. usazzdzzu (< uSazzdzu etc.)
i
(a a) Sg. w&#2 (< *iu8za iz) and wszte (< *juszd"iz)
ulzlz and wZzzz {< uszlz and usziz)
PI. uszizu, uszizzu (< uszizu etc.)
ulzizu and ulzizzu (< uszizu etc.)
usazlz (< lisziz etc.)
Sg.
(P)
PI. usazizu and uhazizzu (< uszizu etc.)
(y) Sg- useziz (< usazlz etc.)
PI. usezizu and usezizzu (< uszizu etc.)
(6) Sg. usuziz (< W6?z£z etc.)
PI. wiwzizzi (< uszizu etc.)
(6 a) Sg. usazzlz (< *usanzlz < usazlz etc.)
PI. wsazzizu (< usazizu etc.)
(P) Sg. usezzlz (< useziz etc.)
[-uiezzizw (< usezizu etc.)]
(a)

For this and the following forms see pp. 103 f., but also pp. 141 f.
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Imperative (a)
(b)
Permansive
Infinitive

PI.
SgPI.
Sg.
PL

(a)
(b)

suziz ([< *saziz] < *szdHz and *szd"iz)
suzizd and suzizza (< *szdHzd and *szd"izd)
suzziz ([< *sunziz] < suziz etc.)
suzzizu, suzzizzu (< suzizu etc.)
suzuz ([< *sazuz] < *szd*uz and *szd"uz)
suzuzzu, suzuzu (< *szdiuzu and *szd"uzu)
suzuzzum, suzuzum (< *szd>uzum and *szd"uzum)
suzzuzu ([< *sunzuzu] < suzuzu etc.)

IIIl l 2 (III/II 2) (III/IV 2 [ = (b)])
Present
Preterit

(a)

Sg.

PI.

(b)
PI.

ustaziz (< *iustzd*iz and *mstea"iz)
ultaziz (< ustaziz etc.)
ulteziz (< ultaziz etc.)
uStazizUy ustazizzu (< *iustazdHzu and *iustazd"izu)
ultazizu (< ustazizu etc.)
ultezizu (< ultazizu etc.)
ussanziz (< *ustanziz < ustaziz etc.)
ussanzissu (< *ussanzittu < HistazzdHtu etc.)

Imperative
Permansive
Infinitive
Participle

III/II 2
Present
Preterit

Sg.
PI.

ussazdiiiz and ussazeiiiz (ussaze"iz, ussazeHz ?)
(< *ustazdiiiz)
ussazdiiizil and ussazeiiizu etc. (< *ustazaiiizu)

Imperative
Permansive
Infinitive
Participle

III 3 (III/II 3) (III/IV 3)
Present

Preterit
Imperative
Permansive
Infinitive
Participle

(a)
(6)

Sg.
PL

ultanazzdz (< *ustazzdz etc.)
ultanazzdzu (< *ustazzdzu etc.)
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C. Nif c al-Mf c al (IV/IV 1)
Present

(a)
(b)
Permansive (a)

Sg.
Sg.

[*innaziz]
innanziz
nanzuz (see A, IV 1, Perm., under c)

D. Saf<el-Nif<al
(See in B the forms enumerated in the various b-sections)

E. Nif'al-Nif'al-Nifal
(See C, Present, under b)
III.

A N A L Y S I S AND INTERPRETATION OF SOME o r THE PRINCIPAL
F E A T U R E S OF THE V E R B UZUZZU
1. THE NIF C AL INSTEAD OF THE QAL

While t h e I I I form uszdz, "he causes to stand," can he derived
only from an intransitive I 1 form *zdzu, "to stand," the IV 1
form izzdz (< inzdz), "he stands," would of course presuppose a
transitive I 1 form *zdzu, "to stand (something)," "to place or set
up (something)/' since, at least in the fully developed system of
historical times, it is the function of the ^-formation to change the
transitive meaning of the root into that of a passive-intransitive.
I n the historical stage of Akkadian, however, the old intransitive
qal *zdzu, "to stand," is replaced by the nif'al of the deduced
active *zdzu, while this active *zdzu, "to cause something to
stand," if it really existed in the pre-Akkadian stage of the language, is in historical times replaced by the causative of the
intransitive *zdzu: I t is interesting to note that a similar development resulting in the coupling of the nifcal of the active verb form
with the hif^d of the intransitive verb form is found in one of the
Hebrew verbs expressing the idea "to stand," namely in the verb
SS53,1 which instead of an old intransitive qal form *nasiba uses
the nif'al form 2?1 of an old transitive qal *nasaba,2 and which
instead of this old transitive *nasaba uses the hif'il n^sn of the
old intransitive *nasiba. Note furthermore t h a t in Hebrew the nif cal
1
2

I n the hitpa*el hitiasseb the root appears as n:s\
Cf. Arabic nasaba (present iansubu), "to plant," "to erect."
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form ]1D3, "to be firmly established," "to stand upright," etc.,
which necessarily presupposes the existence of a transitive qal
*fD, has completely superseded the intransitive qal *pD, although this latter is in common use in Akkadian (kdnu, "to be
firmly established"), Arabic (kdna, "to be"), Ethiopic (kdna, " t o
come to pass," "to become"), and is also presupposed in Hebrew
by the hif'il )"on and the polel ]T\0, both of which mean "to
establish firmly," literally "to cause something to be firmly
established." These Hebrew parallels show unmistakably t h a t no
valid objections can be raised against the assumption of an original
intransitive qal *zdzu, "to stand," which later fell into disuse,
merely on the ground t h a t this formation is not found in historical
Akkadian. Nor, obviously, if the forms izzdz, izziz, nazuzzu, etc.
can be satisfactorily explained as nifcal forms of a verb mediae
infirmae *zdzu, is there any greater need to derive them from an
extremely irregular **%azdzu t h a n to derive the Hebrew forms
pDj, ]te?, psn, etc., which likewise show all the characteristic
features of the nifcal formation of a verb mediae infirmae, from a
most irregular verb *nakdn. Moreover, in Akkadian itself the use
of the nif *al instead of the intransitive qal is by no means restricted
to uzuzzu; compare the quadriliteral preterit ibbalkit (< *inbalkit),
infinitive nabalktitum, "he revolted," and its safcel usbalkit, "he
caused to revolt"; ippalsih, "he threw himself on the ground,"
and uspalsih, "he caused someone to prostrate himself"; ippalis,
"he looked (at something)," and its safcel usaplis, "he caused
someone to look (at something)," "he showed (something) to
someone"; etc. For transitive and intransitive usage of the same
verb formation (but naturally only in different languages) note,
e.g., the fact t h a t whereas Hebrew has the intransitive verb "J?K,
present 1?*T (paus. T?*^), "to get lost," "to perish," with its
causative pi c el "7?K and hifcil T3Xn, "to cause to get lost,"
" t o destroy," "to extinguish," 1 Akkadian has the transitive verb
1

Similarly, Arabic has only the intransitive ^abada, present icfbidu,
"to run away," "to grow wild," and the equally intransitive **abida, present
ia'badu, "to grow ( = become) wild," "to turn into wilderness," with the
causative pi*el *abbada, "to drive away," and the latter's passive or intransitive tuyabbada, "to become desolated," "to grow wild or timid or shy."
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abdtu, preterit ebut, "to destroy," pi'el ubbutu, "to destroy many,"
with its nif'al ndbutum, "to disappear," "to flee," "to be destroyed."
Note t h a t the Akkadian nif cal innabit therefore corresponds to the
Hebrew intransitive qal "73K, while the Hebrew hifcil T!iKn corresponds to the Akkadian transitive qal ebut.

2 . DIFFERENT DEVELOPMENTS OF THE

PREFIXLESS N I F ' A L

FORMS

c

Among the prefixless formations of the nif al of *zdzu the permansive appears in two different types, namely (1) as izuz (plural
izuzzu) with its later developments uzuz (plural uzuzzu) and usuz
(plural usuzzu) and (2) as nazuz (plural nazuzzu) or, with late
nasalization, nanzuz (plural nanzuzzu). I n the first set of forms the
nif c al n at the beginning of the word has been dropped {izuz
<*nizuz), whereas in the second it has been preserved. Moreover,
the first syllable of the former set contains the weak vowel i (or u
in the later forms), whereas the first syllable of the second set
shows the strong vowel a. Since the basis vowels of the perman.sive are a-u, it is obvious that in the form (n)izuz these vowels
must be contained in the long contracted vowel of the second
syllable; in other words, the basic form of izuz is *nzahiz. As a
m a t t e r of fact, izuz is an almost immediate development from this
basic form, the only changes, apart from the retraction of the stress
in certain cases, being the insertion of the secondary weak vowel
i between the vowelless nifcal n and the first radical, the dropping
•of the originally vowelless n at the beginning of the form, 1 and the
1

The rule for the dropping of an n at the beginning of a word in Akkadian
has never, as far as I know, been defined with precision; it is: The n at
the beginning of a word is dropped whenever it is vowelless in the immediate
basic form of the word. For instance, it must be dropped in the imperatives
of the verbs primae nun (cf. usur [< *usur < *nusur < *nsur], "watch,"
and idin [< *idin < *nidin < *ndin], "give"), the 1 2 imperatives,
permansives, and infinitives of verbs primae nun (cf. Upas [< *itapas <
*itdpas < *nitdpas < *ntdpas] and itpusum [< Htapusum < *ntdpusum]),
the I 3 infinitives of verbs primae nun (cf. itdppusum [< *ntdnpusum]),
the IV 2 infinitives of all verb classes (cf. itdplusum [< *ntdplusum]), etc.
For in all these cases the respective basic forms to which the historical
forms can be traced begin with a vowelless n. On the other hand, the n is
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contraction of the two basis voAvels a and u into u after the elision
of the weak middle radical, all of which are purely phonetic
not dropped in the IV 1 imperative, permansive, and infinitive forms (cf.
ndplis, ndplus, and ndplusum), because in the immediate basic forms,
which in this case are identical with the historical forms, it is followed b y
the first basis vowel a. The bases naplis and naplus themselves, it is true,
are secondary, for their original forms, as pointed out above, are npalis
and npalus with vowelless n. Here, however, this fact is altogether irrelevant
because the rule, as stated above, refers only to the immediate, not to the
original, basic form. I t must be noted that the original basic form — the
oldest stage in the system of verbal formation to which a given form can
be traced — is characterized by the fact that the two basis vowels have
their position within the three radicals, while the formative elements added
before the basis, as far as the system is concerned, are vowelless. A younger
development of the original basic form can play the role of a new, and in
certain cases immediate, basic form only if the first basis vowel, which is
always a in Akkadian, has been moved to a position between the first
radical and the last of the preceding formative consonants; cf. sapris
(< sparis) and napris (< nparis). In passing it may be mentioned t h a t
to this latter class belong also the I 1 preterit bases, for in the system of
verbal formation they are properly not prus, pris, and pras, but aprus,
apris, and apras (<parus, parts, and paras), as e.g. in *iaksud (<*ikasud),
*iandin (< *inadin), and *ialba$ (< *ilabas). It is actually only for the
sake of convenience that one may speak of the younger bases prus, pris,
and pras (< parus, parts, and paras), although in the imperative, from the
viewpoint of the actually existing form, there is a certain right to assume
these shorter bases since, owing to the fact t h a t there is no formative
consonant to support the first basis vowel a, this vowel does not show. At
any rate, the n of the secondary 11 imperative basis (a)ndin (which at the
same time is the immediate basic form of the imperative) complies with
both requirements of the rule concerning the dropping of the n; it stands at the beginning of the form, and it is vowelless.
I t must be noted, furthermore, t h a t insertion of one of the weak vowels i
or u (instead of the full first basis vowel a) does not make such a new
development a new basic form; e.g., humid, even in spite of the stressing
of the first u, represents merely a minor development from the basic form
ksud or (a)ksud; likewise kissudum (< kitsudum), in spite of the stressing
of the i and the elision of the first basis vowel a, still represents only an
unessential modification of the original basic form ktdsudum. In both
cases therefore the first radical n of the verbs primae nun must be dropped
in accordance with the rule given above.
I t will be noted at once that — in spite of the insertion and preservation
of the secondary vowel — the dropping of the originally vowelless n forms
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processes t h a t may be designated as quite regular in Akkadian.
The immediate basic form of nazuz, however, is *ndz>uz, a form
which itself developed from the original basic form *nzdyuz by
transferring, roughly speaking, the first basis vowel a from its
natural place between the first and second radicals to a position
between the nifcal n and the first radical, thus ceasing, as it were,
to be a nifcal basis of zyz and becoming the simple basis of a
quadriliteral nzyz. I n detail this process is marked by the following steps: *nzdyuz > *nizdyuz > *nizdyuz > *ndzdyuz > *ndzayuz
> *ndzyuz; it involves a retraction of the stress, elision of the old,
but now unstressed, first basis vowel a, and creation of a new first
basis vowel a (instead of the lost one) in the preceding syllable by
changing the formerly weak, but now stressed, i into the strong
vowel a. From this analysis it follows t h a t izuz, which developed
from nzdyuz, represents the older and more original formation,
while nazuz, which developed from the younger basis nazyuz,
represents the younger formation. As a matter of fact, nazuz,
although occurring as early as the time of Hammurabi, never
obtained a large circulation in the written language; in all of the
texts utilized for this investigation it occurs just 8 times, whereas
the permansive and infinitive forms of the type izuz are quite
numerous in the earlier as well as in the later periods, their occurrences totaling 107. 1 I t seems therefore t h a t nazuz belonged rather
to the colloquial (and therefore also to the poetical) form of the
Akkadian language.
Since in the nifcal formation the basic as well as the final forms
of the infinitive and the imperative are formed under the same
phonetic conditions as those of the permansive, we should naturally
expect to find in the imperative and infinitive, too, a double set
a parallel to the dropping of a vowelless u at the beginning of a form in
the case of verbs primae u, as, e.g., in Ml (< ubil) and subtum (< sibtum
< usibatum). Note that in Late Assyrian the imperative of naddnu is din
(< ndiri) and thus follows completely (exactly as ten in Hebrew) the
analogy of the verbs primae u; cf. di-na, Harper, ABL, No. 241, rev. 9 ;
di-i-ni, ibid., No. 1858, No. 253 6 , No. 53712.
1
More specifically 71 permansive and 36 infinitive forms. No ideographic
writings (139 infinitive forms) have been included in the numbers given
above.
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of forms corresponding to those of the permansive; in other words,
we should expect the following two sets of forms:
Imperative
Permansive
Infinitive

izlz
izuz
izuzzu

*naziz
nazuz
*nazuzzu

Actually, however, the imperative and infinitive forms of the
second set are not found in the Babylonian literature now available.
I t seems, therefore, t h a t at least in the written language the
Akkadians recognized forms of the type nazuz as permissible only
for the permansive; as for the colloquial language, obviously, we
have no way of learning whether an imperative form *naziz and
an infinitive *nazuzu did or did not exist. Especially noteworthy,
and completely in accord with the observations made in the
foregoing, is the fact t h a t the Crozer tablet which contains part
of the paradigm of the verb g u b = uzuzzu, although it gives the
imperative as izlz, i.e., in the form of t h e first set, nevertheless
avoids the permansive form izuz of the same set and uses instead
the form nazuz of the second set. 1 This change of forms can hardly
be unintentional, and it is not unreasonable to surmise t h a t the
change was probably caused by the fact t h a t the younger permansive form was commonly used in the colloquial language of t h a t
time, on account of which fact the scribe thought t h a t the form
nazuz, when quoted without any context, would be more easily
recognized as a permansive form than izuz}
1
Cf. the following pairs of simple intransitive and transitive-causative
forms in the Akkadian columns at the beginning of the four main groups
treating the imperative, permansive, preterit, and present respectively:
Intransitive
Causative
Imperative
i-zi-iz
su-zi-iz
Permansive
na-zu-uz
su-zu-uz
Preterit
iz-zi-iz
us-zi-iz
Present
iz-za-a-az
us-za-a-az
(The first of the causative forms in the permansive group is actually
written su-zi-iz; that this is merely an error, however, is proved by its
Sumerian equivalent and by the correct su-zu-uz in the following lines.)
2
Should perhaps the fact that the scribe of the tablet wrote suziz
instead of suzuz in the instance mentioned in the preceding note be considered an indication t h a t he himself was somewhat concerned about the
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The fact t h a t the forms of the first set, iziz, izuz, and izuzzu
(< *niziz, *nizuz, and *nizuzzu), which are traceable directly to
the bases nzaHz and nzayuz, are imperative, permansive, and
infinitive of the IV 1 formation of a verb mediae infirmae may at
first seem very strange to most Assyriologists, since in the strong
verb the prefixless IV 1 forms are formed, without exception, by
means of the younger bases napris and naprus. As a matter of fact,
however, the forms iziz, iziiz, and izuzzu actually furnish a further
corroboration of the conclusion t h a t the prefixless nif'al forms
vocalized after the pattern napris and ndprus must, in conformity
with the general system of verb formation in the Semitic languages,
be traced back to the more original basic forms *npdris and
*npdrus, a fact which can easily be established (as was actually
done, for the first time, if I am not mistaken, by myself in OLZ
X I X [1916], cols. 48 ff.) by a comparison with the corresponding
forms of the other Semitic languages. Thus I would call attention
merely to the forms niqtal < *ndqtal in Hebrew and Hnqdtala <
*nqdtal in Arabic. Indeed, even the simultaneous existence of izuz
and nazuz in Akkadian has a parallel in Hebrew with its two rows
of nif'al infinitive forms, i.e., those of the type ]h|n, VbNn, and
tthW (instead of tfTrn) on the one hand, and those of the type
fpD}, Oft1??, and V&tpa on the other hand. Similarly, we find in
the imperative (if the text passages and their usual interpretations
are correct) the forms wapjj (in pausa *saj?l) and vhl beside the
commonly used forms of the type Vt?j?n.
The realization t h a t iziz, izuz, and izuzzu are IV 1 forms of
*zdzu also enables us to recognize and establish the prefixless forms
of the IV 2 and IV 3 formations of this verb; for there can be no
doubt now t h a t i-ta-az-zu-uz-zi (Lutz, YOS I I , No. 1, obv. 12 )
is the infinitive of IV 3, originating from *nitanzd'uzum < *ntnzddiscrepancy of the forms iziz and nazuz ? If, for instance, he was preoccupied by the thought that in conformity with the imperative iziz he should
use the permansive form izuz, or that, since he used the permansive form
nazuz, he should have used the imperative form *naziz, his attention would
momentarily have centered on the imperative form, and he might therefore
easily have written the imperative form su-zi-iz instead of the permansive
form su-zu-uz.
9
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uzum, while the infinitive form of IV 2 is izzuzzii < *ntza>uzum.
These forms represent a completely self-consistent system, as can
easily be judged from the following list of infinitives:
IV 1
IV 2
IV 3

izuzzum
izzuzzum
itazzuzzum

< *n(i)zd*uzum
< *n(i)tzdyuzum
< *n(i)t(a)nzdyuzum

The corresponding forms of the younger formation would b e :
IV 1
IV 2
IV 3

nazuzu

(< *ndzyuzu)
(< *ntdzyuzu)
(< *ntndz*uzu)

< *nzdyuzum
< *ntzdyuzum
< *ntnzdiuzum.1

Unfortunately no unambiguous prefixless forms of the nif^al
formation of other verbs mediae injirmae are at our disposal at
present; and we are therefore in no position to state whether the
prefixless nif c al forms of the type izuzzu are restricted to the verb
*zdzu or whether perhaps they are paralleled by corresponding
forms of other verbs mediae infirmae. I t must be kept in mind t h a t
in the case of verbs which owing to their transitive meaning can
have a nif'al as well as a qal, Akkadian as a rule uses the permansives of I 1 and I I 1 instead of the permansive of IV l, 2 which
latter actually would have a passive-passive, not a simple passive,
meaning. As a rule, imperative, permansive, infinitive, and participle of IV 1 occur only in those cases where the IV 1 formation
forms an independent theme, i.e., where it is not coupled with a
qal, or where it has developed a special meaning. 3 IV 1 permansive
1

Cf. in the strong verb
IV 1
ndprusum
< ndprusum
< *npdrusum
IV 2
itdprusum
< *ntdprusum
< *ntpdrusum
IV 3
< *ntndprusum
< *ntnpdrusum
2
This point, too, seems to have escaped observation hitherto. As far
as their meaning is concerned, for instance, the following forms of mahdsu,
"to beat," must be grouped together:
immdhhas
he is (or will be) beaten
immahis
he was beaten
mdkis
he has been beaten.
I hope to publish the material relating to these logical groupings in a
future study.
3
For the participle cf. the examples given on p . 107.
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forms of verbs mediae infirmae therefore could be expected only
in mediae infirmae verbs which, like izuzzu, " t o stand," exist only
in t h e IV 1 formation.

3. U INSTEAD OF i AT THE BEGINNING OF PREFIXLESS NIFCAL FORMS
The replacement of t h e secondary vowel i at the beginning of
the permansive form izuz, as well as of the infinitive iztizzu, by u,
a process from which the forms uzuz and uzuzzu (in late language
also usuz and usuzzu) result, is of course owing to an assimilation
of the i to the u (or u) in t h e following syllable. Completely parallel
is t h e case of the permansive utul and infinitive utulum instead of
itul (< *n(i)tdhd) and itulum (< n(i)ta?ulum), the more regular
prefixless I 2 forms of *nalu (*na'dlu), " t o lie down." 1 The dropped
1
For utulum cf. e.g. nit-ti zi-ka-ri-im sa-ni-im 72i-na u-tu-lim, "in the
act of lying with another man," CH, rev., col. 571f , and rev., col. 5 84 -6 2 ,
for which, however, the passage *Ht-ti zi-ka-ri-im usa-ni-im 4H-na i4u-lim,
CH, rev., col. 543f, has the older itulum.
The correct explanation of utulum as I 2 form of ndlu was first given by
Ungnad in Kohler and TJngnad, Hammurabi's Gesetz I I , p . 150, while
Delitzsch, because of the u a t the beginning of the form, had taken it as
I I 2 form of ndlu. Note t h a t Delitzsch in his Handworterbuch (p. 4876)
also took the 12 preterit ittll as 11 form ittll from a verb *natdlu, evidently
because of the t-t-iorm it-ta-til (i. e., ittdtil) believed by him to be the Z-form
ittatil of the same verb. The same explanation for the latter form, which
occurs in the Hammurabi Code as it-ta-ti-il, was given by Ungnad (op. cit.,
p . 1566), who however expressly designates *natdlu as a secondary development from ndlu 1 2 . I t is obvious, however, that in the Hammurabi Code
it-ta-ti-il (i.e., ittdtil < iantdtaHl) is the syntactical ^-preterit (i.e., the
preterit with the t of previousness) of the I 2 infinitive itulum (< *ntd>ulum),
whose simple preterit (i.e., the I 2 preterit without the syntactical t) is
ittll. (Note t h a t the latter form does not occur in the Code, because in the
passages where the preterit occurs the syntactical 2-form, which then is the
t-t-ioYm, is required.) The t of the simple 2-forms is the old reciprocal t, for
originally itulum meant "to lie with each other," "to have mutual intercourse," and it was then, of course, used only in the plural: "they lay or
had intercourse with each other." The use of the Z-form in the singular
(itti x ittil, "he had intercourse with someone") is a later development
after the original reciprocal meaning of the t had been forgotten and the
2-form itulum (< *ntd*ulum) had, as it were, become a quadriliteral verb
nVl. Compare the parallel development of mithusum, "to strike each other,"

0*
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n at the beginning of the form is in this case of course not the nif cal
n, but the first radical n; since, however, the I 2 form infixes a t
after this first radical n, the I 2 form of *ndlu (*ntdyul) and the I V 1
form of *zdzu (*nzd'uz) present rhythmically the same form, just
as, e.g., in Arabic the themes (H)qtdtal(a) and (H)nqdtal(a).~ The
case of uzuz is further identical with the change of *isur (< *nisur
< *nsur) to *usur (> usur) in the imperative of I 1 nasdru. Note
t h a t in all these cases the vowel is assimilated to the vowel of the
following syllable. I t is hardly necessary to point out t h a t in the
imperative form iziz the secondary i at the beginning does not,
and cannot, become u because the vowel of the second syllable is i.

4 . THE CONTRACTED VOWELS IN THE I V 1 PARTICIPLE

The participle of uzuzzu, which up to the present has been found
only in connection with a genitive (pdnim, mahri, bdbim, abullim,
and ekallim)1 and therefore only in the construct state, appears in
two forms, namely as muzzdz (written mu-uz-za-az, CT VI 24a 6 (!),
and rmi-za-az, CH, rev., col. 16 51 ; CT V I I I 40a 4 ) 2 and as muzziz
(written mu-uz-zi-iz, Nabunaid, 5 R 65, col. 2 3 2 ; mu-zi-iz, TukultiNinurta I, K A H I I I , No. 55 2 ). Since the basis of the participle of
IV 1 is nparis (exactly like t h a t of the preterit) and since we do
not know of any Akkadian mw-participle being formed with an
a-a basis, it is obvious t h a t not only muzziz or muzziz but also
muzzdz (which occurs much more frequently than muzziz* and is
the form exclusively used at the time of Hammurabi 4 ) must go back
to the basic form *munzaHz(um). Since, however, the long vowel a
"to fight," originally used in the plural only (imtdhsu, "they struck each
other," "they fought with each other"), but later construed itti x imtahas,
"he fought (not he struck!) with someone." The two £'s of the I 4 preterit
ittdtll are therefore of totally different character. Note that in the later
language not only ittil, but even ittdtll, has the simple meaning "he lay"
(originally iriil); cf. the quotations in Delitzsch's dictionary (under
*natdlu)i where both forms appear in parallelism with usib.
1
Its meaning is "doing service (somewhere = gen.)."
2
Cf. also the late form ?nanzdz.
3
Mu(z)ziz occurs only in the two passages quoted above.
4
See the passages cited above.
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cannot possibly be the result of a contraction of the vowels a and i,
it is evident t h a t the development which led to the replacement of
the two basis vowels by a started from the form with case endings,
which commonly elides the second basis vowel i (cf., e.g., munndbtu, munndrbu, muppdlsu, and muppdrsu); in other words, muzzdz
developed from the form *muzzd*zum (< *munzdHzum), which by
contraction of the vowel a and the following vowelless ' became
muzz&zum in the same manner as, e.g., the original 1 1 participle
*mustdHlum (root PI), by way of the elided form
*mustdylum,
became mustdlum. The fact t h a t the construct form in this case
simply follows the form of the absolute state presents no difficulty;
for since in a certain prehistoric period of Akkadian the construct
of the uncontracted *munzdHzum was not *munza?iz but *munzdHzu with the mimationless case ending u (gen. i, ace. a) and,
furthermore, since the tendency toward elision of unstressed vowels
as well as the tendency toward contraction probably antedates the
dropping of the case vowels in the construct state, the construct
form in a late prehistoric period must have been *muzzdzu, which
naturally became muzzdz at the time when the construct endings
were dropped. But even if the old construct form munzdHzu had
lost its case endings and consequently moved the stress back to the
third (originally the fourth) syllable (counting from the end) at a
time before t h e forms of roots mediae infirmae contracted, in
other words, if the old construct form munzdHzu had become
munzaHz before any contraction of the basis vowels (a-i) took
place, nevertheless, as soon as the form munzayiz contracted into
muzzez, this latter form, because it deviated too much from
muzzdzum, the contracted form of the absolute
munzd\i)zum,
would certainly in time have been replaced by a form more in
harmony with t h a t form, i.e., it would have been replaced by
muzzdz.. Note t h a t mustdlum similarly forms its construct as
mustal.
I t is obvious from the preceding t h a t the construct form muzziz
(muzzez) found in Middle Assyrian and in Late Babylonian is
certainly not the construct form (contracted from *munzaHz) t h a t
originally might have gone with the absolute form muzzazu
(< munzd*zu < munzdHzu), b u t the construct of an absolute
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form muzzezu or muzzizzu derived directly from the non-eliding
*munzd'izu (or, as we shall see in a later chapter, from *munza{i)~
iizu, which secondarily doubled its weak radical i); in other words,
we must assume two different developments of the participle form
in both the absolute and construct states, namely muzzdzu, with
its construct miizzdz, and muzzizzu, with its construct muzziz or
muzzez.

5 . WRITING OF ZZ (< nz)

WITH ONE Z

T h e writing of a double consonant with only one consonant is
a custom t h a t can be observed in the Akkadian systems of writing
of all periods, b u t especially in the system of the Old Akkadian
period, when it was actually the rule and when, therefore, writing
of both consonants occurred only in comparatively rare cases. 1
1

Like other features of the Akkadian systems of writing, the custom
of writing a single consonant for a double consonant can be traced back
to t h e Sumerian systems of writing and to certain peculiarities of the
Sumerian language. For a double consonant is never an inherent feature
of any Sumerian word outside of those cases in which it is due to the
assimilation of an n or some other consonant to the following consonant.
As a matter of fact, doubling of consonants in Sumerian is merely the consequence of the stressing of the word concerned, since the rule is t h a t any
consonant between two vowels can be doubled or sharpened if the vowel
before it is stressed. As a consequence of t h e more or less accidental and
unessential character of the doubling in Sumerian (but probably also
because doubling of consonants was not a t all recognized by some grammarians as really existing in the Sumerian language), it was as a rule not
expressed in writing, at least not in t h e older forms of the Sumerian systems
of writing; cf., e.g., a - r a - l i , "nether world," in Akkadian arallu, etc. If
this fact. does not seem very obvious from the inscriptions, it is only
because t h e signs are usually read with the phonetic values ending with a
consonant. Actually, however, the Sumerians, at least as a rule, read
the signs without the final consonant, as may be seen, e.g., from (ku-)
AN-na (< k u ( g ) - a n - a ( k ) ) , "precious metal of Ami," "tin," "lead,"
whose pronunciation is usually assumed to be k u g - a n n a b u t actually
was, at least with most Sumerians, k u ( g ) - a n a ( k ) with long d and single
n. This is obvious, e.g., from the Akkadian loan word dnakum and t h e
Arabic dnulcun, from the Akkadian transliteration of a n by da-nu-um,
and from the Greek transliteration ccvos (instead of ccvvos), all of which
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I n the Babylonian inscriptions of the Hammurabi period, however,
writing of the double consonant had already been adopted as a
principle of the Akkadian system of writing; nevertheless, writings
with one consonant are still quite frequent, the official orthography
of t h a t time actually being to some extent the result of a compromise between the new and the old fashion of treating the double
consonants in writing. I n the contemporary, or only slightly
earlier, Old Assyrian (Cappadocian) documents conservatism in
the tendencies of writing is even more marked than in Babylonian.
I n the later periods, finally, at least in Babylonia and in the later
royal inscriptions of the Assyrian kings, the custom of actually
writing the double consonants becomes more and more general,
whereas in the Middle Assyrian inscriptions and in the Assyrian
letters of the last period the tendency to write only one consonant
continues to remain in force and is particularly strong in the letters,
where it might almost be said to have undergone a revival.
While in the 1 1 , 2, 3 and IV 1 present forms, as well as in all
forms of the I I formations, such writings as i-ka-sa-ad and u-bali-it, i.e., with single middle radical, occur quite frequently in
all periods, the doubled consonant which arises in the IV 1
formation from the assimilation of the nifcal n to the following
first radical is written with one consonant only in comparatively
rare cases. The reason is quite obvious, for, whereas the writings
ikdsad and ubdlit can cause no uncertainty concerning the grammatical character of the two forms, a writing i-ka-sa-ad instead
require a transliteration a10~na for AN-na, with the shorter phonetic value
a10 for AN. As the same example shows, Sumerian does not express the
length of vowels either; for t h a t too is not an independent feature in Sumerian. I n principle, therefore, Sumerian, apart from contracted vowels, has
short vowels* only; these may, however, at least in open syllables, be
lengthened as soon as they are stressed.
When the Akkadians adopted the Sumerian writing, they took it over
together with the features discussed in the foregoing, in spite of the fact
that in the Semitic idioms doubling or sharpening of consonants and
especially lengthening of vowels play a very important part grammatically
and ideologically. Note t h a t the so-called "Semitic" alphabet, or rather the
system of writing which uses it, likewise, at least originally, expressed
neither doubling of consonants nor length of vowels, both of which features
clearly indicate its non-Semitic origin.
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of ik-ka-sa-ad, "he will be caught," or i-da-ak instead of id-da-ak,
"he will be killed," would certainly lead to a confusion with the
active 1 1 forms ikdsad, "he will catch," and iddlc, "he will kill."
I n the case of izzaz and izzlz, however, writings with one z instead
of zz are comparatively numerous, for against 374 1 cases of
writings with zz no less than 111 cases 2 of writings with one z are
found, the numerical proportion between the latter and the
former being 1:3.37. 3 One of the reasons for this frequency of the
writing with one consonant, or rather one of the circumstances
t h a t could facilitate the writing with one z only, was evidently
the fact t h a t there existed only a IV formation of *zdzu, but no I
formation, a fact which naturally made it unnecessary to guard
against the danger of a confusion of, e.g., izzaz with a l l form
Hzdz. Nevertheless, this fact alone would hardly suffice to explain
why the Babylonians and Assyrians, if they actually knew t h a t
the forms of uzuzzu were IV 1 forms, did not write them like the
other IV 1 forms of verbs mediae infirmae. Obviously, the main
cause for the frequency of such writings as izdz is t h a t in colloquial
language the Akkadians, or at least large numbers of them,
actually pronounced the present and preterit forms of uzuzzu as
izdz and iziz, i.e., as if they were I I forms of *zdzu, and in all
likelihood actually conceived them as such forms, whereas the
literary forms izzaz and izzlz probably impressed them as being
uncommon forms. The extraordinarily large extent to which
those writings or forms were used by the scribes in the written
language, on the other hand, is an indication of the extent to
which those forms were used in the spoken language even by what
may be termed the educated people of that time. Note, moreover,
t h a t a very large percentage of the forms with one z occurs in the
Late Assyrian letters and in other written documents from
Assyria, which, as mentioned before, have a very decided tendency
not only to write one consonant instead of a double consonant, but
also to use forms of the spoken language instead of the literary forms.
1
More specifically 146 present and 228 preterit forms (including
precative).
2
More specifically 50 present and 61 preterit forms (including precative).
3
In the present, 1 : 2.92; in the preterit, 1 : 3.74.
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AND SIMPLE WRITING OF THE CONTRACTED VOWEL AND

THE PROBLEMS OF STRESSING CONNECTED WITH IT

A. The Endingless Forms
So-called "plene" writing of the long a in the endingless present
forms of the simple nif'al and safcel forms (i.e., in such forms as
izzdz and uszdz) is comparatively rare, for in all the text groups
on which this investigation is based only fifteen such forms are
found against several hundred forms with simple writing of the a.
The same observation can be made with regard to the writing
of the long a in the presents of verbs mediae infirmae; for instance,
the present-future imdt, "he dies," "he will die," is commonly
written i-ma-at or i-mat and only rarely i-ma-a-at; even a text
like the Old Babylonian omen collection, CT I I I 2f., in which
the plene writing i-ma-a-at is actually found five times, writes
i-ma-at in five other instances. The Code of Hammurabi has
id-da-ak, "he will be killed," twenty-one times, and not once
id-da-a-ak; i-ta-ar, "he will come back," eleven times, never
i-ta-a-ar; u-ta-ar, "he will return (something)," eleven times, and
u-ta-a-ar (< utd"ar) only twice.
On the other hand, none of the endingless preterit forms of the
nif cal or of the saf cel of our verb *zdzu shows plene writing of the
vowel i or e between the two radical z's, the writings being without
exception iz-zi-iz and us-zi-iz. This too is paralleled by the fact
t h a t the preterits of other verbs mediae infirmae almost never
show plene writing, the preterit, e.g., of tdru, "to (re)turn," being
always written i-tu-ur or i-tur.
The fact t h a t the presents izzdz and uszdz show at least occasional plene writing, whereas no such writing is ever found in the
corresponding preterit forms, is doubtless due to stress conditions
and to the different rhythmic values of their contracted vowels.
The present izzdz, e.g., originated from Hnzd'az, which has the
stress, as has every present, on the penultima, i.e., on the first
of t h e two basis vowels. The contracted form is therefore izzdz,
with a circumflex stress on the contracted vowel. I t is evidently
this circumflex stressing t h a t is expressed by the plene writing
iz-za-a-az, which in an older period actually represented iz-za-'d-az,
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t h a t is, the uncontracted izzd'az, a form and pronunciation probably in all periods occasionally used besides izzdz. The preterit
izziz, on the other hand, goes back to the form HzzaHz (< HnzaHz).
Since the uncontracted form is stressed on the antepenultima,
t h e immediate result of the contraction was Hzzez with the stress
on the prefix, which means t h a t the unstressed long vowel e,
into which the two basis vowels a-i had been contracted, could
of course have had no circumflex stressing. I t is evidently for
this reason t h a t the contracted e, later I, of the nif cal preterit is
never found in plene writing. Similarly, therefore, the saf'el
present uszdz must go back to a form iuszd^az, while correspondingly the basic form of the preterit uszlz must be iuszaHz. This
observation, to mention this point by way of parenthesis, is quite
important, for, as is well known, the present and preterit saf'el
forms of the strong verb, i.e., usdpras and usdpris, are formed
with the secondary bases sapras (< sparas) and sapris (< sparis);
the fact t h a t uszdz and uszlz presuppose the bases szcfaz and
szaHz, however, proves t h a t usdpras and usdpris, too, had been
preceded by forms like uspdras and usparis — an observation
which furnishes additional proof for the correctness of our general
assumption t h a t all bases of the enlarging formations (as, e.g.,
t h e bases sapris, napris, and t(a)napras) had originally their
first basis vowel between the first and the second radicals (i.e.,
their bases were originally sparis, nparis, tnparas, etc.). 1
W h a t has been said in the preceding about stressing and
quantity of the contracted vowels is not restricted, of course, to the
forms of the verb *zdzu here under discussion, but naturally also
applies to corresponding and similar forms of the other verbs
mediae infirmae. The nif ( al present of ddku, "to kill," e.g., must,
in accordance with our deductions, be conceived as idddk and
its preterit as iddek. Likewise the present of I 2 of tdru, if it were
found, would be ittdr; the preterit, however, is ittur (< *ittuyur
< *ittu*ar < Httmiar < Httauar). I n Assyrian, on the other hand,
t h e present forms of I 2 would, if found, be stressed e.g. iptu'ag
(< iptduag) and ahtiyat(< ahtdiat), but the preterit forms are stressed
1

Cf. p . 103.
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iptu'ag (written ip-tu-ag) < Hptauag (Harper, ABL, No. 421, obv. 16 )
and dhti'at (written ah-ti-at) < *dhtaiat (ibid., No. 180, obv. 8 ). I n
t h e causative form, finally, the saf'el present forms usmdt, "he
kills," and usddk, "he causes to kill," are to be conceived as
usmdt (< usmd'at) and usddk (< usdd'ak), but the safcel preterits
usmlt and usdik as usmit (< usmaHt) and usdik (< usdcfik).
With regard to the causative forms, however, the situation is
more complicated t h a n it would seem from the above deduction.
For since many of the verbs mediae infirmae are intransitive,
a n d since therefore their pixels must have a transitive meaning,
they can usually also form a sa^el-pi'el of transitive meaning.
The forms of the latter as they finally developed in Akkadian
resemble very much those of the safcel, as may be seen from the
following list:
Present
Preterit

Saf'el
usmdt (< usmd'at)
usmet (< usmaHt)

Saf<el-Pi<el
usmat (< usmd"at)
usmet (< usmd^it)

I n the two sets, only the forms of the preterit differ in the stressing,
t h e preterit of the saf'el stressing the first, t h a t of the saf'el-jn'el
the last, i.e., the contracted, syllable. Under these circumstances
it can be readily realized t h a t at least in those verbs which
formed or could form a safcel-picel with the same meaning as the
saf c el, the two formations might easily have been confounded,
a development which would naturally lead to the elimination of
one set of forms, at least in certain local dialects, certain periods,
etc.; in other words, some dialects, periods, etc. would prefer the
safcel form usziz, others the safcel-picel form usziz. There is even
the possibility t h a t in certain local dialects the transitive verbs,
which cannot properly form a causative pi c el, and therefore
cannot form a safcel-picel either, became involved in this developm e n t ; i.e., they too would stress their safcel preterits as safcelpi c el's, as, e.g., usdtk instead of usdik. This seems to be corroborated by the fact t h a t the Nippur tablet HGT, No. 93, which
contains part of the law code of Hammurabi, in col. 11 (toward
the end of the preserved text) writes the causative form of ddku,
"to kill," us-di-i-ik, i.e., in the same manner as another Nippur
tablet, HGT, No. 142, in col. 2 22f writes the I I 1 imperative si-i-ip
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(i.e., sip < sdiiip) and the I I 1 precative lu-si-i-ip (< lu + usep <
lu + usdiiip) of the verb *sdpu (metaplastic for uasdpu).1
Nevertheless, the writing us-di-i-ik is not quite conclusive proof,
since the Nippur scribes use plene writing in the rendering of both
stressed and unstressed long ultimates. 2 When writing us-di-i-ik,
the scribe of t h a t particular Nippur tablet may therefore actually
have intended to render usdih, not usdih, although the latter
stressing would be quite possible.
Like the long vowel in the contracted syllables of the preterit
forms izziz and usziz, the vowel of the imperative form izlz, the
permansive forms izuz (uzuz, usuz) and nazuz, and the IV 2
preterit ittaziz (ittasiz, ittetiz) is never found written plene. The
reason for this is the same as in the case of the preterit forms,
namely the fact t h a t the contracted vowel is not stressed and
therefore is treated as a simple long vowel. As regards nazuz and
ittaziz, the immediate basic forms from which they were contracted
are ndzcfuz and iantdza'iz, with stress on the antepenult. The
immediate result of the contraction was therefore nazuz and
ittaziz, with the stress on the penult — a stressing which agrees
completely with t h a t of the corresponding nifcal forms in the
strong verb, i.e., ndprus (< ndparus) and ittdndin (< intdnadin).
In the case of ittaziz we have definite proof for the stressing on t h e
penult in the fact t h a t the half -vernacular Assyrian iormittetiz, which
will be more fully discussed later on, also appears as ittetzi ( = it'etz),
i.e., with elision of the contracted vowel i in the last syllable, a
development which obviously would have been impossible if this
vowel had been stressed. I n the case of the older permansive izuz
and the imperative iziz, however, since they had not yet changed
the secondary i between the nifcal n and the first radical z into a
full basis vowel a, one might rather have expected a stressing
izuz (< nzdhiz) and izlz (< nzd'iz), but here again Late Assyrian
with its imperative form itzi (= itz) for itiz proves t h a t those
forms too, at least in certain periods, w7ere stressed on the vowel
before the old root basis, i.e., as iziz and izuz. I n other words,.
1
2

See p. 116, n. 1.
See p. 116 and further examples on p. 117 in n. 1.
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the secondary i of their bases niza'iz (< nzdHz) and niza'uz
(< nzd'uz), at least as far as stressing was concerned, was already
treated as a full vowel — a process which made retraction of the
accent to the syllable ni and thus a stressing nizaHz and niza*uz
possible. Here again we may point to a parallel in the strong verb,
namely the I 2 imperative pitras (< pitaras < pitdras < ptdras),
whose secondary vowel i likewise attracted the stress.
Closely connected with the stressing of the preterit, imperative,
and permansive forms on the penult (in the basic forms, the
antepenult) is the question as to a possible shortening of t h e
contracted vowel of these forms. To my knowledge, this important
question has not yet been treated with the care it deserves;
mostly it has been altogether avoided, while the treatment of
the problem by Ungnad in his Assyrische Grammatik (1st and
2nd eds., § 50) is too radical.
Ungnad is inclined to assume (cf. op. cit., §§ 8a and 50d) t h a t
in Akkadian every doubly long syllable, i.e., every closed syllable
with a long vowel, was shortened, presumably (as he says in § 8a)
in a rather early period. I n the paradigm for the mediae u and i
on pages 96f. he therefore gives the present of kdnu as ikdn and
its preterit as ikun; the present of the nif'al as ikkdn, its preterit
as ikkin. I t will be noted t h a t he stresses these forms on the last
syllable.
I t is obviously quite impossible to assume a shortening of the
contracted vowel in the present, which, as we have seen, sometimes
appears in plene writing, as in iz-za-a-az, id-da-a-ak, i-ma-a-at, etc.
For these plene writings clearly indicate length of the vowel and
in certain systems of writing even circumflex stressing. Moreover,
we recall t h a t Assyrian — as well as Old Babylonian in the class
of t h e mediae i — has the uncontracted present forms iduak,
tabiat, iriab, etc., whose vowel combinations ua and ia (with the
stress on the first vowel) are, as far as r h y t h m is concerned,
exact parallels to the circumflexed d of the contracted forms.
The assumption t h a t the contracted vowel of the preterit forms
could be shortened meets, it is true, with no difficulty in the
writing, since plene writing of the contracted preterit vowel
is not found, at least in what may be called the customary Bab-
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ylonian system of writing. Note, however, t h a t in certain systems
of more local character plene writings actually are found; compare
e.g. the Nippur writings (quoted already on pp. 113f.) us-di-i-ik
(HGT, No. 93 [Code of Hammurabi], col. 11, toward end), si-i-ip
(HGT, No. 142 [Hammurabi period], col. 222) and
lu-si-i-ip
{ibid., 1. 23). Furthermore, in theBoghaskoi text K t B o I, No. 10,
rev. 54 , the imperative of ddku I I , "to kill," is written du-u-uk,
whose u may again be circumflexed, if in analogy to the strong
verb its uncontracted form is presupposed as duyuk. Note, moreover, t h a t the form sip, mentioned above, goes back to an original
I 1 form (u)sip (of *uasapu [pi c el ussupu]); here, therefore, the
short vowel in a closed syllable has actually been lengthened,
a process which is exactly the reverse of t h a t assumed by Ungnad. 1
Nor is there elsewhere any conclusive evidence t h a t Akkadian
had in any way a general aversion to closed syllables with a long
vowel at the end of a word. Note, e.g., the monosyllabic ku-u^-um
( = kom < kd>um), "thine" (HGT, No. 102, col. 858), the infinitives la-uu-u-um (i.e., la-uo-o-om, — lauom < laudium) {ibid.,
col. 2X), qd-bu-u-um { = qabom < qabd'um) {ibid., col. 316), qd-tuu-um { = qatom < qat&'um) {ibid., col. 513), and pe-tu-u4-um
{ibid., col., 515) and pe-tu-u-um {ibid., col. 737) (both = petom

1
The frequent transformation of the I-1 • formation of verbs primae u to
I I 1 forms of verbs mediae infirmae doubtlessly started with the imperative
forms, which after losing their first radical seemed to be too short, i.e.,
to lack a consonant; by lengthening the short and stressed vowel i of the
imperative sip, i.e., by pronouncing it sip, the form would seem to fulfil
the requirement that the root should contain three radicals, since it could
then be felt as an imperative of a I I 1 verb mediae infirmae. Moreover, the
change of the 1 1 primae u to I I 1 mediae infirmae found support in the
fact that the 11 forms *ussap (present) and *usip (preterit) began with an
u or u, a fact t h a t seemed to group them with the pi*el forms whose prefix
in Akkadian is u- (< iu-). It is interesting to note that in the later periods
the original qal form usip changes to the pi c el form ussip. Cf. the similar
process in the verb *iiaqum (pp. 194f.). I n the Old Babylonian contracts
the present forms of the verb for "to add" appear (at least in the extant
material) always as u-sa-ap (about 20 times) and as u-sa-pu (once), writings
that may well be read usdp and usdppu (instead of ussap and ussapu, as
usually read).
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< patdhum).1 In all these cases circumflex stressing of the last
syllable must necessarily be assumed, since the contraction of the
long a of the infinitive and a case vowel u, i, or a will result in a
long syllable of the quantity 3 (2 + 1). Note, moreover, that even
in cases where the basic form stresses the antepenultima, and the
contracted form therefore stresses the penultima, the Nippur
scribes indicate length of the last, closed syllable; compare, e.g.,
sa-ni-i-im (HGT, No. 93 [Code of Hammurabi], col. 92, a n d 13 ,),
and ri-e^u^u-um (HGT, No. 140, case 6).
From the foregoing it is obvious that Akkadian did not have
a generally observed rule that the long vowel of a doubly long
ultimate syllable must of necessity be shortened, this observation
applying both to the cases where the ultima is stressed and those
where the preceding syllable is stressed. Similarly, since there are
found such writings as se-e-eh-tum (HGT, No. 141, obv.2,), se-eer-tum (HGT, No. 152, col. 1118), etc., shortening of a doubly long
penult cannot be assumed as having taken place quite generally
and in all periods of the long development of Akkadian, although
there can be no doubt that the long vowel of a doubly long penult
at least in certain periods tended to be shortened. We need only
1
As shown on the one hand by these and many other examples (cf., e.g.,
the infinitive e-du-u [= edd < iadd'um, uadd'um], HGT, No. 102, col. 740)
and on the other hand, e.g., by ue-e-du-u(— uedu < uddi'um), ibid.,
col. 7 41 , ra-bu-u (= rdbu < rdbiium), ibid., col. 4 4 , and re-e^uTu-wm
( = return < raHium), HGT, No. 140, case 6, the Nippur scribes of the
time when the tablets were written, or rather when the originals from
which they were copied were written, distinguished between w4 and u — o,
and u — u; the former are used, at least in certain tablets, only where a + u
is contracted, the latter where i + u or u + u are contracted. The
distinction between o and u is completely parallel to that between e
(< a + i) &n&i (< i + i and u + i). Compare, e.g., the different declensions,
on the one hand :
Nom.
leqom
(written le-qu-u-um, < laqdhum)
Gen.
leqem
(written le-qi-e(-*im)> < laqdhim)
Ace.
leqdm
(written *le-qd-a-am> < laqdham)
and on the other hand:
Nom.
rdbum
(written ra-bu-u(-*um), < rdbiium)
Gen.
rdbim
(written ra~bi-i{-*im), < rabiiim)
Ace.
r&Wam
(written ra-bi-(a-)amf < rabiiam).
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think of Syriac qdmt against Hebrew qamta and Arabic qulta to
realize t h a t in Akkadian pronunciations like beltu and beltu
m a y have existed side by side, 1 although at times, e.g. under
the influence of local dialects or foreign Semitic idioms, one of
them may have gained ascendancy over the other in the spoken
language of the time. 2
I n assuming for Akkadian such forms as ikun etc., with stressed
short ultima, Ungnad was probably influenced by Brockelmann's
statement in the sixth edition of A. Socin's Arabische Grammatik
(§ 42d) t h a t t h e apocopate form of the verbs mediae infirmae
stressed iakun etc., i.e., with accent on the last syllable, against
the general rule (given ibid., § 15) t h a t Arabic retracts the stress
from the last syllable. But note that e.g. in the ninth edition of
Socin's grammar Brockelmann omits this statement. Indeed,
there is no reason whatever to assume a stressing of iakun on its
last syllable, since the Arabic apocopate is not secondarily derived
from the indicative iaqulu (< Haquuulu < Haqduulu) by dropping
the case ending, but is an independent endingless formation Hdquul
(< *idquuul < *idqauul), which developed to Hdqul > idqul, or to
*idqyul > idqul, independently of the development of the inflected
form to iaqulu. Compare especially the Hebrew apocopate form in
uaiiaqom < *ualidq(u)uum (against idqum < Haquuumu), waiiigel
< *uaiiigl < *ualidglai (against iiglse < *idglaiu), ua(i)iegdl < *ualiugdllii (against iegallee < *iegdlld3 < *iugdllaiu [for *iugdlliiu]).
The Akkadian preterit ilcsud, as I pointed out in OLZ X I X
(1916), cols. 23ff. and 46ff., was originally, like the corresponding
themes of the other Semitic languages, a present theme, and has
developed the meaning of a preterit via its use as a historical
present (cf. in Hebrew the use of the form iiqtol in the meaning
of a preterit after the so-called it consecutivum, in reality after ua,
"and," and 1(a), "truly"). 3 As far as the form is concerned,
1

The latter, as the more advanced, originally of course occurred only
in t h e vernacular.
2
I t is even possible t h a t under the influence of foreign idioms as well as
of certain Akkadian formations occasionally a pronunciation *beieltu arose.
3
I n Akkadian, as I pointed out in Historische Zeitschrift C X X I X
( = 3. Folge, X X X I I I ) 123f., we still find iksud in its original present-future
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however, the Akkadian preterit iksud does not correspond to the
Arabic indicative form iaqtulu,1 but to the endingless apocopate
meaning in the proper names of the cook and cellarer of Esagil, Ami-na-ai-kul-be-li, "What will my lord eat ?," and ^mi-na-a-is-ti-be-M, "What will
my lord drink?" (CT X X I V 12ff.: K 4332, col. 3 13f .); obviously the cook
and the cellarer are in no way interested in what their lord (here the god
Marduk) has eaten or drunk in the past (this interests only the physician),
but solely in what food their lord wants to eat, or what kind of beverage
he wants to drink, at the next meal. Furthermore, we find the form iksud in
its old present meaning in the name of the god dis-me-ka-ra-bu, "He hears
the prayer," 3 R 66, col. 5 2 . Regularly preserved, however, we find it in the
precative liksud, "may he catch" (which corresponds to the Arabic apocopate iaqtul, "may he kill," or more accurately, as far as its composition is
concerned, to liiaqtul, "may he kill"), as well as in the prohibitive a iksud,
"may he not catch." Bergstrasser's view in his Einfiihrung in die semitischen Sprachen t h a t the preterit meaning of iksud in Akkadian is one
of the original meanings of the theme iaqtul (like corresponding views of
his predecessors) was simply due to the erroneous belief (likewise taken
over from his predecessors) that the theme qatal is younger than the
theme iaqtul.
1
The ending -u, which in Arabic denotes the indicative mood, but which
in the oldest Semitic denoted the nominative of the then extant case
inflection of the verb, is used in Akkadian to substantivize the finite verb,
or rather to substantivize a whole assertive sentence, as, e.g., after the
prepositions assum, "concerning," "because of," "on account of" (< ana
sum(i), literally: "to the name of"), istu, "since," inu, "when" (< in
um(i), "at the time of"); cf. assum iksudu, "because he caught," and
assum ikd(s)sadu, "because he will catch," according to the original
conceptions "because of his having caught" and "because of his future
catching."
Neither Akkadian nor Arabic has preserved intact, to any extent, the
complicated verbal case inflection of the oldest Semitic in which the
indicative -u of Arabic as well as the relative -u of Akkadian originated.
Nevertheless, a combination of what has been preserved in the two languages
gives us at least an approximate idea of what grammatical ideas were
expressed by it. Note, e.g., t h a t Arabic in its indicative iaqtulu, "he kills,"
has preserved the nominalized verbal form in the sense of a nomen agentis
(jinitum), "a killer," a usage which is not found in Akkadian, not even in
its so-called "relative" verbal form iksudu, mentioned above, which because
of its combination with the construct form of its regens must be conceived
as a nomen actionis (su iksudu — "he of the killing"). I t will be noted
t h a t the oldest Semitic in this case, as well as after the prepositions mentioned above, must necessarily have used the genitive case. This latter as
10
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iaqtul.1 Obviously, therefore, we should not expect a; form stressed
and vocalized like Arabic iakunu, but a form similar to Arabic
well as t h e accusative, which was identical with t h e genitive, is completely
lost in Akkadian, where t h e two cases are replaced by the nominative
form. The genitive-accusative of the diptotic case declension of the verb
is preserved, however, in Arabic in the so-called "subjunctive"; cf., e.g.,
liiaqtula, "that he may kill," which consists of the preposition li9 " t o , "
"for," and the genitive iaqtula of t h e "finite" infinitive or nomen actionis
iaqtulu, "his (future) killing." A further trace of the verb declension, b u t
from a comparatively much older period, is found in t h e Akkadian present
form ilcasad as well as in t h e Ethiopic present indicative form ieqdtel. For
these forms represent the old case forms ikdsaduja and iaqdtulu/a of the
present theme with t h e original two-vowel base qatal (qatul and qatil) and
with the natural stress on the third syllable from the end, i.e., since the
case ending was not yet dropped a t the time when the stressing originated,
on the first basis vowel a. The old uninflected present form (in Akkadian
precative and preterit [i.e., historical present] and in Ethiopic precative
and subjunctive), on the other hand, was idqatul (idqatal, idqatil), again
with stress on the antepenult. Since this form is endingless, the stress
naturally fell on the prefix vowel; then, by elision of the unstressed first
basis vowel, this form became iksud in Akkadian, ieqtel in Ethiopic, idqtul
in Arabic, etc. This is the simple solution of t h e problem of the present
forms ilcasad and ieqdtel, which have puzzled so many scholars and led
them into rather risky theories. The Arabic present indicative form iaqtulu
and the subjunctive form iaqtula presuppose, of course, an Old Semitic
form idqatulu/a with stress on the first syllable, which is in accordance
with the usual Arabic tendency of stressing.
1
The use of the endingless form (i.e., the form without the nominative
ending ~-u) in Akkadian, b u t of t h e form with nominative ending -u in
Arabic, as predicate of an identification ("something is something") is a
characteristic difference between the two languages. Note that the same
difference as'exists between iqtul, "he killed," in Akkadian, and iaqtul-u,
/ ' h e kills," in Arabic, is found also in t h e predicative use of the noun; cf.
Akkadian auilum su sarrdq, "that man is a thief," and Arabic arragulu
sdriqun, "the man is a thief." In its preterit qatal{a), "he killed," qatalat,
"she killed," etc., Arabic, however, follows the Akkadian custom — a fact
which, like many other features, shows the composite character of the
Arabic language. That prehistoric Akkadian likewise used the nominative
form (i.e., verb form + nominative ending -u), at least in the present, is
shown b y the fact t h a t the stressing of t h e historical present form ikd(s)sad
presupposes t h e form ikdsad-u (see preceding note).
The endingless form, as the basic form of the Semitic present, originally,
or in a certain stage of prehistoric Semitic, must have expressed all possible
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idkun and Hebrew uaijdqom; that is, the stressing t o be expected
in Akkadian is ikun, and there is no doubt t h a t this form actually
was used not only in older periods, but also, a t least b y people
who were accustomed t o a careful pronunciation, i.e., by literarily
educated people, even in late periods. On the other hand, it is
no less certain that even in the earliest periods vernacular language
will occasionally have shown a tendency to shorten the unstressed
last syllable, the form thus becoming ikun. A similar development
will of course have taken place with the forms of the other formations; i.e., the nifcal form izziz, the saf ( el form usziz, and the IV 2
form ittdziz will occasionally have been pronounced izzlz, usziz,
and ittdziz. The existence of such forms at an early time, even
though only in vernacular and colloquial language, will certainly
make it much easier t o understand why the last vowel of t h e
forms izlz, izziz, ittdziz, usziz, izuz (uzuz, usuz), ndzuz,suzuz, etc.,
is never found written plene.
I t is very unfortunate that vernacular Akkadian, which forms
the natural background of literary Akkadian and which, moreover,
was the main factor in bringing about the changes in the literary
language in t h e various periods of its development, is so little
known or, apart from certain features to be concluded from t h e
literary language, almost unknown to us. Of course, the vernacular
language itself was by no means a stable d a t u m ; it too underwent
changes, and especially did it show considerable variation in t h e
various regions where Akkadian was spoken. But, what is of
greatest importance, it was the vernacular language that first of
all was exposed to the influence of foreign idioms and adopted
their linguistic tendencies. These facts must of course caution us
against unconditionally assuming t h a t the vernacular language
uses of the present form. After, however, in Akkadian the absolute endingless form has been confined to the indicative meaning and in Arabic t o
that of the jussive or precative, in order to distinguish between the two
moods Akkadian indicates the jussive, but Arabic the indicative, by a
special modus element, that of the Akkadian precative being the prefixed
U-, t h a t of the Arabic indicative the nominative ending -u. The common
use in Arabic of the prefixed li- before the so-called "apocopate" may
therefore be taken as an indication that Arabic, too, in a prehistoric stage
used the endingless form in t h e indicative meaning.
10*
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and under its influence perhaps even the literary language followed
all the phases of the trend of development as outlined above. For
instance, if among the Semitic immigrants or invaders of Babylonia there were foreigners speaking a language in which, as in
Arabic, the assertive form of the mediae infirmae was formed like
iaqumu, this might easily have led to a more or less widespread
tendency in vernacular Akkadian, at least for a certain period,
to stress the endingless form as ikun for example, instead of ikun
or ikun, and correspondingly also iziz, izziz, and usziz, instead of
iziz etc. — a change of stressing which would not necessarily show
in the inscriptions, because these followed the traditional orthography. For this very reason we have, at least to date, no basis
for making any definite statement as to whether such a retrogressive tendency actually played a role in Akkadian or, if it
should have played such a part, to what extent this tendency may
have been of influence on the pronunciation of those forms in the
literary language.
Finally, the interesting fact may be mentioned that in the picel
formation of verbs mediae infirmae, although we not infrequently
find writings of the present form with inserted a (cf., e.g., u-ta-a-ar,
CH, obv., col. 1647 a n d 52, and also the uncontracted form u-ki-a-al,
"she holds," Zimmern, SKAZ, No. 214, col. 2 U ), writings of the
preterit with inserted e or i, apart from very rare instances,1 are not
found,2 in spite of the fact that the basic form is *jutdiiir etc., with
stress on the penult. To some extent this writing of the pi'el
preterit is doubtlessly due to analogy with the writing of the
preterit forms of the formations that do not double the middle
radical; but in addition to that the scribes may have been led by a
more or less vague idea that in the picel, too, present and preterit
were characterized by some kind of different stressing in their
basic form, i.e., that utdr (< *iutdiiar) represented something like
an original *iutaidiar, but uter (< *iutaiiir) perhaps an original
*iutdiaiir.
!Cf. p . 116.
2
This statement applies only to the Babylonian branch of Akkadian,
n o t to the Assyrian branch with its uncontracted (but also contracted)
forms.
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B. The Forms with Endings
Plene writing of the contracted vowel a in present forms with
endings beginning with a vowel is found in four instances, namely
in the forms iz-za-a-a\z-z\u (Thureau-Dangin, LC, No. 15619) and
iz-za-a-zu (Bezold and Budge, TEAT, No. 127(!); Schroeder,
KAVI, No. 2, col. 625, and Harper, ABL, No. 1126, obv. 10 ). The
latter form needs no further explanation after what has been
stated on the writing of the endingless form iz-za-a-az; it evidently
represents the form izzdzu, whose circumflex stressing ( = izzdazu)
is easily explained by the stressing of the basic form
ianzd^fazu.
Nor does it seem advisable here to discuss the form iz-za-a-az-zu,
which in addition to the plene writing of the contracted vowel
shows doubling of the last radical; because of the latter phenomenon it will be best to treat it in the next section.
I n the preterit, on the other hand, no plene writing is found
except in iz-zi-i-zi in col. 416 of Zimmern, SKAZ, No. 214. This
isolated writing, however, is of no consequence whatever, since
the same text, an Old Babylonian poetical composition, writes
also i-li-bi-i-su (i.e., i(l)li(b)bisu or even illibisu) for in(a) libbim
(ibid., col. 4 U ), and the similar Istar hymn (Thureau-Dangin,
RA X X I I 170ff., 1. 36) writes im-ta-li-[i]-ku (i.e., imta(l)liku) for
the I 3 form imtdlliJcu; in both cases the long vowel actually
represents a grammatically short and unstressed i. The stressing,
and we may add circumflexing, of the i in these instances is of
course poetic license; poetry was allowed to change the r h y t h m
of a word in order to make it fit into the r h y t h m of the poem
or the rhythm of the tune to which the chant was sung. For our
grammatical investigations the plene writing of SKAZ No. 214
may therefore be completely disregarded.
If then the vowel of the preterit form is never, or practically
never, written plene, it does not, of course, follow t h a t the i of the
penult must have been short and unstressed, i.e., t h a t the verbal
form was pronounced Hzzizu; such a pronunciation is altogether out
of the question in view of the fact t h a t writings of the type iz-ziiz-zu, i.e., with doubling of the last radical and therefore with the
stress on the penult, occur as often as 19 times. Nor is it possible
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on the other hand to read every iz-zi-zu as izzizzu on t h e strength
of the 19 iz-zi-iz-zu writings, since the writing iz-zi-zu occurs
106 times, i.e., more than five times as frequently as the writing
iz-zi-iz-zu. The complete ahsence of plene writing therefore can
indicate only t h a t the contracted I of izzizu represents a simple
long i, not a circumflexed V I n point of fact a pronunciation
izzizu would be against all expectations if the pattern after which
the uzuzzu form was shaped was that of the fully developed nifcal
form of the strong verb, i.e., the elided form ikkdsdu (< *inkdsidu);
for the contraction of the short vowel a and the consonant i of the
basic form izzdizu could result rhythmically only in a simple long
vowel e (> i).1 Another derivation of the form izzizu with simple
long i is discussed in the next section, since it presupposes knowledge of some other facts to be discussed there.
Finally, as is the case with the preterit, plene writing is not found
in those imperative, as well as permansive and infinitive, forms
which are written with simple last radical; here again the conclusion must be t h a t the contracted vowel represents a simple
long vowel. Since, however, the forms with simple last radical are
outnumbered by those with doubled last radical in the ratios 4: 1
and 6: 1, it will be appropriate to take up the question as to the
character of the contracted vowel only in connection with the
doubling of the last radical, which is discussed in the following
section.

7. DOUBLING OF THE LAST RADICAL AND THE PROBLEMS CONNECTED
WITH IT

F r o m the tables on pages 78ff. (see especially the summarization
on p . 85) it will be seen that, while in the present of the IV 1
1

I n the extant Akkadian grammars very little attention is paid to the
elision of vowels in the verbal forms, although this elision is governed by
rules strictly applied and although, e. g., the schemes ikkd(s)sad, ikkd(s)sadu, ikkahid, ikkdsdu and iktd{§)sad, iktd(s)sadu, iktasad, iktdsdu (cf.
pp. 46ff.) are no less important features of the inflectional system of the verb
than, e.g., the scheme ddmqum, ddmiq, damiqtum, ddmqat, damqutum,
damqdtiim is of the inflection of the noun.
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formation of *zdzu the numerical relation between such writings
as iz-za-az-zu (i.e., izzdzzu) with doubled last radical z and such
writings as iz-za-zu (i.e., izzdzu) with simple last radical z is slightly
more than 1 : 1 (69 : 66), the corresponding relation between the
writings iz-zi-iz-zu (i.e., izzizzu) etc. and iz-zi-zu (i.e., izzizu) etc.
in the preterit and precative forms IV 1 of *zdzu is only 1 : 5 %
(19: 106). Somewhat similar proportions are observed in the
causative formation I I I 1. The relation between such writings as
us-za-az-zu and us-za-zu in the present tense is again slightly more
t h a n 1 : 1 (11 : 9), while t h a t between such writings as us-zi-iz-zu
and us-zi-zu is only 1 : 3 (7 : 22). These proportions clearly show
that, at least to a considerable extent, doubling of the last radical
must have been considered a characteristic feature of the present
forms of *zdzu IV 1 and I I I 1, while it would seem to have been
the prevalent feeling t h a t it was not correct to double the last
radical in the preterit forms. I t will'at once be recalled t h a t what
here seems to appear as a tendency only is, at least in certain
periods of the Akkadian language, e.g. at the time of Hammurabi,
the established rule for the I 1 and I 2 formations of verbs mediae
infirmae; compare, e.g., the present-future form iturru, "they come
back," with doubled last radical r, and the corresponding preterit
form ituru, " t h e y came back," with only one r. Since the present
iturru originated from Htduuaru with secondarily doubled middle
radical, while the preterit ituru originated from or at least was
conceived as the equivalent of, Htuuru, whose second radical u as a
consequence of the different stressing and of the elision of the
first basis vowel a1 could not be doubled, our observation concerning the doubling of the third radical of the mediae u may be formulated in the following manner: Doubling of the third radical in the
qal of verbs mediae u will be found only in those cases where the
strong verb doubles its middle radical. The correctness of this
formulation is strikingly demonstrated by the doubling of the last
radical in both the present and preterit themes of the pi'el of the
mediae infirmae.2 For in the pi c el the strong verb doubles the
1

I.e., the elided a of the bases q(a)tul, q(a)til, q(a)tal.
To my knowledge these correspondences have not heretofore been
observed by anyone.
2
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middle radical not only in the present, but also in the preterit
and all of its other themes, and obviously for this reason we find
doubling of the last radical of, e.g., the verb kdnum, "to be firm,"
not only in the present form ukdnnu (< *ukd"anu [< *ukdiianu\
< *ukduuanu), "they establish firmly," but also in the preterit
ukinnu (< ukd^inu), "they established firmly," the participle
mukinnmn (< *mukdyyinum), "one who firmly establishes (something)," and the infinitive kunnum (< ¥ku"unum
<*kd"umtm),
"to establish firmly." Since, furthermore, we established in
section 6 the fact t h a t circumflex stressing expressed by plene
writing is a characteristic feature of the present forms of verbs
mediae infirmae, we can now establish as well a correspondence
between the doubling of the last radical in the present forms with
vocalic ending (izzdzzu) and the plene writing and circumflex
stressing in both the present forms without vocalic ending {iz-zaa-az) and those with vocalic ending (iz-za-a-zu).
As regards the present forms of the nif cal formation, the doubling
of the last radical in iz-za-az-zu needs no further explanation,
since in accordance with the preceding it corresponds to the doubling
of the second radical in the IV 1 form ippd(r)rasu of the strong
verb, as well as to the circumflex stressing expressed by the plene
writings in the forms iz-za-a-az and iz-za-a-zu discussed and analyzed
in section 6. A word remains to be said, however, on the form
iz-za-a-az-zu of Thureau-Dangin, LO, No. 15619, since it seems to
contain both features, namely circumflex stressing and doubling
of the last radical, at the same time. I t may be noted t h a t this
form is obviously paralleled by the I 1 form i-ri-a-ab-bu-sum, " t h e y
shall make restitution (of the lost object) to h i m " (CH, obv.,
col. 945), the only difference being t h a t instead of the seemingly
contracted a (< a*a < ana) of iz-za-a-az-zu it shows the uncontracted iya (< aia), a difference generally noticeable between t h e
1 1 forms of the mediae u and i, as e.g. in i-ta-ar ( = itdr) and i-ria-ab ( = iri'ab), in the Hammurabi Code. Since the form i-ri-aab-bu permits no other pronunciation and stressing than iriydbbu,
i.e., with the stress on t h e vowel immediately before the doubled
last radical, iz-za-a-az-zu must obviously have been stressed
izza^dzzu. When comparing iriydbbu and izza'dzzu with what their
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forms would have been if the development of the verbs mediae
infirmae had not gone beyond that of the strong verb, i.e., Hrdiiabu
and *izzd"azu, it will be noted that the difference between the final
and original forms of the two verbs is actually the same as that
between kunnum, or rather its precursor *ku*unnum,1 and the
original *ku>:>unum (< *kduuunum). Actually, therefore, the form
iz-za-a-az-zu does not represent a form with both double third
radical (as equivalent of the double middle radical) and circumflex
stressing (as compensation for the lost doubling of the middle
radical), but a form with double third radical only, in order to
compensate for the lost doubling of the now simple middle radical.
As regards the nifcal preterit, it has been pointed out in section 6
that the elided form of the IV 1 formation of the strong verb
ippdrsu, if it served as a pattern for the corresponding form of
*zdzu, would indicate that the contraction in the *zdzu form
results in a simple long vowel, not in a circumflexed vowel. Consequently the preterit form should be expected to stress izzezu, as
contrasted with the present form stressing izzdzu (— izzddzu), and
to be written iz-ze-zu, not iz-ze-e-zu or iz-zi-iz-zu (the doubling of
the last radical in the latter being the compensation for the circumflex stressing). Although this expectation is borne out comparatively well by the fact that in 106 out of 125 cases the preterit form
1
The development of *kuyyunum to kunnum is usually conceived as
having proceeded in the stages *kiiyyunum > *kunum > kunnum, and the
usual impression is that the transition of *kunum to kunnum is an immediate one. I n reality the process (as in most linguistic developments) was
far more complicated, obviously proceeding not in one jump but gradually
in numerous almost imperceptible steps, and not in a straight development,
but with more or less frequent detours or even reversals. The steps that led,
e. g., from *kuiiunum to kunnum, at least the more important of them and
of course only those t h a t lie in the straight line between the two ends, are
*kuyyunum > *kuyunum > *kuunum > *kunum (with an u of the quantity
3 [< 2 % + 54<2 +1]) > *kuunum > *kuyu'num > *kuyunnum > *kuunnum > kunnum. The form of riydbu corresponding more closely to kunnum
than does iriydbbu would be iribbu, for which one may compare e.g. i-biit-tu (Harper, ABL, Nos. 46013, 46213), and i-tib-ba [ibid., No.892 6 ) in Babylonian letters of the Sargonid period. The great importance of the forms
izzaydzzu and iriydbbu of the Hammurabi period lies in the fact that they
prove the intermediary stage *kuyunnum between *kunum and kunnum.
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actually appears as izzezu, nevertheless the fact that in 19 instances
such forms as izzizzu, i.e., with doubled last radical, occur indicates
t h a t matters are much more complicated in the case of the preterit
IV 1 of *zdzu t h a n in the preterit I 1 of verbs mediae infirmae,
where we find only such forms as ituru or idinu. W h a t must be
taken into account in this connection is the fact t h a t the I 1 and
I V 1 preterits are by no means identical in their development,
since e.g. in ituuru (< it(a)uuru), the basic form of ituru, the first
of the basis vowels is elided, b u t in *izzdi(i)zu the basic form of
izzezu, it is the second basis vowel which is elided; rhythmically,
however, the elision of the second basis vowel is of much less
weight than the elision of the first basis vowel. This becomes quite
evident, e.g., from the frequent or almost regular plene writing in
Late Assyrian times of the I 1 permansive forms of verbs mediae
infirmae with vocalic ending, whose equivalent in the strong verb
is pdrsu (< *pdrisu), as e.g. in re-e-hu (Harper, ABL, No. 245,
rev. 7 ), re-e-ha-ai (No. 9488), bi-e-du-u-ni (No. 6298), de-e-ka (No.
197 n ), de-e-ki (No. 1667), me-e-ti (No. 1 8 6 1 5 a n d 2 3 ) , mi-e-ti (No.
473 3 ), and ni-e-hu (No. 1286), to be contrasted with the simple
vowel writing in the 1 1 preterits and precatives i-du-ku (No. 251,
rev. 5 ), li-du-lu (No. 652, r e v . 4 a n ( i 8 ) , etc., from Hduuku,
Hiduulu,
etc. For strictly speaking the plene written de-e^ku is not the equivalent of daiku (< ddiiku < dduiku) but of ddiiiku, and actually
it is on this latter form, which because of its doubled middle
radical does not elide its second basis vowel i, t h a t the writing dee-ku and the pronunciation deku are based. I n the Semitic languages,
as I shall show more fully in a futiire study, i between two short
vowels inherently tends to double. I refer here only to such cases
as Hebrew rPDU (< bdki(i)iatum), *Ha and Akkadian gadu (< gadi(i)ium < gddium), W (< iahii(i) < idh(i)i etc.), nj3S (< sabi{i)iatum
< sdbiatum; Arabic zdbiatun, Aram. masc. tabid), "spriHi besides Vrvna
and especially to the fact t h a t in Arabic the participle of intransitive verbs mediae infirmae, although its basic form is qatilun,
appears as qaiiilun, as e.g. inmaiiitun, "dead," kaiiisun, "clever,"
maiiilun, "rich," and laiiinun, "soft," "tender." 1 As far as the
1

This tendency of the i has hitherto, as far as I can see, completely
escaped observation. Note furthermore the tendency of Hebrew to place
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word rhythm is concerned, the case of the nifcal form ihkdsdu
(< Hankdsidu) is completely parallel to that of kdsdu (< *kdsidu),
and it would therefore by no means be astonishing if occasionally
instead of or besides izzezu (< *ianzdizu) a form *izzezu (written
Hz-ze-e-zu or, in Babylonian, *iz-zi-i-zu; < *ianzd(i)iizu) were
found. Although, as we have seen, these writings are not actually
found in Akkadian literature, the extant forms izzezzu and izzizzu,
which, as was shown, necessarily presuppose such forms as izzezu
and izzezu,1 furnish unmistakable proof of the tendency to develop
the last named forms, which, therefore, must have existed in dialects or in the language of the common man, even though they
do not appear in the inscriptions.
From the preceding it is obvious t h a t we have to distinguish
two different formations, namely izzezu, which is based on the
elided form ippdrsu, and izzizzu, which is based on the unelided
form *ippdrisu. I n a purely systematical appraisement, which after
all m a y coincide with the actual historical development, izzizzu,
since it presupposes an unelided form as its immediate basis, must
be considered the older form, while izzezu, which is derived from
the younger eliding basic form, would be a later development. The
relation 1 : 51/2 between the occurrences of such forms as izzizzu
and those of such forms as izzezu shows, however, t h a t in historical
times the older form izzizzu was largely superseded by the younger
the stress on the secondary i inserted in qatl (etc.) forms before the last
radical i, a tendency which goes hand in hand with the doubling of the i.
The Arabic forms maiiitun etc. are of course not faHl forms, as, strangely
enough, is the common opinion. Real fa%l forms of verbs mediae u in
Arabic are tauilun, "long," from tdla, iatulu, "to be long," qmdiun, "strong,"
from qauiia, "to be strong," etc. *Mauitun would mean something like
"very dead," "completely dead," a meaning for which there would be
no general need. As far as I know, no one has ever attempted to explain
plausibly how *mauitun could actually become mdiiitun, if the equation
of the two forms is to be understood as implying a development from one
form to the other. Note t h a t the explanation of maiiitum as given above
reduces the deviation of the form from the usual pattern to just the doubling
of the i, which itself, as pointed out above, is an inherent tendency of this
consonant.
1
I n contradistinction to - , which denotes the falling circumflex
stressing, * is here used to indicate the rising circumflex stressing.
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form and therefore was regarded as the less recognized form. As
a matter of fact, the Crozer grammatical tablet actually gives only
forms of the izzezu type, of which it enumerates the following:
lu-uz-zi-za-ak-kum
(col. 115), iz-zi-za-am (col. 3 4 ), iz-zi-za-as-su
(col. 36), iz-zi-za-ak-kum (col. 3 14 ). The scribe of the Crozer tablet
therefore evidently recognized as correct only forms of this kind.
Similarly, in col. 3 16 he writes the IV 2 preterit form ittazezakkum
(< *iantzai(i)zankum),
like the corresponding IV 1 form iz-zi-zaak-kum (< *ianzai(i)zankum),
with one z only, i.e., as it-ta-ze-zaak-kum, although in col. 222 on the other hand he gives the form
it-ta-zi-iz-za-am, in col. 2 24 the form it-ta-{zi-)iz-za-as-su> and in
col. 3 2 it-ta-zi-iz-za-as-sum, with double z — a fact which clearly
shows t h a t in his time the presumably older form was still largely
used. 1 I t will, however, be observed t h a t the form it-ta-zi-za-akkum with one z is found in a later section of the tablet than the
forms with doubled z, a fact which I am convinced must be
interpreted as indicating t h a t the scribe intended to correct his
former writing of the similar forms with zz to t h e writing with
simple z. Undoubtedly, therefore, he regarded ittazezam, ittazezdsm, etc. as the correct forms, the three writings with double z
being merely a momentary and inadvertent concession to the
vernacular language.
I t will be noted t h a t in contradistinction to the inflection
scheme
Present
Preterit

izzdzzu (< *ianzdiiazu)
izzezu (< Hanzdizu)

which goes with the nif cal of the strong verb, the scheme
Present
Preterit

izzdzzu (< *ianzd(i)iazu)
izzizzu (< *ianzd(i)iizu)

completely parallels the scheme of the pi c el of verbs mediae infirmae, which inflects
Present
Preterit

ukdnnu (< *iukdiianu)
ukinnu (< Hukdiiinu)

1
According to the list on p. 84 the relation between the 2-forms with
doubled z and those with simple z is 10 : 12; considering t h e facts pointed
out on pp. 169f., however, the proportion actually was 1 4 : 8 .
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If the preterit with double z actually is the older form, its preservation in the vernacular or colloquial language was evidently due
to this parallelism with the established pattern of the mediae
infirmae pi'el.
On the other hand there are traces also of a tendency of the
IV 1 formation of *zdzu to develop in the opposite direction,
namely toward an increased assimilation to the I 1 theme. It will
be noted that the scheme
Sing.
Plur.

Present
izzaz
izzdzzu

Preterit
izzez, izziz
izzezu, izzizii

is only partially parallel to the scheme
Sing.
Plur.

Present
itar
iturru

Preterit
itur
ituru,

since the present form izzdzzu has the vowel of the present singular,
whereas the present form iturru has the vowel of the preterit. In
the Susa texts published by Dossin in Autres textes sumeriens
et accadiens ( = Mem. XVIII) as Nos. 207 and 208, however, the
3d person plural of the present appears as iz-zi-iz-zu, whose present
meaning is assured by the fact that texts Nos. 203 and 209 have in
exactly the same phrase (but with singular subject) the singular
form iz-za-az, or i-za-a-az.1 The scribes at Susa therefore evidently
inflected
1

The passages of the four texts (purchase documents) are the following:
No. 203 (after it has been stated t h a t dNiN-suBiTB-a6^ has purchased
from Damiq-Susinak a house and paid for it): ua-na du-ur it pa-la 12a-na
se-er se-er-ri 13a-na ba-aq-ri it ra-gi-ma-ni 14 |da-mi-iq-^susinak 15a-na
d
NiN-§UBUR-a-6^ iz-za-az.
"For all times (literally: for period [the Akkadian word] and period
[the loan word from Sumerian]) to (i.e., with the provision that the obligation shall devolve on) (all of his) posterity (literally: child of child) for (the
frustration or prevention of any possible) vindication suit and (for the
frustration or satisfaction of any) vindication suitor Damiq-Susinak (i.e.,
the seller) shall stand for dJsriN-suBiTR-a6^ (i.e., the buyer)."
No. 209 (after the statement t h a t Kasap-Sin has bought a part of a
house from Sat-rimki( ?) and paid for it): 7a-na du-ur u pa-la sa-na se-er
se-er-ri da-na ba-aq-ri . . . l 0 . . . ru-ku!-ma!-ni 1 11sa-at-ri-im-ki(<i) 12a-na
kasap-sin lH-za-a-az.
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Present
izzaz
izzizzu

Preterit
izziz> izzez
izzizut izzezu,

a scheme which completely corresponds to t h a t of t h e qal of t h e
mediae u.
In t h e preterit of I I I 1 the relation between writings of the
types us-zi-iz-zu and us-zi-zu is 1: 3, a fact which clearly indicates
t h a t uszizzu is the less recognized of the two forms. As a matter of
fact, this result of our observations was to be expected, since the
situation is here quite similar to that in the nif c al, as may be seen
from the basic forms of the two formations:
Nif'al
Saf'el
Present Sg.
Preterit Sg.
' PI.

*inzd'az (> izzaz)
*inzaHz (> izziz)
*inzdizu (> izzizu)

*uszd'az (> uszaz)
*uszaHz (> usziz)
*uszdizu (> uszizu)

Nevertheless, the percentage of occurrence of the uszizzu forms
in the safcel is twice that of the izzizzu forms in the nif c al; b u t this
too will be readily understood if we take into consideration the fact
t h a t uszizzu (instead of uszizu), like the previously discussed
izzizzu (instead of izzizu), indicates an assimilation to the pi c el
form utirril, which in the case of the safcel seems much more
natural t h a n in the case of the nif c al, since, the relations between
saf'el and pi c el in meaning as well as in form are much closer than
those between nifcal and pi c el. Add to this the fact t h a t *zazu as a n
intransitive verb could (if only potentially) form a transitive pi c el
*ztizzu, which again could easily give rise to a saf c el-pi c el form
uszez, of which uszizzu would be the regular plural form. Note t h a t
Late Assyrian actually offers the uncontracted I I I / I I 2 form
ussazaiiiz*.
No. 208 (after the statement that Sin-iribam has bought from Salmu...
and Nuriri a field and that he has paid for it): 8a-na du-ur u pa-la 9a-na
ll
se-er se-er-ri 10a-na ba-aq-ri u rusa-al-mu-. . . u nu-ri-ri l2a-na
13
sin-i-ri-ba-am
iz-zi-iz-zu.
No. 207 (after the statement t h a t dNiN-suBUR-afo* has bought house
property from Susinak-gamil, Sin-eris, Belt, and Amur(^)-rabussu(2): 8a-na
du-ur u pa-la 9a-na se-er se-er-ri l0a-na ba-aq-ri u ra-gi-ma-ni n | &§usinakga-mil J sin-eris 12]f be-li-i u a-?nur(?)-ra(^)-bu-uz-zu 13a-na dNiN-siTBUita-bi iz-zi-iz-zu.
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As in the case of the nif c al preterit, the Crozer tablet gives, at
least for the I I I 1 formation, only forms with simple z, namely
lu-us-zi-za-ak-kum
(col. 116), lu-us-zi-za-ak-ka (col. 118), us-zi-zaam (col. 3 5 ), us-zi-za-as-su (col. 3 7 ), and uS-zi-za-ak-kum (col. 3 15 );
this clearly indicates t h a t at the time of Hammurabi the regular
safcel usziz was the recognized form, in spite of the conclusions
t h a t might possibly be drawn from t h e writing us-di-i-ik in the
Nippur tablet containing part of the Code of Hammurabi. Compare also the I I I 2 form us-ta-zi-za-ak-kum (col. 3 17 ), although the
forms us-ta-zi-iz-za-am (col. 223), us-ta-zi-iz-za-as-su (col. 3X), and
us-ta-zi-iz-za-as-sum (col. 33) testify to the existence of the form
uszizzu at t h a t time. That this form was not considered correct
by t h e scribe of the Crozer tablet, however, is shown by the transition to the writing us-ta-zi-za-ak-kum in col. 3 1 7 , which in this
c&se too implies a correction of the former writings with double z.
I n the imperative of IV 1 the relation between the forms with
doubled third radical and those with simple radical is 4 : 1 (24: 6), 1
which clearly indicates t h a t the Babylonian grammarians considered the doubling of the last radical as more or less normal for
the imperative forms. The proportions would at first seem rather
surprising in view of the fact t h a t in the preterit the relation between the forms with double and simple third radical is reversed,
namely 1 :,5 1 / 2 (19 : 106); for the imperative is closely connected
with the preterit (originally present), the two themes being formed
with the same basis and differing only in the fact t h a t the imperative lacks the prefixed personal element ta-, "thou," of the
preterit (originally present). Nor do the stressing conditions seem
to offer any key for the solution of the problem, since both in the
basic form of the imperative, i.e., *nzdyiza, and in t h a t of the
preterit form, i.e., *ia-nzdHzu, at least when the latter was stressed
as usual on the antepenult, the stress is in exactly the same place,
namely on the first basis vowel.
I n this connection it is useful t o point to a similar phenomenon
in t h e imperative and preterit forms of the I 1 formation of the
usual verbs mediae infirmae. As mentioned above, the Harper
1

Note t h a t according to p . 83, n. 1 (cf. also p . 85, n. 1) the proportion
would be as high as 5 : 1 (25: 5).
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letters write the preterit and precative forms of these verbs with
simple vowel, namely as i-du-Jcu (No. 251, rev. 5 ), li-du-lu (No. 652,
rev. 4 a n d 8 ), etc.; the imperative forms di-i-na (No. 716, rev. 13 ),
du-u-ka (No. 280 10 ), and hi-i-ta (No. 18510), however, are written
with an additional vowel, which, as we have seen, indicates circumflex stressing. The plene writing of the contracted vowel of t h e
imperative form, b u t simple writing of the contracted vowel of the
preterit, is completely parallel to the writing of the nif <al imperative with double z, but writing of the preterit with one z, since
both circumflex stressing of the contracted vowel and doubling
of the last radical, as we have seen, are compensations for the
lost doubling of t h e middle radical.
Furthermore, it will be observed that for t h e nifcal permansive
and infinitive, whose basic forms ^nzd^uzu and *nzd>uzum are to
be grouped with the basic form *nz&Hza of the imperative, doubling of the last radical was likewise considered to be the norm, as
is shown by the relation 5 3 / 8 : 1 (92 : 17) between t h e forms with
double z and those with simple z; and again this feature is paralleled by the plene writing of corresponding I 1 forms of the usual
mediae infirmae verbs, namely the permansive forms re-e-hu, ree-hat, de-e-ka, etc., 1 whose basic forms rdHhu, rdHhat, etc. rhythmically correspond to the basic forms *nzd>uzu and *nza>uzum.
From the facts t h a t on the one hand imperative (basic form
*nzdHzd), permansive (*nzd*uzu), and infinitive (*nzdyuzum) of
I V 1 *zdzu double the last radical and on the other hand imperative (*d(dyukd) and permansive (*ddHkii) of I 1 of verbs
mediae infirmae circumflex the contracted vowel, 2 whereas the
preterit of I V 1 *zdzu {*ianzdyizu) does not double the last radical
and correspondingly the preterit of I 1 of verbs mediae infirmae
(*iad{ayuku) does not circumflex the contracted vowel, it is
obvious t h a t the difference must be due to the fact that in the
first case the basis of the form is not preceded by a prefix as it
is in the preterit. The rule then would be this: The prefixless forms
are treated, in a manner, after the pattern of the present form, i.e.,
as if their middle radical were doubled — a treatment which in
1
2

See p . 128.
See above and p . 128.
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the case of those forms t h a t begin with the first radical results
in a circumflex stressing of the contracted vowel (cf. du-u-ka,
di-e-ku), whereas in the case of those that begin with a formative
element, e.g. the nifcal n, it results in the doubling of the last
radical (izizzd, izuzzu, izuzzum). On the other hand, those forms
which begin with a prefix show neither circumflex stressing nor
doubling of the last radical (cf. iduku and izzizu).
I n order to explain this rule it must be kept in mind t h a t the
development of a kind of ' "present" stressing in the prefixless
forms is quite natural, since in these forms the stress must necessarily rest on the first syllable of the basis, exactly as in the present
forms; in the forms with prefix, however, the stress of the uncontracted form can rest on the prefix (cf. *idduuuku, *idnzayizu), and
evidently this was actually the case at the time in which the
different treatment of the preterit originated. This is conclusively
shown by the I 1 preterit, since its oldest basic form *ia-parus-u
(> Hapurusu) could develop to iprusu only if it was stressed
*idparusu, not if it was stressed **iapdrusu, which obviously
would have developed to **ipdrsu. Likewise, the nifcal form
*ia-n-za>iz-u was stressed *idnzaHzu, even if only in the schematic
system t h a t forms t h e background of the forms here discussed. For
stress on the fourth syllable counting from the end in Akkadian,
compare e.g. t h e Babylonian I 2 permansive form pitrusu (< *pitarusu < *p(i)tdrusii), for which Cappadocian has pitdrsu (< *p{i)
tdrusu) with t h e stress still on the third syllable from the end. Of
course, stressing on the fourth syllable from the end is quite
uncommon in Akkadian of the historical periods and actually
foreign to it. I n the cases referred to, it may therefore be conceived
as simply due t o the tendency to stress the plural forms like those
of the singular, i.e., Hdp{a)rusu like *idp(a)rus, HdnzaHzu like
*idnzaHz, *pit(a)rusu like *pit(a)rus. I t will be noted that here
we have traced a second line of development leading to the form
izzizu in addition to t h a t traced in the preceding parts of our
investigation (p. 124).
A relationship similar to that which exists between imperative
and preterit of the nif c al in regard to the writing with doubled or
simple third radical is shown by our tables to exist between
11
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imperative and preterit of the saf c el; for in the latter formation
the ratio between the imperative forms with doubled and simple
third radical is 4 : 1 , but that between the corresponding forms
of the preterit is 1 : 3 (7 : 22). Here again the reason for t h e
reversal of the relation lies in the different stress of the basic
forms of the imperative and the singular preterit, namely, *szdyiz
and *iu$zayiz. Rather surprising, however, is the fact t h a t the
extant writings of the saf cel infinitive and permansive forms do not
give us a proportion similar to t h a t of the corresponding forms
of the nif c al; for, whereas the relation in the nif'al is 5 x / 2 : 1
(87 :16), thait in the saf'el forms is 1 : 2 (6 : 12). This fact seems to
indicate t h a t in the safcel the form with single, not t h a t with
doubled, last radical was considered for some reason the more
correct. I t must be left to future researches, based on more
comprehensive material than is at present available, to decide
whether this conclusion is correct and, if so, by what the deviation
was caused.

8 . INSERTION OF A SECONDARY VOWEL BETWEEN THE

CAUSATIVE

ELEMENT S AND THE FIRST RADICAL Z

I t has been pointed out before t h a t since *zdzu, "to stand," is a
verb mediae infirmae, its saf cel forms should naturally be expected
to follow the established pattern of the mediae infirmae; i.e., its
simple saf'el should appear as uSzlz (< iuszaHz) and its saf'el-pi'el
as usziz (< iusza"iz), both of which are characterized by vowellessness of the saf cel element s. As a matter of fact, the old language testifies to the existence of these forms only. According to
all available evidence, therefore, the form u-sa-zi-iz, found for
t h e first time in inscriptions of Assur-nasir-apli I I and his son
Sulmanu-asared I I I , represents a late development of those regular
safcel forms; for this reason it is to be stressed uSaziz, if derived
from the simple sa^el ilSziz, but usaziz, if derived from the safcelpi c el usziz. The inserted a is merely a secondary short vowel and
unstressed.
Nevertheless, it will be useful to disregard for a moment these
conclusions and consider briefly the question whether u-sa-zi-iz
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may not represent the form usaziz, from an original iusdz'iz
formed on the pattern of the strong verb safcel iusdpris. Such a
form might even be comparatively old, namely as old as the strong
verb pattern usdpris, which itself undoubtedly goes back to preAkkadian times. As a matter of fact, it must be considered as very
likely or almost certain t h a t at the time when Husdpris (instead of
*iu§paris) became the generally recognized form of the safcel of
the strong verb, the mediae infirmae too succumbed to the tendency to formasaf c el on the new pattern, i.e., as iusdmiit, iusazHz,
etc., which naturally would contract to (i)usdmit and (i)u$dziz.
However, there can be no doubt t h a t following the contraction
these forms were unable to survive alongside of the older forms
of the types uszlz and uszlz for any length of time, because stress
on a short open syllable preceded by another short open syllable
and followed by an unstressed long syllable is rather inconvenient.
Moreover, in those periods in which contracted syllables at the
end of a verbal form tended to attract the stress, usaziz would
become usaziz, whose s would soon again become vowelless by
elision of its now unstressed and unprotected a. Obviously, therefore, the form usaziz which we meet in the inscriptions of Assurnasir-apli I I and Sulmanu-asared I I I was not stressed usdziz.
Against such a stressing may be adduced also the fact t h a t no
similar form of any other verb mediae infirmae is found in the
inscriptions, although this fact by itself would by no means furnish
a conclusive argument.
On the other hand, as has been pointed out in chapter i, section 8,
parallels for the insertion of a short vowel after vowelless safcel s
are found in the strong verb safcel-picel forms usazd{n)nin and
usand(m)mara and also in the quadriliteral safcel forms useqelpu
and uSdbalkat and usabdlhit, which show the same word rhythm
as the safcel-picel forms. Obviously this is an indication t h a t
u-sa-zi-iz likewise represents a saf'el-pi'el form, i.e., usaziz, and
not the simple safcel form usaziz.
The insertion of the short a into the old uszlz is a development
counter to the tendency of Akkadian to elide short vowels in open
syllables preceded by another short and open syllable. In view
of the fact t h a t Akkadian had carried out this tendency almost
11*
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without exception, the insertion actually represents a retrogressive
development possible only at a time when the genuine Akkadian
tendency to vowel elision had been somewhat weakened by some
foreign factor. This latter, considering the historical possibilities,
consisted, no doubt, of the penetration into Akkadian territory
of some other Semitic dialect that did not elide short vowels or
even showed a tendency to fill in again, at least in certain rhythmic patterns, the gap created by elision. I t will be observed that
the case of usziz as developing into usaziz is completely analogous
to the replacing of Hebrew *siprim, the plural of *siprum (> sefer),
by *siparim (> *sifarim > *sifdrim > sefarim) or in Arabic the
replacing of *ardun(a), the plural of ydrdun, by yaraduna and of
*haiudtun, the plural of *Miuatun ([< *hdiiuatun] > haiiatun),
by haiaudtun. There is nothing to show that the influence of a
foreign Semitic idiom made itself felt on Akkadian to such a
degree that the genuine tendency to elision was completely replaced
by the tendencj' of the foreign idiom; where it did penetrate,
however, was at certain weak points of Akkadian, that is, where
Akkadians, or foreigners who spoke Akkadian, would find some
other difficulty. Such a difficulty was evidently felt in usziz or
usziz on account of the immediate neighborhood of the sibilant
s to the quite different sibilant z. This difficulty, however, immediately disappears if, as is the case in the secondary form usaziz or
usaziz here under discussion, the two sibilants are separated from
each other by the short vowel a. I t was, of course, the same
difficulty that in Cassite times led to the change of usziz or usziz
to ulzlz or ulziz; in these latter forms the difficulty was overcome
by changing the first sibilant s to the liquid I. The change of a to e
in the forms u-se-zi-iz and u-se-ziz found in the inscriptions of
Assur-nasir-apli II and Sulmanu-asared III corresponds, of course,
to the same change in the safcel as well as the picel forms of certain
strong verbs.

9 . DOUBLING OF THE FIRST RADICAL Z

The doubling of the first radical z of the verb *zdzu, to be discussed in this section, is not that doubling of the radical z which
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is due to the assimilation of a voweliess nifcal n to the following
first radical z, as found, e.g., in the regular nifcal present and
preterit forms izzdz < Hnzdz and izzlz < Hnzlz. This assimilation
and the resulting double consonant are quite regular and therefore
need no explanation. Here we shall be concerned exclusively with
those forms of *zdzu in which the added z is a secondary development and not the equivalent of any consonant of the basic form.
There is no doubt, e.g., that the doubling of the first z in the
causative form usazziz (usazzizzu, usezzlz, suzzlz, suzzuzu, etc.)
is of secondary origin, since the original basic form is *iu-s-zaHz,
or rather iu-s-zd^iz, which would not immediately develop into a
form usazziz with double z. As a matter of fact, the historical
evidence shows t h a t the forms usazziz, usezzlz, etc. are late.
Moreover, the form usazziz necessarily presupposes an already
existing form usazlz, in which separation of t h e saf cel § and the first
radical z by means of the vowel a actually makes it possible to
double the z. But this form, as we saw in the preceding section, is
itself an otherwise unusual secondary development and, moreover,
constitutes a marked deviation from the recognized principle of
vowel elision in Akkadian.
This last point, however, undoubtedly gives us the explanation
for t h e doubling of t h e first radical z in the forms here under
discussion. Since the a of the form usazlz is in conflict with the
tendency toward vowel elision in Akkadian and therefore under
ordinary circumstances would be likely to be dropped again sooner
or later, the doubling of the first radical z evidently served to
assure the preservation of the imperiled short vowel, since after
the doubling of the following consonant the law of vowel elision no
longer applies. As far as the rhythmic figure of the word form is
concerned, we may again point to a similar phenomenon in Hebrew. As shown by the Arabic gdmalun and gamlun, the basic form
of the word for "camel" in the Semitic languages is gamalun. The
plural of Hebrew gamdl, however, is gemallim (< *gamdllurri
< *gamdliim < ^gamalum), which rhythmically is the exact equivalent of usazziz. Note also such cases as qHannim and qHanna
from qatan (< *qdtanum) [and qdion < *qdtiimim%\\
hamissini
and hamissd from hames (< *hdmisum); etc. In Akkadian, such
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forms as rugummum,
buqurrum, sukunnum,
purussum,
and
nudunnum, which at first seem rather strange for a Semitic language, must undoubtedly be explained along the same lines; they
were no doubt originally plurale tantum's of infinitive forms of the
basis p(a)rus (in Hebrew qHol, qot(e)l-). That is to say, the development was as follows: {*nudnu or) *nudunu> *nudunnu, "givings,"
"gifts," > nudunnum (sg.) and nudunnd'um,1 "dower," "Mitgift."
Note t h a t t h e idea of plurality is inherent in the meanings of
practically all words of this formation; e.g., the dower, under
ordinary circumstances, consists of a large number of gifts.
Doubtlessly, however, the unusual development of usaziz to
usazziz was supported by an additional consideration. As far as the
meaning is concerned, the form usaziz (like the older uszlz, from
which it had developed) is the causative of the nif c al form izzlz
( < HdnzaHz); and it would not be surprising for the idea to arise
t h a t this logical relation to the nif cal should be made unmistakably
clear in the form of the causative, namely by the formative element
n, t h e sign of the nif c al. Influenced by this trend of thought, the
Babylonian was led to form a kind of nif cal saf^(-pi'el) Hu-sa-nzlz, whose n, being vowelless, was assimilated to the following first
radical z in the usual manner, the final form thus being usazziz.
I t is of course by no means necessary to assume t h a t the Babylonian actually thought of the n as expressing the nif cal idea; he
may quite as well have taken izzlz as the preterit of a quadriliteral
primae nun and therefore have considered the form usazziz as the
saf'el or safcel-pi*el of a verb *nz*z.
If now we turn to the infinitive, permansive, or permansive
adjective form suzzuzu (< suzuzu < *szd*uzu [or *sazyuzu]), it
must be conceded t h a t suzuzzu, the form from which it developed,
does not offer any immediate cause to double the first radical z,
since in it the short vowel u which precedes the first radical z
stands in the first syllable of the form and therefore is in no danger
of being elided. Still, the tendency to change the simple saf cel into
a saf'el of the nif'al form must have applied to the infinitive
suzuzzu no less than to the finite form usaziz; t h a t is, the nifcal n
1

On this form see pp. xi f.
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would have been missed (and consequently supplied) in the infinitive no less than in the finite form. Moreover, after the doubling
of the first radical in the finite form usazzlz had become a fixed
feature, it was only natural t h a t from there it should spread to
the infinitive and permansive forms for the simple reason t h a t
the saf cel was naturally conceived as a theme of uniform formation
in all of its forms. Therefore, after usaziz had changed to usazziz,
this would at once have forced the infinitive form suzuzu (suzuzzu)
to become suzzuzu (suzzuzzu) and similarly the imperative suzlz
to become suzziz.1
From what has been said concerning the principal causes of the
irregular doubling of the first radical it will readily be understood
t h a t this doubling should be restricted to the saf cel formations, for
obviously there is no logical need to insert a nifcal n in the nif'al
form. Nor is there any need to double the first radical in the nifcal
forms in order to preserve an imperiled vowel, since the short
vowel before the first radical either stands in the first syllable of
the word (cf. izlz, iziizzu, uzuzzu) or follows a double consonant
(as in the IV 2 form ittazlz). As a matter of fact, we find only two
nif c al forms with irregularly doubled first radical, namely uz-ztizi-im-ma (Thureau-Dangin, RHCS, 1. 57) and uz-za-uz-zu (reference
unfortunately lost), and it is not unlikely t h a t in both of these
cases t h e deviation from the ordinary form uzuzzu is due merely
to some kind of confusion caused by the fact t h a t in late times the
formation of the infinitive uzuzzu was no longer fully understood. For
the form with doubled z actually represents a kind of nifcal-nifcal,
a case similar to t h a t of nanzuzzu, which is discussed in the following section. On the other hand, it is not impossible that the
doubling of the first radical in uz-zu-zi-im-ma and ttz-za-uz-zu is
due to stress conditions. The correct form iizuzzimma with main
stress on the syllable zim would offer some real difficulty in
pronunciation, inasmuch as the short open syllable at the beginning has the secondary stress, while the following closed, and therefore long, syllable zuz is unstressed. The natural tendency in
Akkadian, however, is to double a single consonant after a short
On suzzuzu as t-iorm see following footnote.
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stressed vowel and, vice versa, to change a double consonant to a
single consonant after a short unstressed vowel, i.e., to pronounce
uzuzzimma as uzzuzimma.
Similarly, the doubling of the first
radical z in uz-za-uz~zu may be due t o the stressing of the short u
at the beginning of the form; for if uz-za-uz-zu is not merely
a mistake for u-zu-uz-zu, but renders an actually existing vernacular form u(z)za'uzzu, which would be a parallel to the forms
izza'dzzu and irtfabbu discussed in section 7 (pp. 126f.), the short u
would in this case, too, bear the secondary stress. 1
10. NASALIZATION OF THE FIRST RADICAL Z

Among the forms of *zdzu t h a t show a vowelless n before the
first radical z, the late and corrupted form of the participle of IV 1,
manzdz (the word is found in the construct state only), is the only
one in which the n represents a formative element of the regular or original formation scheme of the verb *zdzu, namely the
nif c al n, as may be seen from an analysis of the original form of
the participle from which manzdz developed, namely *munza*zum
< *mu-n-zaHz-um. I n order to avoid any possible misunderstanding, it must be carefully noted that, as above stated, the n of
manzazu merely represents, but is not actually itself, the old nif cal n.
For, as already mentioned, manzdz, a t least as far as the evidence
of the written language goes, is a late form, whereas the older
form used, e.g., at the time of Hammurabi, is mu(z)zdz (written
mu-za-az), which, in conformity with the rule that in the Akkadian
of t h a t time a vowelless n is assimilated to t h e following consonant,
assimilates its vowelless nif<al n to t h e first radical z. Obviously,
therefore, the n of manzdz is due to the process, so common in Late
Akkadian, of dissimilation of a double sonant (in our case zz) into
nasal + sonant (in our case nz); in other words, manzdz, or its
more original form *munzdz, originated from muzzdz exactly as,
1

Taken by themselves, uzzuzzu and suzzuzu could well be IV 2 and
I I I 2 forms originating from *(n)itzdyuzu (< *ntzd?uzum) and *sutzdyuzu
(< *stzdyuzum). However, as far as I can see at present, the context in
which the forms occur does not permit such an assumption. The t would of
course be the nonsyntactical, phrasal t, which, however, it would be
difficult to explain in the cases concerned.
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e.g., the late forms indndin, indmbi, and indmsar originated from
indddin, indbbi, and indssar. The complete historical development
of manzdz is therefore (in reversed order): manzdz (< *munzdz)
< muzzdz < *munzdz, a development corresponding, e.g., to that
of imbi < ibbi < *inbi, "he called."
In all of the other forms of *zdzu which show a nasal before their
first z, namely the I I I 2 form ussanziz, the IV 1 permansive form
nanzuz, the IV 3 present form ittanamzaz, the IV/IV 1 form
innanztz, and the nomen loci of *zdzu, manzdzu, the nasal cannot
be traced back to any formative element, but is clearly a secondary
addition to the more original and regular forms ustaziz (< *iustzaHz), nazuz (< *nzdyuz), ittanazdz (< *iantnzd'az),
Hnnazlz
(< **iannzaHz),
and mazdzu ([< *maz*azu] < *mazd*azum).
Superficially, therefore, it might seem t h a t the inserted nasal
represents merely what we may describe as a nasalization of the
following consonant, this term to be understood as denoting the
placing of an n before a consonant merely for the sake of euphony,
facilitation of pronunciation, etc. As a matter of fact, however, no
such nasalization as t h a t described above exists in Akkadian;
the t r u t h is t h a t wherever a nasalization seems to take place in
Akkadian, the combination nasal 4- consonant has developed
from, and is the equivalent of, a double consonant. Obviously,
therefore, the forms enumerated above, which because of the
presence of the n may conveniently be called nasalizing forms, go
back to, or presuppose as their prototypes, forms with doubled
first radical, i.e., the forms ustazzlz, *nazzilz, *ittanazzdz, *innazziz,
and *mazzdzu; in other words, they merely represent a further
development of t h e phenomenon discussed in the preceding section.
A t least at the outset, therefore, our present task will consist of
merely examining the nasalizing from the viewpoint of the results
obtained in t h a t section.
I t will be remembered t h a t there the attempt was made to explain the development of the form usazziz from the older usazlz,
which itself had developed from an even older usziz. To recapitulate,
the form usazziz was found to be the result of two concurring
tendencies, namely (1) to save the secondary a inserted immediately
before the first radical from elision by means of doubling the first
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radical and (2) to achieve a certain adjustment between formation
and meaning by converting the safcel us(a)ztz into a saf'el-nif^al
*usanziz. The first of these tendencies, however, can have been
a t work in the development of only one of the nasalizing forms
enumerated above, namely the IV 3 present ittanamzaz (< ittananzaz) < Httanazaz (< *ittanzdz < Httazzdz < Hiianzdz < *iantnzd'az); for only this form inserts before the first radical z a
secondary short vowel a, which was liable to elision. 1 The second
tendency, on the other hand, can have been at work, at least
originally, only in the development of the nomen loci manzdzu
from the original mazdzu; for all other nasalizing forms, namely
(if we momentarily disregard ussanziz2) ittanamzaz (< Hntanazdz),
nanzuz (< nazuz), and innanziz (< Hnnaziz), were already nif'al
forms before the nasalization of the first radical z. I n the forms
nanzuz and innanziz, finally, neither of the two tendencies can have
been operative; for they were real nifcal forms before their nasalization and also did not contain any secondary vowel to be
guarded from elision. If, nevertheless, these forms too underwent
the process of nasalization, this can be explained only by the
assumption t h a t after nasalization or doubling of the first radical
had become a recognized feature of those forms t h a t offered some
actual phonetic or logical cause for t h a t process, it spread, by mere
analogy, even to forms which, at least originally, did not offer any
cause for it. From this deduction it follows t h a t in comparison,
e.g., with the substantive manzdzu, which can be explained as the
nomen loci of the nifcal or quadriliteral verb nz% the nasalized
nif c al form nanzuz was a relatively much younger form — a conclusion which seems to be corroborated by the fact t h a t in texts of
the Hammurabi period the nasalizing form manzdzu is found along1

Note, however, that as a late form ittanamzaz evidently already
presupposes iantndz'az instead of iantnzd'az as its immediate basic form.
I t s pronunciation was therefore ittandmzaz with stress on the penult, in
conformity with the tendency of later Akkadian to stress the present forms
of certain longer formations, like their preterits, on the original antepenult;
cf. ittandpras (< *iantpdras) in IV 3 of the strong verb, and especially in
the quadriJiteral verb the change of the old pattern for present and preterit
ibbaldkkat / ibbdlkit (later ibbaldlckit / ibbdlkit) to ibbdlkat / ibbdlkit.
2
See pp. 152f.
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side of mazdzu, but no example of the form nanzuz is found
alongside of nazuz, provided, of course, t h a t the scanty material
from this period correctly reflects the relative frequency of the
forms at t h a t time. 1
Owiiig to the fact t h a t in the minds of a great portion of the
Akkadian population the nasalization of the first radical 2 in a
number of *zdzu forms was associated with the idea t h a t the nasal
represented a nif cal n, it was t o be expected t h a t the nasalizing n
of the nifcal form nanzuz (that is, its second n) would likewise be
regarded as a nifcal n. I n other words, nanzuz (< nazuz) would be
conceived, at least by some parts of the Akkadian population, as a
kind of nif 'al-nif c al. T h a t this conception, strange as it may seem,
did exist is definitely proved by the form innanzlz (written in-naan-zi-iz) given by the Crozer tablet among the forms of the verb
uzuzzu. I n this form the first n corresponds to the nifcal n of the
forms izzdz (< Hnzdz) and nazuz; t h e s e c o n d s , immediately after
the first n, to the second n of nanzuz^Yi&t is, to the old nasalization;
and the third n, immediately before the z, represents a new, t h a t
is, a second, nasalization of the first radical z. I t must be borne in
mind, however, t h a t the conception of a nif'al-nif'al obviously
related only to the formation, not to the meaning of the form;
instead of as a nif c al-nif c al of *zdzu the form may therefore more
appropriately be designated as the nasalizing nif'al form of a
secondary quadriliteral verb nz'z, derived from the old nifcal of
*zdzu. Note t h a t the development of a nifcal form of such a verb
nz*z is merely a parallel to, or, it may even be said, a repetition of,
the process t h a t changed, or was thought to have changed, the old
intransitive Hzdz into the nifcal form izzdz.
As hinted in several places, dissimilation of double sonants into
nasal and sonant can be observed as a generally recognized feature
of written Akkadian only since the Cassite time. For instance, the
recognized form of the present of naddnu during the Hammurabi
period is indddin, written i-na-ad-di-in or i-na-di-in; the nasalized
indndin, written i-na-an-din etc., is frequently found, in addition
1
An absolute statement on this point is hardly possible for the time
being, since the form nazuz occurs in just one text, namely the Crozer
grammatical text mentioned in some of the earlier sections.
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to indddin, only since the Cassite period; while the form indmdin,
written i-nam-din etc., comes into use at a still later period. Note,
however, t h a t the nasalized forms manzdzu and innanzlz occur as
early as the Hammurabi period. To this period belongs also the
nasalized nif'al permansive adjective na-an-ze-rum, "the hated
one," "a man who is disliked," in the school practice tablet H G T ,
No. 145, col. 1 4 , for which col. 2, which repeats col. 1, gives the
non-nasalized na-ze-rum.1 Moreover, in a letter of King Rim-Sin
of Larsa in the collections of the Oriental Institute, the form
anandihkunusim,
" I shall give to you," i.e., the nasalizing form
of the present of naddnu with dative suffix of the second person
plural, is found twice. This early occurrence of the nasalization is
easily explained, for it is a general observation t h a t grammatical
or phonetic features which in the written language appear or
become common only at a given time have already existed before,
and sometimes long before, t h a t time in the language of the
common people. Thus, as shown by the examples cited above,
nasalization existed as early as the Hammurabi period, but, to
judge from its rare occurrence, it had not yet been accepted as a
feature of the written language of t h a t period, although it did
occasionally and under especially favorable conditions make its
way from the vulgar tongue into the literary language even at t h a t
early time. Note on the one hand, t h a t the verbs from which the
nasalized forms enumerated above are derived, i. e., uzuzzu,
"to stand," naddnu, "to give," and zdru, "to dislike," "not to
like," are among those most frequently used in everyday speech,
and t h a t vulgar forms of such verbs are likely to make their entry
into the written language much faster t h a n those of verbs less
frequently used. To what extent, however, nasalization at the
time of Hammurabi, in spite of its rare occurrence in the written
language, must have been a feature of the vulgar language can
easily be estimated from the form innanzlz, which, as pointed out
above, is a nif cal-nif cal of *zdzu or a nif cal of the quadriliteral verb
*nz*z\ for the fact t h a t such a formation could develop can be
1

Col. 1 gives lii-sa-hul-AG, but col. 2 gives l u : s a - l m l - g i 1 7 , as the
Sumerian equivalent of nanzerum and nazerum; evidently both should be
emended to l u - s a - l m l - g i 1 7 - a k a .
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explained only on the assumption t h a t in the vulgar language of
t h a t time nasalization of forms of the verb *zazu had become so
frequent and so common t h a t the nasal was regarded as a part of
the verbal root or as a verbal formative element necessary to
establish the proper meaning of the verb. Note, furthermore, that
the form Hnnazlz, which was the immediate result of the development just described; wTas again nasalized and thus changed into
innanziz, obviously because it was felt t h a t nasalization of the first
radical z was an indispensable prerequisite of the forms of *zdzu.x
These observations make it evident that the form innanzlz is
actually a "doubly" vulgar form; i.e., it underwent twice the
process of nasalization which at t h a t time was still unrecognized
in the literary language. As a matter of fact, its quotation by the
compiler of the paradigm on the Crozer tablet, who, except perhaps
for t h e preference given to the younger permansiye form nazuz,
avoids all vulgar forms, can be explained only on the assumption
t h a t he was at a loss how to express the nuance of meaning of the
Sumerian form or how to parallel its formation by means of one
of the recognized forms of the Akkadian verb *zazu. But when for
the reason just stated he did choose a vulgar form, it was natural
for him to take it in exactly the form in which it appeared in the
vulgar language of his time, i.e., in the nasalized form innanzlz,
and to make no attempt whatever to give it a more literary
appearance by omitting the nasalizing consonant and changing it
to the less vulgar form Hnnaziz.
The state of affairs in the Hammurabi period as described in the
preceding paragraphs makes it apparent also t h a t nasalization of
t h e sonants cannot have been a comparatively recent development
1
Unfortunately the indistinctness of the last sign in oby., 1. 3 (actually
case 2) of the Nippur school practice tablet HGT, No. 140 (perhaps en
superinscribed on another sign, or some other sign over an erasure ?), makes
it impossible, at least for the present, to decide whether ne-en-si-... is
another nasalizing form illustrative of the vernacular language of the
Hammurabi period. I t may be pointed out t h a t presumably some of the
school practice tablets of the Hammurabi period, namely those on which
the pupils translated into Akkadian Sumerian verb and noun forms
dictated to them by their teachers, may become an important source for
our knowledge of .the vernacular language of that time.
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in the vulgar language of t h a t time, b u t on the contrary m u s t go
back to a considerably earlier period, although the question as to
how far back in time it actually m a y go cannot easily be answered.
For since we have no inscriptional material for the vulgar language
of the earlier periods, the only fact t o guide us is the certainty
t h a t the tendency toward nasalization in Akkadian, the only
Semitic idiom in which this phenomenon appears as a regular
feature of the language, cannot have sprung up independently
from, or a t least cannot have developed unaffected by, the same
phenomenon to be noted in Sumerian, the language with which
Akkadian had the closest contact and by which it was influenced
in many other respects. Note t h a t in both languages the conditions
for nasalization, especially with regard to the consonants before
which nasalization is found, are either identical or very similar.
For instance, nasalization is found in Sumerian, as shown in § 48
of m y Sumerian grammar, and likewise in Akkadian, before the
voiced explosives 6, g, and d; compare, e.g., Sumerian a m b a r ,
h e n b u r , n i m g i r , d i n g i r , s a n g u , k e n g i ( r ) (or s e n g e ( r ) ? ) ,
b a n d a , and n i n d a and, on the other hand, Akkadian inambi,
namgdru, pungulu (< puqqulu), and inandin (inamdin).
Before
z and s compare m u n z u (< m u - z u , " t h y name"), h e n z e r or
h e n s e r (written h e - e n - s i - e r and h e - e n - s i r ) , and m u n s u b
(variant of m u n s u b ) and, on the other hand, inamzar, kunzubu,
and inamsar; before k compare e.g. k a n k a l (< k i - k a l ) in Sumerian
and usamkar in Akkadian. Since it is hardly to be doubted
t h a t this tendency toward nasalization originated not in Akkadian
but in Sumerian — for outside of Akkadian, as just mentioned,
none of the Semitic languages shows this tendency t o any extent —
it m a y be assumed t h a t the tendency in vulgar Akkadian toward
nasalization dates from the very time when Sumerian developed
this tendency, or, if this tendency should prove to have been an
old feature of Sumerian, from the period when the Akkadians first
came in contact with Sumerian. Unfortunately, however, attempts
to trace nasalization for Sumerian in t h e really Sumerian periods,
t h a t is, those periods in which it actually was spoken, meet with
considerable difficulty. For statements concerning the pronunciation of Sumerian words are found, as a rule, only in sign lists,
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syllabaries, vocabularies, etc. t h a t date from post-Sumerian times,
the oldest of those at our disposal up to th6 present being not earlier
than approximately the time of the Isin dynasty. Moreover, it
must be remembered t h a t Sumerian, at the time when it was
actually spoken in Babylonia, as a rule dropped the consonants
(especially such comparatively weak consonants as the nasals) at
the end of a syllable, and nasalization therefore would seem to
have been virtually excluded in the truly Sumerian period, since
the nasalizing consonant would always be the final consonant of
a syllable. Nevertheless, the fact that during the third dynasty of
Ur and in the following post-Sumerian periods many of the
dropped consonants were restored, and especially the fact that
even in the Sumerian period the elided consonants were treated
grammatically as still unelided and occasionally were even
written, 1 clearly indicate t h a t even in old Sumerian a consonant
was not wholly elided but evidently continued to exist at least in
the form of a hiatus, a doubling of the following consonant, etc.
Especially in the case of elided nasals do we have to envisage the
possibility that the preceding vowel had a sort of nasal pronunciation. I t therefore seems quite reasonable to assume that even
in Old Sumerian there existed something corresponding to the
nasalization of certain consonants, namely a kind of hiatus before
the consonant concerned, a doubling of this consonant, or a nasal
pronunciation of the vowel preceding the consonant. But the
tendency to pronounce a regular nasal before these consonants
cannot have made itself felt vigorously, at least in literary Sumerian, until the movement just mentioned, which led to the
reinsertion of the lost consonants, arose, i.e., during the dynasty
of Ur or in a somewhat earlier time, as may be inferred, for instance, from the comparatively frequent occurrence of the form
i n - d u - a in the inscriptions of Gudea (e.g. in Battle Mace, 1. 9).
Judging from our observations concerning the early occurrence
of nasalization in vernacular Akkadian, however, we may conclude
t h a t in vernacular Sumerian, too, actual nasalization existed already in a much earlier period, and t h a t even in t h a t early time it
1

Of. e.g. 5 u 4 a n - d u 6 K A a n - g a l , Eannatum, Stela of Vultures, obv.,
col. ll^f,, with 28 u 4 a - d u 29 KA a - g a l , ibid., rev., col. 52gf.
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exercised some influence on t h e spoken language of the educated
classes, however much these m a y have tried to speak the language
of the inscriptions. Of great importance in this respect must
certainly have been the annihilation or reduction of t h e Sumerian
upper classes by the kings of Akkad, as a result of which the
Sumerian lower classes, and with them the vulgar Sumerian
language, were brought into t h e foreground.
The events of t h a t time also marked the beginning of the
Akkadianization of the Sumerian South, a process which in the
course of the next centuries was completed b y a new influx of
Semites from Arabia and on t h e other hand by the gradual adoption of Akkadian as their language by the Sumerian population.
Since these Akkadianized Sumerians would speak the adopted
language more or less with phonetic peculiarities of their former
tongue, many of these peculiarities, and among them t h e tendency
toward nasalization of certain consonants, will have been transferred to Akkadian, at least to the vulgar Akkadian of that region.
I n view of t h e foregoing, therefore, the time when the tendency
for nasalization originated in spoken everyday Akkadian m a y be
fixed approximately after the middle of t h e third millennium B.C.
I t will be noted t h a t the interrelations, as sketched above, between
Sumerian and Akkadian with regard to nasalization give us a
good explanation for the fact t h a t the latter is primarily characteristic of the Babylonian dialect, for it was only this dialect t h a t
in the historical period still had immediate contact with Sumerian.
I n Akkadian, however, as pointed out above, nasalization of a
consonant was by no means an independent phenomenon, but
replaced a more original doubling of that consonant. I t occurred,
moreover, primarily in cases where the doubling was of secondary
origin, as e.g. in t h e present form ipdrras < ipdras, where the
doubling was due to the peculiar stressing of the present tense.
I t is pertinent, therefore, to touch briefly the question how the
doubling, the precursor of t h e nasalization, compares with the
interrelations just pointed out between nasalization in Sumerian
on the one hand and in Akkadian on the other hand. Since the
doubling of a single consonant after a short stressed vowel is
likewise not found, at least to a n y large extent, in the other
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Semitic languages,1 the presence of this feature in Akkadian must
again be due to the influence of Sumerian, in which as a rule every
consonant can be doubled or sharpened if the immediately preceding vowel is stressed — a peculiarity which, to judge from all
indications, must go back to the earliest prehistoric periods of
Sumerian. This feature was taken over by the Akkadians from
Sumerian probably already at the time when they immigrated into
Babylonia, but most likely it had already been a characteristic of
the Semitic idiom spoken in Babylonia before the immigration of
the Akkadians.2 At any rate, it must have been adopted long
before the tendency toward nasalization took hold of Sumerian.
With the recognition of these interrelations between Sumerian
and Akkadian we obtain a twofold parallel, namely (1) between
the secondary doubling of consonants in older Sumerian and the
secondary doubling of the middle radical, at least in the present
tense, in the older stages of Akkadian and (2) between the dissolution of the doubling into nasal and consonant in later Sumerian
and the same phenomenon in later Akkadian. The latter parallel
existed for a long period between late Sumerian and vulgar
Akkadian only; owing to the great conservativeness of the written
language it took approximately half a millennium before the
influence exercised by Sumerian took effect in written Akkadian.
If now we return to the discussion of the nasalization in the verb
*zazu, it should not be overlooked that certain forms of this verb
appear only in the nasalized form, and never with doubled first
1

Only Hebrew, in a measure, shows this feature in the cases referred to
on p p . 128f. and 139. Hebrew, furthermore, offers a parallel to the phenomenon here under discussion (i.e., the doubling of any consonant following
a stressed vowel) in its tendency to lengthen the stressed vowel, the result
being in either case a long stressed syllable instead of the former short
stressed syllable. Note that the same peculiarity is found in Sumerian. Its
existence in Hebrew is of course likewise due to the influence of some
foreign idiom; it is to be remembered that Hebrew as well as Akkadian
occupied a position on the borders of the territorial domain of the Semitic
languages, where of course they were more likely to come in contact with,
and t o be exposed to the influence of, foreign idioms.
2
The people speaking t h a t pre-Akkadian idiom may have been the
Martu.
12
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radical, in spite of the fact t h a t nasalization was meant to replace
the double consonant. Thus we find nanzuzzu, but no *nazzuzzu;
ittanamzaz, but no *ittanazzdz; innanziz,but
no Hnnazziz; manzdzu, but no *mazzdzu. Nor is this problem satisfactorily explained
b y t h e assumption t h a t these forms passed from the spoken
language into the written language at a time when the former had
already completely carried through nasalization instead of doubling. For the fact remains t h a t it is only in certain cases t h a t we
find nasalization and no doubling, while in others the opposite is
true, i.e., t h a t we find only the doubling of the first radical, but
not nasalization. For a case of the latter kind compare e.g. usazzlz,
which is not paralleled by an ^usanzlz.1 Now it will be observed
t h a t all of those forms which show nasalization 2 have this in
common: The last consonant before the nasal (more accurately,
t h e consonant immediately before the short vowel t h a t separates
it from the nasalizing consonant) is again a nasal, namely either
the dental nasal n or the labial nasal m; compare nanzuz, innanziz,
ittanamzaz, manzdzu, as well as the late participial form nianzdz
(instead of muzzdz). I t is quite obvious, then, t h a t this preceding
nasal was not only the cause for the change of the doubled first
radical z to nz in certain forms of the verb *zdzu, but also
the condition, o r a t least one of the conditions, under which
this change could take place. Nor does this observation apply
merely to forms of *zdzu; it is actually a general rule for
nasalization, 3 as can easily be seen from a juxtaposition
of the nasalizing forms inandin
{inamdin), inambi,
inanzar,
inamsar, imangur, irnandad, umandu, unambi, immangar,
innandar (innamdar), nandur, nandi, nanzerum, ittanamdi,
ittananbit,
issanundu, mandattu, etc. and t h e doubling forms isabbat, ilabbin,
iqabbi, isaddir, ireddi, etc., for which we never find **isambat,
**ilambin, **iqambi, **isandir, **irendi, etc. 4 I t must be pointed
1

Note, however, the Late Assyrian I I I 2 form us-sa-an-zi-sa-an~nit
Again with the exception of us-sa-an-zi-sa-an-ni; cf. also the remarks
on manzanzu in sec. 11.
3
As far as I can see, all of these points have completely escaped observation hitherto.
4
Note also the nasalization in the 13 infinitive and permansive forms
mitangugu, itanbutu (< *nitanbutu), itanb/puhu (< *nitanpuhu), etc. from
2
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out, however, if only to avoid any possible misunderstanding,
t h a t the observations made in this paragraph trace only one single
(though clearly the most important and most original) line of t h e
development toward nasalization in Akkadian. That in some
periods of the long development of the Akkadian idiom there were
at work still other factors t h a t likewise led to nasalization, can
easily be seen from such nasalizing forms as pungulu,
kunzubu,
usanbit, Sundulu, zumbu, tuzambab, sumbu, sindu, and even imbi
(against iddin, iddi, issur, etc.). From these few examples it is,
e.g., evident t h a t the presence of a labial had some similar bearing,,
at least in the later periods, on nasalization. I t would, however,
lead us far beyond the limitis of this investigation to examine
thoroughly these and similar points which do not have a direct
bearing on the forms of *zdzu, although it must be admitted t h a t
there is an imperative need for an investigation of this kind, and
especially one t h a t distinguishes the various tendencies and developments t h a t marked the Akkadian language in its different
periods and localities.
To illustrate t h e importance of the last point we may turn for
a moment to the I I I 2 form ussanzi{s)sdnni which is a nasalized
form of uzuzzu not complying with the rule t h a t precedence
of a nasal is a necessary condition for nasalization. The form is late
and occurs just once in the Assyrian letters of the Sargonid
period. At t h a t time evidently the tendency toward nasalization had already progressed to such a point that, at least in
especially vernacular language, precedence of a nasal was no
longer a condition for its occurrence. Note also t h a t in ussanzi(s)sdnni the short vowel before the nasalization is stressed, a fact
which, if the following first radical were not nasalized, would
naturally cause it to be doubled and would thus at least prepare
a basis for the nasalization of the first radical.
I n the late form ittanamzdz, finally, the change of the nasalizing
consonant from n to m is of course due to a tendency to dissimilate
verbs primae m and n, to be compared with such forms as titabbu from
tebu. I n these special cases the nasal exercises its influence in spite of
the intervening Z of the formative element tn, and in the case of the verbs.
primae n in spite of the fact that the n has been dropped.
12*
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this nasal from the n beginning the syllable; for this process
compare e.g. the similar tn-forms ittanamdi and ittanamdar as well
as the I 1 presents inamdin and inamsar. Note the similar dissimilation in Sumerian n i m g i r (ES l i b i r , l i g i r ) , "warden," "guardian," as compared with d i n g i r ( d i g i r ) , "god." I n Akkadian this
tendency, however, is not operative in those cases where the n of
the preceding syllable stands a t the beginning of the form; we
find, therefore, only nanzu(z)zu, nanzuzzat, etc. and (outside of
*zazu) nanduru, nandi, etc., never *namzuz, *ndmdur, or *namdi.
Such forms as nambatu (< manbatu), namba'u (< manba'u), etc.
are not really exceptions, since in all these cases (as also in imbi
etc.) the labial nasal m is the result of a partial assimilation of the
dental nasal to the following labial explosive b.

1 1 . NASALIZATION OF THE LAST RADICAL Z

To date, nasalization of the last radical z has been found only
in the nomen loci manzanzu (written ma-an-za-an-zu),
"stand,"
in lines 8 and 13 of column a of the vocabulary 79-7-8, 170
(Meissner, Suppl., PL 26, and Meek, RA X V I I 188). I t is to be
noted, however, t h a t only the t e x t as it was originally written by
t h e scribe who first drew it up or copied it from an older original
had the word in this form, for in both lines the sign for an was
afterward erased. The fact that the scribe wrote manzanzu in two
places is conclusive proof that the insertion of the an was not due
simply to a slip, but t h a t a nasalized form manzanzu (< *manzazzu
< manzdzu < mazdzu) actually existed. Obviously, this form
belonged to t h e vernacular language, as is shown by the fact t h a t
with the usual revision or checkup of the text it was promptly
erased by the scribe who did the revising. As in many, indeed as
in most, other cases, the tablet had evidently been written by
a young and more or less inexperienced scribe ( d u b s a r - t u r ) ,
who, moreover, was not yet well versed in the discernment of
classical and vernacular forms; the revising, on the other hand,
was usually done by the teacher, who of course knew better than
his pupils which forms were permissible according to good standards, or indeed who himself set u p these standards. The incident,
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however trivial it m a y seem on superficial examination, is actually
of very great importance for our conception of vernacular Akkadian
and its relation to the written language; for, as has been shown
at the end of section 10, nasalization of a voiced sound such as z,
or, rather, dissolution of a double voiced consonant into n + voiced
consonant, was admitted to the written language only when t h e
consonant in question was preceded by nasal + vowel, as, e.g.,
na, ma, nu, or ne. I n t h e case of t h e old mazdzu this condition
was fulfilled only for t h e first z, and the originally vernacular
form manzdzu had therefore long ago become an accepted form of
the written language. The accidental preservation of the form
manzanzu (< *manzazzu < manzdzu) proves, however, t h a t the
vernacular of the time when the text was copied had adopted
nasalization beyond the boundaries drawn by the rule referred to
above. We shall therefore be quite justified in assuming t h a t a very
extreme vernacular Akkadian of the latest period m a y also have
had such forms as izzdnzu for izzdzzu (< Hanzd^azu), forms which,
however, we probably shall never find on any document except
perhaps through some occasional slip of an inexperienced scribe,
since even the scribes of the latest periods would have considered
writing such extreme vernacular forms altogether beneath the
standards of their profession.

1 2 . FIRST RADICALS S AND t INSTEAD OF Z

The replacement of the first radical z in certain forms of *zdzu
by # i s decidedly a Babylonian development; its replacement by t,
on the other hand, is decidedly an Assyrian development, as can
readily be seen from the distribution of the forms in inscriptions
whose Babylonian or Assyrian origins are known to us. For instance, in the letters from t h e Sargonid period published by Harper
forms with s occur only in those letters which are written in
Babylonian characters or which, although written in Assyrian
script, are proved to be of Babylonian origin by certain linguistic
peculiarities found only in Babylonian Akkadian; the forms with
t, on the other hand, occur only in letters written in Assyrian
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script and frequently showing additional features of unmistakably
Assyrian character. 1
a) The oldest forms with s t h a t have been found to date are the
IV 2 forms it-ta-si-iz (col. 142), "he stood," and it-ta-si-iz-zu, "they
stood" (col. 120), in t h e kudurru inscription of Nabu-kudurriusur I (King, BBSt, pp. 31 ff.). Other forms of the same formation
are at-ta-Si-iz (Harper, ABL, No. 520, rev. 13 ), ta-at-ta-si-iz (TC X I I I
1675), it-ta-si-iz-zu (Harper, ABL, No. 280, rev. 20 ), ta-at-ta-Si-izza-a? (ibid,, No. 281, obv. 31 ), etc. The change from z to s is found
also in the IV 1 permansive and infinitive forms usuz, usuzzu, etc.,
forms t h a t occur most frequently 2 in the Neo-Babylonian period.
Compare, e.g., for the infinitive the frequently used phrase i-na
u-su-uz-zu sd x (i-na u-su-uz-zi-su-nu, etc.), the phrase eli na-ki-re
u-su-uz-zu i-na li-i-ti (Antiochus I, 5 R 66, col. 127), etc. Permansive
forms found in the texts are u-Su-uz-za-ku, u~su-uz-za(-a)-ta, u-suuz-za-ti, u-su-uz-za-nu, u-su-uz-zu(-uy), u-su-uz-za(-a^), etc. As a
matter of fact, the IV 1 infinitive and permansive forms with s
may be regarded as the usual forms of the Neo-Babylonian period.
Outside of the IV 1 infinitive and permansive and the IV 2
preterit, however, no form with s instead of z as first radical has
been found.
6) As far as I know, Assyrian forms of the verb uzuzzu with t
instead of z as first radical have not been found up to the present
in inscriptions earlier t h a n the Sargonid period, i.e., the period of
the last kings of Assyria, beginning with Sarru-kin I I ; moreover,
they are found only in the letters, reports, etc. of t h a t period.
Before discussing these peculiar forms it will, however, be necessary to establish their identity — a task which in part of the cases
has not yet been satisfactorily achieved. As a matter of fact, this
task, at least on the surface, meets with numerous difficulties. For
not only does the change of the first radical z to t in conjunction
with the infixed formative t, and with the assimilation of the nif c al
n to the latter, result in a somewhat confusing accumulation of
1

See the list and classification of these features in Ylvisaker, Zur
babylonischen und assyrischen Grammatik, pp. 38f.
2
I n the texts utilized for this investigation, altogether 93 times.
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^-sounds, 1 but, in addition, certain peculiarities of the orthography
employed in those late letters, e.g. the custom of writing vowelless
consonants with an added vowel or the custom of writing double
consonants with one consonant only, frequently prevent the
prompt recognition of the form.
a) I t is comparatively easy to recognize the following IV 1
imperative forms: singular: i-ti-iz, '"stand!" (Harper, ABL,
No. 523, rev. 10 ), for iziz (<nzdHz); plural: i-ti-is-sa (ibid., No. 543,
obv. 7 ; No. 561, rev. 15 ) and i-ti-sa (ibid., No. 129, rev. 10 ), "stand
y e ! " for izizzd or iziza (< nzdHzd). Hitherto these imperatives
have been taken as £-forms of uzuzzu ;2 but t h a t they belong to I V 1 ,
i.e., t h a t they are simple nif'al forms, cannot be questioned. For
the fact is t h a t the imperatives of the ^-formations are formed only
of those verbs whose Z-forms have developed a meaning different
from t h a t of the simple formation, as, e.g., mithusu, "to fight"
(originally "to strike each other"), 3 atluku, "to go away," "to
leave" (originally "to go for oneself" etc.). 4 I n all the imperatives
just listed, however, the meaning of the verb, to judge from the
context, is simply "to stand." Note also t h a t the compiler of the
paradigm for g u b = uzuzzu on the Crozer tablet, although he
parallels each form of the simple preterit themes izzlz and usziz
with the corresponding forms of the Z-theme preterits itiazlz and
ustaziz, does not similarly parallel the imperative themes izlz and
suzlz with 2-forms, a sure indication t h a t the Babylonians did not
attribute to thej-form of uzuzzu a special meaning (e.g. t h a t of
German "beiseite stehen," "von etwas abstehen," etc.), but used
it only in its syntactical meaning to denote previousness, an idea
t h a t naturally can be connected only with the preterit. Although
the facts set forth in the preceding.are sufficient to disprove the
1

Behrens (Assyrisch-babylonische Briefe kultischen Inhalts, p . 76, n.l)
for this reason believed t h a t some of the IV 2 forms might be I 4 forms,
i.e., forms with inserted -ta-ta-.
2
Cf. Ylvisaker (op. tit., p . 39), who lists them as I 2 forms of nazdzu
(probably assuming a basic form **nitzaz — **nittaz after I 2 pitras).
Behrens (loc. cit.) took i-ti-sa (though with question mark) for **ittezaz
with apocope of the last z.
3
See pp. 13f.
4
See p . 18.
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assumption t h a t the imperatives under discussion are £-forms7
note, nevertheless, as an additional proof for their IV 1 character,
the parallelisms in Harper, ABL, No. 523, between the preterit
forms ta-ti-ti-iz (IV 2) and ta-at-ta-sar (I 2) in r e v . 4 f , on the one
hand, and i-ti-iz (imperative IV 1) and u~sur (imperative I I ) ,
ibid., 11. 10 f., on the other hand; 1 the coupling of i-ti-iz with the
I 1 form usur shows t h a t it too is not a i-form, just as t h e coupling,
in the preceding lines, of the preterit ta-ti-ti-iz with the I 2 form
ta-at-ta-sar shows t h a t the former too is a Z-form. I n conformity
with this IV 2 preterit ittitiz, the imperative of IV 2, if it existed,
would be *ititiz, not itiz.
Especial attention must be called to the doubling of the last
radical s (for z) in i-ti-is-sa, i.e., itissa, which proves t h a t at least
in the plural forms of the imperative the stress was on the contracted (here, however, shortened) vowel between the first and
third radicals, exactly as in izizza,
(3) Of the IV 2 forms, the 2d singular ta-ti-ti-iz in Harper, ABL,
No. 523, rev. 4 , which according to the context 2 must have the
preterit meaning "thou hast stood," is proved to be a /-form, as
already mentioned, b y its parallelism with the I 2 form ta-at-tasar, "thou hast watched" (1. 5). I t therefore corresponds to the
Babylonian IV 2 preterit forms ittaziz and ittaslz (< HantzaHz)?
The same may be said of the 3d person singular it-ti-ti-iz found in
Thompson, Reports, No. 235, obv. 8 ; No. 236 G, rev. a ; and No. 251,
rev. x . Note especially in No. 235 the parallel groups Ha in-ne-mid la
i-zi-iz and 8 . . . . it-te-mid it-ti-ti-iz, of which innemid and i(z)z%z
are IV 1 preterits and ittemid and ittitiz IV 2 preterits. The last
1
The context of the two passages is: 3salus/-su sattu ( = MTJ-AN-NA)
Ha-ti-ti-iz ?na(s)sarti ( = EN-NUN-MTJ) Ha~at4a-sar sum-ka Hna pani~id
tu-dam-me-iq . . . . 10u-la i-ti-iz ma[(s)sarti] ( = EN-[NUN-MU]) l:Lu-sur
12
adi sat-ta-.[...]
u nu-me-su tal-la-ka 13had-du-u-te tarn-mar Xiu ta-sah-hur
ina sd l[ibbi(-ka)] lhtal-lak, "(It is now) the third year (that) thou hast
stood and kept the watch for me, and thou hast caused thy name to stand
in favor with me! . . . . (Then) serve on and keep the watch for me till next
year, and then thou canst come here and have a good time, or thou canst
turn away and go where thou pleasest."
2
See the quotation in the last footnote.
3
Cf. also [.. . .]at-ti-ti-iz in broken context (No. 951, rev. 25 ).
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group is found also in No. 236 G, obv. 8 . . . . it-te-mi-di, rev.
Ht-ti-ti-iz.
Similarly, the 3d person singular form i-ti-ti-zi (= ittitiz) in
ABL, No. 102, obv. 7 , is proved to be a I 2 preterit form by its
association with other I 2 preterits. 1 Only by their context, finally,
are at-ti-ti-zi ( = attitiz) in No. 1174, obv. u , 2 it-ti-ti-zi ( = ittitiz) in
Reports, No. 228, obv. 2 , and i-ti-ti-zi (= ittitiz) in ABL, No. 565,
1

Context: Ht-tal-ka ina pa-ni-ia ^i-ti-ti-zi ma-a . . . . 13 . . . . iq-te-bi-a,
"he came here, stood before me, and said to m e :
"
Cf. also i-ti-ti-su in No. 762, obv. 8 , in broken context.
2
Context: 10i-sd-dag-di-is sd-lu-si-ni X1ina pa-ni at~ti-ti-zi, " I have served
the last year and the year before the last." For the meaning "year before
the last," "last year but one" of saluseni, saUeni (< saluiseni etc.), which
is commonly translated "the third time" (Bezold, Glossar, p. 272 a, under
salsianu) or even "three times" (Muss-Arnolt, Concise Dictionary, p . 1049 a;
Behrens, ZA X V I I 391 [bottom of page]; Waterman, Royal Correspondence of the Assyrian,Empire, Part I I I , p . 98, under Letter 252, obv. 17,
with the note: seni, from sanu, 'double,' 'repeat'), cf. No. 252, obv.:
iGamelusafavi §arri am4!un^p\ mfai n^a sad-dag-dis ina sal-se-ni ina ra-buse-ni 18issu parsi (or pa-an ?) il-ki issu pdn( ?) sabe^1 sarru-te ^ih-li-qu-u-ni,
"the soldiers of the king and the people of the land who last year, in the
year before the last, and in the second year before the last have fled
(escaped ?) from ilku orders ( ?) (referring to the soldiers of the king ?) and
from service in the royal army (referring to the population of the land ?)."
For the combination in saluseni and rabuSeni of the ordinals Salsu (< *sdlusum) and rabu (< *rdbuyum) with sattum (< sanatum), "year," cf. salsumi,
"day before yesterday," "last day but one." The original meaning is
evidently "the third of the (past) days (with the present day taken as the
first)," "the third of the (past) years (with the present year taken as the
first)," (not "the third day" and "the third year"!); seni, sani (or sinni,
sanni ?), the last component of saluseni and rabuseni, therefore evidently
represents a plural of sattum, such as ww, "years," in Hebrew, <5y—
or by^, "years," in Arabic, and JL^JLJL, "years," in Syriac.
I n connection with issu (< istu) in the passage quoted from No. 252,
it is interesting to note t h a t the letters of the Sargonid period write issu
with the sign f^fff, but the syllable ta with ££JT7 — a feature which as
far as I know has not been observed before. Thus in No. 252 the syllable
ta of^ia-ta^u
(1. 7), ta-hu-me (1. 8), and a-ta-a (1. 11) is written with the
latter sign, while the word issu, which appears twice in rev. 18 , is written
both times with the former sign; in No. 80 cf. ta-za-az (obv. n ) and a-ta-a
(rev.9_13) with issu man-ni-im-ma
(obv. 17 ); in No. 23 cf. e-ta-pa-as
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obv.jQ,1 shown to be preterits and hence Z-forms, while t h e 1st
person plural ni-ti-ti-zi, "we stood" (No. 604, rev. 2 ), is found in a
context t h a t is not quite clear with regard to the time in which t h e
action occurs. The vowel at t h e end of each of the verbal forms
enumerated here is the secondary i which we find so frequently
added t o a final voiced consonant.
Clear cases of IV 2 preterit forms with endings (3d and 2d pi.)
are the following: it-ti-ti-is-su, " t h e y have stood" (ABL, No. 885,
rev. 14 ), 2 which corresponds to Babylonian ittazizzu and ittasizzu;
it-ti-ti-su (No. 117, rev. 1 7 ), 3 and i-ti-ti-su (No. 206, obv. 8 , 4 and No.
(obv.-,8) and ta-mar-ti (rev.14) with issu lib-bi (rev. 15 ); etc. The same
distinction is made in t h e new king list from Khorsabad and in the cylinder
dealing with Sarru-kin's eighth campaign (Thureau-Dangin, RHCS); in
the latter inscription cf. e.g. dlgi-e-ta (1. 282), dlqu-ut-ta (1. 304), ta-a-aar-ti(-ia) (11. 311 and 309), and ma-ta-a-ti (1. 314) with ultu {= £5JU) in
11. 269, 280, 297, and 307. The distinction was therefore a well established
custom under t h e late Assyrian kings. Lack of the necessary time prevents
a more thorough investigation of the use of the different signs in the
various periods; but notice that Assur-nasir-apli I I in the great Annal
Inscription, 1 R 17-26, uses the sign J2JJJ, his son Sulmanu-asared I I I
in the Monolith Inscription uses the sign ££|]T, indiscriminately for ta and
istu. Cf. e.g. 1 R 17ff., col. 3 56 (istudlkal-hi), wiihibid., 1. 60 (at-ta-har), and
3 R 7f., col. 1 23 (istu dlhu-bu-us-ki-ia), with ibid., 1. 24 (ak-ta-sad).
1
Beginning of an astronomical report: 9dSAG-ME-GAR ina arki sin
10
i-ti~ti-zi an-ni-u pi-sir-[su}, "Jupiter (in the past night in which the
observation was made) stood behind the moon. The following is its interpretation (i.e., t h e interpretation of t h e observation)."
2
Context: 1 3 . . . . abu-u-a ab abi-ia 1Aina biti-ka it-ti-ti-is-su, "My
father and my grandfather have stood (i. e., have done service) in t h y
family." The father and the grandfather of the writer of the letter are no
longer living, as is evident from rev. n _ 13>
3
Although t h e passage is broken, the preterit meaning follows from the
phrase ina libbi abi-su sa sarri [beli-id] in the immediately preceding 1. 16,
which belongs to the same sentence.
4
Context: H-tal-ku-ni inapa-ni-ia 7ina pa-an mmdr-distar amel qur-bu-ti
(in this late period probably conceived as am*lqur-bu-ti) H-ti-ti-su 9ki
an-ni-e iq-te-bu-u, "they came here, stood before me and before Mar-Istar,
the bodyguard, and said as follows." Note the association with t h e I 2
preterit forms ittalkuni and iqtebu; the sequence is completely parallel to
t h a t of t h e singular preterits ittdlka, i-ti-ti-zif and iqtebia in No. 102 (see
p. 159, n. 1.
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762, obv.g 1 ). According to all indications, therefore, the 2d person
ta-ti-ti-sa in No. 604, obv. 5 , is likewise the preterit of IV 2 rather
than the present, as it has been thought to be; for insertion of a t
which denotes previousness is no less impossible in the present
t h a n in the imperative. 2 The passage 2 . . . . Sa sarru be-li HS-pu-raan-ni ma-a Hna ha-ra-am-me ina pit-tu-u-a Ha-ti-ti-sa ma-a a-butu H-ba-as-si ina pi-i-ku-nu7....
should therefore have some such
meaning a s : "Regarding the fact t h a t the king, m y lord, has sent
here (the message): 'Only lately (or the like) ye have stood before
me. Is there (again) a wish in your mouths ? ' . . . . " 3
y) I n addition to the forms discussed in the preceding we find
also a number of forms which elide the contracted, and therefore
originally long, vowel between the first and third radicals, namely
the imperative form it-zi (ABL, No. 194, rev. 5 ) and the preterit
forms 3d person singular it~te-et-zi (No. 439, obv. 4 ), it-ti-it-zi(No.
1432, obv. 1 5 ; Thompson, Reports, No. 96, obv. 3 ; No. 106, obv. 7 ;
No. 180, obv. 8 ), and i-ti-it-zi (ABL, No. 1288, obv. 10 ) and 1st
person singular a-ti-it-zi (No. 1371, obv. 5 ). Since in all cases in
which these strange-looking forms 4 occur the context suggests a
meaning "to stand" for the verb from which they are derived; 5
1

Restore: 6 . . . . mza-la-a-a 7 m . . . ,-a-a &lusa-pi-a-a B\i~tal-lcu-ni ina]
pa-ni-ni i-ti-ti-su \ki] an-ni-e i\q4e-bu\-na{\)-H, "Zalaiia and . . . . a l i a ,
the Sapieans, came here, stood before us, and spoke to us as follows."
2
See the discussion of the imperative forms (pp. 157 f.).
3
The writer of the letter continues with: "there is no wish (in our
mouths but this): 'May the great gods of heaven and earth give long life
to the king my lord!' because the king (after all) is (actually) thinking of us
who — how long now! — have not seen the king. (Now) as regards the
other (literally: yon) point, (namely,) 'we have stood before the king,'
through whom did he (the king) get (that information) ?"
4
For their fuller discussion cf. sec. 14 (pp. 172ff.).
5
Cf. ABL, No. 194, rev. 2 . . . . bit-mu-kan-a-a 3gab-bu pa-M4r *ma-a
ina pan am*lurab-BI--LTJIJ Ht-zi ma-a mi-nu *sa i-qa-ba-i-ni e-pu-us, "Gather
the whole clan of TJ-kan-a-a and then stand (together with them) before the
rafc-Bi-mx and whatever he will say, do."
No. 439, obv. H-lu ina pu-ut dr(t)-ni *sa sarri it-te-it-zi, "a god( ?)
stood in front of the sin( ?) of the king."
No. 1432, obv. 14a-na gi-zi la e-ru-ubih-ti-lik 15inalib-bi napsaki it-ti-it-zi
a-sa-ap-ra 16us-se-ri~du-ni-es-su, "Before (even) entering upon the sheep-
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since, furthermore, the consonants exhibited by them correspond
to those of i-ti-iz (IV 1 imperative), "stand," and it-ti-ti-iz (IV 2
preterit), "he stood," and finally, since we know of no other verb
with the meaning "to stand" from which those forms could be
derived, it is obvious t h a t they actually are forms of uzuzzu, "to
stand." The imperative it-zi, then, is a parallel form to (or only a
different writing of) the previously discussed I V 1 imperative
i-ti-iz, "stand," 1 while it-ti-it-zi and a-ti-it-zi correspond to the
IV 2 preterits i-ti-ti-zi, "he stood," and at-ti-ti-iz, " I stood." 2
Outside of the imperative of IV 1 and the preterit of I V 2,
t instead of z as first radical is not found, at least in the material at
hand at present.
The distribution of the forms with S and t instead of z as first"
radicals, therefore, is as follows:
Babylonian
Imperative IV 1
Permansive IV 1
Infinitive IV 1
Preterit IV 2

—
usuz
usuzzu
. itaslz

Assyrian
•ittz, itz{

-.—
—
ittitiz, ittetzi

I t has been suggested t h a t the changes of the first radical z to
s in Babylonian and to t in Assyrian were due merely to the
tendency to dissimilate the first and the third radical (according
shearing he stole away and stayed in the granary, whereupon I sent some
people, who brought him down here."
No. 1288, obv. 9mdnabu-zer-iddin
ina pa-ni-ia 10i~ti-it-zi ma-a msa-ili1
tu-bu ^immere^
uk-ta-si-di . . . . rev. 1 . . . . iq-te-bi, "Nabu-zer-iddin
stood before me and said: 'Sa-ili-tubbu took the sheep and
'"
No. 1371, obv. 5 , in broken and not yet satisfactorily interpreted text.
Reports, No. 96, obv. 1mu-su sa TJ 4 -1-KAM mulSAG-ME-GAR ina tarbas(i)
(gloss.: tar-ba-si) dsin Ht-ti-it-zi, "During the night of the first day Jupiter
stood within the halo of the moon."
No. 106, obv. 4Imul]]GUD-AN-NA ina tarbas sin Hz-za-az-ma 62 u^me . . . .
1
inatarbas dsin it-ti-it-z\i\ "The mulGUD-AN-NA (still) stands in the halo of
the moon and has stood (now) for two days . . . . in the halo of the moon."
No. 180, obv. 8 . . . . mulLU-BAD-SAG-us' ina tarbas dsin it-ti-it-zi, "Saturn
stood within the halo of the moon."
1
Like i-ti-iz, it-zi is listed as I 2 (of **nazdzu) by Ylvisaker (op. cit.,
p. 39).
2
The elision of the long vowel I or e is discussed in sec. 13.
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to the usual conception of the root as nzz, the second and the
third) from each other. Superficially this theory might seem to be
quite plausible; more carefully considered, however, and taken in
connection with the new problems it raises, it will be found to be
no solution of the problem.
In the first place, it does not explain satisfactorily why the z
should be dissimilated to s in Babylonian, but to t in Assyrian. In
order to meet this difficulty it was further assumed that while
Babylonian contented itself with changing the first radical z into
the Babylonian consonant supposedly nearest in character to z,
namely s,1 Assyrian continued the process of dissimilating the
first radical z from the following z with the new process of assimilating it to the preceding formative t of the ^-sterns of uzuzzu.
Against this new additional theory, however, it may be argued
that if Assyrian deemed it necessary to dissimilate the two radicals z, it would, be rather strange that it should have felt the
necessity to assimilate again the consonant just dissimilated to
some other consonant and thus create a situation altogether
similar to the one which had supposedly been rectified by the
dissimilation of the two z's. Moreover, assimilation of one consonant to another in Akkadian is found only in cases where the
assimilated consonant either precedes or follows immediately the
consonant to which it is assimilated.2 In the case of ittitlz < ittaziz,
however, the two consonants are separated by a vowel, and to
assume assimilation in this case is quite out of the question, since
we have no other instance to support such an assumption. Especially important, however, is the fact that in the case of the
1
Steinmetzer in a note to his translation of a kudurru inscription from
the time of Nabu-kudurri-usur I (King, BBSt, Pis. 83-91) for the Assyrian
Dictionary of the Oriental Institute suggests that the sound into which z
was changed was not the voiceless s b u t the voiced z ( = French / as in
"/our").
2
Cf. belitsu and belissu < *belitsu, iddin < *indin, innabit < * inhabit, etc.
For dissimilation, on the other hand, an intervening vowel or even
several intervening syllables are no obstacle; cf. e.g. napraku, naspaku,
nardmu, and naglabu < *mapraku, *maspaku, *marhamu, and *maglabu
with change of the labial m to the dental n on account of the labials p, b,
and m.
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imperative forms itlz and itissd t h e original forms, i.e., izlz and
izizzd, do not contain any t to which the first radical z could be
assimilated, and yet those forms show a t as their first radical.
As regards the form usuzzu (< uzuzzu) in Late Babylonian,
furthermore, it has been assumed t h a t the change from z to s
might be due to the fact that the former was preceded as well as
followed by the vowel u, which is of labial character as is also the s
(at least the labial kind of s), so t h a t this change would represent
an assimilation of the dental sibilant to the labial vowel u. However, we find the same change from z to s in the form ittaslz, where
neither the preceding nor the following vowel is an u.
If now we attempt to find for the interchange of z with s and t
as first radicals in the word for "to stand" an explanation t h a t will
account for all of the phenomena connected with t h a t change, we
may start by pointing out that if there is a phonetic interrelation,
as is to be expected, between the first radicals z, s, and t, it can be
found only if we realize (a) t h a t Akkadian z represents not only
etymological z, but also etymological d, the voiced dental aspirate,
and (6) t h a t etymological t, the voiceless dental aspirate, developed in Akkadian to 8, but in Aramaic to t. The simple fact
underlying the differences in the first radical of the verb uzuzzu
is therefore evidently this, t h a t in addition to the verb form
*ddzu,x "to stand," which in genuine Akkadian became *zdzu, in
Late Babylonian and Late Assyrian we find also forms of the verb
*tdzu, "to stand," which in Babylonian appears as. *sdzu, but in
Assyrian, evidently under the influence of Aramaic, as *tdzu.2
1

For the sake of convenience and in order to avoid complications in this
section, which deals exclusively with the* first radical, no attention is paid
to the actual character of the third radical in the basic as well as the Late
Babylonian and Assyrian forms. I t is therefore given as z all through this
section, although, as will be made clear in the following section, for which
the subject of the character of the third radical is reserved, z actually
represents only the form which the third radical has in the historical
genuine Akkadian verb *zdzu.
2
In order to avoid possible misunderstanding, it may be pointed out
t h a t the term "Aramaic" as used in this section is to be taken in its
broadest sense, i.e., as not referring exclusively to those well known types of
Aramaic which in a later period became the more or less universally
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With t h e realization t h a t t h e basic forms are *ddzu and Hdzu, the
variation in the historical forms between the consonants z, s, and
t is reduced to t h a t between the voiced d and the voiceless t, a
variation which is completely parallel to t h a t between the voiced
dental d in Akkadian naddnu and the voiceless dental t in Akkadian
vernacular natdnu (cf. Hebrew I??).1
I n order to understand better the change of the verb Hdzu on
the one hand to *sdzu in the Babylonian vernacular, and on the
other hand to Hdzu in the Assyrian vernacular under Aramean
influence, it must be kept in mind t h a t the assumed verb Hdzu
was brought into Babylonia (or was there originated) by foreign
immigrants at a comparatively early time, namely at least some
centuries before Nabu-kudurri-usur I, in whose inscription we
meet the forms with S for the first time, and that, moreover, in
t h a t early period, i.e., in the last half of the second millennium
B.C., Akkadian wus still the ruling language of Babylonia and
still had the power to change the pronunciation of words brought
into Babylonia b y Semitic immigrants, along the typically Akkadian lines of phonetic development. At that time, therefore, when
foreigners introduced into Akkadian from their own language the
verb form Hdzu instead of the genuine Akkadian *zdzu, this
Hdzu became *sdzu, because the common Akkadian pronunciation
of old Semitic t was s. I n Assyria, on the other hand, the vernacular form Hdzu made its appearance in the written language almost half a millennium later than had *sdzu in Babylonia, and
a t a time when Akkadian actually continued to be spoken in
certain circles only, while the common people of Assyria spoke
Aramaic. Owing to this preponderance of Aramaic in those later
(and perhaps even in earlier) times, the verb *tdzu, which in
Assyria too had been brought in (or originated there) by earlier
Semitic immigrants, developed its pronunciation along Aramean
recognized literary representatives of Aramaic and to a large extent even
succeeded in displacing other Aramean dialects. As used here it refers to phe
whole group of languages or dialects spoken by the Aramean or Arameanlike tribes of the older as well as the later periods.
1
Cf. also the reverse relationship between Akkadian abdtu and Hebrew
y

dbad (<

y

abada).
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lines; i.e., it changed the t of Hdzu not to s as in Babylonia but
to t, the result being the verb Hdzu, "to stand."
Now t h a t the problem of the origin of the late forms with s and t
as first radical has found a comparatively simple solution, it is still
necessary to explain the seemingly strange fact t h a t Late Babylonian and Late Assyrian use the forms of the vernacular verbs
*sdzu and Hdzu respectively, side by side with forms of the
genuine Akkadian verb *zazu. I n the first place it will be noted
t h a t the variation of the first radical is by no means an arbitrary
feature, as can readily be established from the following list of
verb forms and their more original forms, namely on the one hand
IV 1

Present
Preterit
Participle
I I I 1 Preterit
I I I 2 Preterit
Nomen loci

izzdz
izzlz
muzzaz
usazziz
ustazzlz
ussanzlz
manzdzu
ma(z)zassu

<
<
<
<
<
<
=
<

*inzdz
*inz7iz
*munzaz
*usanzlz
*ustanzlz
*ustanzlz
manzdzu
manzdzu

itlz
itissd
usuz
usuzzu
ittaslz
ittasizzu
ittitlz
ittilH''
ittitissu

<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

(*n)iziz
(*n)izizza
(*n)izuz
(*n)izuzzu
*intazlz
*intazizzu
*intaziz
*intazlz
*intazizzu.

L the other hand
IV 1

Imperative

IV 1
IV 1
IV 2

Permansive
Infinitive
Preterit

As will be seen from this list, in Late Babylonian as well as in Late
Assyrian t h e first radical appears as z in all those cases where it
follows a consonant, namely either an n (nifcal n or nasalizing n)
o r a 2 which originated from the assimilation of such an n to t h e
first radical; in all those forms, however, in which the first radical
immediately follows a vowel (to these forms belong only those in
which the first radical is never nasalized), it appears as S in Babylonian and t in Assyrian. 1
1

To my knowledge, no Late Babylonian imperative form *islz and no
Late Assyrian permansive form *ituz (*utuz) or infinitive form *itussu
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Although this rule is quite unequivocal, its correct interpretation is by no means a simple matter. Superficially considered,
the most satisfactory solution of the problem would seem to be
t h a t the combination M (< ns < nt) in Babylonian and tt (< nt
< nt) in Assyrian regularly developed to zz, for then all the forms
of the verb could be understood as homogeneous derivations from
*sazu and *tazu. Unfortunately, however, there is no proof
whatever t h a t voiceless ss and tt could become voiced zz. Nor
is there — as far as the extant material goes -— any better proof
t h a t the n which in all the basic forms concerned precedes the
radical t, could change the latter to d, which in Akkadian would
become z and together with the assimilated n would result in zz.
The only plausible conclusion therefore seems to be that the verb
for "to s t a n d " in the late periods takes its forms partly from the
old and genuine Akkadian verb *zdzu and partly from the late vernacular verbs *sdzu or *tazu respectively. Such a combination of
different, but synonymous, verbs into one paradigm is a phenomenon known from many other languages, and the only condition
for its rise is t h a t the verbs thus combined be very frequently used
in everyday speech. Compare, e.g., in Latin the verb fero, [tuli],
[(t)latum], ferre, which is made up of two different verbs meaning " t o bear," and in German the verb for "to be," to which three
verbs have contributed the forms: I : ist, seid, sind, sei, sein;
I I : war, ware, gewesen; and I I I : bin, bist; furthermore, in Syriac,
preterit oof*, imperative 001, present ^ & J , infinitive ^*K&
(sometimes oc*&); in Hebrew, preterit 210 (tots, etc.), present
39**?, infinitive 21& and 2TO. The Hebrew example presents an
(*utussu) have been found as yet. This, however, is more or less accidental.
Note, e.g., that in the Babylonian letters of the Sargonid period published
b y Harper in which the imperative could be expected to appear as *imz
no imperative occurs, although in the Assyrian letters, owing to their
different contents, the imperative itiz etc. is found comparatively frequently.
Similarly, no permansive form is found in the Assyrian letters, while on
the other hand such forms are relatively frequent in the Babylonian letters.
The fact is that where the Babylonians used the permansive of usuzzu, the
Assyrians used a present or a preterit form. Note that for the same reason
the IV 2 preterit form occurs much more frequently in the Assyrian than
in the Babylonian letters.
13
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especially close parallel to the combination of *zazu with Hazu or
Hazu because its forms are likewise taken from two related verbs,
namely 310 and Sfc\
Still to be explained, however, is why t h e dividing line for the
forms of the verbs *zdzu and Hazu (or Hazu) adopted into the
paradigm of uzuzzu is not drawn a t random but, as shown above,
follows a line of actual differences in the composition of the forms.
Since the combination nz is, or can be conceived as, the equivalent
of zz, the rule given above may be stated in a simpler way as
follows: The *zdzu forms are used in those cases where the first
radical is doubled, while the Hazu forms are used where the first
radical is not doubled. Obviously therefore the use of the zdzu
forms must be due to a special development of the vernacular form
with doubled first radical, i.e., ss in Babylonian and tt in Assyrian.
Now it is well known t h a t in Assyrian inscriptions (and therefore
doubtless regularly in certain local Assyrian dialects) tt sometimes
appears as ss, as e.g. in mtfassu (< ma'attu < md>dd{a)tu) and
issi (< itti); in the Assyrian vernacular therefore forms like the
preterit *ittiz and the present Httdz must have become *issiz and
Hssdz, while the imperative itiz and the I 2 form ittitiz did not
change. Evidently because of the great similarity of the forms
*issiz and *issdz to the forms izzlz and izzdz, the writers of the Late
Assyrian letters, who did not simply reproduce the spoken vernacular but still tried to write at least approximately t h e classical
Akkadian, wrote izzlz and izzdz for *issiz and *issdz, while they did
not change itiz and ittetlz to iziz and itteziz. A similar transition of
$f into ss and therefore a change of *i$$iz to *issiz, *issdz to Hssdz,
etc. must be assumed for the vernacular Babylonian; note in Late
Babylonian the frequent re-es-su (< *res-su) as well as such
sporadic cases as it-ta-di-is-su < it-ta-di-is-su < Httadinsu (Harper, ABL, No. 336, r e v . n ) and la-lab-bi-sti < lulabbis-su {ibid.,
No. 293, rev. 3 ).

13. LAST RADICAL (s)s INSTEAD OF (z)z
(S)sns the third radical of the verb for "to stand" occurs in the
Late Assyrian letters quite frequently, namely in
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Preterit
Preeative
Imperative
Preterit

ta~az-zi-sa (2d pi.)
li-zi-su (3d pi.)
i~ti-is-sa, i-ti-sa (2d pi.)
ta-ti-ti-sa (2d pi.)
it-ti-ti-is-su, i-ti-ti-su (3d pi.)
us-sa-an-zi-sa-an-ni
ma-za-su-su-nu,
ma-za-si.1

I l l 2 Preterit
Nomen loci
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The s of these forms has hitherto been conceived as being due
to a simple change of the third radical z to s.2 Furthermore, it has
been supposed t h a t this change is a general one, i.e., t h a t it might
be found under given conditions with every z in the Assyrian
dialect. As a matter of fact, however, a change from z to s occurs
nowhere outside of the verb uzuzzu, for which, however, within
certain limits, it is an established feature, as is attested by the
examples cited above.
The explanation for the s as third radical must therefore be
sought in quite a different direction. From the writings it-ti-ti-issu and i-ti-is-sa as well as from their parallelism with the forms
ittazizzu and izizzd it is obvious t h a t even writings like i-ti-sa,
i-ti-ti-su, li-zi-su, and ta-az-zi-sa actually represent itissd, ittitissu,
lizzissu, and tazzissd, i.e., forms with double s. Double s, however,
is, as we have seen, an Assyrian development of tt; and, since the
Assyrian equivalent for the verb *zdzu shows a t instead of the
first radical z, the presumption follows at once t h a t its third
radical too was a t instead of a z. I n other words, the real vernacular Assyrian verb was not Hdzu b u t *tdtu (< Hdiu, for *dddu
> *zdzu), and the forms itissd, ittitissu, etc. therefore actually
represent Htittd (|| izizzd), Httitittu (|| ittazizzu), etc. Correspondingly, therefore, in Babylonian the real vernacular form of the
word for "to stand" must have been *sdsu (< Hdtu), not *sdzu.
Nor, as might be superficially suggested by the forms itissd,
itissu, lizzissu, etc., is it possible to assume t h a t the third radical
of t h e vernacular verb was s,z for from the list given above of
1

For references see Ylvisaker, op. cit., p . 11, under (e), and p . 39, under
(6) A I 1, I 2, I I I 1, and I I I 2.
2
Cf. Ylvisaker, op. cit., p . 11, under (e).
3
This erroneous assumption would make the Assyrian verb **tasu
and the Babylonian verb **msu, while the genuine Akkadian verb *zdzu
would have represented **ddzu with etymological z as its last radical.
13*
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forms showing (s)s as the third radical it will be observed that
this (s)s appears exclusively in forms in which the third radical
is followed by an ending beginning with, or consisting of, a vowel.
All of the endingless forms, on the other hand, end with z, as is
clearly shown by the writing of lizziz, ittitlz, nittiiiz, etc. as li-zi-zi
(Harper, ABL, No. 309, rev.7), i-ti-ti-zi {ibid., No. 102, obv.7;
No. 565, obv.10), it-te-et-zi (No. 439, obv.4), ni-ti-ti-zi (No. 604,
rev.2), etc. In other words, the paradigm of the IV 1 imperative
and the IV 2 preterit for example was as follows:
IV 1 Imperative
Sg. 3d
2d m.
2d f.
1st
PI. 3d
2d
1st

itlz
itism

itissa

IV 2 Pxeterit
ittitlz
tattittz
tattitissi
attitlz
ittitissu
tattitissa
nittiiiz

The z of the endingless forms is, of course, taken from the
genuine Akkadian verb *zazu, and the forms itiz, ittitiz, tattitiz,
etc. are therefore mixed forms, while completely genuine vernacular forms are represented only by itissa, ittitissu, etc. (< Htitta,
Httitissd, etc.).
It is quite obvious that there must have been a good reason for
this incongruity of forms, since it is the usual tendency within a
single tense theme to make the forms as congruous with each other
as possible. Consequently it is impossible to assume that the third
radical of the vernacular verb was s (and the verb therefore
Hdsu), since this s would certainly not have been changed to z.
If, however, the ss of the forms with endings originated from tt,
and if therefore, e.g., the 3d plural ittitissu represents Httitittu, the
genuine Assyrian vernacular form of the 3d person singular must
have been Httitit, and this form would actually have given good
cause for a replacement by the partly vernacular form ittitiz,
because the latter undoubtedly seemed to harmonize better with
the plural form ittitissu than did the form Httitit. The form ittitiz,
it is true, is not entirely in harmony with the plural form ittitissu,
as a form **ittitis would have been; but since, as we have just seen,
such a form did not exist, scribes who objected to the form Httitit
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were naturally compelled to resort to the z-forms of the genuine
Akkadian idiom. It need hardly be pointed out that what has been
described in the preceding (from the viewpoint of vernacular
Assyrian) as replacement of vernacular features by those of
genuine Akkadian, from the viewpoint of the latter idiom (which
in spite of far-reaching concessions to vernacular developments
continued in Late Assyrian) should be described as an attempt to
defend the paradigm of uzuzzu against too conspicuous encroachments upon it by the vernacular idiom.
It is noteworthy that while in the half-vernacular forms itiz
and ittitiz just discussed the vernacular element is found in the
first, and the genuine Akkadian element in the last, radical, the
converse relation is observed in mixed forms such as izzissu.
Furthermore, in the verb system of uzuzzu in the late vernacular
idiom, owing to the tendencies described in the preceding, forms
of entirely vernacular character, as e.g. itissa and ittitissil, are
matched with those of entirely genuine Akkadian character. The
following list is intended to group the principal forms of the verb
uzuzzu in inscriptional Late Assyrian under this viewpoint.
Purely Akkadian forms
Mixed forms a)
b)
Purely vernacular forms

izzdz, izzlz, lizzlz
izzissu, Uzzissu, ussanzissdnni,
ma(z)zdssu
itiz, ittitiz
itissa, ittitissu

Late Babylonian inscriptions as a rule avoid all forms with the
third radical as it appears in the vernacular and therefore completely omit the purely vernacular class as well as the mixed class
designated as (a); Babylonian equivalents of Assyrian forms of
the former class, as e.g. ittasizzu, come therefore under the mixed
(b) class, while equivalents of the forms of the mixed (a) class,
as e.g. Kzzizzu, come under the class of purely Akkadian forms.
Note, however, u-su-us-su^e-e-ti in BE X, No. 152 (time of DariusI),
whose ss of course developed not from zz but from ss. The main
part of the word, i.e., the infinitive u$ussu, "to stand," "to serve,"
therefore represents *usussu, i.e., a purely vernacular Babylonian
form of the verb *zazu (*sdsu). However, even in this case the
use of the purely vernacular form is but an exception, as is shown
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by the u-su-uz-za-aiie-e^-ti of BE IX, No. 6014, with the usual
double z.1
1 4 . ELISION OF THE LONG VOWEL B E T W E E N THE FIRST AND

THE

THIRD RADICAL

In section 122 mention was made of the fact that in the Late
Assyrian letters occur a number of forms which elide the long
vowel (between the first and the third radical) that originated from
the contraction of the two basis vowels after the elision of the
middle radical. The extant forms, for which the references have
been given in the place referred to, are the following;
IV 1 imperative
IV 2 preterit

it-zi
it-ti-it-zi
i-ti-it-zi
a-ti-it-zi

<
<
<
<

itlz
ittitiz
ittitiz
attitlz.

As will be seen from this list, all of the eliding forms have t as
their first radical, and, like the other *tazu or *tatu forms, they
occur only in those themes which allow the first radical to follow
immediately after a vowel. I t may be noted that the latter circumstance is actually a condition for the elision of the following long
vowel, for if the first radical were separated from the vowel of the
preceding syllable by an intervening consonant, elision of the
following vowel would result in the coming together of three consonants, i.e., nif cal n + first radical (or, instead of these two, the
doubled first radical) + last radical.
Furthermore, it will be noted that the elision is restricted to the
endingless forms, i.e., to those ending, at least as far as the system
is concerned, with the last radical z. This too is readily understandable, since, as has been shown in the preceding section, the
forms with endings (as e.g. itissa) double their last radical to ss,
so that in case of an elision of the long vowel between the first
and third radicals again three consonants would come together.
1

Some other forms in texts of the latest periods, seemingly written
with double s, must be disregarded here as long as the writing with ss
instead of zz (su instead of the similar zti) is not placed beyond any doubt
hy a collation of the originals.
2
See p. 161 under y.
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Finally, it must be noted t h a t all of the eliding forms add a
secondary i at the end. This again is an essential feature; for since
t h e eliding form ends with the radical z the form would, in case
of an elision of the preceding long vowel, end with the two consonants tz, which, even if pronounceable, could not be written with
cuneiform signs unless the last consonant z was supplied with a
secondary vowel which together with the z again formed a syllable.
The main condition for the elision of the contracted vowel,
however, was the fact t h a t t h e word stress of the forms concerned
was on the syllable preceding t h a t containing t h e long vowel. For
instance, the IV 1 imperative form, which allowed a shortening to
itz, was of course stressed not itiz but itiz; and likewise the IV 2
form which developed to ittitz must have been stressed ittitiz, not
ittitiz. The stress on the preceding syllable caused, of course, at
first only the reduction of the long vowel to a full short vowel,
which however was again shortened into a half-vowel and finally
was dropped entirely. The development of the two forms just
mentioned was therefore as follows: itlz > itiz > itez > itz, and
ittetlz > ittitiz > ittetez > ittetz. A further development of the IV 2
preterit forms ittetez and ittetz to itteteze and ittetz6, and of the
imperative form itz to itze may be indicated by the writing of
these forms as it-ti-ti-zi, it-ti-it-zi, and it-zi, provided we can assume
t h a t the secondary i at the end of each of these forms was not
merely written but was also pronounced.
I t has been pointed out in section 6 A what great importance
these Late Assyrian eliding forms have for the establishment of
t h e stressing of certain endingless forms of the verbs mediae
infirmae, namely those which in their uncontracted state would
have the stress on the syllable preceding the root basis, as e.g.
iddek (< *idndd>ik), izzez (< *idnza>iz), izez (< *(n)iza>iz) or iziz
(< *(n)iz(a,yiz), and ittdziz (< Hantdz{a)Hz). Again, however, as was
done before in section 6, it may be pointed out t h a t this stressing
need by no means have been the uniform tendency in all the
periods of the history of the Akkadian language nor in all the
regions where Akkadian was spoken, since it is quite conceivable
t h a t in certain periods etc. a tendency toward stressing the contracted vowel existed. The solution of the problem as to which
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tendency prevailed at any given time and place must be left to
future researches that can be based on unequivocally conclusive
material.
I t will be noticed, however, that elision of the contracted vowel
of a verb mediae infirmae is not found in the extant material
outside of the verb *zazu* At least as far as the written language
is concerned, it must be regarded therefore as a special feature of
the latter verb due evidently to the fact that the verb for "to
stand" is one of the most frequently used words; for this circumstance caused it to develop much more rapidly than other verbs
of similar formation. To illustrate this point by another example,
one may refer to the I 2 form of the verb uabdlu, "to carry," "tobring," itbal. It was originally Httabal (< *iautabal) with double
t and an a before the second radical, and it might have been expected that, as in the case of other verbs and in accordance with
the established laws, the double consonant before the first a would
protect the latter from elision. As a matter of fact, however, it
afforded no protection in this case because the verb for "to carry,"
"to carry away," "to bring," etc. was one of the most frequently
used verbs and as such was exposed to developments in which verbs
less frequently used did not participate. 1 Note that in the development Httabal > *ittebal> itbal the double consonant is treated as if
it were a simple consonant; in the development of ittitiz to ittitz a
long vowel is treated as if it were a short vowel. Compare, moreover, in Late Babylonian the frequent appearance of the imperative forms idna, "give" (pi.), idnd, "give to me" (sg.), and idni,
"give" (fern, sg.), as inna and inni with assimilation of the dental
1
Note also, among others, the shortened tn-forms it-na-aq-qi (< ittandqqi), "he sacrifices over and over again," in the Istar hymn AO 4479
(Thureau-Dangin in RA X X I I 169-77), 1. 42, and ta-at-na-da-an-si
(< tattanadansi ?), "she always
," in the poetical composition
VAT 5946 (Zimmern, VS X , No. 214), col. 2 9 ; both forms show the same
elision of the short a after tt as found in itbal. The fact that the poets used
such shortened forms in their compositions without fear t h a t these forms
might not be \mderstood b y their public proves conclusively t h a t in verb
forms elision of the short a after tt, whose last t was the inserted t or the t
of the inserted tn, must have been a very common feature of the vernacular
language even in relatively early periods.
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d to the following nasal n, a phenomenon not found elsewhere
in the written language.1 Here again it is due to the fact that
the verb (i.e., "to give") is one of the most frequently used verbs.2
Although, as has been pointed out above, elision of the long I
would not be expected in such forms as izziz, lizziz, etc., since under
ordinary circumstances their doubled first radical would prohibit
the elision, the double consonant would not, of course, prohibit a
shortening of the unstressed long vowTel of these forms; in other
words, the forms izziz, lizziz, etc. could easily become izziz, lizziz,
etc. in vernacular language, and from there they could undoubtedly
enter the colloquial speech of the educated as well. Moreover, such
writings as li-zi-zi (Harper, ABL, No. 309, rev.7) and u-sa-az-zi-zi
(ibid., No. 349, rev.8) would seem to indicate that the vernacular
language in its tendency toward shortening the former long vowel
even went so far as to shorten it to e, i.e., pronounced the form as
usazzez(e). Since such forms with final i are found quite frequently
in the late Neo-Babylonian texts, it would follow that in Babylonia
too, at least in the vernacular, the shortening of the long vowel had
progressed at least to that point. Moreover, as can be seen from
the development of ittebal > itbal more than a millennium earlier,
there is not the slightest doubt that in the vernacular Babylonian
even the half-vowel, and then of course the last of the two preceding z's, could be elided. Thus, for example, a form such as lizzeze
could undoubtedly develop in the Babylonian vernacular to liz'ze
and lizze, and it is not at all impossible that we have actual evidence for the existence of this latter form in the writing U-iz-zi
found in a Babylonian letter, Harper, ABL, No. 781 (rev.12), although, as long as this form is found only once, we must at least
1

Doubtlessly the change of dn to nn occurred more frequently in
extremely developed vernacular language; but it entered the written
language only in the case of the verb naddnu, because of the especially
great frequency of t h a t verb.
2
Such a more rapid (or at least unusual) development of forms of
frequently used verbs is naturally observed in other languages also. Cf.
e.g. in Latin the infinitives ferre, "to carry" (a verb of the same meaning as
uabalum); esse, "to b e " (cf. also in Arabic the shortened idlcu < *idkun);
velle, "to will"; nolle, "not to will."
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reckon with the possibility t h a t this particular li-iz-zi is merely
a mistake for li-iz-zi-iz or li-iz-zi-zi. Nevertheless, t h e fact t h a t ,
except for the possible instance just mentioned, t h e shortened
form does not occur in the texts proves sufficiently t h a t even in
t h e latest times complete elision of the long vowel in all those
cases where t h e first radical was doubled was not favored in t h e
written language. 1

IV. P O S S I B L E OCCIXRKENCES OE THE R O O T zyz OUTSIDE OF T H E
V E R B UZUZZU

1. PRE-AKKADIAN AND SUMERIAN zdzum, "BASE"
The mathematical texts BM 85194 ( C T I X 8 [other copies: 9]
ff.) 2 and BM 85196 (RA X X X I I 2f.) 3 mention quite frequently
in connection with t h e computation of the volume of certain
geometrical solids a t e r m z a - z u m . I t s meaning m a y best be seen
from the paragraph col. 2 1 9 _ 2 5 of the first-mentioned text, which
computes t h e volume of a city wall section from four given data,
1

There still remain several problems connected with certain forms or
writings of t h e verb uzuzzu which I should have liked to take up here,
but which other more immediate duties compel me to reserve for future
treatment. I refer, e.g., to the forms u-su-zu-uz-zu, u-su-zu-uz,
u-su-zi-iz,
it-ta-zi-uz, na-zu-iz-zu-u, na-an-za-as-su, etc. Here I only wish to point out
t h a t t h e forms ittdziuz and nazuizzu (for ittdzlz and nazuzzu) in no way
indicate a pronunciation u (as in German "Bucher") of the vowels i and u
in Akkadian (thus assumed, e.g., by von Soden in t h e commentary to his
translation [for t h e Assyrian Dictionary] of the Istar hymn, RA X X I I ,
pp. 170f.). The forms occur in a poetical text, and poets are interested not
in phonetics b u t in rhythm. Ittdziuz and nazuHzzu are simply, so to speak,
"decontracted" or distorted forms of ittdzlz and nazuzzu, which were so
changed in order t h a t they might better fit into the rhythm of t h e
poem.
2
For transliteration and translation see Neugebauer, Mathematische
Keilschrifttexte I 142ff. Previously the text had been partly treated and
commented upon by Thureau-Dangin in IIA X X I X and X X X , passim.
3
For transliteration and translation see Thureau-Dangin, loc. tit.;
Neugebauer, op. tit. I I 43.
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namely length, height, mu-hu,1 and z a - z u m . The shape of this
wall section may be illustrated by the following figure: 2

I
h

= 60
= V2

AB

=

1/2

CD = 1

I n this figure the length of the wall is represented by the lines
designated as Z, and the height by lines h. Since the contents are
computed by multiplying half of mu-hu plus z a - z u m first
by the height and then by the length (—~-

^—"

* h ' I)

it is quite evident t h a t mu-hu and z a - z u m should be referred
to t h e lines AB ( = A'B') and CD ( = C D ' ) respectively, i.e., to
the upper and lower parallel lines of the trapezoid ABDC ( = A'B'
D ' C ) , which represents the profile of the wall. Since, furthermore,
muhhu is the well known word for "skull," "brainpan," "top of
the head," i.e., the uppermost part of the human body, and
moreover since in the case of our wall the z a - z u m measures twice
as much as the muhhu, it follows t h a t muhhu denotes the upper
parallel AB, and consequently z a - z u m denotes the lower parallel
CD, i.e., the base of the trapezoid or, in other words, the width of
the lowest part of the wall. This is fully corroborated by the fact
t h a t in the first paragraph of the tablet, col. l j . ^ , which treats of
a n arammu, "rampart," the measured dimensions corresponding
t o our z a - z u m , "base," muhhu, "head," and SUKUDA, "height,"
1

Other forms: mu-hu-um, col. l 4 4 e t c ; mu-ha-am, BM 85196, col. 118
etc.; mu~hif BM 85194, col. 4 n .
2
The relative dimensions of the two trapezoids in this figure are based
on Neugebauer's assumption that the measurements for height are given
in cubits, those for width and length in GAE'S (1 GAR — 12 cubits). This is
not conclusively proved; but the question whether the Babylonian mathematician intended to indicate a larger or smaller height than shown in the
figure is quite irrelevant for the problem here discussed.
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are given once as DAGALA KI-TA, "lower width," mu-hu, "head,"
and SUKTJDA, "height," and another time as DAGALA KI-TA, "lower
width," DAGALA AK-TA, "upper width," and SXJKUDA, "height."
As yet we do not know whether z a - z u m , like its opposite, muhhu,
was also used outside of mathematical terminology as a word of
everyday speech. If so, it should likewise have designated a part
of t h e human body, b u t obviously only the lowest part, i.e., either
the foot or the sole of the foot. With this antithesis of muhhu,
'-'skull," and z a - z u m , "foot" or "sole," compare the English
phrases "from head to foot," "from head to heels," and "from top
to t o e " and the German phrase "vom Scheitel bis zu den FuGsohlen."
I n view of its meaning "base," i.e., the lowest part of a body,
solid, or figure, it is of course very likely t h a t z a - z u m , i.e., the
Akkadian zdzum, is a derivative of the verb z% "to stand," since
the base of a geometrical solid or figure is t h a t part with which it
"stands" on the ground or on some imaginary horizontal plane
or line. If, as is undoubtedly the case, this derivation is correct,
zdzum would of course be the usual Akkadian infinitive form or
some other abstract substantive of the lost I 1 formation *zdzum,
and as such it would have denoted not only the action of "standing" but also t h e place on which something is standing (i.e., " t h e
stand") a n d finally even t h a t b y means of which something is
standing, e.g. t h e leg, the foot, the sole, or the bottom. For the
interchange of these meanings compare e.g. the use in German of
"Sohle" for the sole of the foot or of a boot, for the bottom of a
tunnel or a river, for "floor," for "sill," and even for a "level (in
a mine)." Note especially, however, the use of the Greek abstract
noun P&cns, whose literal meaning is "stepping," " s t e p , " also for
(1) " t h a t whereon one steps or stands," "a base," "a pedestal";
(2) " t h a t with which one steps," "the foot"; (3) "the base (of a
triangle etc.)."
ZA-ZUM, read za-zum, could, at first glance, actually be conceived
as t h e genuine Akkadian word for "base." Note, however, t h a t in
contradistinction to muhhu, which occurs not only in the nominative form, (mu-hu, mu-hu-um) b u t also as genitive (mu-hi, muhi-su) and accusative (mu-ha-am), and which, moreover, occurs
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sometimes with and sometimes without mimation, the word for
" b a s e " is invariably and exclusively found in the writing ZA-ZUM,
even in such a case as BM 85196, col. 3 2 4 : 20 mu-ha-am u 15 ZAZUM u( ?)-bi( ? ) - g a r - m a , where it is coupled with the accusative
mu-ha-am and where one therefore would expect *za-za-am instead
of ZA-ZUM. I t is therefore evident t h a t in t h e mathematical texts
the latter is an ideogram. This, however, means t h a t the Akkadians
of t h e historical periods did not have a word zazum, "base," but
knew only a Sumerian word z a z u m , which obviously, as t h e
Semitic case ending um indicates, is a loan word from some preAkkadian Semitic dialect. I n all likelihood, therefore, our z a - z u m
would appear in historical Akkadian as sdstim or, better, as
sassum, i.e., as a loan word from Sumerian z a z , the endingless
form of z a z u m . 1
2 . AKKADIAN ZaZU, "TO D I V I D E , " " T O D I S T R I B U T E , " "TO APPORTION"

Like the verb *zdzu, " t o s t a n d " (intransitive and transitive), 2
the verb zdzu (root TIT), "to divide," has no direct equivalent in
1

A word sassu appears in the vocabulary fragment 79-7-8, 170
(Meissner, Suppl., PI. 26; Meek, RA X V I I 188), which enumerates parts of
the chariot. Note the group man-za-zu, as-kup-pu, sa-as-su, &u(= Sumerian equivalent)-lum, sxr-[b~\u( ?), \m\an-za-zu (Sumerian equivalents missing). I n Nabu-naid, 5 R 65, col. 2 33 , Bunene is called the ra-ki-ib
^narkabti,
a-si-bi sa-as-si (variant sa-as-su), "who mounts the chariot,
who sits on (or in ?) the sassu" Bezold in his Glossar, probably on the basis
of this passage, ascribes to sassu the meaning "Sitz des Wagenlenkers,
Bock"; this interpretation may perhaps be correct for the late time, but
originally the word probably meant " t h e stand" (from *zdzu, "to stand"),
since originally the cjiariot was built so that the driver had to stand in it.
Or does sassu here denote t h e bottom of the chariot ? Cf. e.g. the z a - z u m
of a hiritum, "moat," in CT I X 8ff., col. 5 4 1 ff , which of course can be only
"(the width of) the bottom of the moat." (Note t h a t in this case quite
naturally the z a - z u m is smaller than the muhhu, the upper width of the
moat, this muhhu measuring 10, while the z a - z u m is only 7). The interpretation of a-si-bi sa-as-si as "in which Samas sits" (Zimmern, KAT, 3d
ed., p . 368) is of course grammatically impossible; nor is Langdon's interpretation (Die neubabylonischen Konigsinschriften, p . 261), "der da
thront in der Sonne," possible, since (and this applies to Zimmern's translation as well) samsu can become only sassu, not sassu or sassu.
2
Cf. the following section.
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the known vocabularies of the other Semitic languages. This fact
alone justifies the question whether there may be any connection
between the two Akkadian verbs. Obviously, it would be very
difficult to derive a meaning "to stand" from a meaning "to
apportion," "to divide"; but the ideas "to divide something"
and "to apportion something to someone" might easily have
arisen from the idea "to stand (or set) up the things to be divided
(in separate heaps)." I t cannot, of course, be denied that, taken
by itself, any speculation of this kind is of very little value if
unsupported by some really substantial evidence, which, unfortunately, is lacking in this case. Nevertheless, it will be worth while
to keep in mind the possibility of such a combination which reduces
two homogeneous roots to one single root. Moreover, the combination traces, completely within the borders of a natural development of concepts, the quite complex ideas "to divide" and "to
apportion" to simple and concrete ideas, which may reasonably
be expected to have been their basis; note especially the phrase
nap-har um-ma-ni-ia a-na Se-na lu-u a-zu-uz, " I divided my men
in two p a r t s " (RA V I I 180, col. 2 4 _ 6 [cf. also CT X X X I I Iff., col.
29-11])? originally perhaps " I stood them up*to form ( = to be) two
parts (crowds, etc.)." Furthermore, if such a connection actually
existed between *zdzu, "to stand," and zdzu, "to apportion," t h e
Old Semitic root of t h e latter verb would likewise be dud,1 and
the fact t h a t the root of zdzu, "to apportion," then ended with d
would furnish a ready explanation of the seemingly strange zettu,
zittu, "portion," as having developed from daHd(a)tum, " t h a t which
has been apportioned," more originally " t h a t which has been set
up (for someone as his pile or portion)"; 2 for, as shown e.g. by
Arabic 'ahdttu, " I have taken," from 'ahddtu, assimilation of the
last radical d to the following t is quite a natural process. 3
1

This root for zdzu, "to apportion," is assumed also by Albright in
RA X V I 181 (under 16) in order to explain, on the strength of Greek
v£|ico, Arabic ddda, "to drive," "to drive (back)," etc. (especially in madddum, "pasture grounds," "Weidetrift"), as meaning originally "to divide."
2
Cf. the similar development of Jcettum, kittum < ka'inatum, "that which
is firmly established."
3
To combine zettum, "portion," with situm (< sfratum), "exit" (so
Bezold, Glossar, p . 60a) is, to say the least, a rather bold etymology. For
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Whatever, after all, the relation between zdzu, "to divide," "to
apportion," and *zdzu, "to stand," may be, it is interesting to
observe that the two verbs, as they were finally shaped in Akkadian, carefully avoid any overlapping by their formations (judging
at least from the form material at our disposal), as may be seen
from the following table:
I 1 Present

II1
III 1
III
II/III
II/III
IV

2
1
2
1

IV 2
I 1

Preterit
Permansive
Infinitive
Present
Preterit
Participle
Present
Preterit
Preterit
Preterit
Preterit
Present
Preterit
Permansive
Participle
Preterit
Perm. Subst.
a) Contracted
b) Uncontracted

zdzu, "to divide"
izdz
izuz
ziz
zdzu
uzdz, uzdyaz
uzdHz
muzo?iz

*zdzu, "to stand"

—
—
—
—
.—
-—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

uszdz
uszlz
ussanziz
usziz
ussaiiiz
izzdz
izziz
izuz, nazuz
muzzdz, muzzlz
ittaziz

zettu, pi. zezdti
zayiztu

—
—

the connection of zittu with zdzu cf. Sumerian h a l = zdzu, "to divide," "to
apportion," passive participle ( = nomen actionis) h a l - a (written h a - l a ,
h a l - l a , and h a l a) —zittu, and especially the fact t h a t the plural of zittu
appears as zizdti; cf. Thureau-Dangin, R A X I 144ff., double line 25 ( — 11. 49
and 50): s a g - t a b a n - d e n - l i l - d e n - k i - g e n i g - h a l - h a l - l a b a - a n - b a a - t a = sur-ru-u &a-nu ^en-lil u &e-a u-za-yl([)-zu zi-za-a-tim, "at the
beginning when Anu, Enlil, and Enki divided all portions." Bezold,
Glossar, p . 1106, gives zizdti as plural of zizu, "portion," but to my knowledge there is no evidence for assuming the latter form instead of the
frequent zittu to be the singular. Note t h a t the part. perm. fern, ziztum in
samutum la zi-iz-tum, "uninterrupted rain," Sennacherib, Nebi Yunus
Inscr. (1 R 43 f.), 1. 43, does not assimilate the third radical, evidently
because it belongs to the inflectional system of the verb zdzu; the assimilation of the last radical in zittu is due of course to the fact that this substantive originated in a period in which the d had not yet changed to z.
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I I 1 Perm. Subst.
Nomen loci, masc.
fern.

zdzu, "to divide"
zui^Yuztu
—
—

*zdznt " t o stand"
—
ma{n)zdzu
manzaztu etc.

This distribution of the various formations among the verbs
zdzu, "to apportion," and *zdzu, "to stand," may, with the proper
caution, be taken as a further indication of a connection between
the two verbs. In any case, there can be no doubt that the existence
of the verb zdzu, "to apportion," "to divide," no matter whether
it is formed from an independent root or owes its origin to a
gradual transformation of the meaning of the transitive *zdzu,
"to stand up," "to set up," was one of the reasons, if not the main
one, for the disappearance of the old transitive *zdzu, "to set
(up)," and the old intransitive *zdzu, "to stand," from the vocabulary of the historical Akkadian.
The fact that Akkadian zuzu, "a half-shekel," which is evidently
derived from zdzu, "to divide," appears in Talmudic Aramaic as
WiT and in Syriac as l)of (~ Spcc/Mri; pi., "money"), not as
HTH etc., is by no means to be regarded as proof that the
Old Semitic root of zdzu, "to divide," was not dud but, against the
conclusions drawn in chapter iii (pp. 164ff. and 169), zuz. For zuzd
is a loan word from Akkadian, in which d had become z at a very
early period; and, since the Arameans themselves did not have a
verb for "to divide" which corresponded etymologically to the
Akkadian verb, obviously neither they nor the Aramaic-speaking
Jews could be expected to recognize the etymological nature of
the two z's of Akkadian zuzu, "half-shekel." They simply adopted
the word in its Akkadian form.

3 . NEW H E B R E W ZUZ, "TO MOVE A W A Y "

If we now approach the question whether equivalents of the
verb Hdzu, "to stand," can be found in Semitic languages outside
of Akkadian, it should first be stated that a verb of the same root
{zuz or dud) with the express meaning "to stand" cannot be
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traced in any of the other Semitic languages. 1 Talmudic Hebrew,
however, has a verb W, "to move (intrans.) (from a place)/'
hif'll, " t o remove (someone or something from a place)/' a verb
which not only completely corresponds in form to Akkadian *zdzu,
" t o s t a n d / ' b u t whose meaning has at least this in common with
t h a t of the Akkadian verb, t h a t both "to stand" and "to move
away from" are closely related to the idea "place." Note especially
with respect t o this point t h a t fit is never found as an absolute
verb, "to move," b u t is always supplemented by the preposition
)7? and a substantive denoting a place, as e. g. ifcipfefc, "from his
or its place"; Ottto, "from t h e r e " ; ]K3», "from here"; totaa,
"from its midst"; and ifva?, "from his house." Compare e.g.
ifcipfcfc ttW tf?tf 1 3 ^ , "only t h a t he shall not remove it from
its place," B e korot 3 : 3, and ^ a IY»3» tttV ^DK ^ m&Ktf nirf?K
A

3
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"a widow who said: 'I do not want to move from the
house of my h u s b a n d / " K e tubbot 12: 3. We may, however, go
even a step further and ask whether the constant connection of
n? with p, "from," may not indicate t h a t the ablative meaning "to move away" is given to the verb W merely b y the
ablative preposition |», and that, at least in an older period, such
a combination as 3 ffi for example would have meant "to stand
in a place," not "to move in a place." I n other words, would
not the New Hebrew verb PIT be identical with the Akkadian verb
*zdzu, " t o stand" ? That this is actually the case is, it seems,

1

As long as t h e root of Akkadian uzuzzu, "to stand," was conceived as
nzz, it was of course quite natural for the etymologist to be on the lookout
for a verb nzz or ndd in the other Semitic languages. I n the vocabularies
of t h e latter, however, no such verb is known except in Arabic, where we
find on t h e one hand a nazza, "to r u n " (said, e.g., of a gazelle), but also
"to bleat" (likewise said of a gazelle), "to flow," "to exude water," "to
have numerous springs," etc., and on the other hand a nadda, "to urinate."
None of these meanings, to say the least, lends itself easily to a comparison
with that of the supposed Akkadian nzz, "to stand"; much less can they be
used as a proof for the existence of a root nzz "to stand," in Akkadian.
Akkadian vocabularies mention a verb na-za~zu9 which, however, is a
variant form or variant writing of nasdsii, "to lament."
14
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placed beyond any doubt by the following parallels between t h e
meanings of t h e verb zuz and those of the verb qum:
a) The meanings of Arabic I ^lj, (1) "to stand u p , " (2) " t o
stand upright," (3) "to stand still," (4) "to come to a standstill,"
" t o halt," (5) "to s t a y , " "to remain," either are identical with, or
very closely approach, those of Akkadian uzuzzu (IV 1 instead of
t h e old intransitive 1 1 *zdzu), "to stand." Likewise the meaning
" t o set u p , " "to erect" of the causative formation I V l\s>\ (literally: "to make something stand") is completely identical with t h a t
of the Akkadian causative I I I 1 uSzlz, "to set u p , " "to erect."
b) On the other hand, Arabic I £ * AIS, "to break u p the camp
a n d move on," "to decamp," "to march off," "to depart," " t o
start (literally: 'to rise up [and depart]') from (some place),"
closely corresponds to New Hebrew ]& NT, "to move out of
(something)," "to move away from (something)," while I V
JA '151, "to cause someone to depart from (a place)," closely
corresponds to New Hebrew JB rtn, "to remove something
from (a place)."
This list discloses the interesting fact t h a t while the meaning of
New Hebrew TIT is completely restricted to t h a t of Arabic ^ IS
under 6, the meaning of Akkadian uzuzzu (for old Hazu) is equally
restricted to that of Arabic "A under a. Note, however, how
closely the Akkadian phrase i-na a-ha-a-ti li-iz-ziz, " m a y he (the
bad demon etc.) stand aside," approaches the idea " m a y he move
away," listed above under b.
From the foregoing it follows t h a t t h e usual combination of
]& W, " t o move away from," with Arabic (I) | j | j , "to stir,"
" t o shake," "to frighten," and (II) |jljy, "to be shaken," "to
be a coward," "to desist from something out of fear," 1 is erroneous.
Note t h a t TIT has no ideological connection whatever with the
idea of "fear" ("trembling for fear," etc.); nor is the movement
expressed by | j | j , "to shake," of t h e same nature as t h a t expressed b y TIT, which is merely "to leave a certain place." The same
1

Cf. Gesenius-Buhl, HAHwb, 15th-17th eds., under 71T I .
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must be said with respect to Jastrow's suggestion1 that W might
be derived from a plpl-form of ?1t, "to move," "to shake," "to
tremble." Nor is a combination with Arabic (Sjjj9 "to take short,
quick steps with the back raised" (said of cattle), but also "to
despise" (construed with <->) and "to drive away (obj. <->)," or with
the substantive ir^Uj , "haste," referred to by Gesenius-Buhl,
HAHwb, loo. cit., much better; for (and this applies to the derivationfrom Ijlj quite as well) it would be difficult to explain
how ftt as a derivative from a plpl-form does not show the
meaning characteristic of that form. In point of fact, the assumption that the triconsonantal tit originated from a quadriliteral verb
by omission of the fourth radical and a change of the second radical
is in itself rather precarious and should not be reverted to unless
supported by conclusive or at least plausible reasons, based e.g. on
the development of special forms of the quadriliteral in accordance
with recognized phonetic laws or tendencies. Note, finally, the
considerable fluctuation in the character of the sibilant and aspirate consonants of the Arabic plpl-verbs, as well as in their
meanings or shades of meanings, as may be seen, e.g., from Ul?»
"to move (a thing or a person) away from (=£/>) a place," "to
take away," and "to keep someone from (=£/') doing something,"
but also "to call the he-goat (V) to copulate," "to let a camel
(ace.) drink its fill," and "to let it thirst" as well; also intransitive,
"to become stilled (said of anger)" and "to drink its fill"; II, "to
be afraid of (— £>?)" and "to refrain from (a planned journey,
etc. j^Y\ \^y I and II, "to have a vacillating gait," etc. These
formations, which belong primarily to the vernacular language
and therefore are not guarded by fixed standards of speech, are
as a rule too elusive to be of much use in etymology, especially
since most of them actually have an onomatopoeic background
and probably were still felt as imitations of natural sounds.
1

A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli, . . . . (ed. of 1903,
reprinted 1926), p . 385a.

14*
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4 . HEBREW meZUZd,

GRAMMAR

TALMUDIC ARAMAIC

meZUZtd

Although, as pointed out in section 3, the verb zuz in Hebrew
is restricted to the ablative meaning "to move away," at least a
trace of the original meaning of its root, "to stand," is probably
preserved in the Hebrew substantive nWTZp (plural nifttfc), "doorpost." As a matter of fact, this word had been connected with
the Akkadian word for "to stand" by Haupt in BA I 173 and by
Schwally in ZDMG LII (1898) 136f. and 511, even under the
supposition that the root of the Akkadian verb was nzz. Zimmern
(inKAT, 3d ed., p. 649, and in Gesenius-Buhl, HAHwb, 15th ed.,
p. 406; 16th and 17th eds., p. 411), and apparently also Haupt
(loc. cit.), even thought that probably mezuzd was a loan word
from Akkadian manzazu; Zimmern (cf. Schwally in ZDMG LII 511)
moreover believed that in addition to its usual meaning, "standing-place," manzazu had also the meaning "doorpost," since in the
vocabulary 79-7-8, 170 (Meissner, Suppl., PL 26; republished
by Meek in RA XVII 188), it is followed by askuppu, "doorsill,"
"threshold." 1 As a matter of fact, however, as can be seen from
the remnants of the Sumerian column, the vocabulary enumerates words for parts of a chariot, and as one of these manzazu
doubtless has its usual meaning, "standing-place (namely of the
chariot driver)," not "doorpost." Nor is such a meaning proved for
manzazu, as Winckler in OLZ, 1901, cols. 2491, assumed, by the
passage Assur-ban-apli, Rass. Cyl. (5 R Iff.), col. 2: ^""tim-me
42
siruti
. . . . man-za-az bob ekurri ^ul-tu man-za-al-ti-su-nu
as-suh-ma, which Winckler translated: "two obelisks, the doorposts
of the temple gate, I removed from their standing-places"; for the
man~za-az of this passage is obviously the late form of the participle of uzuzzu, and the words man-za-az bob ekurri therefore mean:
"which stood at the temple gate." Moreover, if mezuzd were a
loan word from Akkadian manzazu, "standing-place," "stand,"
"service," etc., it would be rather difficult to understand how the
1

Cf. Arabic 4ix*«! and OL-l, "lintel (of a door)." The proper, more
general, meaning of Akkadian askuppu is "slab (of stone [and other material,
e.g., wood ?])"; it is used of slabs laid on the ground as well as slabs placed
upright to line walls, the inner sides of gates, etc.
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meaning "doorpost" for mezuzd was arrived at, for a doorpost is
certainly not a "standing-place," which is the established and
natural meaning of the Akkadian nomen loci manzdzu. It would
therefore be necessary to assume that it is derived from manzdzu,
the late form of the participle IV 1 muzzdzum; but then it would
be difficult to explain why the Hebrew word should be mezuzd
instead of mazzuzd, whose first z, which represents the assimilated
nif <al n, would be quite essential to the nifcal form. Since a change
of the correct mazzuzd to mezuzd is not justified by any phonetic
law, the form mezuzd would presuppose a quite unnecessary mutilation of the assumed Akkadian prototype.
If, however, mezuzd is a genuine Hebrew word, it would be a
perfectly normal Hebrew ma~q(a)tal-at-um form of a root mediae
infirmae WT, "to stand" (corresponding to Akkadian *zazu, "to
stand"). For after the pattern of menuha (< *menohd < *mandhatum), "rest" (masc. form: mdnoah < *mandhum [< *mdnuahum or, better,] < *manauahum), from nil, "to rest"; menusd
(< *mendsd < *mandsatum), "refuge" (masc. form: mdnos <
*mandsum) from 013, "to flee"; mHuna, "place where someone
spends the night" (masc. form: mdlori) from fb, pV, "to spend
the night"; etc., mezuzd would, via the form *mezozd, go back to
an older mazdzatum (< mazduazatum) and thus, as far as its form
is concerned, be the normal Hebrew equivalent of Akkadian
ma(n)zdztu, manzaltu, etc.
The problem still to be answered is how the maqtalatum form
mezuzd could be used for "doorpost," while the Akkadian word
manzdztu means "standing-place." As a derivative from a verb
for "to stand" (either intransitive or transitive), mezuzd, "doorpost," should of course have a meaning like "upright-standing
(beam)," or "(a beam) that makes something (perhaps the door)
stand upright," or "(a beam, or any other means,) by which
something is made to stand upright." Unfortunately, our knowledge of the history of the door technique of the older Hebrews as
well as our knowledge of the older history of the terminology
employed for this technique is practically nil. Superficially, the
prefix ma- at the beginning of mezilzd, if taken as the so-called
"instrumental" prefix, might seem to point to the last of the
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meanings suggested above, especially if one thinks of the revolving doorpost of t h e Babylonians, t o which the door was fastened,
and which therefore could have been regarded as t h e means b y
which the door was kept upright. 1 Such an explanation of the maprefix is not quite likely in view, e.g., of the similarly formed word
massebd < mansibatum (< ma-n(a)sib~at-um) from t h e root 1X2,
"to stand," which means not "a means by which something is
stood u p " b u t "(a stone) t h a t stands upright (or t h a t is placed
upright)." The formation of this massebd from aitt, "to stand,"
as well as, most likely, that of mezuzd (from *?1T, "to stand"),
obviously dates from a very old period in which the meaning of t h e
prefix ma- was not so restricted as in the historical times of t h e
Hebrew language; note that at least in the case of mezuzd its
formation in a comparatively early age is indicated by the fact
t h a t in the historical times of the Hebrew language the verb Ttt,
" t o stand," is altogether obsolete. We must therefore content
ourselves with t h e assumption t h a t mezuzd represents an old
•abstract or infinitive noun which, like a n y other abstract noun,
could be used in a concrete (usually passive) sense, i.e., in t h e
sense of "something t h a t is stood u p . " I t s use in the exclusive
meaning of "doorpost" would be due of course to a restriction of
t h e original meaning. 2
In the Aramaic parts of the Talmud JlTWp appears as KfiftTD,
though there the latter, as well as the Hebrew mezuzd in t h e
1

That in Hebrew terminology the doors (at least those of a city gate)
"stand" is shown, e.g., by Joshua's curse on a future rebuilder of Jericho,
Josh. 6 : 26: r r n j ^ n^I VVJ^Itt nn.S^ ftb?S, "At the cost of his first-born
will he lay its foundations, and at the cost of his youngest will he
stand up its (gate) doors." Cf. also I Kings 16: 34: rns? r m QTnK:3
, T H ^ n ^ n VTS>¥ (q e re 1HP31) M ^ ; N e h . 3 : 1 : m p £ l
fXStn Ifctg-XllJ W^J
VXjri'n, "and they built the Sheep Gate . . . . and they stood up its doors"
{similarly vss. 6, 13, 15). Note the use of S^H as well as TDXjn.
2
Note that the form pattern of *ammud, "column," which likewise
means "something t h a t stands up or is stood u p , " from 1125?, "to stand,"
also has ceased to be a usual feature in the systems of verb and noun formation of the historical time. It was originally the passive (passive-intransitive) participle of the causative pi'el *iay, "to make (something)
stand," corresponding to the passive (originally passive-intransitive)
participle qatul of the qaL
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Hebrew parts of the Talmud, denotes the parchment roll containing the two passages Deut. 6 : 4-9 and 11 : 13-21 and fastened
to the doorpost. Since the word is clearly not a genuine Aramaic
word, but simply t h e Aramaicized Hebrew word, the fact t h a t in
this word the first and second radicals of the word appear as z, not
as d (d), is not to be taken as a proof (against the conclusions
drawn in chapter iii from the existence of the vernacular forms
*sdzu and Hdzu [*tdtu] < tdtu) t h a t the two z's of *zdzu represent
Old Semitic z, not d. As in the case of zuzu, account must be taken
of t h e fact that, since Aramaic (at least t h a t Aramaic with which
the Jews came in contact) lacked a verb of the same root from
which the Jews could recognize the nature of the Hebrew z> it was
not to be expected t h a t they should have taken the.z for anything
else but a real z.

5. HEBREW mazzdlot, TALMUDIC ARAMAIC mazzdldtd, ETC.
Hebrew nftto, I I Kings 23 : 5 (rvhto, J o b 38 : 32), L X X
(in both passages) [jocLovpcoS, Targumim HfiVto (II Kings 2 3 : 5)
and H £ | 5 (Job. 3 8 : 32), Mandaic KnaVaUND, Syriac
l^f^o
(II Kings 23 : 5), interpreted b y some as " t h e (12) constellations
of the zodiac," by others as " t h e planets" or "the stars," and also
Jewish-Aramaic *?Jfc, "star," "planet," or "constellation," Syriac
J K X | a £ , "star," "planet," "constellation" (of the zodiac), "sky,"
"firmament," "sphere of heaven," "orb," "sphere," "globe,"
"hollow ball," and Arabic J3IL0, "stations of the moon," are now,
following the proposal of Delitzsch, Prolegomena, p . 142, Zimmern,
K A T 628, and others, commonly taken as loan words from
Akkadian manzaltu, "stand (of a god or a star in the firmament)."
As a matter of fact, the derivation is quite likely, since in cuneiform texts of the late periods 1 the plural of manzaltu (< manzaStu
< manzaztu) was actually formed as manzaldtum,2 a form that
1

I n vernacular language, of course, in a much earlier period.
Cf. the following passages:
Pohl, Analecta orientalia VIII, No. 44, obv.: 1 am^ubele ( = EN-MES)
2
man-za-la-a-tum amHu[vn-±-MK& amilu...-MES]
LU-BABBIRTJ-ME§ ameiuGfR.
flW!
z
LA-MES u
^«[...]-ME§ [..]•[••] sd IT 4 -9-KAM M arabsabdtu MU-4-KAM
2
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corresponds precisely to DiVjD. It will be observed that here
again the Akkadian and Hebrew z appears as z in the Aramaic and
Arabic forms; and in this case there would seem to exist, at least
on the surface, some real ground for the argument that if the word
was actually derived from manzaltu the first and the third radicals,
if the conclusions drawn from the by-forms *$&zu and Hazii
(*tdtu) are to stand, should appear as d (d) instead of z in Aramaic,
since the Babylonian philologists at least might be supposed to
have been able to recognize the character of the z by a comparison
of the *zdzu forms with the vernacular *Mzu and Htizu forms.
However, it is quite uncertain how far Babylonian and Assyrian
scribes really were able to trace such etymological contacts, and
especially to what extent they actually did trace them; at all
events there cannot obtain even the slightest doubt that for the
great mass of Babylonians the etymology of the substantive manzaltu had become obscured, since otherwise they would not have
treated its I as the real radical, as they did when forming its
plural as manzaldtum instead of ma{n)zdzdtum. Much less, therefore,
could it be expected that foreigners such as the Jews, the Arameans, and the Arabs should become aware of the original character
of the z of manzaltu, especially when the z of manzaltu and mazzaltu,
as we saw in chapter iii, section 12 (p. 166), was never changed to
s in Babylonian nor to t in Assyrian. The western Semites, therefore, simply took the word as being derived from a root nzl,
whose z, furthermore, they took as a real z, since they were quite
m

ku~ra-ds 4sdr TiN-TiRki sdr matdti ( = KUR-KUR) pdni(l) abeltu(GA&As)
sa urukki u ^na-na-a iz-zi-zu
"The (following) occupants of offices, (namely) the 'enterers of the house,'
the . . . . , the brewers, the armed guardians, and the . . . . , who served on
the 9th day of S e bat, 4th year of Cyrus, king of Babylon, king of the lands,
before(!) Beltu of Uruk and Nana."
n
Contenau, TC I X , No. 137, obv. : 810( ?) aw^wERiM-MES
sd la man12
ls
14
lb
zal-la-ti-su-nu
it-ti-ka ab-ka u kap-du al-ka
. "Take with thee 10 men . . . . who are not on duty and hurriedly ( ?) come
here."
7
Clay, BE V I I I 1, No. 117, obv.:
sd man-zal-la-ium ultu MTJ-18s
m
KAM a-di MU-32-KAM da-ri-id-a-mus sdr K[UR-KUR], "
for the office
periods from the 18th to the 32d year of Darius, king of the l[ands]."
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unaware of any reason for considering it to be anything but that. 1
Note, moreover, the additional change of the first radical of t h e
supposed root of manzaltu to u in Syriac fK^;a^&, which clearly
shows t h a t the Syrians had not the faintest recollection of the
actual root of the Akkadian word. The fact t h a t its z appears as z
even in Aramaic and Arabic may therefore be regarded as of no
value for the etymology of the root *zazut2
1

I n Arabic especially, man&zilu was combined with nazala, "to descend," "to alight (from a horse or a conveyance for the purpose of staying
over night, etc.)." That this verb, as has been assumed, should not be a
genuine Arabic word b u t have developed from Babylonian manzaltu, is
difficult to imagine; it goes together, of course, with Hebrew nazal, " t o
flow (down)," Akkadian nazdlu, "to pour down," Syriac nezal, "to sink
down," "to float down."
2
I t should be kept in mind, however, t h a t in the Akkadian inscriptions
no instance is yet known where manzaltu and manzaldti clearly and unmistakably mean "star (planet)" or "constellation" or "the stars (planets)"
or "constellations of the zodiac"; thus an important link is still missing in
the chain by which mazzdlot etc. can be connected with Akkadian manzaltu.
Possibly such an independent or absolute use of manzaltu may occur in the
phrase ma-az-za-al-ti az-zu-ul (Clay, MI, No. 44, col. 22), if this should mean
perhaps " I ascertained my constellation," i.e., " I ascertained (or caused
the astronomers to ascertain) a constellation of stars favorable to my
undertaking." Nazdlu would in this case be a denominative irouimanzallu,
*" (observation of the) constellation of stars (planets) (among themselves
or with fixed stars or groups of fixed stars)." There is, however, at present
no conclusive proof for such a meaning of the phrase. As a matter of fact,
the phrase might quite as well be the logical equivalent of some adverbial
phrase with such a meaning as "constantly," "diligently," "with all my
power," etc. Moreover, it is not even certain whether mazzalti and the verb
from which az-zu-ul is derived do not perhaps come from quite a different
root than zyz. The verb nazdlu (of which only the present ta-na-(az-)za-al,
"thou shalt pour (something on something)," is known), hardly seems to
fit the context, unless the phrase should mean here something like "to
sink (a shaft, etc.) down (to a great depth)," an idea usually expressed in
similar context by uiappil. Clay's interpretation, " I located its position
(i.e., the position of the temennu)" is out of the question, since this would
require the suffix -su, "its," after mazzaltu.
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V . UzUZZU WITH THE ACCUSATIVE

Since uzuzzu, " t o stand," is an intransitive verb with dimensional connotations, it is, of course, not surprising to find it so
frequently connected with adverbial expressions introduced by
ina, (ina) mahar, ina muhhi, etc., i.e., with expressions answering
the question "where does something s t a n d ? " Quite understandable, too, are such other dimensional combinations as, e.g., "to
stand with ( = itti) someone" or "to stand aside (ina and ana
ahdti)" or even the connection of the verb uzuzzu with the dative
of a person, literally meaning "to stand to or for someone," i.e.,
"to take one's stand at the side or in the interest of someone," " t o
assist him," "to guarantee for someone," or merely "to step up
to someone," etc. Nor, finally, does it surprise us to find uzuzzu
connected with an accusative expressing a so-called "inner object,"
as e.g. in the phrase massartam uzuzzu, "to stand watch," the
German "Wache stehen," etc. The frequently quoted Crozer
tablet which contains the paradigm for g u b = uzuzzu, "to stand,"
however, reveals the fact t h a t the intransitive uzuzzu can be
connected with t h e personal accusative, a fact which at first must
appear quite puzzling. Note, in the tablet just mentioned, t h e
following groups of intransitive and causative forms of *zazu
enumerated by t h e Old Babylonian author in the fixed sequence:
simple forms ( = a), forms with accusative suffix ( = 6 ) , and
forms with dative suffix {= c):
A. Imperatives of the Simple Formations
(a)
(b)
(c)
(a)
(b)
(c)

i-zi-iz
qi-i-su
i-zi-iz-zum
i-zi-iz-za-am
qi-*a^~as-su
i-zi-iz-za-as-sum

su-zi-iz
su-zi-iz-zu
su-zi-iz-zum
su-zi-iz-za-am
su-zi-iz-za-as-su
su-zi-iz-za-as-sum

col. llf<> 2 1 0 t
co1
co1

- ht,
* !sf.,

col. l 7ff
col. l 9 f .
col. l l l f .

B . Permansives of the Simple Formations

1

(a) na-zu-uz
(b)
(c) na~zu-uz-znm
Sign ia — >a4.

su-zu \-uz!
su-zu-uz-zu
su-zu-uz-zam

col. 1 20f.
col. 1 22
col. 1 23f.

2
2

12f.
14f.
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C. Preterits of the Simple Formations
1. (a)
(b)
(c)
2. (a)
(b)
(c)

iz-zi-iz
iz-zi-iz-zu
iz-zi'iz-zum
iz-zi-za-am
iz-zi-za-as-su
iz-zi-za-as-sum

1. (a)
(b)
(c)
2. (a)
(6)
(c)

it-ta-zi-tz
it-ta-zi-iz-zu
it-ta-zi-iz-zum
it-ta-zi-iz-za-am
it4a-(zi-)iz-za-as-su
it-ta-zi-iz-za-a$'Sum

us-zi'iz
us-zi-iz-zu
us-zi-iz-zum
us-zi-za-am
us-zi-za-as-su
us-zi-za-as-sum

col. 2 2 — 5
col. 26f.
col. 28f.
col. 3«.
col. 3 6f.
col. 3 8f.

D. Preterits of the ^-Formations
us~ta-zi-iz
us-ta-zi-iz-zu
us-ta-zi-iz-zum
us-ta-zi4z-za-am
ns-ta-zi-iz-za-as-su
tw~ta-zi4z-za-as~sum

col. 2i6f.
col. 2i8f.
col. 2 20f.
col. 2 22f.
col. 2 2 4 , 0 0 1 . 3 !
col. 3 2f.

E. Presents of the Simple Formations
(a) iz-za-a-az
(b) iz-za-a-az-zu
(c) iz-za-a-az-zum

us-za-a-az
u£'Za-a-az~zu
us-za-a-az-zum

col. 3 18f.
col.1 ^20 a n d
col. 3 23f.

22
:

From these examples it follows t h a t such verbal forms as i-zuuz-zi-im-ma and li-iz-zi-iz in Thureau-Dangin, LC, No. 4 9 a n d 26 ,
which are connected with the accusatives GA^AM-TOTT-HI-A, " t h e
sheep" (1. 6), and GA^AM-ITDF-HI-A si-na-ti, "these sheep" (1. 22),
are actually forms of uzuzzu (— IV 1 of *zazu) and not pi'el
forms of a verb *ezezu, "to be strong," I I 1 uzzuzu, "to make
strong," "to raise (cattle)," as Ungnad, doubtlessly influenced by
t h e seemingly strange fact t h a t they govern the accusative,
suggested, 1
From the latter passage, moreover, it follows t h a t the meaning
of uzuzzu with accusative is "to watch" or "to tend (a flock, etc.)."
For what the writer of the letter says is t h a t he wants the two
m e n about whom he is writing to "tend the sheep in the desert
(or steppe) ( = ina sadim), where there is pasture for them {ema
return ibassu)" This meaning is completely corroborated by the
following observation: I n the above list of verbal forms of uzuzzu,
"to stand," taken from the Crozer tablet, exactly at the place
1

Ungnad, Babylonische Briefe aus der Zeit der Hammurapi-Dynastie,
p . 61, No. 67, n. d, and p . 246 under yzz.
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where Sections C (preterit of IV 1), D (preterit of IV 2), and E
(present of IV 1) have the uzuzzu forms -f* accusative suffix -Su:
izzizzu (= izzlz -f -Su), izzizassu ( = izzizam -f -Su), ittazizzu
(=z Utazlz + -su), ittazizzasSu ( = ittazizzam + -su), and izzdzzu
( = izzdz + -su), Section A, which deals with the imperative,
gives the form qi-i-su, i.e., qiSu (= qi + -su), "watch him," instead
of the expected form izizzu ( = iziz + -Su) and, instead of izizzassu
( = izizzam + -Su), qi-'a4-aS-Su, i.e., (*qiydSSu [< *qiyam + -su]
or) qiydSsu (< qi'am -f -Su), "watch him (for me)." Qi (< *(u)qij)
originally was the imperative of the verb primae and tertiae
infirmae *uaqiim (< *uaqaium), "to watch," "to tend" (present
*u(q)qa like uSSab, preterit *iiqi like uSib), which secondarily,
however, was conceived as *gii(>)>w (< *quiiu < *quium <
*qu(yuium < *quuuuium < *qduuuium), i.e., II 1 of the verb
mediae and tertiae infirmae ''lp (pres. uqd, pret. uqi, imperative
qi),1 with the meanings (l)"to watch," "to guard," "to protect";
(2) "to wait for something," "to wait on someone"; (3) "to fear."2
1
Note especially the Old Akkadian preterit u-qd-e (= uqd(')H [or
uqaiT]), u he awaited (a battle)," in HGT, No. 36, col. 4' 1 4 ,. Note also
that in the extant inscriptions the present is written with one q (u-qa-a)f
never with two q's (uqqa), though the latter might be expected at least
occasionally for a form of uaqu. The present form u-qa-a-a quoted by
Delitzsch in AHwb (p. 582) from a London fragment, however, must
evidently be emended to u-qa-a-ka, since the context requires the accusative
suffix -ka; note the u-qa-a-ki in the following line, which, apart from the
fact t h a t it is addressed not to a god but to a goddess, is completely parallel
to t h a t containing the suspect u-qa-a-a.
Unfortunately we do not have as yet the infinitive forms *uaqu = 1 1
of the root ipl, or qu"u = I I 1 of the secondary root "np, which would
definitively clear up the question as to whether the transition of the I 1
formation to I I 1 was a general one in historical Akkadian. The pi'el forms
uqql (preterit I I 1 ) and utaqqu (infinitive II2) are clearly forms of the root ipl.
2
For the last meaning cf. the well known refrain in col. 1 of the
bilingual address to Hammurabi in King, LIH, No. 60, col. 1, e.g. 11. 11-14:
n d
l l n i n - u r t a 12l£i§Hukul-mah 13[ma]-ra-an-si
14
[za-e] a - b a - a 1 5 [ b i - g ] u b - b e - e n
n
&nin-urta 12%^kakkam si-ra-am xHd-di-ik-kum
14
at-ta ma-an-nam lhtu-qd-a
"Ninurta has given thee a sublime weapon!
Whom shouldst thou (then) fear ?"
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For the forms and meanings of this doubly weak verb compare
Arabic ^ j , p r e s e n t ^ ^ imperativej>, (1) "to watch," "to guard";
(2) "to beware of someone," "to fear someone"; Phoenician If?,
"beware of me," "fear me" (inscription on the coffin of Eshmunazar, 1. 4).1 In Hebrew the verb **p1 has completely changed to a
pi*el of n1p, i.e., HJj?, (1) "to wait for something," "to hope in
someone"; (2) "to watch for someone," "to lie in wait for someone,"
with only the participle (constr. pi. masc.) \lp, "those who wait
for (someone)," of the qal formation.2 The basic meaning in all
these cases is "to look," "to be on the lookout (for something),"
"to watch"; if the watching is done in the interest of that which
is watched, the meaning is "to watch," "to guard," "to tend
(e.g. a flock)"; if done in one's own interest, "to wait for something, someone," "to hope for something," but if with fear for
oneself, "to fear something," "to beware of something." The
meaning of qi with accusative in the Crozer text, which replaces
the form iziz with accusative, is, in conformity with that of uzuzzu
with accusative in LC, No. 4, "to tend (a flock)."
Furthermore, this meaning is also suggested by the Sumerian
equivalents of qisu and izzizzu (< izzlz 4- -su) etc. in the Crozer
grammatical tablet, which, moreover, helps to clarify the use
of uzuzzu, "to stand," in the sense of "to watch," "to guard," "to
tend." Thus we find
Imperative
Preterit

Present
1

gub-an-da
gub-ma-da-ab
in-da-gub
rau-un-da-gub
ba-da-an-gub
im - m a - d a - a n - g u b
ma-da-an-gub
in-da-gub-bi

qi-i-su
qi-*a±-as-su
iz-zi-iz-zu
iz-zi-iz-zu
it-ta-zi-iz-zu
it-ta- (zi-) iz-za-as-su
iz-zi-za-as-su
iz-za-a-az-zu.

See Poebel, Das appositionell bestimmte Pronomen der 1. Pers. Sing.
in den westsemitischen Inschriften und im Alten Testament, pp. 18 ff.
2
The metaplastic character of the root is clearly indicated by the fact
that, apart from the participle, only pi'el forms of the verb are extant.
For the genuine root ""Ip (with strong u), "to gather," cf. Hebrew MJp3,
"to gather (intr.)," and Hipp and Hipp, "gathering"; Arabic < ^ i , "to be
strong."
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G u b - a n - d a (< gub-a-n-da), "watch or guard him," means
literally "stand ( = gub-a) with ( = -da) him ( = -n-)"; i n - d a g u b , "he watched or guarded him," means literally "he stood
( = i-gub) with ( = -da-) him ( = -n-)"; i n - d a - g u b - b i , "he
watches or guards or tends him," means literally "he stands
( = i-gub-b-e) with (— -da-) him ( = -n-)." The phrase "to
stand with (or at the side of or by) someone (for the good or the
safety of the latter)" quite naturally yields the idea "to watch
over someone," "to guard him (against evil etc,)," "to tend one";
the idea, e.g., "to tend or watch a flock of sheep" would be "to
stand with the sheep" in Sumerian. If "to watch," on the other
hand, is used in a hostile sense, i.e., in the sense of "to watch him
with a view to guarding against possible evil," "to guard oneself
against someone," "to be afraid of someone," "to fear someone,"
the Sumerian construes the verb g u b , "to stand," with the
postposition -a, "at," "against," not with the postposition -da,
"with" (which expresses the interest of the watcher in the watched),
as is shown by a-ba-a [bi-g]ub-be-en = ma-an-nam tu-qd-a,
"whom dost ( = needest) thou fear?," literally: "against or at
( = -a) whom ( = aba) dost thou stand (=b-e(-i)-gubb-en 1 ) ?"
As is shown by its Sumerian equivalent x-da g u b , "to stand
with someone or something" = "to watch (to guard or to tend)
someone or something," the Akkadian xuzuzzu is the equivalent
of, and of course originated from, Htti x uzuzzu, "to stand with
someone or something." The strange change of the construction
of the verb, namely with accusative instead of with itti, was
obviously caused by the fact that Htti x uzuzzu was the equivalent
of the transitive verbs *uaqu, utdqqu, reyu, "to tend," "to pasture,"
etc. Under their influence uzuzzu too, although originally of
course only in vernacular language, came to be treated as a
transitive verb and consequently construed with the accusative.
1

Literally, with pronominal repetition of the dimensional complex
a b a - a , "against w h o m ? " : "thou stand est ( = i - g u b b - e n ) against him
(= b-e)."
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